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ABSTRACT

This report provides an independent perspective to the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission regarding the requirements and
practices for control room operator licensing. Analysis, con-
clusions and recommendations are provided in the following
areas:

Selection, training and certification of control roomo
operators,
Effectiveness of the NRC operator licensing program,o
Methods to assure continued competence of operators,o
Methods for maintaining a highly motivated and dedi-o
cated operator work force,
Upgrading of presently licensed operators to meet pro-o
posed requirements,
Training and qualification of non-licensed operating,o
maintenance and technical support personnel,
Qualifications of Operator Licensing Branch (OLB)o
examiners and

o Organization of the OLB.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATOR LICENSING

EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY

-Background

A vital component of the operational safety of nuclear power plants is the employment

of qualified personnel. In May 198C, as a part of a major program to reassess its require-

ments regarding nuclear power plant personnel, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) contracted Analysis & Technology, Inc., to conduct an independent study of
requirements and practices regarding the selection, screening, training, licensing, requal-

ification and performance of nuclear power plant licensed operators and the training and

qualification of non-licensed operations and maintenance personnel.

The objectives of this study were to evaluate the adequacy of current requirements and-

practices and provide recommendations b the following areas: '

o Selection and training of nuclear power plant personnel, with focus on licensed

operators,

Regulations, procedures and practices used to evaluate qualifications of person-o

nel by utility management and the NRC,

o Regulations, procedures and practices employed by the NRC and utility man-
agement to assure continued competency of .'icensed individuals, -

,

o Adequacy of current regulatory requirements and NRC implementing guidance
regarding selection, training, licensing and requalification,



o Motivation and job satisfaction of nuclear power plant operators and relative
compensation and status of these individuals compared to those in other high-

technology fields where similar r 'sponsibilities are exercised,

Upgrading of all present operators to meet proposed program improvements ando

o Selection, training and retraining of NRC examiners and staffing of the opera-

tor licensing organization.

To provide a basis of information which was both representative of industry-wide prac-

tices and sufficient for in-depth analysis, Analysis & Technology personnel conducted

-field survey trips consisting of document research and personal interviews at the follow-

ing locations:

o Nine nuclear power stations,

o Six vendor- and utility-operated training centers,
o Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO),

NRC, Operator Licensing Branch (OLB),o

o NRC, Region 1 Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
NRC, Headquarters Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and Inspec-o

tion and Enforcement (IE) and

o Offices of two NRC Resident IE Inspectors.

Analysis

The approach used to evaluate industry and NRC requirements and practices discerned-

from information collected during field survey trips included:

o Development and use of analytical tools,
o Statistical analyses of historical data,

o Administration and analysis of a licensed operator job satisfaction questionnaire

and

o Comparisons of NRC and industry practices with those of organizations with
related fur.:tions and responsibilities.

.

2
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Two key analytical tools were developed as bases for several of the evaluations con-

ducted during this study. The first was a generic reactor operator (RO) and senior>

ops ator (SRO) job task analysis which defined the duties and responsibilities of these
individuals. This analysis provided a basis for:

*

Development of licensed operator training program criteria,o -

i o Development of operator selection, screening and certification criteria and

Evaluation of the NRC licensing examination process.o

i.

; The second key analytical tool was the training program criteria, developed from the RO

and SRO job task analysis, which defined the content areas and instructional settings -

; (classroom, in-plant, generic or plant-specific simulator) appropriate for licensed opera--

tor training and requalification programs. Utility and training center programs were
evaluated against these criteria. In addition, the training program criteria were used in:

Developing selection, screening and certification criteria,o

o Evaluating NRC implementation and enforcement practices and

Evaluating qualifications for license training instructors.i o

!

To factor historical data into the development of selection and advancement criteria, an
i analysis of predictive indices of operator performance based on'available training, per-
i. formance and background information was conducted. This analysis also aided in deter-

] niining the validity of the NRC written licensing examination as a predictor of operator
performance.

,

I

! To assist in assessing licensed operators' motivation and their perception of status, a

job-satisfaction questionnaire administered to reactor operators and senior operators at
visited reactor sites was analyzed.

!

,
To compare the NRC and the nuclear power industry with other organizations with simi-

.

lar functions, the related practices of foreign civilian and U.S.- Navy nuclear programs

and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) were investigated.

1
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i
Findings

i

In the review of utility and training center programs and the interviewing of numerous

operations and tuining staff personnel, a broad spectrum of practices was identified.

Some organizations have created impressive, comprehcnsive programs in many of the

areas investigated that exceed existing requirements and reflect an obvious corporate
,

management commitment. At the other end of the spectrum exist organizations that are

apparently interested only in satisfying minimum requirements. The OLB has provided a
,

needed element of objectivity to the process of evaluating the qualifications of operating

personnel; however, there exist areas in which improvements in industry and NRC prac-
i

tices could provide increased assurance of the operational safety of nuclear power
,

plants. It is with consideration of all of these utility, training center and NRC practices
that the following conclusions and recommendations relating to the major subject areas

of this study,are presented.

License Training

License training programs used by facilities to train RO and SRO candidates are under-

going a period of revision and change. Many programs are being lengthened and made

more comprehensive in nature. As a result of a general industry shortage of personnel

with operations experience, most utility training departments are understaffed in light of

their training obligations.i

1
,

Historically, license training programs have not been designed using systematic
approaches to define the required functions, responsibi sties and performance standards

of licensed operators. Instead, many of these programs have been designed around the
.

NRC license examination categories. As a result, these training programs are somewhat
'

limited in their ability to provide complete training of required RO and SRO skills and

knowledges. Facilities should be required to conduct a formal assessment of these pro- .

grams to ensure that they provide training in the terminal and enabling skills and knowl-

edges required for adequate _ RO and SRO job performance. These assessments should be

based on plant-specific job task analyses.

.

$
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Current on-the-job training practices generally lack the formality and completeness to
assure adaquate training in RO and SRO job performance areas that do not lend them-

selves to instruction on control room simulators. Facilities should be required to formal-
ize this phase of tr .aing in a manner that will ensure that the terminal skills and
knowledges that license candidates must learn in plant are individually accounted for and
evaluated.

Inadequate emphasis is provided in most cases to training programs that prepare RO

licensed individuals for SRO licensed functions. Facilities should upgrade these programs

to provide more emphasis on SRO functional requirements and development of leader-
ship, management and supervisory skills.

For some required skills and knowledges, a plant-specific simulator is a necessity for
achieving complete training. Some other skills and knowledges, which could be com-

pletely taught on plant-specific simulators, also have alternative instructional settings
suitable for complete training (for example, generic simulators in combinatica in some

cases with in-plant drills). The NRC should establish requirements for the use of simula-

tors in training. A long-range goal should be adopted to require that all facilities
conduct training on a simulator specific to the plant. For existing plants, there may be

some special cases in which a waiver of a plant-specific simulator requirement might be

appropriate. Such waivers must be based on adequate assurances that all required RO

and SRO skills and knowledges can be taught completely by an alternative technique.

Simulator training programs are generally too short to permit training in all the required

skills and knowledges which, by necessity, must be taught during simulator training.

These programs rely on a specified number of hours on the simulator rather than training
to a predetermined level of proficiency. The NRC should establish minimum time
requirements for simulator programs based on the training objectives required to be
accomplished during simulator training and the operational experience of candidates.

Operator certification on simdators should be expanded to include performance of emer-

gency and abnormal operations as well as normal operations (in addition to reactor
startup).

A significant discrepancy exists in the level of proficiency of instructors with respect to

instructional skills. Few instructors receive formal trainin,? in this area. Before being

5
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assigned any instructional duties, all training personnel should be required to attend a
certified course or program specifically aimed at the application of instructional
methods and techniques. Facilities should implement periodic workshops or retraining

programs to assess and improve these skills.
i

The NRC's practice of not using a strong management approach in regulating the indus-

try has fostered a broad spectrum of industry practices with varying degrees of compre-
hensiveness and effectiveness. The NRC should develop detailed license training pro-

gram approval criteria based on training content requirements derived from a generic
RO and SRO job task analysis. NRC audits should be upgraded to include all license

training programs and the emphasis of these audits should be expanded to include the
,

adequacy of facility internal requirements for training and the actual conduct of
training.

No single organization within the NRC is responsible for the adequacy of license train-

ing. The current existence of highly subjective requirements with little detail, in combi-
nation with the split responsibility between the OLB and IE organizations, casts doubt as

to the effectiveness of this arrangement. The OLB should be assigned these responsibili-

ties since its personnel are the recognized authorities on operator training practices.
;

Selection, Screening and Certification

Present utility practices for selection ensure that current requirements are met or

exceeded.

Current requirements are adequate for determining the medical qualifications of opera-

tors except that more comprehensive programs for identifying unsuitable personality

dysfunction should be required for all nuclear power plants. These programs should
include psychological interviews, psychological tests and background investigations.

Based on analyses conducted during this study, certain minimum operational experience

requirements should be required before issuing RO and SRO licer.ses. An RO candidate

should have performed the functions of auxiliary operator for a period of one year and an
SRO candidate should have at least one year of experience as a licensed operator.

6
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The practice followed at some facilities of using seniority as the sole criterion for
selection for advancement has a negative influence on operator motivation and places an

unnecessary burden on operator training, certification and licensing programs to screen
marginal candidates. Facilities should use a combinatior ,f criteria that are directed
toward selecting candidates who are most suitable for advancement.

a

A high school diploma (or equivalent) provides adequate background education for acquir-

ing RO-level skills and knowledges. SROs, however, require some college-level instruc-

tion in related technical subjects due to their increased responsibilities and involvement

in decision-making, problem-solving and analysis processes. A college degree in engi-

neering or other related field is not a necessary requirement for the Shift Supervisor
position.

Utilities use appropriate techniques for tracking student progress. However, not all
utilities give appropriate emphasis to the importance of verifying that trainees have
acquired all the skills and knowledges of one phase of training before advancing to the

next. Facilities should be required to establish formal methods for certifying satisfac-
tory knowledge and performance for each applicable phase of their training programs and

make records of trainee performance available to OLB examiners. This practice would

identify potential areas of weakness and permit OLB examiners to probe these araat to
ensure adequate knowledge before licensing.

Utility corporate , management personnel currently required to sign certifications of
license candidates' competence should actively participate in the certification proces',.
This certification should consider personal character issues beyond those of technical
competence and training received. Interviews should be conducted to assess the candi-

dates' appreciation of reactor safety responsibilities and their obligations to the utility
and the general public.

Licensing

( In order to conduct the best comprehensive evaluation of RO and SRO applicants with
l the limited personnel resources of the OLB, a combination written, oral and operating

examination (using an appropriate control room simulator) is required. Applicants should
%

be required to pass all three parts of the examination in order to be licensed.

7
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RO and SRO written examinations do not probe the applicant's knowledge to a sufficient

depth and do not include all the skills and knowledges determined to be suitable for
written examinations. As a res!t, these written examinations do not have sufficient

'

content validity (that is, a passing score on the written examination does not ensure that

an applicant has sufficient knowledge to function as an RO or SRO). Based on an
analysis conducted to determine if a statistically significant relationship existed between

! RO or SRO examination scores and operator performance, these examinations appear to

have no criterion-referenced validity (no relationship to job performance). In addition,

the current written examination format makes it difficult to ensure the reliability (that

is, consistency) of the examination. RO and SRO written examinations should be revised

to improve their content validity and reliability by organizing exr.minations around'

required RO and SRO skills and knowledges, developing more operation-oriented ques-

tions that evaluate knowledge to greater depth, implementing examiner training pro-
grams in test development and scoring and integrating objective (multiple-choice) ques-

tions into appropriate sections of the examinations.
,

'
1

i A number of subject areas currently a part of licensing oral examinations cannot be

properly examined through this method. Current OLB oral examination practices provide

no means to ensure consistent scoring and result in tests which are not auditable. The

scope of these oral tests should be limited to those subject areas suitable for examina-

tion by a walk-through of .he applicant's facility. A number of improvements should be
made to procedures for ac ninistration of these tests to provide for more reliable and;

i

auditable results.;

Present operating tests (which require only a reactor startup demonstration) do not
adequately ensure that an applicant is able to recognize or respond to emergency or
abnormal conditions. Operating tests should be conducted on control room simulators.

The scope of these tests should be expanded to include evaluation of applicant perform-

ance in a variety of emergency, abnormal and normal operations.

|
|
|

OLB licensing practices and requirements have placed too much emphasis on the written

I examination and not enough emphasis on operating tests. Since some utility training

programs are more structured toward ensuring that applicants pass OLB iicensing exami-

nations than upon performance-related criteria, these programs do not provide compre-

hensive training in the same areas in which the examinations are deficient. -

8
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Assuring Continued Operator Competency

Although the components of current requalification programs (for example, preplanned

lectures, on-the-job training, evaluations, etc.) are collectively suitable for accomplish-

ing requalification goals, deficiencies in the employment of these techniques reduce the

effectiveness of these programs. Utilities she.ild be required to conduct a formal assess-

ment (based on a plant-specific job task analysis) of their requalification training pro-
grams to ensure that adequate retraining is provided for all RO and SRO required skills

and knowledges not reinforced during normal plant operations. As part of the requalifi-

cation program approval process, the facility should be required to identify the methods

that will be used to provide the required retraining for each skill and knowledge. Such

analyses would identify specific needs for in-plant training (possibly including drills),
simulator training, lectures and self-study.

A control room simulator is needed to provide complete retraining in a number of RO
and SRO skills and knowledges that are not reinforced during normal plant operations.

Most control room simulator retraining programs used by utilities are too short and are.

not provided of ten enough to ensure adequate retraining of the skills and knowledges

required in these task areas. The NRC should require control room simulator training as
part of each facility's requalification program. In addition,.the NRC should establish
minimum time requirements for these simulator programs and maximum allowable inter-
vals between them.

Utilities use appropriate techniques (required reading and lectures) to make operations

personnel aware of lessons learned from operating experience. They do not, however,

routinely reinforce this information with practical training (simulator .and -in-plant).
Some of the current methods used to provide this information to facilities (for example,
LERs) lack sufficient detail to permit effective training on these problems. The NRC
should require that, as a part of their requalification program, utilities commit to con-
ducting training on lessons learned from operating experience. This training should
include practical training, where appropriate, conducted on a simulator or in plant. The

NRC should improve its present systems for providing this information with the objective

of ensuring that sufficient detail is provided for effective training use'.

9
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,

Utilities and the NRC inappropriately rely on the results of the annual written examina-

tion as the basis for judging operator competence. Most of the utilities visited do not
have ar. effective system for periodic comprehensive evaluation of operator competence

; and neither does the NRC. Use of an annual written examination of comparable scope
:

and depth as the NRC licensing examination fosters development of requalification pro-4

grams designed around passing these examinations, has a negative effect on operator
motivation and is, by itself, an ineffective tool for evaluating many aspects of operator

competence. Evaluation of licensed operator competence should consist of a comprehen- -

sive program, such as one suggested in this report, that uses the most effective combina-

tion of evaluative tools integrated into a requalification program that is more

.

performance-related, less repetitious and more challenging to operators than current

programs..

Operator Compensation, Status and Motivation

For the most part, operators are dedicated and motivated individuals who have positive

feelings about their jobs. In contrast to these positive feelings, however, there exists a

i general dissatisfaction with salaries, advancement paths, overtime requirements and
company communication and decision-making processes.

4 Utility management should actively pursue a policy of increased interpersonal relations
and effective communications. Survey results indicate that a majority of operators

3

perceive that communications within the company are inhibited and that management
i disregards their feelings and needs.

Clear avenues of advancement should be delineated and communicated to operations

personnel. Utilities that have formulated advancement channels should clearly commu-
.

nicate them to operations personnel. Utilities that have not yet delineated advancement

channels should do so.

Utilities should commit to creating a sizeable increase in their operator work force. The

[ benefits derived from having more operators are numerous and include a profound
improvement in operator satisfaction.'

10
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Operator salaries should be carefully reviewed in the context of the responsibilities and

the requirements imposed upon them and in relation to other utility occupations.

Non-Licensed Personnel

Non-licensed personnel in several functional job descriptions perform tasks that have a

potential effect on the safe operation of the plant and the health and safety of the
public. A wider range of practices exists for training, qualification and certification of
non-licensed personnel than for licensed operators. Comprehensive training, qualifica-

tion or certification programs are not the norm in the industry. For the majority of non-

licensed personnel, informal on-the-job training is the primary method for establishing
qualification.

A comprehensive evaluation needs to be conducted for each of these functional positions

to develop criteria for satisfactory qualification. The NRC should require that utilities
formally certify the qualifications of these non-licensed personnel and work with the
industry to develop industry-wide criteria for this certification.

Operator Licensing Organization

Assuming a stronger management role in regulating the industry will require that the

OLB expand its staff. The OLB should adopt criteria for selection of examiners which

permit selection of degreed individuals (engineering or related sciences) with reactor
operations experience and non-degreed individuals with extensive operating experience

as a licensed senior operator.

The OLB should establish formal training and retraining programs for examiners. These

programs should include instruction and practice in job-related areas as well as technical

training.

The OLB should establish a formal certification program for examiners that certifies
their ability to administer operator examinations and audit training programs at specific

classes of facilities. Certification requirements should be applied consistently to all
examiners (permanent or part-time).

1I
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As an interim measure until the OLB can reach full complement to perform alllicensing'

and requalification examination functions, the NRC should use SRO licensed senior
instructors at vendor training centers to administer operating tests on control room
simulators which might otherwise be excluded due to OLB staffing limitations.

Expansion of its role will include OLB assumption of additional examination and audit ,

responsibilities a.. necessitate decentralization of the OLB for it to perform its func-

tions more effectively. This decentralization should include assignment of groups of

OLB examiners at IE regional offices.

:

Implementation

in parallel with this study, the OLB has independently reviewed its requirements and

practices. This review has resulted in the implementation of some near-term improve-
ments and the identification of areas for long-term improvements. These efforts point

out the genuine interest in improving operational safety that exists within the OLB and
at other levels of the NRC. Similar interest also exists within the industry with the

individuals who are responsible for the selection, training and performance of operators.

Although a number of specific improvements have been identified in this study,-the
awareness of responsible individuals at all levels in the industry and the NRC of' the
importance of the operator (and personnel in general) in the safe and competent opera-

tion of nuclear power plants provides an optimistic prospect for achieving these improve-

ments. What remains to be accomplished is the implementation of an integrated plan of ,

near-term and long-term goals and a commitment by the NRC and the industry to a
coordinated effort to achieve these goals.

.

|
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes an independent study conducted by Analysis & Technology, Inc., for

the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of requirements and practices regarding

selection, screening, training, licensing, requalification and performance of nuclear
power plant control room operators and the training and qualification of other non-
licensed personnel.

'Ihe objectives of this study were to evaluate the adequancy of current requirements and

practices and provide recommendations in the following areas:

Selection, screening and training of licensed operators,o

Evaluation of operator qualifications (certification) by utility management,o

o Licensing of operators by the NRC,

Regulations, procedures and practices employed by the NRC and utility man-o

agement to assure continued competency of licensed individuals,

Adequacy of current regulatory requirements and NRC implementing guidanceo

regarding selection, training, licensing and rcqualification of operators,

Motivation and job satisfaction of nuclear power plant operators and relativeo
,

'

compensation and status of these individuals compared to those in other high-
technology fields where similar responsibilities are exercised,

Upgrading of all present operators to meet proposed program improvements,o

Training and qualificat'.on of non-licensed operating, maintenance and technicalo

support personnel and

1-1
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t

:
'

Selection, training and retraining of NRC examiners and staffing cf the opera-o

tor licensing organization.
.

|

cield survey trips to the following locations were conducted to colle< t information
4

essential for addressing the first eight objectives above:
'

o Nine nuclear power stations,*

:

o Six vendor - and utility-operated training centers, '

i
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and -o

.

NRC, Operator Licensing Branch (OLB).'

o

In addition, to collect information relating to the staffing and training requirements of

the NRC operator licensing organization, field survey trips were conducted to the fol-

lowing loca t:ons:;.

.

o NRC Region I Office of Inspection and Enforcement,

Headquarters Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and Inspectim ando

Enforcement (IE) and

'
o Offices of two NRC resident IE inspectors.

t

j Selection of the nuclear power plant sites and training facilities visited was based on a
idesire that they be representative of all existing facilities and provide an-adequate

sampling of different training programs. Power plant selection was based on a desire,
.

for:

A significant sample of the total number of operating reactor plants (18 opera-( o

ting unit a e represented),

A distribution of pressurized water reactor (PWR)' and boiling water reactor' o

(BWR) plants comparable to the nationwide distribution,;

:
1-2
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A distribution of reactor-plant vendors [ General Electric (GE), Westinghouseo

(W), Babcock & Wilecx (CL*W) and Combustion Engineering (CE)] comparable to

the nationwide distribution,

o A distribution of reactor-plant ages comparable to the nationwide distribution

and

o A sampling of training program differences Dased on:

- Utility size,

- Degree of investment in operating nuclear power plants,

- Participation and involvement by training service contractors and vendors
and

- Availability and proximity of simulators.

Training facilities were selected on the basis that they provide:

o A significant number of difierent simulator designs and capabilities,

Training programs designed by utilities, reactor vendors and training serviceo

contractors and

o A sampling of plant-specific and generic simulators.

The principal objective of these field surveys was to collect sufficient information
through extensive document research, questionnaires and structured interviews with

*
operations, maintenance, technical support and training personnel to provide a clear and

representative view of industry and NRC requirements and practices in the areas to be

investigated.

Document research was conducted using detailed checklists. A listing of specific ques-

tions was prepared and used during each personal interview. Personnel interviewed dur-

ing field survey trips to reactor sites and training centers included:

1-3
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1

Control Room Operators (RO licensed),o
I

o Supervising Control Room Operators (SRO licensed),

'

: o Shif t Supervisors,

o Auxiliary Operators undergoing RO license training,

o Tra?ning Department Supe visors (reactor sites and training centers),

o Training Department Assistant Supervimrs and Senior Instructors (reactor sites

and training centers),

Training Department Instructors (reactor sites and training centers),o

o Superintendents of Operations and

o Superintendents and Supervisors of non-licensed maintenance and professional-

technical support personnel. '
>

In addition to factual information, the opinions and viewpoints of these personnel on the

problems facing the nuclear power industry and their powntial solutions were solicited.

Appendix G provides a listing of document information collected and typical interview

questions for field surveys to reactor sites. Appendix H provides this same information

for field surveys to training centers.

I

' iThe adequacy of present requirements and practices with respect to licensed operators

was evaluated primarily thr~3 a job task analysis, which provided the basis for identifi-h

cation of necessary content areas and instructional settings of RO and SRO training
- programs and appropriate evaluation methodologies for NRC licensing examinations.

i Analysis results, conclusions and recommendations in areas pertaining to licensed opera-

tors are provided in each section of Chapter 2, " Licensed Operating Personnel."

i
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in order to provide recommendations concerning which non-licensed operating, mainte-

nance or technical support personnel, if any, should be licensed or certified, task inven-

tories for these functional positions were developed. When evaluated against current

training and qualification requirements and practices, these task inventories provided the

basis for conclusions and recommendations. Non-licensed personnel training and qualifi-

cation sues are the subject of Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 provides analysis results, conclusions and recommendations regarding OLB

examiner selection, training and qualification practices and organization of the OLB.
'

.,

The impact of the recommendations of this study on present federal regulations, regula-

tory guides and NRC implementing guidelines is the subject of Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions and recommendations of this study.

,

L

f
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2. LICENSED OPERATING PERSONNEL

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter addresses the current requirements and practices regarding the selection,

training, licensing, retraining and performance of reactor operators (ROs) and senior

reactor operators (SROs). To avoid confusion, since functional titles of operatcr posi-

tions in utility organizations vary widely across the industry, the following conventions
will be used when referring to specific operator positions:

Auxiliary Operator (AO). Non-licensed operator responsible for operations of
systems and components as directed by licensed operators.

Control Room Operator (CRO). Person responsible for control room operations
of systems and components. Holds an NRC Reactor Operator license as a mini-
mum requirement.

Supervising Contro' Room Operator (SCO). Person in charge of CROs on shift -

first-line supervisor. Holds an NRC Senior Reactor Operator license as a mini-
mum requirement.

Shi't Su; e'rvisor (SS). Person in charge of operations on shift at the station.

Holds an NRC Senior Reactor Operator license as a minimum requirement.

Figure 2.1 presents a typical career pattern for an operator from initial selection as a

utility employee through advancement to the position of Shift Supervisor. This chap-

ter focuses on the portion of this career path starting with an auxiliary operator's
selection for RO license training. In this selection milestone, the auxiliary operator is

verified to satisfy all NRC and utility minimum qualifications for licensed operators
and is selected for participation in the RO license training program.

During the training program, the RO candidate must satisfy certain screening criteria

and be certified by the utility as ready for the NRC ' licensing examination. Upon

2-1
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satisfactory completion of examination and licensing as an RO, the operator is
advanced, as openings occur, to CRO and begins participating in a licensed operatcr

requalifica tion program. Af ter a satisfactory period of performance as CRO, the
operator again goes through the selection, training, certifica ion and licens,e process
for the Senior Reactor Operator license. Subsequent advancement to SCO is followed

by a period of experience as a senior operator and continued participaticn in a requali-

fication program. SCOs judged to be appropriately qualified and capable are selected

and advanced to Shif t Supervisor positions as openings become available.

As shown in Figure 2.1, each of these career phases is addressed in an appropriate

section of this chapter. In each section, industry standards and NRC regulatory
requirements are indicated and current utility practices and NRC practices are
rworted. To permit comparison, the related practices of foreign civilian and U.S.
Nay nuclear programs are also discussed. The selection, training and requalification
prtctices of Great Britain, West Germany and Canada were selected for discussion on

the basis of the magnitude and sophistication of the nuclear reactor programs in these i

countries and the availability of suitable information. Licensed reactor operators tre

compared with U.S. Navy enlisted operators and senior reactor operators are compared

with Navy Engineering Officers of the Watch. To permit comparison with another
regulatory agency with analogous training responsibilities, the related practices of the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) are also discussed. In each key subject area,

an evaluation of current utility and NRC practices is presented and final conclusions
and recommendations are offered.

.

Figure 2.2 presents a pictorial representation of the analysis network that was
followed for this chapter. Two key analysis steps are evident upon review of this
network: (1) performance of a job task analysis of RO and SRO licensed operators, and

(2) development of predictive indices of licensed operator performance.

The RO and SRO job task analysis defines the responsibilities of these individuals and

provides a basis for: the development of criteria against which operator training pro-

grams can be evaluated (Section 2.4), the development of operator selection, screening ,

and certification criteria (Section 2.5), and an evaluation of the NRC licensing process -

(Section 2.6). The job task analysis technique is discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 2.2.

,
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In an effort to factor historical data into the determinatiorl of selection and screening

(including advancement) criteria, an analysis of predictive indices of operator per-
formance based on available personnel training, performance and background informa-

tion was conducted. This analysis was also used to determine of the validity of the
NRC examination as a predictor of operator performance (Section 2.6). A .aore
detailed discussion of the development of operator performance predictive indices is
provided in Section 2.3.

4

As indicated above, Section 2.4 discusses the development of the training program
i criteria for RO and SRO training and evaluates current programs against these

criteria. Selection, screening and certification practices are discussed in Section 2.5.

The RC and SRO training program criteria were considered in evaluating these prac-
tices.

Section 2.6 reviews the current process'for licensing of operators including evaluation
of the NRC written examination and operating test, review of the examination waiver

program and evaluation of examination pass / fail criteria.
.

Methods for maintaining operator competency, including utility requalification pro--

grams, operator error reporting procedures and NRC implementation and enforcement

of requal!Iication requirements, are evaluated in Section 2.7. Specific requalificationi

objectives for present operators identified through the analyses presented in this
'

chapter are addressed in Sectiva 2.8. Section 2.9 provides the results of an analysis of

the compensation of reactor operators as compared to the compensation of personnel

in other high-technology fields and an evaluation of the results of a job-satisfaction

and motivation questionnaire provided to licensed control room operating oersonnel
during the field survey trips. Alternatives and recommendations for improving opera-

| tor job satisfaction are also presented.
i

Since one of the controlling factors in the adequacy of any training program is the
caliber of its instructors, this aspect of operator training and requalification is
discussed in the final section'of this chapter. - The training program criteria developed

in Section 2.4 were used to determine the necessary qualifications of instructors and

j to evaluate the methods available for determining instructor competency.
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2.2 JOB TASK ANALYSIS

A fundamental requirement in evaluating RO and SRO training programs, personnel

selection practices, licensing requirements and advancement prerequisites is the
performance of an RO and SRO job task analysis that defines adequate on-the-job
performance. Section 2.2.1 describes the methodology used in developing the RO and

SRO job task analysis. Section 2.2.2 presents a representative result of the analysis,
while complete job task analysis results are presented in Appendix A.

9

2.2.1 Description of Job Task Analysis Methodologyi

.

Job task analysis is a systematic method of collecting and analyzing work data to

produce objective and complete work requirements. In general, it is perforrr.ed by
collecting work information, subdividing the information into work units, and identify -
ing the conditions and standards associated with each work unit.

The methods and terms used in this analysis are those described and defined in " Inter-

service Procedures for Instructional Systemi Development"(1). The first terms to be

understood are job, duty, task and element. Figure 2.3 illustrates the relationship
between these layers of a job breakdown. For the purposes of the job task analysis,
the following terms are defined:

A M is a group of positions which are identical with respect to their major or
significant tasks and sufficiently alike to justify their being covered by a single
analysis (that is, RO positions and SRO positions).

A duty is one of the major subdivisions of work performed by one individual (for

example, responding to emergencies would be a duty for ROs and SROs). Duty

titles are of ten used in job analysis to categorize groups of tasks in organizing
task lists.

Job analysis is actually ccnducted at the task level, with a task being the lowest

level of behavior in a job that describes the performance of a meaningful func-
tion (for example, carry out emergency. operating procedure for loss-of-coolant
accident).

7-7
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An element is the smallest division of behavior that has practical meaning to
instructional designers (for example, verify that all automatic actions have
occurred).

Conditions refer to on-the-job conditions that significantly influence perform-
ance of a task (for example, carrying out immedir.te actions of emergency opera-
ting procedures without reference to procedures).

A cue is an occurrence or state of affairs that determines when the job incum.

bent performs a particular task (for example, a pressurizer low level alarm along
with other indications would be the cues to implementation of the loss-of-
primary- coolant emergency operating procedure).

Standards refer to the acceptable quality of performance of a task (for example,

the operator should carry out all steps of a particular procedure in correct
sequence within 10 minutes).

Because this job task analysis was intended to be equally applicable to all licensed ROs

and SROs, it was important that the analysis be maintained at a generic plant leveh
Therefore, rather than being defined at the plant specific level, tasks and elements

were generalized to be applicable to all plants; for example, an element of a particular

task for a particular plant might be to " implement emergency procedure number xx
after recognizing the symptoms of a loss-of-coolant accident" while the associated

generic element would be " carry c ut appropriate actions after recognizing plant condi-

tions requiring implementation of emergency operating procedures."

i

Figure 2.4 shows the steps used in developing the RO and SRO job task analysis.

Step 1, development of a data-collection plan, was completed by first identifying job
information that was expected to be available at each plant or training centet and
then lucting a literature review of published RO and SRO job analyses. This
data-c ection plan identified the following as appropriate sources of site informa-
tion:

2-9
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o Individualinterviews with RO and SRO licensed personnel,

o Emergency, abnormal and normal operating procedures,

o Emergency Plan,

o Administrative procedures,
o Surveillance and maintenance procedures,

' o Technical specifications,

o RO and SRO job descriptions and

o Observation of operators in control rooms and simulators.

In addition, literature review indicated that reports describing the Three Mile Island-
Unit 2 accident (2,3,4,5) and other RO and SRO job-related studies would be valuable

information sources.

Step 2a, collecting data through site visits, was coordinated by checklists developed in

Step 1. Upon completion of each site visit, this data-collection plan (checklists) was
reviewed on the basis of information collected at previous sites, and changes were
made as appropriate. Appendices G and H contain these checklists.

,

From the data collected at early site visits, preliminary lists of duties and tasks were

developed (Step 3). Thus, at iabsequent site visits, this list could be validated through

interviews with licer ed operators, comparison of job descriptions, procedures, etc.

Upon completion of all site visits, further validation of the duties / tasks listing was
conducted by a more in-depth comparison between individual plant data, as well as a

review of applicable literature (Step 4).

Given a validated list of duties and tasks, Step 5 involved organizing these duties and
,

tasks into related areas. Figure 2.5 shows this organization. Next followed Step 6, the

development of a set of generic elements from the aggregate elements of each task
area.

In Step 7, behavior requirements and training objectives were identified for each
generic element.* For each behavior requirement, it _was ' determined whether . this

requirement was necessary for both ROs and SROs or SROs only.

* Behavior requirement classifications were developed'by Berliner and others (6).

2-11
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| 2.2.2 Job Task Analysis Results

# Table 2.1 shows job task analysis results for one task area (emergency operating proce-

dures). The job task analysis results for the remainder of the task areas are presented

| in Appendix A. As an aggregate, these tables provide complete RO and SRO_ job

| requirements. As indicated ea-lier, this job task analysis will be an essential reference

,' in subsequent sections for evaluating RO and SRO training programs, personnel selec-

tion practices, licensing requirements and advancement prerequisities.t

t

'

!

.

.
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TABLE 2.1
EXAMPLE TASK ANALYSIS RESULTS

(TASK: CARRY OUT EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES)

i

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES,

RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

1. Recognize plant condi. Perceptual Processes Operator should recognize all
conditions requiring imple-tions requiring imple- - Identify cues requiring implementation of emer cy X
mentation of emergencymentation of emergency operating procedures. [ Note: any one of five (5 enses Operating procedures withoutoperating procedures. may identif y symptoms.] ref er9 ace to plant procedures.

Cognitive Processes
- Determine applicable emergency operating procedure. X

Operator should recognize
.2. Recognize automatic Perceptual Processes automatic actions associated

actions. - Locate and read indicators, and annunciators. X with all plant emergencies
without reference to proce-

5 - Identif y display meanings and relationships. X
dures.

Cognitive Processes

- Compare and verif y indications. X
operatw Md cany out, tw

3. ' Carry out immediate Perceptual Processes all plant emergency conda-
operator actions. - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X tions, immediate operator

acd
- Identify display meanings and relationships. X

pp! bl dur .

- Locate controls. X

- Identify technical specifications limiting conditions for X
operations. ,

Cognitive Processes

- Compare and verif y indications. X

- Coordinate actions of all shilt personnel. X

- Analyze plant conditions. X

- Maintain good judgment and problem-solving performance X
under stressful and/or physically hazardous environment. |

|

|

_ . _ _
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TABLE 2.1 (continued)'

EXAMPLE TASK ANALYSIS RESULTS
(TASK: CARRY OUT EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES)

,

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TR AINING OBJECTIVES*

RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

3. Carry out immediate Cognitive Processes (continued)
operator actions (con- - Establish priorities. X
tinued)

- Maintain overall perspective; do no become totally Xj
involved in a single operation.

Communication Processes

- Inform appropriate personnel. X

- Direct actions. X

- Receive verbal reports. X r

#

Motor Processesy
G - Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

- Control system parameters (pressures, levels, etc.). X4

- Take manual (backup) control of normally automatic func- X
tions.

- Operate controls. X

4, . Carry out subsequent Perceptual Processes Operator should carry out,
operator actions. - - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X through reference to applic-

able procedures, subsequent
- Identify display meaning and relationsips. X operator actions of all emer-
- Locate controls. X gency operatin,; procedures.

- Identify technical specifications limiting conditions for .X-

operation.

Cognitive Processes

- Maintain good judgment and problem-solving performance X
under stressful and/or physically hazardous environment.

.

,

I
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,
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TABLE 2.1 (continued) |
EXAMPLE TASK ANALYSIS RESULTS

(TASK: CARRY OUT EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES)

INDIVIDUAL
! RESPON9BLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO,

SRO ONLY

4. Carry out subsequent Cognitive Processes (continued)
"5 ( "

d) - Compare and verify indications. X

- Establish priorities. X
{

- Coordinate actions X

,Maineain overall perspective; do g become totally X
mvolv ed ir) a single operation, t

- Analyze plant conditions. X

- Determine additional equipment and/or support required. X
w
L - - Determine steps or procedures required to recover from X
e emergency.

Communication Processes

- Inform personnel. X

- Direct actions. X

- Receive verbal reports. X

- Recall personnel. X

- Recommend action to appropriate authorities. X

- Receive advice from STA and other technical personnel. X

- Maintain written togs /reportw X

Motor Processes
*

- Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

- Control system parameters (pressure, levels, etc.). X

- Take manual (backup) control of normally automatic func- X
tions.

- Operate controls. - X

_ . .
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2.3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTlVE INDICES
i

4

2.3.1 Purpose

The objective of selection and advancement practices is to ensure a safe and compe-
tent operating staff. One means of helping assure this objective is to use all available

information sources, both qualitative and quantitative, to determine the criteria by
which these selection and advancemerit practices should be conducted. Qualitatively,

a job task analysis (Section 2.2) and the development of training prograrr criteria
(Section 2.4) provide the inputs in determining selection and advancement criteria (see

Figure 1.2). Quantitatively, the identification of historical information that is signfi-
'

cantly related to operator performance may provide additional supporting information
with which to determine, evaluate and recommend selection and advancement criteria.

The analysis of this historical information was the primary objective of this study on

performance predictive indices.
,

Along with this analysis of performance-related variables, an attempt was made to

validate the NRC licensing examination by assessing the relationship between test

scores and performance on the job. The existence of a positive relationship between <

test scores and operational performance is important to both the utility and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, since this relationship would provide increased assur-

ance that licensed operators can safely and competently operate their plant.
4

2.3.2 Method

To provide the empirical information to determine possible selection and advancement

criteria, data were collected from the records of all reactor' operators and senior
reactor operators at seven sites * visited. A criterion-referenced approach (that is,

*Necessat y information was not available at two of the nine sites.

,
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identification of differences between known groups of performers) was used to com-

paie individuals who vary in their levels of job proficiency. The criterion measure of
performance was a categorization of all control room operating personnel into above-

average, average and below-average performance categories. It was expected that
various quantitative differences (for example, one group M individuals having more

years of experience than another group) exist between individuals who vary in their

per for mance. These differences would provide the quantitative input into selection
and advancement criteria. In addition, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's licensing

examinations were correlated with the performance classification to assess the
relationship between scores on the tests and levels of performance.

At each of the seven sites, the Operations Supervisor or Assistant Operations Super-

visor rated his operating personnel in one of three categories with reference to their
levels of job performance (above average, average, below average). While some

subjectivity was unavoidable, direction was given to those performing the placement

to help standardize the criteria by which personnel were classified. Although there
was a potential for biased ratings (that is, dif ficulty in extricating prior knowledge
about an individual that could affect his group placement), the data did not indicate

this was the case.

Background information which was available and which may aid in determining selec-

tion and advancement criteria is listed in Table 2.2. Each of the variables was
analyzed in reference to the performance categorization; for example, if the fre-

| quency of individuals with a college education was signficantly greater in the above-
average category, then it would be desirable to consider selecting individuals with
college backgrounds. In the same manner, the other variables were assessed with

respect to their relationship to the performance categorization.

l

|

2.3.3 Data Collection

All personnel data came from reactor operator and senior reactor operator training

and background records. Information was obtained for 196 individuals at 7 sites, dis-

tributed into the performance categories as shown in Table 2.3. Licensing examination

results were provided by the NRC Operator Licensing Branch.

2-13
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TABLE 2.2
SELECTION AND ADVANCEMENT VARIABLES

AGE

MILITARY EXPERIENCE

NAVY NUCLEAR

RATE

OTHER NUCLEAR

OTHER MILITARY

COLLEGE

YEARS

NON-LICENSED (AUXILIARY OPERATOR) NUCLEAR POWER
PLANT EXPERIENCE

NON-NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EXPERIENCE ,

YEARS AS REACTOR OPERATOR AT PRESENT SITE

YEARS AS REACTOR OPERATOR AT OTHER SITES

YEARS AS SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR AT PRESENT SITE

YEARS AS SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR AT OTHER SITES

REQUALIFICATION EXAMINATION SCORES

TABLE 2.3
DISTRIBUTION OF ROs AND SROs BY PERFORMANCE CATEGORY

BELOW ABOVE
LICENSE HELD AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE TOTAL

RO 23 39 17 79

SRO 22 61 34 117

2-19
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2.3.4 Statistical Analysis

Two major statistical techniques were used to evaluate this information; Chi-Square

tests and F-tests.
,

For all categorical dichotomous variables, such as military /non-military, college /non-

college, etc., contirgency tables were constructed and Chi-Square tests used to assess

whether there was a relationship between the performance categorization and the
frequency of individuals having that experience. For example, Chi-Square tested
whether being classified in the above-average performance group was related to prior'

| experience (college, military, Navy nuclear).

i For interval-level data, such as age, years of experience, test scores, etc., one-way

| Analysis of Variance design (with the performance categories constituting the factor)

was used to assess whether differences existed between the mean values of the three

performance cctegories. For each variable, the null hypothesis that there are no
differences was tested against the alternata hypothesis that significant differences
do exist amang the three categories,

a

2.3.5 Results

! 2.3.5.1 i :ection and Advancement Variables

Table 2.4 summarizes the analyses and findings conducted on the. selection and
advancement variables. Column 2 of the table indicates whether the variable has
implications for selection, advancement or both. The statistic column (Column 3) lists

the test conducter! for that variable. Chi-square was used if the data were dichoto-
mous and the F-test, associated with the Analysis of Variance design, was used if the

data were continuous. In most cases, three tests were conducted for each variable

(Column 4); one for the total sample (ROs and SROs combined), one for reactor opera-

tors only, and one for senior reactor opero..rs only. ~ In instances where the sample

size was insufficient for the test, only the total sample was used. Column 5 indicates

whether or not the test yielded significant results. A test was statistically significant

if the differences among the three performance groups could have occurred by

2-20
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TABLE 2 4e
SUMM ARY OF SEl. C~ilON AND ADVANCEMENT ANALYSES

'
(1) (2) (3) (4) ($)

SIGN FI-
VARIABLE PURPOSE STATISTIC SAMPLE C

Total No
-

COLLEGE EDUCATION Selection Chi-square ROs No
- SROs No

Total No
MILITARY EXPERIENCE Selection Chi-square ROs No

SROs No

'^ ^ Selection Chi-square ROsXP R ENC SROs No

NAVY NUCLEAR
E Selection Chi-square SROs No

w ut i s il power
plant experience)

NAVY NUCLEAR RATE Selection Chi-square Total No

FOSSIL POWER PLANT Total NoSelection Chi-square,

SROs YesEXPERIENCE

. Total NoYEARS FOSSIL POWER lection F
PLANT EXPERIENCE SRos No

Total No
YEARS AS AO Selection / Advancement F ROs No

SROs Yes

Total No
YEARS AS RO Advancement F ROs Yes

SROs No

QUALIFICATION Advancement F IOs
CORE SROs No

AGE Selection / Advancement F. Total No

2-21
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1

.

chance in less than 1 out of 20 occurrences. In other words, differences between

groups would accur at least 95 percent of the tinie. Detailed statistical information is

presented in Appendix B.

It was expected that some variables would relate to performance. Column 5 of

Table 2.4 shows that three variables wm statistically significant. Ole of the variables

was significant for the sample of reactor operators (vears as a reactor operator) and

two for the sample of se br reactor operators (fossil power plant experience and yearsw

as an auxiliary operator).

Years of experience as a reactor operator were significantly related to performance

for the sample of reactor operators. The longer an RO has been a reactor cperator,

the greater his proficiency. Since an SRO cannot be expected to be proficient in his

job without first being proficient as an RO, years of experience as an RO have impli-

cations for advancement to the SRO position. Figure 2.6 shows the breakdown of
- years of experience as a reactor operator for the three performance groups. As can be

seen, 60 percent of those with 1 year or less experience were rated as below average,

while only 6 percent with 1 year or less experience were rated above average. Exami-

nation of the second column reveals that 30 percent of those with 2 or less years of

experience were rated as below average and only 5 percent rated above average. Half

of the reactor operators with 3 years of experience were above-average performers.
Only when a reactor operator has more than 2 years of experience do his chances of

becoming an above-average performer improve.

An inverse relationship exists between the SRO perfor. nance categorization and
whether an SRO had previous fossil power plant experience. The frequencies for each

category are shown in Table 2.5. As can be seen, a higher percentage of individuals

without fossil power plant experience were placed in the above-average performance

category. From this, it can be inferred that having fossil power plant experience does

not necessarily contribute to being a more proficient reactor operator.

Above-average senior reactor operators had a mean higher number of years as an

auxiliary operator than did the below-average SROs. Figure 2.7 shows the averages

for the three performance groups along with the percentages of each group broken
down by years of experience as an auxiliary operator. While there is little difference

2-22
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Figure 2.6 Performance Ratings for Years of
Experience of ROs
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TABLE 2.5
SRO PERFORMANCE CATEGORIZATION BY FOSSIL /NON-FOSSIL POWER

PLANT EXPERIENCE<

PERFORMANCE RATING

EXPERIENCE BELOW ABOVE
AVERAGEAVERAGE AVERAGE

FOSSIL 10 13 6

POWER PLANT (35%) (45%) (20%) ,

NON-FOSSIL 12 48 28
POWER PLANT (13%) (55%) (32%)

between average and above-average performance groups, a significant difference
exists between below-average performers and the other two performance groups.

Senior reactor operators with greater than 1 year of experience as auxiliary operators

tended to be better performers.

2.3.5.2 NRC Licensing Examination

The F-test associated with the Analysis of Variance design and point-biserial correla-

tions were used to analyze the data. The analyses conducted on mean scores for each

examination section and total scores for both ROs and SROs failed to provide any

evidence of a relationship between test scores and the performance criterion. Mean

smres f ar each section by performance group are presented in Table 2.6. Point-

biserial correlations were computed between the below- and above-average perform-

ance groups for those sections that had a difference in the expected direction (for

example, the above-average performance group having a higher mean score than the

below-average group). The largest correlation was 0.29 for Section E (Safety and

Emergency Systems) of the RO examination; however, this correlation was not- sta-

tistically significant at a 95-percent confidence level.

2-24-
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TABLE 2.6
MEAN LICENSING EXAMINATION SCORES

RO EXAMINATlON SECTIONS
PERFORMANCE

GROUPS A B C D E F G TOTAL

sgh;;s so.e 87.7 83 o 82.s 73.3 s2.e 82.7

AVERAGE 82.2 8 3.. 82.s so.s 82.6 79.3 79.7 s2.9

^;;gs 87.1 87.3 86.2 33.2 88.7 7s.3 s3.3 83.2

SRO EXAMINATION SECTIONS
PERF RMANCE RO EX 1 SCORES H I J K L TOTAL

sgh;;s u.2 so.. so.1 73.7 83.e 82.. si.s

AVERAGE 83.0 32.2 83.2 80.0 83.3 82.9 82.9

g;;gs 83.1 81.3 83.3 80.3 82.3 s i .. sia

2.3.6 Conclusions

Table 2.2 lists the variables that were analyzed relative to performance. Three vari-

ables were found to be empirically related to performance. For the sample of ROs,'

years as a reactor operator significantly differentiated between below-average and
above-average performance groups. Of the ROs with i year or less of licensed experi-

ence, 60 percent were rated as below-average performers. For SROs, the average 4

number of years as an auxiliary operator (AO) was greater for above-average per-
formers than for the below-average group. Of the SROs with i year or less of AO

experience,37 percent were rated as below-average SRO performers. For SROs, hav-

ing previous fossii power plant experience was inversely related to performance (indi-
viduals who had fossil power plant experience were not categorized as above-average

performers as frequently as those who did not).

No statistically significant relationship between RO and SRO examination scores and

operator performance was found.
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1

2.4 REACTOR OPERATOR AND SENIOR OPERATOR LICENSE TRAINING
,

leitial training programs for RO and SRO license candidates are categorizec' as two

types: " cold" and ' hot." " Cold" programs provide training for personnel who will sit for;

NRC license examinations before initial fuel loading. Following initial criticality of the:

f reactor, trainir.; of new RO and SRO candidates is conducted in " hot" programs. Hot
; license training programs are also called " replacement training." These two general

types of programs e.re addressed separately in this section. Since hot training programs

were in progress at all reactor sites visited and constitute the majority of information !

collected, these practices are discussed first.

J

2.4.1 RO and SRO Hot License Training

2.4.1.1 Training Requirements f
|
r

Industry Standards. The "American National Standard for Selection and Trair.ing of
Nuclear Power Plant Personnel," ANSI /ANS-3.1 1978 (7) (a revision of the initial Ameri-

,

: can National Standard N18.1-1971) specifies that candidates for NRC hot examinations
]

shall complete technical training in the following subject areas:
4

RO Level

o Principles of reactor operation,
o Design features of the nuclear power plant,

o General operating characteristics of the plant,
o Instrumentation and control systems,;

'
o Safety and emergency systems,

Standard and emergency operating procedures ando

o Radiation control and safety provisions.

SRO Level

; o Reactor theory,

o Handling and disposal of, and hazards associated with, radioactive materials,

2-27
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j

j
i

Specific operating characteristics of the nuclear power plant,! o

o Fuel handling and core parameters and

Administrative procedures, conditions and limitations.o

These subject areas are the same a= the seven +^9ic areas of the NRC written RO

licensing examination and the five topic areas or ihe SRO written examination.

In addition to specifying these areas of technical training, ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 requires

that candidates participate in a program of on-the-job training that involves:

,

Manipulation of the nuclear power plant controls during day-to-day operc 3no

and during at least two startups and shutdowns of the raactor and

o Informal programs of self-study and counseling from more experienced
,

| personne!.

!
These startup and shutdown requirements may be satisfied by use of an appropriate

,

reactor simulator.

A draf t proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 published in December 1979 (8) expands

these training program requirements to i.7clude the following phases:i

o Nuclear power plant fundamentals,

o Plant systems,

o Plant operations,

- Simulator and
Control room operation,

I
-

o Review and
o Utility certification.

t

Table 2.7 describes in detail the requirements of this proposed revised standard for each

of these phases. This training program is designed for individuals with no previous
I training and experience and is permitted to vary in composition based on a candidate's

experience and training.

'8
1
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TABLE 2.7
ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 DRAFT REVISION LICENSE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

INSTR TIONALPROGRAM PHASE COMPOSITION

L NUCLEAR Classroom o Princi,a f of reactor operation
POWER
PLANT - Atomic struuu e and radioactivity
FUNDA- - Nuclear reaction ynd the fission process
MENTALS - Neutron behavior and control of the fission process

- Core thermal hydraulic design

e Design features of the nuclear power plant

e General operating characteristics of the nuclear
power plant

e Reactor instrumentation and control systems

e Radiation control and safety provisions -

e Fundamentals of heat transfer, thermodynamics and
fluid flow related to transient analysis

e Instruction in mathematics, electricity, mechanics and
other theoretical / engineering subjects in support of
the above areas

!!. PLANT Classroom e Plant instrumentation and control system
SYSTEMS

e Safety, fire and emerger cy systems

e Primary and secondary mechanical systems

e Electrical systems

e Plant auxiliary and support systems

e Plant-protection systems

e Fuel-handling systems

e Waste-processing systems

e Integrated plant operation and casualty response

o System and component malfunctions

Plant Observation e Planned systematic observation training on accessible
plant equipment

*

e Four weeks of observation time with the plant at 20 '
_ percent power or greater

e ' Emphasis on system observation, local plant control,
system interactions and indications

i

!

!
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TABLE 2.7 (continued)
ANSI /ANS-3.1-1973 DRAFT REVISION LICENSE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

|INSTRU TIONAL COMPOSITIONPROGRAM PHAs5

111. PLANT Control Room o Observe plant operation and operating practices
OPERATIONS

e Manipulate controls LMer direct supervision of
a licensed operator

o Checkoff list of minimum operations to perform
or observe

Simulator e Practice manipulating controls

e Participate in training sessions that include 27
manipulations listed in this draf t revision

e Examinations while operating at power with plant
malfunctions and during reactor startup

~

lY. REVIET Classroom / e Self-study review of all previous phases
Plant

e Preparation for utility certification and NRC
examinations

V. UTILITY Classroom / e Oral examinations
CERTIFICATION Plant

e Written examination
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i

! This 1979 revision would also require technical instruction for SRO candidates in four

j subject areas in addition to the five listed in ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978. These additional
~

subjects include the following:

o Chemistry,
Operating philosophy, use of procedures, shif t and relief turnover and verifica-o

tion of system status,
' o Fundamentals of heat transfer, thermodynamics, fluid flow and dynamics as

related to transient analysis and

o Responsibilities during emergency conditions.

Training in the following supervisory skills would also be required for SRO candidates:

o Leadership,

o Interpersonnel communication,
o Command responsibilities and limits,

o Motivation of personnel,'

o Problem analysis,

o Decisional analysis and
'

o Administration requirements for the particular supervisory position.
!

The "American National Standard for Nuclear Po ver Plant Simulators for Use in Opera-
;

tor Training," ANSI /ANS-3.5-1979, (9) establishes the minimum requirements for simu-

lators used in operator training and requalification programs. This standard includes

i mMimum criteria for degree of simulation and performance and functional capability of

the control room instrumentation and controls. Criteria for use of these simulators are
not addressed in this standard. In addition, simulators used in operator training programs

prior to the effective date of this standard (January 29, 1979) are not required to con-
form to its requirements. ANSI /ANS-3.5-1979 specifies requirements in the following .

specific areas:
|

| _o General requirements,
i

j - Simulator capabilities for normal plant evolutions and plant malfunctions,
! - Contrel room environment,
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Systems to be simulated and the degree of completeness and-

- Simulator training capabilities, including initial conditions, malfunctions,
control features and instructor interface,

o Performance criteria and
Steady-state operation and-

Transient operation-

o Simulator updating requirements.
i

a

Federal Regulations and NRC Guidance. Regulatory documents relating to operator
license training fall into two categories: current requirements and proposed and planned

requirements. The following documents are included in these two categories:

Current Requirements Proposed and Planned Requirements
,

Io Regulatory Guide 1.8 o Proposed revision to Regulatory Guide
o 10 CFR Part 35 1.8

o NUREG-0094 o Proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55
o NRR, H.R. Denton letter o NUREG-0660

dated March 28,1980

Current Requirements. Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training," (10)

accepts the criteria for training of RO and SRO license candidates contained in ANSI
N18.1 -1971, which was revised in 1978 by ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978.

10 CFR Part 55, " Operators' Licenses," (11) does r.ot list any specific requirements for

initial training of hot license candidates, but does indicate that training is required.
Detailed descriptions of this training (courses of instruction, number of hours of training,

startup and shutdown experience) are required to be submitted with license applications.

NUREG-0094, "NRC Operator Licensing Guide," (12) provides more information on the

content and administration of the regulations of 10 CFR Part 55. . Appendix F provides

specific training requirements that must be satisfied for an RO license applicant to
become eligible for a license examination that does not include an actual reactor sta'rtup

demonstration. These tralaing requirements include:
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o Lectures - Five hundred hours on subjects listed in ANSI N18.1-1971 (revised by

ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978).

o On-the-job training - Three months (minimum), which includes manipulation of

the nuclear power plant controls during day-to-day operation.

o Power operation - Participation in reactor and plant operation at power levels
of at least 20 percent.

o Reactivity changes - Manipulation of controls during five significant reactivity
changes.

Simulator training - One week (minimum); to include. receipt of a certificationo
i

attesting to the applicant's ability to:

- Manipulate the controls and keep the reactor under control during a reactor

i startup,

Predict instrument response and use the instrumentation during a reactor; -

i startup,

Follow the facility startup procedures and-

- Explain alarms and annunciators that may occur during this operation,

o Review and evaluation - Forty hours (minimum); to include review, audit exami-

nations and evaluation of the applicant.

Since most facilities do not use an actual reactor startup demonstratim for licensing,
,

these requirements currently comprise the most detailed NRC guidance for utility hot

license training program composition.

I On March 28,1980, the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) issued a letter

(13) to all power reactor applicants. and licensees specifying the following additional

requirements for all hot license training programs:

o On-the-job training - Three months of training on shif t as an extra person in
the control room (required for RO candidates and SRO candidates),

o Training in heat transfer, fluid flow and thermodynamics,

o Training in the um of installed plant systems to control or mitigate an accident
in which the core is severely damaged and

o Increased emphasis on reactor and plant transients.

These additional requirements were made effective on August 1,1980.
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In summary, current federal requirements and NRC guidance for RO and SRO license

training programs originate from several sources. These requirements and their sources

are summarized in Table 2.8.
,

Proposed and Planned Requirements. A proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.8 was

published in February 1979 by the NRC Office of Standards Development (14). This
proposed revision endorses the ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 requirements for initial training of

license candidates.

In May 1980, the NRC Office of Standards Development published a proposed revision of

10 CFR Part 35, " Operators' Licenses" (15). This proposed revision would add an

Appendix fi to 10 CFR Part 55 which would establieh the following additional RO and
SRO license training requirements:

Simulator training - Demonstrate an ability to satisfactorily operate a simula-o

tor that simulates the type of facility, type of control room, type of steam
generator and number of loops of the facility for which a license is requested.

Instruction - Receive instruction in the revised subject areas (thermodynamics,o

heat transfer and fluid flow) of the written RO and SRO examinations.

On-the-job training - Three months of training on shif t as an extra person ino

the control room manipulating facility controls and performing duties that
would be performed by an RO or SRO licensed operator (required for RO and

SRO candidates).
i

In summary, this proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 would incorporate the require-.

ments of the March 28,1980, NRR letter and require simulator training for all license
candidates. The simulator used would have to satisfy certain minimum requirements.

In May 1980, the NRC issued NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of

the TMI-2 Accident" (16). This action plan specifies the new training requirements,

implemented by the March 28,1980 NRR letter and listed in the proposed revision to
10 CFR Part 55, as planned improvements to upgrade licensed operator training. In

addition, this plan will require that in-plant drills be included in utility training programs
'

by July 1,1981.
2-34



TABLE 2.8
FEDERAL REGULATIONS AND NRC GUIDANCE FOR LICENSE TRAINING

REGULATORY NRR LETTER,
10 CFR PART 55 NUREG-0094

SOURCE GUIDE 1.8 MARCH 28,1980

INDUSTRY ANSI N18.1-1971
STANDARD (revised by
ENDORSED ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978)

REQUIREMENT Technical training on Training sufficient to Five-hundred hours of Thre.e months on shift
seven subject areas of certify that applicant lecture (RO and SRO)
NRC RO written license can operate controls in
examination a safe and competent Three months of on- Training in heat transfer,

y
d, manner the-job training fluid flow and thermo-

dynamicsu

Technical training on
five subject areas of Operation at power Training to control or

NRC SRO written (>20 percent) mitigate an accident with
license examination a severly damaged core

Five reactivity
On-the-job training changes increased emphasis on
which includes transients
manipulations of Simulator startup
controls and at least certification
two startups and
shutdowns (may be Forty hours of
accomplished on a review
simulator)



2.4.1.2 RO Hot License Training Practices

To satisfy the requirements of industry standards, federal regulations and NRC guidance,

the practices of uti'ities visited could be categorized in two groups. The first group used

a central training center with satellite training organizations at the individual reactor

sites. The second group conducted all training under the cognizance of the training
organization at the reactor site. Most of the utilities visited provided some of this
initial training instruction at the SRO level as well as the RO level. Figure 2.8 shows the

composition of the unlicensed and license training programs for operators at the nine
f acilities visited.

Nuclear power stations F and H (Figure 2.8) used the central training center concept.

For auxiliary operators, these utilities employed a lengthy, formal training pregram con-

sisting of classroom, on-the-job and research reactor training, mostly conducted at the

central training center. These programs were designed not only to provide personnel
with the training necessary to function as non-licensed auxiliary operators, but uso to

provide instruction in some of the more fundamental areas of RO license training (for

example, nuclear physics, instrumentation and control, reactor theory, radiation protec-

tion, etc.). As a result, formal RO license training programs for these utilities (mostly
conducted at the reactor site) were usually shorter (Figure 2.3), concentrating on plant-

specific areas of RO knowledge (for example, primary and secondary systems, operating

procedures, simulator training, control room practice, etc.).

The remaining seven nuclear power stations visited used programs of the second type.

The non-licensed operator programs were of varying lengths and relied heavily upon

| on-the-job training of auxiliary operator candidates. As a result, the focus of these
non-licensed operator programs was on training operators in the skills and knowledges

| necessary for AO positions. The fundamental areas of RO license training were taught in
1

the RO license training course, resulting in more lengthy training programs for RO

,
candidates (Figure 2.8).

Bei training concepts included the phases of license training shown in Table 2.7,
namely:

.
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;

1. Nuclear Power Plant Fundamentals,

II. Plant Systems,

III. Plant Operations,

IV. Review and

V. Utility Certification.

This section discusses training practices of each phase, except utility certification.
Certification practices are addressed in Section 2.5.3, " Certification of RO Candidates."

Fundamentals. In all caus, nuclear power plant fundamentals training was conducted in

a classroom instructional setting. This instruction consisted predominantly of lectures

(using slides and/or transparencies) and video tapes. Table 2.9 list.= subjects that were

taught by most facilities during this phase of training. The utilities that employed a

; central training facility concept provided this training at the central facility, using their
own materials and instructors. More than half of the remaining seven reactor sites

'

visited used outside training contractor materials or instructors or both to help provide

this training. Full participation in this phase was not required of all license candidates

at a!! facilities. Some personnel were permitted to bypass portions of this phase based

on previous experience and training. Lesson or lecture plans were used by all facilities

during this phase, although the degree of detcil and formality of these plans varied
widely.

Plant Systems. This phase of hot license training was conducted principally in the class -

room setting, supplemented by periods of in-plant tours or shif t training to ,>ermit
familiarization with systems. Classroom instruction averaged approximately 15 weeks,

covering primary, secondary and auxiliary systems, integrated plant operations and mal-

functions. Required plant observation time was provided by two principal methods. One'

technique was to alternate 2 weeks of classroom systems training with 2 weeks of shif t

training. During the shif t training, the RO candidate would concentrate on the operation .

of systems covered in the previous 2 weeks of classroom training. The second technique

completed all classroom training first. The trainee would then participate in one com-
prehensive period of on-the-job _ training to complete plant systems observation training

and control room observation training requirements.
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TABLE 2.9
SUBJECTS COVERED DURING NUCLEAR POWER PLANT FUNDAMENTALS PHASE

Msthematics

Classical physics

basic atomic physics

Basic nuclear physics

Radiation

Radiation control

Health physics

Reactor theory
.

Reactor kinetics

Reactor control

Basic instrumentation and control

Basic electrical theory

Electro-mechanical systems

General primary plant operating characteristics

General secondary plant operating characteristics

Heat transfer

Thermodynamics

Fluid flow

Water chemistry

Print reading

Core hydraulics

Nuclear instruments

Design featurest

Radioactive waste

General plant operating procedures
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Plant Operations. This phase of training consisted of two distinct parts: on-the-job

training in the reactor plant control room and training on a control room simulator. The
combination of these two parts composed the practical training given to RO candidates.

The on-the-job training was generally for 12 weeks, but varied in the manner in which it

was conducted. A broad spectrum of practices for controlling the composition and

quality of training received during this period was observed. Techniques employed to
monitor this training included combinations of the following:

o " Task lists" (practical f actors lists, qualification cards, etc.)

o Weekly or biweekly reviews of progress by training department personnel,

o Periodic written and oral examinations and
o SS, SCO and CRO evaluations of trainee performance.

Task training varied from very informal programs (trainees were provided a brief list of

suggested topics to review while on shif t) to the use of detailed task lists. These task
lists enumerated several tasks that were required to be performed or simulated and

several oral examinations that were required to be given by operating staff personnel.

The purpose of these lists was to ensure that an RO candidate knew how to perform
certain operations and possessed-adequate knowledge in other. areas (for example, sys--

tems operations, reactor plant surveillance, general and emergency operating proce-
dures, etc.). RO candidates were required to obtain signatures of operating staff person-'

nel to verify satisfactory performance and knowledge. At the reactor sites visited, the-

most comprehensive task list was originated from a job task inventory for reactor opera-

tors and listed performance, simulation and knowledge requirements inside and outside
!

l

i the control room; however, most on-the-job training programs we'e not as formal or as ,

well documented.

All reactor sites visited used a full-scope control room simulator to supplement hot
|
' license plant operations training. These utilities followed one of four practices:

|
! 1. Leased time on a simulator operated by a reactor plant vendor or another

| utility and supplied their own instructors to conduct the training,-

i~ 2-40'
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1

2. Purchased a simulator training program operated by a reactor plant vendor
(Some utilities sent an instructor with a group of trainees, although the instruc-.

i ' tion was conducted by the simulator staff.),

;

3. - Conducted training using their on-site simulator or

4. Sent trainees to simulator training at a utility-operated central training center.,

Control room training conducted at simulator facilities varied from 1 to 8 weeks. During

these control room training periods, the simulator was usually employed approximately

50 percent of the time (4 hours of simulator and 4 hours of classroom each day). Simula--

tor training sessions could be categorized as demonstratio.n, practice or exercise
sessions.

j Since all reactor sites visited used this. simulator training to satisfy the reactor startup L

certification requirements of Appendix F, NUREG-0094, "NRC Operator 1.icensing,

Guide" (Section 2.4.1.1), (12) major emphasis was placed on reactor startup training in all

{
. simulator training programs. For programs lasting only l' week,-this certification train-

.

ing consumed the majority of the training time available. Longer programs devoted-

rnore time to system and component malfunction and reactor plant casualty training.~-

Table-2.10 provides for comparison a list of training conducted on malfunctions-and
casualtie , during representative simulator programs of 1,3 and 4 weeks.

:

Review. This phase usually_ consisted of 2 to 4 weeks of self-study.with some classroom:

; lectures and plant " walk-through" training. Portions of the. final utility certification
1 process were generally completed during this period.

2.4.1.3 SRO Hot License Training Practices-

All reactor sites visited used an SRO license training' program thatLwas much shorter--'

(approximately 2 months) than the RO training program'.- Training ' Supervisors.. inter-
,

j- viewed felt this time was satisfactory since their normal practi'e was to teach the RO

hot license training course at a combined'RO and SRO level.' All p.ograms : focused on -
,

C the five areas of the NRC senior operator written examination: -

i
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TABLE 2.10
MALFUNCTIONS AND CASUALTY TRAINING DURING TYPICAL

HOT LICENSE SIMULATOR PROGRAMS

SIMULATOR TRAINING PROGRAMS
(length)

MALFUNCTION OR CASUALTY
1 1 2 1 2COVERED 3 K L M N

(1 v.2ek) (3 weeb) (1 week) (3 weeks) (4 week =)-

-4
Reactor coolant pump malfunction or X X X X
trip
High pressure coolant injection
inoperable X

Relief valve failure X X X X

Loss-of-coolant accident X X

Solid operations X

Reactor coolant pump vibration X

Control rod drive system failure X X X X X

Reactor manual control malfunction X

Rod worth minimizer failure X

Rod position indication system failure X

Rod block monitor failure X-

Control rod drop X X

Control rod stuck X X 'X

Control rod accumulator system
malfunction X

Nuclear instrument failure X X X X

Reactor protection system failure X

Reactor trip X X X- X

Instrumentation failures X .X

Letdown system control failures X X

Steam generator level control failure X X

Spray valve failure - X

Engineered safety feature bus trip X

' PWR simulator
2 BWR simulator

.
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TABLE 2.10 (continued)
MALFUNCTIONS AND CASUALTY TRAINING DURING TYPICAL-

HOT LICENSE SIMULATOR PROGRAMS

SIMULATOR TRAINING PROGRAMS-

(length)
MALFUNCTION OR CASUALTY

COVERED 38 K La gi N2 2
.

(1 week) (3 weeks) (1 week) (3 weeks) (4 weeks)

Main steam leak X X X

Main steam rupture X X

Steam generator tube leak X X

Feedwater pump trip X X

Condensate /feedwater system
malfunction X X X X X

Main feedwater system rupture X

Loss of condenser vacuum X

Reactor water cleanup system
failure X X

Turbine generator malfunctions X X X X

Electro-hydraulic control system
failure X

Loss of all power X X

High drywell pressurc X

Primary containm'ent isolation X X

Charging pump trip X

Volume control tank valve control
failure X

Bo. on recovery system failures X -

_lksidual heat removal pump trip X

Approximate total number of
malfunctions and casualties performed

14 30 14 - 55 45

1 PWR simulator
2 BWR simulator

,

1
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o Reactor theory,

-
o Radioactive material handling, disposal and hazards,

o Operating characteristics,
o Fuel handling and core parameters and

I Administrative procedures, conditions and limitations.o
i

.

Table 2.11 indicates the instructional methods employed by the nuclear power stations

f visited in conducting SRO license training.

i
'

TABLE 2.11 SRO TRAINING METHODS

NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS VISITED'

' INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD A B C D E F G H I
,

,

Self-study X X X X. X X X X X |

Classroom instruction X X

.On-the-job training as an SRO
; trainee in the control room X X
4

Task lists X - X X' X

i Simulator training at the
SRO level X

,.

Self-study was the most widely used method for preparation for ti.e SRO examinations.

In some cases, self-study was the only technique employed. As a result, formal class-
t

room instruction was used much less of ten than during RO license. training.

At the time of these site visits, on-the-job training as an SRO trainee in the control-

room was not widely used.- 'Af ter these visits, a new NRC requirement for SRO candi-
dates to receive 3 months of on-shif t training as an extra man on shif t was implemented

i

(13).

Some utilities used task lists to ensure that'SRO candidates achieved certain in-plant;

training requirements. These task lists varied widely in the number of| requirements and

*
|

.
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subject areas. Simulator training for SRO candidates was used at one of the sites
visited. In this case, the training was tailored to the SRO level with emphasis on analyz-

ing casualty conditions and developing supervisory skills.

2.4.1.4 NRC Hot License Training Practices

NRC responsibilities relating to RO and SRO hot license training programs rest with the

Operator Licensing Branch (OLB) and Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE).

Section 13.2, " Training," of the NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP)(17) assigns to OLB the

responsibility of reviewing plant personnel training programs which are described in the

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).
The " Areas of Review" section of the SRP lists in detail specific requirements for inclu-

sion in the training program descriptions for " initial appointees to the plant staff." As a

result, these requirements are tailored for review of cold license training programs
(rather than hot programs) and are discussed in Section 2.4.2.3, "NRC Cold Training
Practices."

The only stated requirement for hot license training programs is contained in the "Evalu-

ation Findings" section of the SRP. This section requires that the OLB reviewer verify

that utility plans for replacement training conform to the regulatory position, or equiva-

lent, and that the utility commitment to replacement training will be incorporated in the
" Administrative Controls" section of the applicant's technical specifications. A review
of the technical specifications of the facilities visitec indicated that this later require-
ment was satisfied in most cases by the inclusion in the technical specifications of a
statement similar to the following: " Retraining and replacement of station personnel
shall be in accordance with Section 5.5 of ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978,' Selection and Training of

Nuclear Power Plant Personnel.'"

In practice, the OLB reviews the hot license training programs described in the PSARs

and FSARs in many of the same areas that are specified for cold program review, but
that are applicable to hot programs as well. These areas include:
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Proposed subject matter of each class:oom course (course description, duration,o

teaching organization),

Reactor operations experience training by simulator (length and simulatoro

used),

o Details of on-the-job training and
Means for evaluating the training program effectiveness.o

The acceptance criterion is conformance to the requirements of the following docu-

ments:

Regulatory Guide 1.8, "Persennel Selection and Training,"o

o 10 CFR Part 55, " Operators' Licer.scs" and

NUREG-0094, "NRC Operator Lice. ding Guide."o

Utilities are not required by regulations to obtain NRC approval of changes to the hot

license program following approval of the FSAR. As a result, the OLB does not evaluate

the training received by a hot license applicant against the FSAR when approving the

license examination application.

Following approval of the hot license training program in the FSAR, IE assumes the
responsibility for periodic audits of training conducted at the reactor sites. The quality
of training conducted at reactor plant vendor operated training centers is the responsi-

bility of OLB.

IE audit responsibilities are further divided between on-site inspectors and inspectors

from the regional offices. Training audit requirements for on-site IE representatives
relating to hot license training include attendance at two training lectures semiannually
and verification that lesson plan objectives were met (one or both of these two lectures

may be requalification lectures). This requirement was initiated in April 1980.

Although detailed requirements exist in IE procedures for regional inspector audits of
utility requalification programs and general and non-licensed employee training pro-

grams, no requirements currently exist to conduct periodic audits of hot license training

. programs. Regional IE inspectors are required to verify annually that general training'

(for example, radiological health and safety, security,- fire protection) for licensed
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employees is in conformance with technical specifications and quality assurance (QA)

program requirements. A formal report of each regional IE audit is filed and a report of

corrsctive action is required from the utility. Requalification program audit require-
ments are discussed in Section 2.7.1.3.

Fourteen routine IE training audit reports for the facilities visited were reviewed. Each

report indicated that a review of general employee training, non-licensed personnel
training and licensed operator requalification training had been conducted. None of
these reports indicated that the hot license training program had been reviewed. One

| report, however, identified a problem relating to hot license training records while con-

ducting an audit of requalification training. Interviews with IE and OLB personnel
indicated that occasionally problems in hot license programs are identified during IE
audits of requalification training and copies of these reports are provided to the OLE.

!

1

OLB audits of vendor operated training centers are conducted on an informal basis
;

i approximately every 2 years. A review of training practices is conducted with training
! center personnel by an OLB examiner. No formal acceptance criteria exist for this

review and no written reports are required.;

2.4.2 RO and SRO Cold License Training

Cold license training programs provide the necessary training for personnel who will sit

for NRC license examinations prior to the initial fuel loading of a nuclear power plant.

j These programs are similar in many respects to' hot programs, but must account for the

fact that it is not possible for trainees to perform actual plant operations at power.
When describing requirements and practices, this section will focus on the differences

I between old and hot programs.

2.4.2.1 Training Requirements

!

Industry Standards. When addressing the required training of candidates for NRC cold,

examinations,' ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, " Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant
I Personnel," considers two situations - training the staff for the initial unit at a site and

,
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training candidates for subsequent units at a site. For the initial unit, this standard
requires the same technical training as that for hot programs, with the additional
requirement that the candidate be engaged in the day-to-day activities of procedure
preparation, construction check out and preoperational testing at the facility for
approximately 1 year prior to fuel leading. This 1-year time requirement is permitted to

vary depending on the experience of the license applicant.

Another principal d'.fference between hot and cold training requirements is prior operat-

ing experience. Applicants for cold examinations m 2st have had extensive operating

experience at a reactor facility that is generally classified as comparable in complexity
and operating characteristics. ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 presents four methods for satis-
factorily demonstrating this experience; any one of these is sufficient. The four methods

are:

1. Experience demonstrated by obtaining certification of satisfactory com-
pletion of an NRC-approved training program which utilizes a nuclear
power plant simulator as part of this program.

2. Experience demonstrated by holding or having held a reactor operator's
license at a comparable licensed reactor facility. Experierre at any
nuclear power reactor is considered to be comparable experi<.nce. How-
ever, previously licensed individuals should participate in a short course
utilizing a nuclear plant simulator similar to the facility tor which the
applicant will be seeking a license.

3. An applicant's satisfactory completion of an NRC-administered written
examination and operating test at a comparable licensed reactor facility
without issuance of a reactor operator's or senior reactor operator's

| license.

4. A determination of appropriate experience obtained at a comparable
| reactor facility not subject to NRC licensing, e.g., reactor facilities
'

operated by the military service or ERDA-owned reactors.

Operators who hold licenses on the first .anit at a site and who apply for licenses on
subsequent units based on a waiver of axamination must satisfy the following additional

i

l

| requirements:

1. Participate in a training program that familiarizes them with the differ-
ences between the units and the interaction of the units.

(

I e
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2. Have been actively engaged in a licensed capacity at the first unit for a
period not less than three months. This requirement does not apply when
a multiple unit license examination is to be taken.

3. Have performed competently and safely as a licensee on the first unit.

The draf t proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 currently undergoing review would

include the following requirements for cold license training in addition to those for hot
programs (Table 2.7):

1. Participation in a laboratory course at a research reactor during which the
candidate shall perform 10 reactor startups,

2. Participation in the plant preoperational testing program to gain control room
operating experience and

3. Performance of practical work assignments that may include plant operating
procedure preparation and verification, preoperational testing of plant systems

and participation in a hot functional testing program, providing instruction on

plant systems to the remainder of the group.
.

Federal Regulations and NRC Guidance. Regulatory Guide 1.8," Personnel Selection and

Training," and its February 1979 prcposed revision endorse, respectively, the require-

ments for cold license training presented in ANSI N18.1-1971 and ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978.

10 CFR Part 55, " Operators' Licenses," addresses the fact that administration of an

operating test, which requires manipulation of the reactor, is not possible prior to initial
criticality. To account for this, the OLB may administer a simulated operating test
under the provisions of this regulation,if the following requirements are met:

1. There is an immediate need for the applicant's services.

2. The applicant has 'ad extensive actua! operating experience at a com-
parable reactor.

3. The applicant has a thorough knowledge of the reactor control system,
! instrumentation and operating procedures under normal, abnormal and

emergency conditions.

!
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4. The reactor control mechanism and instrumentation are in such condition
as determined by the Commission to permit effective administration of a
simulated operating test.

' As a result, requirements 2 and 3 impact on the utility's cold license training program.

NUREG-0094,"NRC Operator Licensing Guide," provides additional guidance relating to

these four requirements for administration of simulated operating tests to cold license

applicants. Specifically, it provides NRC's definition of " extensive actual operating
experience at a comparable reactor." Although more definitive guidance is provided, the

four methods presented for satisfying this experience requirement are the same as those

presented in ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978. It is considered reasonable to obtain this actual
operating experience 24 months prior to the cold license examination.

The training requirements, implemented by the March 28,1980 NRR letter to power
reactor applicants and licensees, are applicable to cold as well as hot license training

programs (see Section 2.4.1.1).

In a similar manner, the additional RO and SRO license training requirements contained

in the May 1980 proposed revision to 10 C. 'R Part 55 (Section 2.4.1.1) would be applic-

able to cold as well as hot programs. In ca is where it is impractical to obtain 3 months

of shif t training (for example, prior to initial :riticality) and there is an immediate need
for an applicant's services, the NRC would consider a waiver of this requirement to be
replaced by unique training designed to accommodate the circumstances.

2.4.2.2 RO and SRO Cold License Training Practices

With a few exceptions, utility cold license training programs are similar to the program

presented in Section 2.4.2.1 and in Table 2.7.

Phase I, Nuclear Power Plant Fundamentals, typically includes a 1- to 3-week period of

training on a training or research reactor. These training and research reactors permit
operational training in subjects such as core loading and unloading, reactor startups and

shutdowns, reactivity effects and measurement, . delayed neutron effects and nuclear

instrumentation. Students perform 10 reactor startups. The total time period for this
fundamentals phase is approximately 11 weeks.
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Phase II, Plant Systems, is a lecture series on primary and secondary systems design
characteristics. This phase takes from 6 to 10 weeks.

Phase III, Plant Operations, includes simulator programs that are usually longer than
those for hot training. These programs varied from 8 to 12 weeks at the training centers

visited. Table 2.12 presents a comparison of different characteristics of these programs.

This training is supplemented by observation training that involves the day-to-day
operation of a nuclear power plant.

In addition to these phases, cold license applicants must participate in an on-site training

program that consists of classroom training and practical work assignments. These

practical work assignments include plant operating procedure preparation, preoperational
'

testing of plant systems, hot functional testing, etc. The minimum time required in this
phase is 6 months.

14.2.3 NRC Cold License Training Practices

Initial approval of utility cold license training programs is conducted by the OLB through

its reviews of a facility's Preliminary and Final Safety Analysis Report. Section 13.2,

" Training," of the NRC Standard Review Plan requires that these license program descrip-

tions include the following:

For the PSAR:

i

1. The proposed subject matter of each course, the duration of the course
(approximate number of weeks in full time attendance), the organization
teaching the course or supervising instruction, and the position titles for
whom the course is given.

,

2. Reactor operations experience training by nuclear power plant simulator or
; assignment to a similar plant, including length of time (weeks), and identity
| of simulator and plant.

3. A commitment to conduct an onsite formal training program and on-the-
job training before the initial fuel loading.

I

4. Any difference in the training programs for individuals who will be seeking
licenses prior to criticality pursuant to Section 55.25 of 10 CFR Part 55
based on the extent of previous nuclear power plant experience. Experi-
ence groups should include the following:
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a. Individuals with no previous experience.

b. Individuals who have had nuclear experience at facilities not subject to
licensing.

c. Individuals who hold, or have held, licenses for comparable facilities.
4

5. The means for evaluating the training program effectiveness for all
employees. For license applicants this includes the means.to be employed

- to certify that each applicant has had extensive actual operating
experience.

.

TABLE 2.12
COLD LICENSE SIMULATOR TRAINING PROGRAMS

TRAINING CENTER
PROGRAM CHARACTERISTIC

3 K L M N
1

1. Total length (weeks) 8. 8 12 9 12

2. Length of pre-simulator
classroom phase (weeks) 0 2 3' 2 4-

3. Length of classroom / simulator
j' combination phase (weeks) 7 5 - 5 8

4. Length of simulator / plant tours
-

- 6 - -combination phase (weeks) -

5. . Use of plant tours to supplement
training X .X

| 6. Simulator training (excluding
| certification examination)

.

100 116 84 140'

'(approximate number of hours) 132

7. Startup certification examination - X X X 'X X

8. Single comprehensive written .
examination X :X

9. Mock NRC RO written examination X 'X X'
,

10. Mock NRC SRO written examination 'X- X

11. Mock NRC oral examination .X- 'X 'X X X

i
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Additional requirements for the FSAR:
~

1. A syllabus or equivalent course description for the pr@osed subject of
each course.

2. The details of the onsite training program, including a syllabus or equiva-
lent course description, the duration of the course (approximate number
of weeks in full time attendance), the organization teaching the course or
supervising instruction, and the positi - titles for which the course is
given. The program should distinguish between classroom training and
on-the-job training, before and af ter the initial fuel loading.

Requirements also exist for review of other initial training programs 16t are not part of
cold license training (for example, fire brigade training, general employee training). As

with the hot training programs, the acceptance criterion is conformance to the require-
ments of Regulatory Guide 1.8,10 CFR Part 55 and NUREG-0094.

In addition to approving reactor facilities' PSARs and FSARs, the OLB approves the
segment of cold license training conducted at reactor vendor training centers. Part of

this formai evaluation is approval of the simulator for use in that cold program. This
evaluation is conducted before the simulator is put into use. No periodic formal reviews

of these programs are conducted, but training centers are required to submit changes to
these programs to the OLB for approval.

Applications for cold license examinations are reviewed to verify that actual training
conducted was in conformance to the utility commitments specified in the FSAR. This

practice is different from that followed for hot license applicants, since the OLB does
not review hot license applications against the FSAR.

Before issuance of a facility operating license, IE conducts an inspection of operating
staff training. This inspection is started from 12 to 4 months before the issuance of the

operating license and must be completed before facility licensing. The objectives of this.

inspection as stated in the IE inspection procedure include the following:

o Confirm that the licensee has trained the operating staff.

o Confirm that a continuing program of training is being conducted.

o Verify that the replacements receive training or have the experience
equivalent to that required for originally selected personnel.
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During the course of this inspection, the following items, among others, are verified to
have been established:

o A documented training program consistent with the FSAR commitments,

A documented general employee training program that provides trainingo
in areas such as administrative controls, security, safety, fire fighting and
emergency plan.

On-the-job training requirements for reactor operator and other person-o
neland

Assignment of responsibilties for administering and evaluating trainingo
programs.

Implementation of these training programs, which include cold license training, are veri- j

fled through training record reviews and personal interviews.
,

I

|
|

l

|2.4.3 Initial Training Practices of Other Organizations
|

2.4.3.1 Foreign Utility Training Practices

Great Britain *

As described in Section 2.5.1.4, personnel selected for training as nuclear plant operators

(AO, RO and SRO)in Great Britain already have received postgraduate technical training

in engineering (or its equivalent). Therefore, these trainees _ have received technical
training at the college level in mathematics, physical scicaces and engineering before

beginning the utility's operator training program. Before being assigned to a shift as an.

AO, trainees must satisfactorily complete a 16- to 18-week course that includes formal
(classroom and simulator) and on-the-job training. This training is separated into three

phases:

*The information on the training of reactor operators in ' reat Britain was provided by

the Central Electricity Generating Board, " Nuclear Power Training Center Course
Description," (18) and P.B. Myerscough, " Station Manager Takes the Responsibility in

Britain," Nuclear Engineering International (19).
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1. Introduction to nuclear power (4 weeks at the training center),

2. Plant familiarization (6 to 8 weeks at the plant) and

3. Formal course work on the specific plant (5 to 7 weeks at training center).

The introduction to nuclear power course includes thp followings

o Basic nuclear and reactor physics,

o Heat transfer and thermal performance,
o Plant and reactor kinetics,

o Nuclear reactor systems,

o Chemistry,

| o Metallurgy,
o Health physics and environmental considerations andj

[ Simulator training on a generic simulator to learn fundamentals of reactoro

kinetics.

Upon successful completion of this cou'. .he trainee completes a familiarization period

at the plant which includes projects established by the training center.

Tne final period of the initial formal training program is plant-specific training, includ-

ing classroom, laboratory and plant-specific simulator sessions. This training includes:

o Plant-specific systems,
o Instrumentation,

o Plant performance,
o Fuel characteristics and cycle,

o Operating procedures,

o Emergency and fault operations,

o Maintenance and modification procedures and -

o Chemistry and health physics operations.

i
.
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The curriculum of ". s training program is under continual scrutiny and updating in

response to plant needs. A review board, comprised of senior managers from the nuclear

stations serviced by the training center, ensures that the program meets station needs.

Upon completion of this formal training program, the trainee receives more on-the-job-

training at the plant before being appointed to a shift position (AO) by the station
I manager. ,

Other than ongoing requalification training (which is described in Section 2.7.1.4), no

other formal training is required for advancement to RO or SRO, although there are job

experience requirements (for example, minimum of 7 years of experience to become a

Shif t Supervisor).

It is noted that this training program is g mandated by a government regulatory agency

but is controlled and implemented by government utilities. )

West Germany *

West Germany has training and qualification programs for nuclear power plant per sonnel,

including operators, that are covered by guidelines dev, eloped by an industry assaciation,

the Technical Association of Large Power Plant Operators (VGB). An acceptance exami-

nation is administered by a federal government regulatory agency (Chamber of Industry

and Commerce). These examinations are given at the RO level and the SS level. The

VGB also operates the Kraftwerksschule (power plant school), which is a central facility
;

providing classrooms, simulators and instructors.

*The information on We::t Germany's nuclear power plant training and qualification pro-
,

grams was obtained from O. Schwarz and A. Schlegel," Combining Theory and Practice in

West Germany," (20) and "Kraftwerksschule e.v. Nuclear Power Plant - Simulator Center

Description" (21).
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Initial training for prospective ROs involves 28 to 36 months of coordinated practical and

theoretical training. About 3 months of this time (590 classroom hours) is theoretical
training with the remainder being provided at the power plant. Control room simulators

are used for initial training. These simulators are not plant specific and the VGB does
not feel that plant-specific simulators are necessary. Two basic simulator courses are

used during the initial . raining period, depending upon the experience of students. The

first course is 4 weeks and concentrates on correct procedures during startup, shutdown
and load operation. This ccurse is designed for shift personnel without operational
experience in nuclear power plants. The second course, designed for personnel with prior

nuclear experience, is 4 weeks and concentrates on training for abnormal, offnormal and
!

emergency events. As in U.S. simulator programs, each training day is divided between

4 hours of classroom or seminar instruction and _4 hours of practical training on the
simulator.

Candidates for Shift Supervisor receive an additional year of full-time, formal training
including theory and simulator training. During simulator training, the emphasis is not
on practicing procedures but rather on diagnosing new operational situations.

4

Canada *

Canada has an equivalent to the U.S. NRC in the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) of

Canada, a federal government regulatory agency. The Canadian utilities are province

(state) operated while most U.S. utilities with nuclear power plants are owned by private
shareholders. The only Canadian utility at this time with any significant nuclear

_

generating capacity is Ontario Hydro. While the AECB administers licensing.exami-
nations to operators, the AECB does ny specify training requirements. Therefore the.

training program described here has been developed and implemented by Ontario Hydro.

*Information on Ontario Hydro nuclear plant operator training - was provided by
B. 3. Pannell and F. R. Campbell, "Three Mile Island - A Review of the Accident and its

implications for CANDU Safety," (22) and A. R. Howey, " Ontario Hydro Hires Staff-
Centrally" (23).
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The Ontario Hydro operator training program is 24 months with the first 5 months of
formal training at a central training center followed by 19 months of training at the
nuclear station where station-specific systems training, in-plant training (outside the

control room) and checkouts as well as routine evolutions on-shift are conducted. All
shif t operations training includes courses in each of the following topics:

o Management,
o Science fundamentals,

o Equipment and systems,
o Control and mechanical maintenance skills,

o Specific station systems,
Specific station equipment and systems in-plant training and check-outs ando

Safety and radiation protection training.o

Upon successful completion of the 24-month training program, trainees are designated as

AOs. After I to 2 years of experience, individuals may be chosen for RO training, which
lasts between 12 and 18 months, of which 6 months are spent under instruction in the

control room. This RO training program involves training in the same eight areas as
identified above. During this time, the trainee also receives 9 weeks of plant-specific

simulator training.

2.4.3.2 U.S. Navy Training Practices

initial nuclear training programs for U.S. Navy officers and enlisted personnel are
described in detail in a statement presented by Admiral H.G. Rickover to the House of

,

Representatives Subcommittee on Energy Research and Production (24) and in
NUREG/CR-1280, " Power Plant Staffing" (25). This information is summarized in this

section.

Initial nuclear training before reporting onboard nuclear-powered ships consists of two

phases:
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1. Six months of formal academic instruction at U.S. Naval Nuclear Power School
and

2. Six months of operational training at land-based Naval reactor prototypes.

Nuclear Power School training consists of approximately 700 hours of classroom instruc-

tion in the following areas:

Enlisted Personnel Officers

Mathematics Mathematics

Physics Physics

Heat transfer Heat transfer

Fluid flow Fluid flow
i

Chemistry Chemistry

Radiological fundamentals Radiological fundamentals

Materials Materials

Reactor plant systems Reactor plant systems

Reactor principles Reactor dynamics

Reactor plant operations Aspects of reactor plant operations

Specialized in-rate instruction Core characteristics

on plant systems Electrical engineering

Officer instruction is conducted at a higher level than that for enlisted personnel. Topi-

cal guides for each subject regulate the subject by specifying the material to be covered,

the order of topics covered, time allotment and examination requirements. Lesson plans,

which include learning objectives, are developed from these topical guides.

Reactor prototype training consists of four phases - classroom, transition, in-hull and

proficiency. During the course of instruction, officers and enlisted personnel receive
lectures and on-the-job instruction, stand watches under instruction and qualify on the
watch stations they would normally stand onboard ship. The classroom phas- lasts

approximately 5 weeks and concentrates on plant primary and secondary sys* ems,
chemistry and radiological controls. During the transition phase, trainees begin s. Sift

rotation which includes systems training and standing watches under instruction. Sys-

tems training is principally self-study followed by oral examinations. A qualificacion
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card with required signatures to verify accomplishment of knowledge and performance

requirements is used to record student progress and help ensure uniform training. During

the in-hull phase, watchstanding practice continues and leads to final qualification on
the watch. This watchstanding practice is supplemented with seminars and training

exercises. Operations training includes reactor and steam plant startups, shutdowns,

complicated operations and casualty drills. The process for final qualification is
discussed with certification practices in Section 2.5.3.4. During the proficiency

phase, the watchstander gets practice as the person on v.atch at the station. This
experience is supplemented with lectures and task training to complete the prototype

training period.

The Navy nuclear program does not use any reactor plan + simulators. As stated by
Admiral H. G. Rickover in reference 24, this policy is bast.d on a belief that effective

training cannot be achieved on a simulator since it does r.ot train people 1.> react to the

real situation at all times. It is felt that, if personnel are trained with a simulator, they

tend to expect that there will be no consequences as a result of their actions. Naval
reactors use a strong management approach and a high degree of involvement by
exercising a great deal of control over the content and conduct of Nuclear Power School

and prototype training. This control includes selection of candidates, approval of the
curriculum at Nuclear Power School, approval of qualification guides for use in practical

training, requirements for the conduct of drills and evolutions, and continuing reviews of

the effectiveness of this training.

2.4.3.3 Federal Aviation Administration Practices

Since the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is a civilian regulatory agency with

responsibilities analogous to those of the NRC, the FAA's degree of involvement in
airline pilot training programs was considered to be of interest. FAA training require-

ments and practices are reported in this section and are listed in detail in Title 14,
" Aeronautics and Space," of the Code of Federal Regulations (26). The FAA categorizes

aircraf t crewmember training into five types:
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1. Initial training - The training required for crewmembers who have not
! qualified and served in the same capacity on an aircraft.

; 2. Transition training - The training required for crewmembers who have
'

qualified and served in the same capacity on another aircraf t.
;

3. Upgrade training - The training required for crewmembers who have
qualified and served as second in command on a particular aircraft type,
before they serve as pilot in command on that aircraf t.

.

4. Differences training - The training required for crewmembers who have
qualified and served on a particular type aircraft, when the FAA finds

i differences training is necessary before a crewmember serves in the same
capacity on a particular variation of that aircraft.

5. Recurrent training - The training required for crewmembers to remain.

adequately trained and currently proficient for . each aircraft, crew-
member position, and type of operation in which the crewmember serves.

For each type of training conducted the FAA involvement includes the following:
, ,

o Certification of pilot schools,
o_ Certification of ground and flight instructors,
o Approval of training programs and,

o Evaluation and approval of simulators.

Pilot schools receive a 2-year certification which may be renewed after a satisfactory

evaluation by the FAA that the school continues to meet certification requirements. .
Schools are required to satisfy FAA criteria in the following areas:

o Personnel,

o Aircraft and airports,
o Chief instructor qualification,
o Ground trainers and training aids,
o Briefing and training facilities,

2 o Training course outline and curriculum, ,

o Operating rules and
; o . Maintenance of records.

FAA - certification' of ground and flight instructors is discussed 'in the context _ of-

Section 2.10, " License Training Instructors."

s

|
~
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For each training program, the FAA approves the curriculum. This process consists of an
i

initial and final approval and includes the following steps:<
,

i

1. To obtain initial and final approval of a training program, or a revision to
an approved. training program, each school must submit to the FAA:

a. An outline of the proposed or revised curriculum, that provides enough
information for a preliminary evaluation of the proposed training pro-
gram or revision; and

b. Additional relevant information that may be requested by the FAA.

) 2. If the proposed training program or revision complies with regulations, the
FAA grants initial approval in writing after which the school may conduct!

the training under that program. The FAA then evaluates the effective-
7

ness of the training program, samples the' end product, and advises thet
! school of deficiences, if any, that must be corrected.

3. The FAA grants final approval of the proposed training program or revi-
,

sion if the school shows that the training conducted under the-initial
; approval. . . ensures that each person who successfully completes the

'

training is adequately trained to perform that person's assigned duties.
,

; The requirements for these training program curricula are specified in detailin Title 14,
,

Code of Federal Regulations and amplified in FAA advisory circulars.
.

.

|
As an example,14 CFR Part 135 (26) specifies training curricula requirements for air >

taxi operators and commercial operators. The stated objectives of the FAA evaluation

j process for these programs are to:

1. Ensure the quality of the training program,

2. Place emphasis on training to a predetermined level of proficiency in an air--
craft, simulator or 'other training device, thus eliminating reliance on a speci --

-

fled number of hours in the flight training curriculum,

3. Encourage establishment of effective quality control in the training program-

-(27).

The typical curriculum subm;tted for FAA review includes the following:
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o Statement of purpose,

o Training objectives,
o Qualification requirements,
o Subjects and time allotment for ground training,

o Areas of emphasis in flight training and times devoted to each,

o Detailed description = of normal, abnormal and emergency maneuvers to be per-

formed,

o Description of the conduct of training,
o Detailed outline of each subject area of ground training,
o List of examinations to be conducted,

o For each item of required performance in flight training, an indication of
whether this performance will be conducted in a simulator or an aircraft and

o List of all training devices, meckups, systems trainers, procedures trainers or
other training aids that will be used (27).

In addition, specific requirements for crewmember training in the areas of emergencies

and handling of hazardous materials are specified in federal regulations.

The following indicators are used by the FAA in evaluating the effectiveness of the
training progams (27):

1. The results of written tests and oral examinations.

2. The professional qualifications of the instructors with respect to teaching
techniques and knowledge of the subject.

3. The adequacy of the training facilities, aids, equipment, and material. In
general, these items should satisfactorily provide for the particular train-
ing involved and be utilized in such a manner as to achieve desired train-
ing results.

4. The adequacy and effectiveness of audio visual training systems that use
voice, slides, and/or movie film for presenting to a class of students, or to
an individual student, instructions on aircraft systems and other related
subjects.

5. The proficiency, knowledge, and professional ability of check airmen or
supervisors that examine and determine the competency of flight crew-
members and flight attendants.

!
,
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The FAA evaluates and approves each aircraft simulator used in a training course. As
specified in 14 CFR Part 135, the simulator must be specifically approved for:

o The type aircraft and, if applicable, the particular variation within type for
which the training is being conducted and

o The particular maneuver procedure or crewmember function involved.

FAA Advisory Circular 121-14B, " Aircraft Simulator and Visuai System Evaluation and

Approval," (28) provides detailed guidance to be used in the evaluation and approval of

simulators. This guidance addresses the required degree of fidelity between the simula-

tor and the actual aircraft as well as the operational and y 'formance characteristics.
Some simulators (for example, those used for air carriers and commercial operators of

large aircraft) require quarterly evaluations to ensure continuing fidelity. In summary,
the FAA requires the use of aircraft-specific simulators (rather than generic simulators)

and approves the required maneuvers and other practical training that is to be conducted

on each simulator. Maneuvers and other practical training not approved for conduct on-a
,

simulator must be conducted in aircraft.

2.4.4 Evaluation of License Training Practices

-

2.4.4.1 Determination of RO/SRO Training Content and Instructional Settings
,

Section 2.2 described the generic RO and SRO job task analysis that was conducted. This

analysis was not an end in itself, but rather served as a basis for the identification of ~

necessary content areas of RO and SRO training programs. Once the content areas were
! defined, appn:.priate instructional settings (classroom, .in-plant and simulator) were

determined. This determination of necessary content areas and appropriate instructional

settings formed the training program criteria against which license; training programs
.

were evaluated.

Figure 2.9 shows the methodology used in developing content area' and training setting

requirements. Step 1 used the behavior ~ requirements from the~ RO and SRO job task

analysis to determine appropriate training objective categories. This step was necessa'ry
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Figure 2.9 Methodology for Identification of Training Content
and Instructional Setting 1

:
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to provide a means to sort the skills and knowledges required for RO and SRO positions
into functional areas. (This sort also aided in identification of appropriate instructional

j

settings, as discussed later in this section.) The training objective categories selected

are shown in Table 2.13.

Step 2 involved sorting all RO and SRO behaviors (terminal skills and knowledges)
required (as identified through the job task analysis) into the appropriate training objec-

tive category. Terminal skills and knowledges are those behaviors the RO and SRO must

possess to perform satisfactorily in the job. There are other enabling skills and knowl-

edges that must be learned to enable the RO and SRO to learn the terminal skills and
knowledges. For example, a terminal skill and knowledge for an 5RO is to calculate
radiation dose rates; enabling skills and knowledges are knowledge of health physics

principles and mathematics. Table 2.14 is an example of a training objectives worksheet

that provides RO and SRO skills and knowle-fges sorted under the category of " operation

and functioning of equipment / systems." Note that many of these skills and knowledges

were identified through more than one duty area as indicated in column 9. (These duty
areas and their associated task areas and generic elements are identified in Table 2.15.

This table includes a cross reference to the applicable section of the job task analysis ofi

Appendix A.) The skills and knowledges are identified as either applying to "RO and SRO"

or to "SRO only."

Once all terminal skills and knowledges had been categorized, Step 3 involved a review

of all terminal skills and knowledges to identify associated enabling skills and knowl-

edges. Once these were identified, they were also sorted by training objective category.

It is realized that the individual RO and SRO skills and knowledges are not all of equal

importance in ensuring plant safety. Hence, it is desirable to identify which skills and
knowledges are critical to plant safety and thus should receive greater training emphasis

and have higher performance standards (Step 4, Figure 2.9). Inadequate operator per-

formance under emergency conditions can have more severe consequences than similar

performance in other duty areas. In addition, all normal and abnormal conditions, if

degraded through operator error or equipment failures or both, would eventual!y become

emergency conditions before affecting the health and safety of the public. Therefore, an

operator's ability to perform all behaviors related to emergency conditions is central to

ensuring plant and public safety. As a result, the required skills and knowledges
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TABLE 2.l3
CATEGORIES OF TRAINING OBJECTIVES

1. PRINCIPLES OR THEORIES

2. COMMUNICATION SKILLS

3. PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP

4. APPLICATION OF CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES

5. REASONING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITIES

6. PROCEDURAL COMPLIANCE

7. EXECUTION OF TEAM SKILLS

8. OPERATION AND FUNCTIONING OF EQUIPMENT / SYSTEMS

9. MANUAL OR MANIPULATIVE OPERATIONS,

!

i

,

l

,
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TABLE 2.lte
EXAMPLE TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: OPERATION AND FUNCTIONING
OF EQUIPMENT / SYSTEMS)

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL 5ETTINGS

PLANT
SPECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES CLASS- IN- SIM U- SIMU- REQUIR E. AND SRO DUTY
RLQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 $RO ONLY AREA

s (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1. Locate and read indi. C C Yes X Emergencies
cators and annunci-
ators. C C No X Abnormal, normal, routine,

maintenance and surveillance

2. Identify display mean- C C C Yes X Emergencies
ings and relationships.

C C C No X Abncrmal, normal, mainten-
ance and surveillance

3. Locate controls. C C Yes X Emergencies

C C No X Abnormal, normal

I 4. Compare and verify C C Yes X Emergencies
indications.

C C No X Abnormal, normal, routine

3. Locate and operate P C Yes X Emergencies
portable equipment
(air samplers, radia-
tion monitors, dosi-
meters, respirators,
etc.).

J 6. Operate plant com. C C No X Routine
puter.

7. Observe actions of C No X Routine
a trainee (on shif t).

8. Identify and locate C No X Robtine, maintenance and
components in the surveillance
plant.

9. Identify that com. P C No X Maintenance and surveillance
ponents are properly
isolated / positioned.

10. Know all technical C Yes X Emergencies j
! specifications limits
I and bases related
! - to equipment / systems.
r

| !!. For all primary C Yes. X A!! duty areas
secondary, electrical
and instrumentation
systems, under-
stands
o Purpose,
o Functions,

L o Operation, .
I o Interrelationships,-
' o Limitations and
j o Design basis.

P - suitable for partial training of designated skill or knowledges other setting required to ensure complete training
C - suitable for enmplete training of designated skill or knowledge

i.

{
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; TABLE 2.15
RO/SRO TASK ANALYSIS SUMMARY

i

TABLE
1 DUTY AREAS NO.* TASK AREAS AND GENERIC ELEMENTS

~
A.! Carry Out Emergency Actions not Completely Addressed by Proceou es

A.I.I Recognize conditions as indicative of an emergency condition
A.I.2 Carry out appropriate actions

A.2 Carry Out Procedures of Emergency Plan
A.2.1 Recognize conditions rbquiring implementation of the emergency

plan
' Emergencies A.2.2 Carry out applicable actions of emergency plan

A.3 Carry Out Emergency Operating Procedures,

| A.3.1 Recognize plant conditions requiring implementation of emergency
3 operating procedures

A.3.2 Recognize automatic actions
A.3.3 Carry out immediate operator actions

! A.3.4 Carry out subsequent operator actions
A.4 Carry Out Procedures for Abnormal, Of fnormal or Alarm Conditions

Abnormal. A.4.1 Recognize a condition requiring implementation of these procedures
o!! normal and A.4.2 Know the automatic actions associated with these conditions andalarm condi- determine whether these actions have occurred

; tions A.4.3 Carry out immediate operato actions
A.4.4 Carry out subsequent operator actions

A.5 Carry Out General Plant Operating Procedures
A.5.1 Recognize which procedure (s) are applicable to the required evolu-

Normal tion
| operations A.5.2 Establish initial conditions
'

A.5.3 Carry out steps of procedure
A.6 Carry Out Routine, Non-Specific Shif t Activities

A.6.1 Conduct shift turnovers
A.6.2 Control routine liquid and gaseous radioactive waste releases
A.6.3 Operate the plant computer
A.6.4 Maintain logs and other routine written reports
A.6.5 ' Complete Plant incident Reports and other reports on abnormal

! Routine, non- occurrences
| specific shif t A.6.6 Coordinate shif t activities to ensure safe, efficient conduct
i activities A.6.7 Prepare and approve temporary instructions and changes to instruc.

tions on shiit
- A.6.8 ' Provide training for plant personnel
A.6.9 Comply with applicable station administrative directives .

. A.6.IO Maintain proper core physics
.

' A.6. I l Conduct valve and switch lineup checks
A.7 - Contro! Shif t Maintenance Activities

A.7.1 Review proposed maintenance actions
A.7.2 Establish plant conditions suitable for conduct of maintenance, and

tag out appropriate cer.ponents
A.7.3 Approve proposed maintenance activities
A.7.4 Upon completion of maintenance actions, review retest require-

i ments
A.7.5 Establish plant conditions suitabk for conduct of retest
A.7.6 Approve the conduct of retest

Maintenance A.7.7 Conduct or monitor retest includin,t approval of results -,

and- . A.7.3 Return system or component to ser rice
surveillance

A.8 Control / Conduct Surveillance Tots
A.8.1 Review proposed surveillece tes%

i A.8.2 ' Establish plant conditions witwle for conduct of surveillance and
tag out components (if required)'

I A.8.3 Approve conduct of surveillance tests
A.8.4 Conduct or assist technicians in conduct of surveillance test

| . A.S.3 ' Determine whether completed Surveillance Test results are satis-
| factory

j * Table in Appendix A that addresses that task area.
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associated with responding to emergencies were judged to be " critical requirements." In

the example training objectives worksheet (Table 2.14), the skills and knowledges con-

sidered to be critical requirements are identife_d in column 6. A similar approach was
2

used to identify all critical skills and knowledges in the remaining training objective

categories (Table 2.13).

The final step of this procedure for identifyh.g content areas and instructional settings

(Step 5, Figure 2.9) involved the identification of appropriate instructional settings for
the training of each skill and knowledge. Four instructional settings are currently being

used by utilities (as evidenced from field survey trips) and were therefore selected as the ;

alternatives for this step. These settings are indicated in columns 2 through 5 of the

training objectives worksheet (Table 2.14) and are described below.

,

o Classroom. Includes lectures, seminars, programmed instruction and self-
I.tudy.

o In-Plant. Includes the use of any plant equipment for training, including the
control room, fixed equipment outside the control room and portable equipment

located in operating spaces. "t'alk-through" training and actual operation of
some equipment would be permitted, as long as these operations would not
impact on the plant's ability to maintain its electrical load condition. (This
limitation is placed en this setting since it is consistent with the limitation
placed on actual in-plant training at all reactor sites visited.)

o Plant-Specific Simulator. Intended to be a control room simulator that pro-

vides high fidelity to the actual plant in terms of system responses, instru-
'

mentation, controls and equipment locations.

o Generic Simulator. Intended to be a control room simulator that has system

responses generally similar to those of the actual plant; instrumentation, con-

trols and equipment locations need not be similar.

Final selection of instructional settings was based on several factors, including:
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o The nature of the learning objective
Motor or perceptual skill-

Cognitive process (information retrieval, iritellectual skill)-

o Equipment and material considerations

Fidelity requirements-

Mobile or stationary equipment-

Equipment availability-

o Task complexity
Suitability for self-instruction-

Suitability of job performance aids (procedures)-,

Necessity of supervision-

Necessity of forme.1 instruction-

o Trainee input characteristics

Prerequisite skills and knowledges. |
-

!

A setting marked with a "C" in Table 2.14 would be suitable for the comp!ete training
of the designated skill or knowledge. A setting marked with a "P" would only be
suitable for partial training and would require another setting (so marked) to ensure
complete training of the skill or knowledge. |

|

The results of the application of this methodology for identifying training content and |

instructional settings (Figure 2.9) to all training objective categories (Table 2.13) are
presented in Appendix C. These results constitute the training program criteria. The

1utility programs surveyed were evaluated individually against these criteria. The |

results of this evaluation are presented in Section 2.4.4.2.

|
4

| 2.4.4.2 Evaluation of Utility License Training Practices j

|
1

For each of the required RO and SRO skills and knowledges listed on the training |
'

,
objectives worksheets (Appendix C) each utility replacement training program was

| reviewed for the training applied to the development of that skill or knowledge. This
review included the non-licensed operator training programs as well as 'the RO and

| SRO programs and the simulator training programs used by each of the nine reactor

| sites visited. If more than half (five or more) of the reactor site programs reviewed
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lacked complete training of an individual skill or knowledge, this skill or knowledge
was considered a deficient area. (A deficiency in a majority of the programs reviewed

was considered to indicate a possible industry-wide deficiency.) For the cases where

in-plant training was not sufficiently formal (no detailed task lists were used or spe-
cific requirements listed) to assure achieving a specific skill or knowledge, credit for
training in that area was not given. A summary of the results of this analysis is
presented in Table 2.16. Some key points of interest are the following:

Of the 79 required RO and SRO skills and knowledges (Appendix C), 41 wereo

deficient.

o Of the 41 deficient areas,19 were " critical skills and knowledges" by the
definition discussed in Section 2.4.4.1. The total number of critical skills and

knowledges was 44.

Approximately half of the deficient areas (21 of 41) were "SRO only" skillso

and knowledges and were not required for RO license candidates.

o Almost all (19 of 21) of these "SRO only" skills and knowledges required
either simulator or in-plant instructional settings for complete accomplish-
ment.

Six of the nine training objective categories (Table 2.13 and Appendix C)o

were deficient in training in that more than half of the required skills and
knowledges in each category were deficient. These six deficient training

objective categories were:

- Communications skills,
,

- Principles of management and leadership,

- Application of concepts and principles,

Reasoning and problem-solving abilities,-

- Execution of team skills and
- Manual or manipulative operations,

l
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TABLE 2.16

EVALUATION OF RO AND SRO TRAINING PROGRAMS

TOTAL NUMBER OF NUMBLR OF NUMBER OF NUMBLR OFTOTALNUMBER OF RO AND SRO NUMBER OF $RO ONLY CRITICAL 'NUMBER OF SKILLS AND RO AND SRO SKidfAND 5ROONLY SKfLTFAN"D NUMBER OF~

SKidfANDSKI TAND KNOB LEDGE 5 5 KILLS ANb KNOWLEDGES 5kl hDTRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY SK L AND I I EN I KNo1 LEDGES
KNOWLEDGE 5 DEFICIENT IN KNCE LEDGE 5 DEFICIENT IN O IKNOWLEDGE 5 TR AINING* KNOWLEDGESTRALNING' TRAINING * TRAINING *

1. Principles or Thearses to 0 . 10 0 0 0 10 0

2. Communication hills 13 10 10 3 3 3 3 4
,

13. . Principles of Management and
3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1Leadership

'

4. - Application of Concepts aM
Principles 9 6 4 2 3 4 2 0

' 3. Reasoning and Problem-Solving
Abilaties 33 7 , y 3 g g 3g

e . . .. i
- 6. Procedural Comptsance 9 4 4 1 3 3 4 2

1

7. Execution of Team Sk 11s 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2

8. Operatson and Functioning of
11 3 11 3 0 0 7 IEquipment / Systems

9. Manual or Manipulative Operations 3 4 3 4 0 0 3 4

TOTALS. 79 41 33 21 24 20 to 19

* A skill or knowledge was considered delscient &n traming it more than half of the traitung programs reviewed lacked trainang m this area.
-

i

*
4

I

i
1
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The three training objective categories in which most or all replacernento

programs provided training were:

Principles or theories,-

- Procedural compliance and

Operation and functioning of equipment / systems.-

A rather obvious conclusion from these analysis results is that existing RO and SRO ,

rc% acement training erograms generally do not previde training that is tailored to all

of the responsibilities and performance standards of these individuals. When viewed
collectively, the principal focus of these programs is in the knowledge areas relating

to operating procedures, plant equipment and systems, and fundamental pringles or

theories.

The reason for this situation is apparent from interviews with utility training and

operations supervisory personnel, training center supervisors and OLB personnel. Most
utilities had never taken a formal approach to training program development; that is,

development of a training program from a formal RO and SRO job task analysis.
Instead, training programs developed from a necessity to respond to the NRC RO and

SRO examination categories. The current industry ' standard for training,

ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, still lists only these seven RO and five SRO license examination

subject areas as the principal content areas for license training programs. The super-

visory personnel interviewed generally agreed that training programs in the past were

designed to assist the RO and SRO candidates in preparing for the license exami-
nations and not necessarily to provide these candidates with the required skills and

knowledges to perform their jobs in a completely satisfactory manner.

Of the facilities visited, only one site had previously conducted a review of RO and

SRO functional requirements and had made an attempt to factor these requirements

into the training program. Although it is still in progress and has not yet addressed all
RO and SRO de*.f and task areas, this review was the most extensive effort conducted

in this area ~.sy any utility visited. This facility is identified as utility H in Figure 2.10.

As showr in this figure, this facility provided far more complete training of required
RO an', SRO skills and knowledges than did any other utility.
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l (MAXIMUM POSSIBLE = 79)
4

Figure 2.10 Number of Required RO and SRO Skills and Knowledges
Achieved in Training Programs Reviewed
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|

' Af ter identifying the skills and knowledges that were deficient in training, the training
objectives worksheets of Appendix C and the applicable tables of Appendix A were usedi

to identify the related RO and SRO job task areas. This approach identified the follow-

ing task areas (see Table 2.15 or Appendix A for a complete list) as receiving generally
.

inadequate emphasis in replacement training programs:

.
o Carry out procedures of Emergency Plan,

' o Carry out routine, non-specific shift activities and ,

o Control shift maintenance activities.

:
The cause of training deficiencies in these three task areas was a general inadequacy

; in in-plant training requirements. All utilities conducted classroom training on proce- !

dures relating to the execution of the Emergency Plan. Most utilities, however, failed

to require any on-the-job training or participation in drills requiring use of the Emer-

: gency Plan during the in-plant portion of license training. As a result, license candi-
dates were not assured of gaining the required skills and knowledges, in addition to

procedural knowledge, before licensing, that was necessary for proper execution of the

] plan in their new positions (RO or SRO).

Table 2.15 and Appendix A list 11 task elements under the area titled, " Carry Out
t

; Routine, Non-specific Shift Activities." Task training conducted on shift through the -
use of task lists, qualification cards or practical factor lists was usually too informal-
or incomplete to assure adequate ' training on -the majority of these task elements.

! Although it would not be unreasonable to assume that a trainee might become familiar

with the skills and knowledges required for completion of these routine tasks, only a

form 6 on-shift training program can assure that a_Il trainees acquire a_Il, of these skillsl l

and knowledges.

In many cases, deficiences in training under the RO and SRO task area titled," Control
Shift Maintenance Activities" (Table 2.15 and Appendix A) are also due to the

existence of informal, on-the-job training practices that omitted these task elements.-

As indicated previously in Section' 2.4.1.3, "SRO Hot License Training Practices," most

nuclear power stations visited relied heavily on self-study as an instructional method -
for SRO training. Table 2.10 shows that on-shift training and simulator training at the
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i SRO level were used infrequently. As indicated previously in this section and Table 2.16,
i 21 of the 41 skills and knowledges judged to be deficient in training were identified as

"SRO only" skills and knowledges (Appendix C). Amost all(19 of 21) of these "SRO only"

skills and knowledges with training deficiencies require either simulator or in-plant
instructional settings for complete training. The comparison of these analysis results

j with current practices for SRO license training indicates two general deficiencies in SRO
[

replacement training practices: the lack of appropriately designed on-the-job training L

for SRO candidates and the need for simulator training at the SRO level to develop the
,

skills and knowledges required of supervisory shift operating personnel (SCOs and SSs).

:
'

As indicated in Section 2.4.1.2, "RO Hot License Training Practices," and
Section 2.4.2, "RO and SRO Cold License Training," a major portion of hot and cold

license programs are devoted to classroom training. The classroom training time was

mostly devoted to providing instruction in nuclear power plant fundamentals, plant
systems and operating procedures. In most cases, less than I week was devoted to
more advanced integrated plant topics such as:

, o Transient response,
i o Accident identification,

o Accident analysis,

o Decision and problem-solving techniques,
I o Objectives of emergency and 3.bnormal operating procedures,

o Emergency situationt not covered by emergency procedures,

Techniques to miti ate accidents involving core damage ando d

o Causes and effec 1s cf major plant incidents.
:

'

in some cases, most of these topics were not covered at all.
:

As indicated in Section 2.4.1.2 and 2.4.1.3, c!assroom training consisted of a mixture

of lectures and self-study. Lesson and lecture plans used for this phase of training

i varied widely. At one end of the spectrum, no lesson plans were used and the hot
1

i license course was conducted from a list of topics. One facility used lecture script
sheets that provided an outline of the lecture. These script sheets varied widely in

|

|
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format and content and, in some cases, were merely pages copied from a text. One

utility was in the process of developing lesson plans and had none available for review.
Most of the remaining reactor sites used lesson plans that contained the following

basic sections:

o List of references,

o List of course materials,

Learning objectives of the lesson ando

o Detailed outline of the lesson.

All training centers visited used lesson plans which, as a minimum, contained these

sections.

A common deficiency at most of the facilities visited that used lesson plans was the

inadequate stating of the learning objectives to be attained after completion of a
topic. A properly stated objective contains three parts: a specific behavior that can
be observed and measured, the conditions under which the behavior is to be conducted

and a standard for acceptable performance.

The stating of learning objectives is of paramount importance to learning. It reveals
to the student what is or will be expected of him af ter instruction. This expectancy

provides motivation to learn. The stating of objectives also puts into perspective the
material that will be presented, thus increasing motivation.

Most utilities had no formal methods for eva:uating the following aspects of their

classroom training:

o Effectiveness of courses,

Currency and accuracy of materials ando

Adequacy of overall classroom curriculum for providing operators with the -o

information related to the skills and knowledges required to meet their job

requirements.

An evaluation of classroom training practices would not be complete without a discus-
,

sion of the facilities used to conduct this training. Facilities at training centers were
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excellent, resulting in an environment highly conducive to learning. This type of
training environment also existed at most of the reactor sites visited. A few of these
sites, however, conducted training in an environment which indicated an apparent lack

of higher management interest in training. Some of the deficiencies noted at these
sites included:

o insufficient classroom space,
o Absence of suitabb areas for conducting self-study,'

Temporary facilities (trailers) oro

o Absence of lavatory facilities.

The " Plant Operations" phase of license training (Table 2.7) is designed to provide the

license candidate with the necessary practical training in nuclear power plant opera-
tions. As discussed in Section 2.4.1.2, this is accomplished through the use of on-the-

job training and control room simulator training. Previously in this section, it was
pointed out that on-shift training programs generally lacked the formality and com-

j pleteness to assure adequate training in RO and SRO task areas and elements that did

not lend themselves to instruction on control room simulators. A review of simulator
training programs also pointed out inadequacies in these practices used to supplement

the plant operations phase of training.

The minimum length of I week for RO and SRO replacement simulator training as speci-

fled in appendix F of NUREG-0094 is not adequate to provide the operator with required

reactor controls training. The training objectives worksheets of Appendix C list 24 RO

and SRO skills and knowledges that require a control room simulator to provide complete

training (assuming that the actual plant cannot be manipulated for training). These
worksheets and the applicable tables of Appendix A show that these skills and knowl-

edges are required to ensure satisfactory operator performance in the following related
task areas of the RO and SRO job task analysis:

Carry out emergency actions not completely addressed by procedures,o

o Carry out emergency operating procedures,

| o Carry out procedures for abno: mal, offnormal or alarm conditions and

o Carry out general plant operating procedures.
|
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As pointed out in Section 2.4.1.2,"10 Hot License Training Practices," during these
1-week simulator programs, the maje: mphasis is placed on accomplishing the reactor
startup certification requirements of NUREG-0094. As a result, little time is avail-

able for conducting training in the RO and SRO task areas relating to emergency
actions not ccmpletely addressed by procedures, emergency operating procedures,
abnormal, offnormal or alarm conditions, or other general plant operating procedures.

As shown in Table 2.10, significantly fewer malfunctions are performed in these
1-week programs as compared to longer programs.

Some of the longer simubtor training programs included an operational examination
that measured a candidate's ability to perform under abnormal, offnormal and
casualty conditions; however, these programs did not provide any certification of a
candidate's ability to perform in these situations, because none is required by current

regulations or NRC guidance. In addition, no programs indicated that training under
multiple casualty conditions was a required part of the curriculum, although interviews
with simulator training staff personnel indicated that this is occasionally done for
some training programs. No logical basis was established for selection of malfunction

combinations other than the opinion of the simulator instructor.

As indicated in Appendix C, it was determined that 14 RO and SRO skills and knowl-

edges required a plant-specific simulator to achieve complete training. This determi-
nation was based on an initial assumption that in-plant training requiring plant
manipulations could not be conducted (see Section 2.4.4.1) and that the classification

of the skill or knowledge required one or more of the following behavioral processes:

|

o Perceptual,
j o Cognitive,
I o Communication and

o Motor.

Perceptual processes that could not be taught in plant due to operational limitations
would require a plant-specific simulator for complete training. These processes

include timely identification of cues, symptoms and indications of meanings, searching

for and receiving information, and location of components, indications and controls.
Hence, a simulator that closely resembles the plant control room in terms of system

responses, instrumentation, controls and equipment locations would be required.
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Most cognitive processes can be taught completely on a generic simulator. Since these

processes involve activities such as information processing, problem solving and deci-
sion making, there usually is no need for a close resemblance to the physical charac-

teristics of the plant control room. A generic simulator with system responses, symp-
toms and control effects generally similar to those of the actual plant would be suf-
ficient.

Communication processes would not require a simulator for complete training because
in-plant training could be adequate and not require plant manipulation.

Motor processes would require a plant-specific simulator for complete training
because these processes involve manipulation of controls while observing plant indica-

,

tions and responses. Training on motor processes would, therefore, require a close
resemblance to the pt ;sical characteristics and controls of the actual control room.

Table 2.17 lists the 14 RO and SRO skills and knowledges and their related task areas

(from Table 2.15 and Appendix A) that require a plant-specific simulator to achieve
complete training. Alternative settings or combinations of settings were evaluated.
Recommended alternative instructional setting (s) is(are) provided in Table 2.17. It is
also indicated whether or not the alternative setting or combination of settings is
suitable for achieving complete training of a skill or knowledge and the special
requirements that are necessary.

The general problem areas that have been addressed thus far in this section are
directed towards RO and SRO replacement training programo. Since cold license
programs are similar in many respects to these hot programs, most of these problems

can be considered applicable to both types of programs. .The principal difference
between hot and cold programs, as pointed out in Section 2.4.2, "RO and SRO Cold
License Training," is the manner in which plant operations training is conducted. The

key differences are the requirements for participation in an NRC-approved simulator
training program (if needed. to satisfy requirements for " extensive operating experi-
ence") and participation in practical work assignments in plant- that include preopera-

tional testing of plant systems and hot functional testing.
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TABLE 2.17
RO AND SRO SKILL AND KNOWLEDGES REQUIRING PLANT-SPECIFIC SIMULATORS

|

.

ALTERNATIVE
RELATEDCRIT! CAL SETTING (S) !

RO OR SROSKILL ALTERNATIVE SUITABLE
SKILL OR KNOWLEDGE TASKOR PROCESS INSTRUCTIONAL FOR REMARKS ,

AREAREQUIRED KNOWLEDGE 7 SETTING (S)* COMPLETE
'

(TABLE 2.13) TRAINING 7

1. Identify cues (one or Yes A.3.1 Perceptual GS + IP. Yes Plant drills (walk-through) to augment
more indicators) of an generic simulator training would be

emergency condition. necessary for complete training.

2. Determine that cues .Yes A.I.I Cognitive GS (see remarks) Yes Generic simulator used must permit use
are no_t completely of actual plant procedures to provide
addressed by any single complete training.
procedure.

3. Identify cues as indica.: No . A.4.1 Perceptual GS + IP Yes Plant drills (walk-through) to augment
7

tive of an abnormal, generic simulator tra' ing would be >m
!

of fnormal or alarm necessary for complete training. .

- condition. {y.
OJ 4. Diagnose abnormal No A.4.1 Cognitive GS + IP No Generic simulator is satisfactory for

'

,

' condition / operation diagnosing abnormal condition and
.of plant components.' operation of components generic to

actual plant. In-plant 3 alk-through
drills will provide partial training relat-
ing to other components.

3. Coordinate actions of Yes .A.I.2 Cognitive GS (see remarks) Yes Generic simulator used must permit use
two or more procedures, of actual plant procedures to provide

complete training.

6. 'Given any applicable cues, Yes A.3.1 Cognitive GS (see remarks) Yes- Generic simulator used must permit use
' determine required of actual plant procedures to provide
. procedures of emergency complete training.*

operating procedures.
c

'GS - generic simulator
IP. - in plant -

|

i

I
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TABLE 2.17 (continued)
RO AND SRO SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES REQUIRING PLANT-SPECIFIC SIMULATORS

4

ALTERNATIVE^CRITICAL SETTING (5)RO R SROSKILL ALTERNATIVE SUITABLESKILL OR teNOWLEDGE TASKOR PROCESS INSTRUCTIONAL FOR REMARKSREQUIRED KNOWLEDGE? SETTINGSP Co m ETE(TA 2*15) TPAINING7

7. Determine steps or Yes A.3.4 Cognitive GS (see remarks) Yes GeNric simulator used must permit use
'

procedures for recovery of actual plant procedures to provide
from emergency, complete training.

8. Identify technical Yes A.I.2 Perceptual GS Yes Generic simulator used must be suffi-
specification conditions - A.3.3 ciently similar to the actual plant to
for operation without permit use of plant technical specifica-
reference to procedures. No A.4.3 Perceptual G5 Yes tions without modification.

9. Carry out actions of No A.4.2 Perceptual CS (see remarks) Y es Generic simulator used must permit use
abnormal, of fnormal A.4.3 Cognitive of actual plant procedures to provide
and alarm procedures A.4.4 Communi- comple'e training.
in proper sequence cation

Y through reference to Motor
y procedures..

10. Carry out allevolutions No A.5.1 Perceptual GS (see remarks) Yes Generic simulator used must permit use
addressed by normal A.5.2 Cognitive of actual plant procedures to provide
operating procedures in A.5.3 Communi- complete training.
proper sequence through cation
reference to procedures. Motor

j 11. Position components Yes A.I.2 Motor GS , IP No Plant drills (walk-through) would be
(valvesi. switches, etc) A.2.2 necessary to augment generic simulator
during emergencies, A.3.3 training; however, complete training
abnormal, of fnormal A.3.4 would still not be achieved.

' and alarm conditions,
and all evolutions No A.4.3 Motor GS + IP No Plant drills (walk-through) would be
addressed by normal A.4.4 necessary to augment generic simulator
operating procedures. A.5.2 training; however, complete traming

A.5.3 would still not be achieved.

'G5 - generic simulator
IP - in plant .

.
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TABLE 2.17 (continued)
RO AND SRO SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES REQUIRING PLANT-SPECIFIC SIMULATORS

ALTERNATIVERELATEDCRITICAL SETTING (5)RO OR SRO A. A ITABLE
! 5 KILL OR KNO4 LEDGE TA5KOR PROCESS INSTR UCTION AL FOR REMARKSREQUIRED AREA

| KNOWLEDGE? SETTING (5)* COMPLETEt (TABLE 2.15)
! | TRAINING?

! 12. Control system Yes A.I.2 Motor GS + IP No Plant drills (walk-through) would be
I parameters (pressure, A.2.2 necessary to augment generic simulator

temperature, level, A.3.3 training; however, complete training
etc.) during A.3.4 would still not be achieved.
emergencies, abnormal
of f normal and alarm No A.4.3 Motor G5 + IP No Plant drills (walk-through) would be
conditions and all A.4.4 necessary ta augment generic simulator
evolutions addressed A.5.2 training; however, comple*e training
by normal operating A.5.3 would still not be achieved..

procedures. |

13. Take manual Yes A.I.? Motor G5 + IP No Plant drills (welk-through) would be
N (backup) control A.2.2 necessary to augment generic simulator
/,e of normal auto- A.3. 3 training; however . complete training
c matic functions A. 3.4 would still not be achieved.

during emergencies,
abnormal, of fnormal No A.4.3 Motor G5+IP No Plant drills (walk-thsough) would be
and alarm Conditions A.4.4 r.ecessary to augment generic simulator
and all evolutions A.5.2 training; however, complete training
addressed by normal A.S.3 would still not be achieved.
operating procedures.

,

| 14. Operate nonautomatic Yes A.I.2 Motor G5 + IP No Plant drills (walk-through) would be
- controls during A.2.2 necessary to augment generic simulator
! emergencies, abnormal j A. 3.3 training; however, complete training

ofInurmal and alarm j A.3.4 would still not be achieved.
conditions, and all
evolutions addressed No A.4.3 Motor G5 + IP No Plant drills (walk-through) uould be
by normal operating A.4.4 necessary to augment generic simulator
procedures. A.5.2 trainmg; however, complete training

A.5.3 would still not be achieved.

*GS . generic simulator
IP - in plant

_



As indicated in Section 2.4.2, these cold license simulator training programs are sig-
nificantly longer than corresponding hot license simulator programs. A comparison of
these hot and cold simulator programs showed that cold programs provided much more

training time oa general plant operating procedures (other than plant startup-related

procedures), procedures for abnormal, offnormal or alarm conditions, and emergency
operating procedures. Also, these longer programs provided more cperational exami-
nations and more sessions on unannounced casualties.

In many respects, the ability to manipulate plant systems during functional testing and

the longer, more comprehensive simulator programs make the current cold programs

more effective than hot programs in achieving the objectives of practical training.
The principal disadvantage of current hot programs is that, with the exception of
satisfying the five reactivity manipulation requirements of Appendix F of

NUREG-0094, a license candidate might receive little opportunity to conduct signifi-
cant plant operations, develop manual or manipulative skills, or participate in ,

abnormal, offnormal or emergency operations if the reactor is " base loaded" during
the in-plant training period. This situation, combined with a 1-week simulator course

whose principal emphasis is reactor startup training, can result in a significant void in
necessary plant operations training.

2.4.4.3 Evaluation of NRC License Training Practices

NRC practices relating to initial license training can be categorized into two func-
tional areas:

|

o Initial approval of cold and hot programs and

o Auditing of training practices.

Initial Approval of Cold and Hot Programs. The initial approval of cold and hot license

training programs, conducted as part of the PSAR and FSAR approval process, uses
criteria which lack depth and clarity. As shown in Table 2.8, until recently, the cri-
teria consisted of the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.8,10 CFR Part 55 and
NUREG-0094. These requirements fail to provide any more depth for technical train-
ing than a listing of the 12 subject areas of the NRC written RO and SRO license
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examinations. Similarly, on-the-job and simulator training requirements lack any
significant detail. Depending on an applicant's previous experience, simulator training

is not actually required for all license applicants.

Recent training requirements implemented by the NRR letter of March 28,1980, pro-

3
vide an example of a better approach to promulgating training requirements. Although

this letter did not correct the problems concerning depth of requirements listed above,

it did, for the first time, provide detailed training requirements in two subject areast

o Heat transfer, fluid flow and thermodynamics and

Use of installed plant systems to control or mitigate an accident in which theo

core is severly damaged.
|

In specifying these new requirements, the NRR letter presented important training
objectives, such as concepts to be covered, working knowledge required of trainees,
calculations that trainees should be able to perform, design limits and bases of
importance, and procedures and methods with which each trainee should be familiar.

Although the necessity for inclusion of any particular item in the criteria for these
two subject areas might be debated, the fact that this approach is an obvious
departure from previous NRC practices is important.

The nonspecific nature and generality of industry standards, regulations and NRC
guidance in the past has resulted in a program approval process which is highly subjec-

' tive in nature and is based on an outline review by the OLB. Just as most utilities
hr.ve never taken a formal analytical approach to determine the specific functional
equirements, responsibilities and performance standards of ROs and SROs at their

plac;s and then designed their training programs in light of these requirements, so has
the NRC never taken a similar approach to define detailed training program approval

criteria that are generic to all programs. As a result, utility programs can vary widely

in program content and still meet minimum requirements. If, during the conduct of
these programs, the candidate is taught how to pass the NRC examination rather than
how to be a satisfactory operator, then successful completion of the licensing process

will not provide the assurance that an operator is adequately trained.
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Auditing Training Practices. Current NRC auditing practices are not adequate for

ensuring effective initial training of licensed operators. Licensed operator replace-
ment programs (hot), once approved in the FSAR, may be changed by the utility with
no requirement for NRC approval of that changc. No audits are required of licensed

operator replacement programs and only one audit is conducted of the cold training
program. This audit only verifies the documentation of the training program to be
consistat with FSAR commitmer.ts and the existence of requirements in certain
trainirig areas (for example, on-the-job training). This cold program audit does not
evaluate how well the training is conducted or the adequacy of utility requirements for

different phases of training (for example, on-the-job training). Since there are no

audits required for hot license training programs, the conduct of this program could be

totally unsatisfactory for achieving training objectives. OLB or IE might not ever be
aware of this problem, because review of a license candidate's application would show

accomplishment of the program outline. Although on-site IE representatives are now

required to attend two lectures (either initial training or requalification training) to
verify that training objectives of the lecture are met, this practice in no means con-
stitutes a comprehensive review of the effectiveness and conduct of license training

programs.

The informal OLB reviews of training center practices have no formal criteria. No
'

reports are filed that would document that a given training center is conducting effec-
tive training or that would indicate that license training programs, originally approved
when a simulator became operational, are still adequate years later.

The current practice of exercising split responsibility between OLB and IE for operator

training casts doubt on the effectiveness of this practice. No single organization

within the NRC is fully responsible for licensed operator initial or requalification
training. OLB is responsible for utility and training center program approval, training

center program audits and audits of utility requalification examinations. IE is

responsible for cold program audits and periodic audits of requalification programs
(less the annual requalification examination). No organization is responsible for audit-

ing licensed operator replacement programs. Given that hot and cold program

approval criteria are general and require a great deal of subjectivity in the approval
process, a separate organization responsible for monitoring practices following this
approval is not likely to apply the same rationale in evaluating acceptable practices.

|
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To help evaluate the effectiveness of this practice of dual responsibility, all utility
training supervisors were asked to characterize the auditing practices of IE and the

_A_Il these training supervisors characterized IE audits as nothing more thanOLB. l

document reviews to check practices against commitments, providing little if any
constructive criticism of utility training practices. Although OLB utility audits
include only the requalification examinations, all training supervisors felt that the
audits conducted by OLB were much more constructive and provided useful feedback.

In summary, the NRC exercises little control over training conducted to prepare
personnel for licensed operator positions. The existing situation of division of
responsibility between organizations within the NRC results in having no single organi-

zation responsible for the adequacy of license training. Criteria for approval of
license training programs are largely subjective and are not based on any in-depth,
systematic determination of training program requirements.

2.4.5 License Training Conclusions and Recommendations

i Since the accident at Three Mile Island, a number of analyses of the accident (2, 3, 4,

| 5) have indicated th'e impact of deficiencies in operator license training programs on

i the course of the accident. As a result, the industry and the NRC have been respond-

| ing to an increased awareness of the importance of operator training on plant and
' public safety.

In the review of license training programs and the interviewing of numerous operations

and training staff personnel, a broad spectrum of practices was identified. Some

organizations have created impressive, comprehensive programs that exceed any cur-

rent existing requirements and reflect an obvious corporate management commitment

to operator license training. At the other end of the spectrum are organizations that
are apparently interested only in satisfying minimum requirements. It is with con-
sideration of all these utility and training center' practices and NRC practices that the

following conclusions and recommendations relating to operator license training are

: presented.

r
l

l
*
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2.4.5.1 Conclusions

1. Initial license training programs used by utilities to train RO and SRO candidates

are undergoing a period of revision and change. Many programs are being
lengthened and made more formal and comprehensive in nature. Training super-
visors responsible for these programs feel a need for more definitive guidance for
their revision and more specific requirements for their content. Most of these
individuals feel a need for NRC leadership in helping defir.e these requirements
more clearly. Individuals responsible for license training are professional, hard-
working and genuinely interested in providing quality training services. As a
result of a general shortage in the industry of personnel with operations experi-

ence, most utility training departments are understaffed in light of their training
obligations. Therefore, training assistance from outside sources (for example,
training service contractors) is frequently used. Most contracted training deals

j with non-plant-specific subject areas, such as nuclear power plant fundamentals.

2. License training programs have been designed around the NRC license exami-

nation categories and not from any systematic approach to defining the required
functions, responsibilities and performance standards of RO and SRO licensed

operators. Accordingly, the principal focus of current programs is in the knowl-
edge areas relating to operating procedures, plant equipment and systems and
fundamental principles or theories. As a result, thm training programs are
somewhat limited in their ability to provide complete training of required skills
and knowledges in the following training objective categories:

o Communication skills,

Principles of management and leadership,o

o Application of concepts and principles,

o Reasoning and problem-solving abilities,

o Execution of team skills and

o Manual or manipulative operations.

|

l 3. Utilities and training centers place a commendable effort into classroom training

in the subject areas of nuclear power plant fundamentals, plant systems and plant
I

operating procedures. In proportion to this effort, however, classroom training;

generally lacks necessary emphasis in more advanced integrated plant topics such
at:
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o Transient response,
o Accident identification,

o Accident analysis,

o Decision-making and problem-solving techniques,

o Objectives of emergency and abnormal operating procedures

Emergency situations not covered by emergency procedures ando

o Techniques to mitigate accidents involving core damage.

4. Although the current 3-month requirement for RO and SRO on-the-job training is

considered adequate, current on-shif t training practices generally lack the for-

mality and completeness to assure adequate training in RO and SRO job perform-

ance areas that do not lend themselves to instruction on control room simulators.

A well-designed, comprehensive program of on-the-job training is even more
important for utilities that do not use a plant-specific simulator. A systematic
approach of first defining practical training objectives and then designing
on-the-job training and simulator training programs to accomplish these practical

training objectives (considering the limitations of each method) is not followed.

5. SRO training programs that prepare RO licensed individuals for SRO licensed

positions are generally given inadequate emphasis. Most training is self-study

with little emphasis applied to developing supervisory skills. Based on the deter-

mination of SRO training content from the job task analysis conducted in this
study, it is concluded that SRO candidates need a structured program of control

room simulator training to develop SRO skills and knowledges. This type of simu-

lator training, however, is seldom employed in current SRO license training pro-
-grams.

6. Present control room simulators are effective tools for conducting practical
training. With typical constraints on the use of actual nuclear power plants for
training, a control room simulator is, in fact, the only method currently available
for conducting effective training in many of the required RO and SRO skills and

knowledges identified in analyses conducted during this study.
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Further analysis indicates that some skills and knowledges that could be com-
plately taught on plant-specific simulators also have alternative instructional
settings suitable for complete training. These alternative settings would include
generic simulators (with certain requirements for similarity to the actual plant) in
combination (in some cases) with plant " walk-through" drills.

For some required skills and knowledges, however, analysis indicates that a

plant-specific simulator would be necessary to achieve complete training. These
skills and knowledges include:

o Diagnosing abnormal conditions or operations of actual plant components

that are not simulated in the generic simulator used and

Using motor processes during emergencies, abnormal, offnormal ando

alarm conditions, and all evolutions addressed by normal operating pro-

cedures. These processes include:

- Positioning components (valves, switches, etc.),

- Controlling system parameters (pressure, temperature, level, etc.),

- Using manual (backup) control of normal automatic functions and

- Operating controls that are not automatic.

7. More emphasis in simulator training should be placed in training to a pre-
determined level of proficiency rather than reliance on a specified number of
hours in the simulator. Simulator training programs are generally too short to
permit training in all the required skills and knowledges which, by necessity, must

be taught during simulator training. No objective determination is made of
material to be covered and priorities to be assigned. Limitations on simulator 1

time (sometimes caused by utilities only attempting to satisfy minimum NRC
requirements for simulator training and other times caused by the short supply of
simulators) can result in training deficiencies such as the following:

o insufficient experience in dealing with multiple casualties,

inadequate training in carrying out emergency actions not completelyo

addressed by procedures,

-
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o insufficient experience in carrying out all the plant's emergency operat-
ing p u w uors ,

o Failure to practice the major general plant operating procedures and
~

procedures for key abnormal, offnormal or alarm conditions and

o Inadequate development of diagnostic skills by exposure to unannounced

casualties.

Although properly conducting a reactor startup is only one of a large number of
operational requirements for the RO, it is the only one for which an operational
examination is required.

8. The NRC does not use a strong management approach in regulating RO and SRO

license training. Utilities develop training programs with little definitive guid-
ance or direction. These programs are approved by the NRC in a process that

uses st.bjective criteria with few specific requirements. This combination of

utility and NRC practices has resulted in a broad spectrum of training programs
with little standardization and varying degrees of comprehensiveness and-
effectiveness. Only cold license programs are addressed in regulations; hot
license programs are not addressed. No NRC requirements exist for- the use of
simulators during training, and simulator tr'aining is not required in all programs.

Just as the industry has never conducted an in-depth, systematic determination cf

training program requirements, so has the NRC never conducted a similar deter--

mination of training program acceptance criteria.

9. No single organization within the NRC is responsible for the adequacy of license -

training. The current situation of the existence of highly subjective requirements.
with little detail in combination with the split responsibility between the OLB and

IE organizations casts doubt as to the effectiveneas of 'this arrangement. The

OLB approves hot' and cold training ~ programs based on the review of an outline.

No requirements exist 'for auditing licensed operator replacement (hot) training-

programs. Cold license training programs are audited by IE'on a one-time-only
basis. There are no requirements that this audit evaluate the quality or depth of

__

~

training received. The OLB reviews training center practices; however, there are
no required periodic intervals for this review and no evaluative criteria. Follow-
ing this review, no reports are filed that might record-problems for subsequent
followup.
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2.4.5.2 Recommendations

1. Utilities should be required to conduct a formal assessment of RO and SRO
license training programs. Programs should be revised accordingly to ensure that

they provide training to license candidates '.n all of the terminal and enabling ,

skills and knowledges required for the perf>>rmance of their jobs. The recom-
mended way to conduct this assessment is through development of a training
program from a plant-specific job task analysis.

The generic job task analysis approach (for example, the approach used in this

study) is appropriate for evaluation of RO and SRO training programs and
development of content areas of RO and SRO training programs; however, this

generic approach would not be suitable as the sole basis for the development of a

training program for a particular plant because the generic approach does not
provide the information necessary to develop job performance measures. For

example, the time standard for completion of each task in a job task analysis is
not identified at the generic level.

It is noted that this conclusion is in conflict with item B.2 of Task 1.A.2 of
NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident,"

(16) which states that such a job task analysis is " amenable to a generic approach"
>

and that "lNPO could perform a task analysis for these positions used throughout
i the industry." On the other hand, a generic job task analysis could serve as the
i basis for implementation of plant-specific job task analyses. INPO or other

organizations throughout the industry could provide guidance on the methodology

for conducting the plant-specific analysis and development of training programs
,

from the analysis results.

In conclusion, two alternatives appear suitable for conducting this assessment of

license training programs:

a.- Each utility conduct its own job task analysis and . training program
development tailored to its specific plants using guidance provided by -
INPO (where necessary) or
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b. INPO (or other organizations such as reactor plant vendors) conduct

generic job task analyses suitable for expansion to the plant-specific
level by utilities. Similarly, training program content areas identified
fre'n the generic analysis could be used for development of facility
training programs.

| 2. Utilities should be required to significantly upgrade and formalize on-the-job
l training requirements. A program with detailed requirements that uses a " task

list," " qualification card" or " practical factor" approach should be required. The
emphasis in this phase of training should be in assuring that the terminal skills and

knowledges that license candidates must learn in plant are individually accounted

for and evaluated by appropriate licensed operators. RO and SRO on-the-job
training requirements should be separately delineated.

.

The approach used by the U.S. Navy is considered adequate for adaptation to
'

commercial plants. The completion of a plant-specific job task analysis will
identify functional requirements for RO and SRO licensed personnel. Those

requirements suitable for control room simulator training should be factored into

that phase of the training program in a formal manner. Requirements not suitable

for simulator training would be included in the list of on-the-job requirements.
Based on the type of control room simulator used by the facility -(generic or
plant-specific), the necessity for certain simulated plant operations, including
drills, to provide complete training of all functional requirements would be deter-

mined.;

3. Utilities should be required to upgrade their SRO license training programs to
provide more emphasis on SRO functional requirements, leadership and manage-

ment, and development of supervisory skills. On-the-job training requirements
should be detailed and formalized (see Recommendation 2). SRO license training

programs should include control room simulator training that emphasizes casual-

ties and development of supervisory skills.

As a minimum, formal training in the following supervisory skills listed in the
December 1979 proposed revision of ANSI /ANS-3.1 should be required:
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o Leadership,
o Interpersonnel communication,

o Command responsibilities and limits,

o Motivation or personnel,
o Problem analysis,

o Decisional analysis and

o Administration requirements for the particular supervisory position.
,

Two alternatives appear suitable for conducting the required simulator training:

i

a. A group of SRO candidates could be sent to receive their "SRO simula-

tor package" as part of their SRO license training course or

b. The "SRO simulator package" could be included in the last requalifica-

tion simulator training period before the anticipated licensing of an
SRO candidate. In this case, it might prove desirable to establish a
maximum allowable time requirement between receipt of SRO simu-

; lator training and completion of the SRO license training program to
'

ensure continuity of the entire SRO training program.

4. Certain improvements in classroom training should be made. Utilities should be

required to provide more emphasis in classroom training on advanced integrated
i plant topics such as:

o Transient response,
o Accident identification,
o Accident analysis,
o Decision and prokem-solving techniques,

o Objectives of emergency and abnormal operating procedures,

o Emergency situations not covered by emergency procedures,

o Techniques to mitigate accidents involving core damage and

o Causes and effects of major plant incidents.
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Classroom training techniques should be reviewed by utilities for adequate
formality to assure satisfactory training of all operators. This evaluation should
be conducted by higher level plant management outside the training department

(for example, the Plant Operations Review Committee) and should include a
determination of the adequacy of lesson plans and facilities. Programs should be

developed for periodic evaluation of the effectiveness of training provided,
including:

o Effectiveness of course conduct,

Currency and accuracy of materials ando

Adequacy of overall classroom curriculum for providing operators witho

the information related to the skills and knowledges required to meet

their job requirements.

| Using licensed operators to assist in this evaluation is considered advantageous
since it would permit recent operating experience to be factored into this process.

|
|
l

5. The NRC should require control room simulator training for all hot and cold
license training orograms. Although establishment of minimum time requirements '

for simulator training is both desirable and necessary, emphasis should be placed

| on training to a predetermined level of proficiency in the simulator, rather than
reliance on a specified number of hours in the simulator. Simulator certification

requirements should be expanded to include performance of:
|

o General plant operations in addition to reactor startup,

Emergency operating procedures,o

o Procedures for abnormal, offnormal or alarm conditiens,

Emergency actions not completely addressed by procedures, includingo

multiple casualties and
o ' Unannounced casualties for the purpose of evaluating diagnostic skills.

,

|

|

| The NRC should establish minimum time requirements for simulator programs

based on consideration of the training objectives required to be accomplished-

! during simulator training and the operational experience of candidates. Training
objectives would be deduced from- a generic job . task analysis such as. the onei
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conducted in this study. Categories of prior operating experience such as those
used for approval of current cold license programs could be used. Based on a

comparison of required training objectives and prior operating experience,
estimated minimum time periods for simulator instruction necessary to accom-

plish training objectives for each category of experience could be developed. The

current minimum length of I week for hot license simulator training should'

definitely be increased.

6. The NRC should establish requirements for the use of simulators in training con-
t trol room operators. A long-range goal should be adopted to require that all

plants conduct training on a simulator specific to the plant.
!

,
Establishing requirements for the use of simulators in training could be imple-

| mented by NRC approval of an appropriate industry standard (for example,
! ANSI /ANS-3.5-1979). All simulators used to train control room operators should

be required to conform to these requirements, regardless of the age of the simu-i

lators. Requirements should be established for maintaining the simulator current
with changes to the reference plant.

For facilities with no plant-specific simulator currently available, a date should
be established for requiring one to be in operation. In the interim, each of these

facilities should submit to the NRC for approval a plan for. providing'the training
in RO and SRO skills and knowledges that cannot be acquired by the use of a
generic simulator. Expectations are that this plan would require more in-plant
training, including drills for license candidates. Facilities that use generic

-simulators should provide a licensed operator during this training to evaluate
trainees' performance and to identify to trainees differences between the simu-

lator responses and controls and those of their plant.

New facilities should be required to _ conduct cold license ' training on a plant-
specific simulator.

Three alternatives appear feasible for the construction of these simulators:
,

!
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Each utility could have a plant-specific simulator constructed at itsa.

site and operated by on-site training department personnel,

b. Larger utilities could establish central training centers with all their
simulators at this central location operated by training center personnel

or

c. Some utilities could enter into a cooperative effort and construct a
regional training center which would include plant-specific simulators
for the member utilities. These regional training centers would main-

tain a permanent training staff.

Each alternative appears to be equally satisfactory for the purpose of providing

effective plant-specific practical training as long as the minimum standards for
use of these simulators are maintained in each approach. Utilities selecting

Alternative b might find standardization of their control room designs to be-
desirable. For some special cases, a waiver of this plant-specific simulator
requirement might be apprcpriate. Such waivers must be based on adequate

assurances that al required RO and SRO skills and knowledges can be taught
, completely by an alternative technique.

7. The NRC should develop license training program approval criteria based on a
determination of training content requirements derived from RO and SRO func-

tional requirements. A generic job task analysis would be the basis for a system-
i atic approach to development of these criteria. These criteria should include'a

comprehensive listing of detailed items such as:

i o Subjects and concepts required to be covered,

Working knowledge required of trainees,o

| o Calculations that a trainee should be required to perform,
o Procedures and methods with which each candidate should be familiar,

i Basic on-the-job training requirements that a candidate must perform -o

|
and

| o Specific evolutions and ' practical training required during . simulator
instruction.

;
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The NRC could conduct the complete development of these criteria, including the

generic RO and SRO job task analyses. An alternative would be to use generic
task analyses developed by INPO or other suitable organizations as a basis or

approve INPO recommendations for these criteria. The point of emphasis in this

recommendation is that these criteria should be significantly more detailed than
current criteria and be based on a comprehensive assessment of RO and SRO

performance requirements, including required terminal and enabling skills and
knowledges.

8. The NRC should assign all operator training responsibilities to one organization
;

within the NRC. This organization would conduct all functions, such as operator

training program approvals, audits and evaluations of practices and licensing of
operators, that are currently divided between OLB and IE. It is recommended

that this organization be the OLB because the personnel in this ordanization are

the recognized authorities within the NRC on industry operator training and
requalification practices. (Chapter 4 provides further recommendations concern-

ing organization of the NRC operator licensing program.)

9. The NRC should upgrade its audit program:. to include hot as well as cold license

training. The emphasis of these audits should be expanded from their current
verification that utility commitments to conduct training have been met.
Emphasis should also be placed on adequacy of facility internal requirements for

training and actual conduct of training. Providing feedback to facilities on
methods for improving their training practices should be a goal of this progr,am.
These audits should be formal and include training centers. Establishment of a
formal accreditation program with periodic reviews could achieve several of the
objectives intended by this recommendation.

10. The NRC should adopt a practice similar to that of the FAA in approving control

; room simulator training programs. Utilities should be required to submit to the

| NRC a list of detailed training objectives and specific practical training intended
to be accomplished during simulator training. The NRC should evaluate the pro-

posed simulator to be used in the program for its capability of providing complete

| training relative to the actual facility of the utility. For deficient areas noted,
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utilities should be required to indicate how they intend to supplement the cimula-

tor training with in-plant training.

11. The NRC should require that hot and cold license programs submitted for review

in the FSAR be developed from a fully detailed, systematic approach. Require-
ments for submittal of program descriptions in the SRP should be much more
detailed than existing descriptions and include additional areas such as:

o Statement of purpose,

o Detailed list of training program objectives,
o Detailed list of RO and SRO terminal and enabling skills and knowledges

that the program is designed to achieve,

o Certification requirements that a license candidate must achieve to
complete the program,

o Areas of emphasis during on-the-job training and time devoted to each,

o Techniques for formal administration of on-the-job training,

o Descriptions of all normal, abnormal and emergency conditions in which

practical training is to be performed,

o Detailed outline of each subject to be taught in classroom training,
including concepts taught, working knowledge requirements, calculations

required, and other detailed requirements for trainees, and

Description of practical training goals and a detailed discussion of howo

the combination of on-the-job and simulator training will accomplish
each goal.

If the NRC is to adopt more detailed criteria for approval of these programs, then

more comprehensive descriptions of the _ content of these programs will be neces-

sary to permit complete evaluation.

12. The NRC should adopt a strong management approach to license training, similar

to that employed by the FAA and the U.S. Navy. The NRC should bacome more
involved in the content and conduct of training by:
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f

Providing detailed guidance for training program construction,o

o Accrediting or certifying training departments or approving INPO;

accreditation,

Establishing well-defined instructor qualifications,o

Conducting approvals of training programs based on more detailed justi-o.

fication that all RO and SRO skills and knowledges will be achieved,

o Evaluating periodically the quality of instruction and conduct of the pro-
gram,

Approving simulators for use in a program based on detailed criteria thato

evaluate the overall combination of on-the-job and simulator training
against an established list of practical training requirements,

Approving any changes to training programs other than those necessaryo

to keep the program current with plant design and,

Using the efforts of INPO in generating improvements in existing pro-o

grams.

.

4

.

$

+
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2.5 SELECTION, SCREENING AND CERTIFICATION OF REACTOR OPERATOR AND

SENIOR OPERATOR CANDIDATES

2.5.1 Selection of RO Candidates

Selection of candidates to participate in reactor operator license training is a process
'

which occurs partially during initial selection for hiring (for example, meeting minimum
education requirements) and partially during' selection for RO license training (for

,

example, meeting minimum experience requirements). Since all of the applicable

industry standards and regulatory requirements must be satisfied prior to RO licensing,

they will be addressed collectively in this section. Requirements and practices appli-
cable to utility certification of medical fitness of license candidates will be addressed in

Section 2.5.3, " Certification of RO Candidates."
;

2.5.1.1 Selection Requirements

Industry Standards. The "American National Standard for Selection and- Training of

Nuclear Power Plant Personnel," ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, provides the following criteria

for selection of operators to be licensed by the NRC:

Education. High school diploma or equivalent.
I

i

Experience. Two years' power plant experience of which one year is ' nuclear

( power plant experience. Six months of the nuclear experience shall be at the
plant for which the operator seeks a license or on a similar unit. Six months'
experience credit may be granted if ~ related technical training or equivalent
experience warrant.

I

Physical. High degree of manual dexterity.

Personal. High iegree of mature judgment.
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This standard is the revision of the initial American National Standard N18.1-1971. A
draft proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 published in December 1979 is currently

undergoing review. This proposed revision would increase operator experience require-

ments (3 years of power plant experience of w':ich 1 year is at the nuclear power plant
for which the operator will hold a license) and require 6 months of duties as a non-
licensed operator.

i

Federal Regulations and NRC Guidance. The only regulatory document currently in
effect that addresses the issue of initial selection of personnel is Regulatory Guide 1.8,
" Personnel Selection and Training." This guide accepts the criteria for selection of
personnel contained in ANSI N18.1-1971, which was revised in 1978 by

ANSI /ANS 1.51978.

A proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.8 was published in February 1979 by the NRC

Office of Standards Development. This proposed revision endorses ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978

requirements for minimum qualifications of licensed operators, although it contains
several modifications to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 requirements for the selection and training

of other nuclear power plant personnel.

In May 1980, the NRC Office of Standards Development published a proposed revision to

10 CFR Part 55, " Operators' Licenses." This proposed revision would require that a
license applicant hold a high school diploma or General Education Development Program

Certificate. In addition, it specifies experience requirements that are the same as those

listed in the December 1979 proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 - namely:

o Three years of power plant experience

o One year of experience at the facility for which the operator is seeking a
license and

o Six months of duties as a non-licensed operator.

Under this revision, waivers may be requested for the requirements for the 1 year of

experience at the facility for which a license is sought or the 6 months of non-licensed

operator experience when it is impractical to meet these requirements.
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2.5.1.2 Utility Selection Practices

Selection of candidates for RO license training was a two-step process in all cases.

Some utility selection criteria were satisfied during the initial selection for employment.
The remainder were satisfied when the operator was selected to enter the license train-

ing program. The aggregate criteria are addressed in this sectica.

Selection practices varied among utilities with respect to the number and types of tech-

niques. Combinations of the following methods were used:

o Medical examinations,

o Interviews,

o Background checks,

o Aptitude and achievement tests,

o Psychological screening,

o Personality inventories,
Technical screening examinations,o

Operator performance rankings ando

Operator seniority rankings.' o

Table 2.18 on page 2-109 indicates the various combinations of selection methods used at

| the reactor sites visited. This fold-out table is provided as a reference for use in the

following discussion of these methods.

Medical Examinations and Interviews. Certain selection practices were standard.

| All utilities surveyed require the passing of a physical examination as a prercq-

uisite to employment. An additional medical examination was given as part of the

utility certification of an operator for the license examination (Section 2.5.3). All
utilities conducted interviews as part of the initial selection process. These inter-

views were conducted by a personnel administrator and usually the operations

supervisor or assistant operations supervisor. These interviews assessed, to some

extent, the individual's suitability for the job, including background information,j

interests and expectations. All utilities conducted some form of psychological
screening, either through an interview with a psychiatrist or in conjuction with a

self-report inventory (psychological test).
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Background Checks. The collection and investigation of background information
.

varied to some extent among the utilities visited. In all cases, an application form

with basic background information was required. Several utilities used personnel
.

investigative services such as Equifacts or Fidel-A-Facts to substantiate back-
1

ground information including police, court and credit records.

4

Aptitude Tests. Aptitude tening practices varied from none at all to the admin-
istration of lengthy batteri .s. In general, utilities that relied on individuals with

prior nuclear experience (most notably Navy nuclear experience), either did not use

! aptitude tests or used singular instruments, such as the General Physics Corpora-

[ tion Basic Mathematics and Science Test (BMST) (29). The BMST is primarily a

90-question achievement test that measures an individual's knowledge and exposure
i to mathematics (including algebra, trigonometry and geometry) and the. physical

sciences (physics and chemistry). Other utilities 'used various combinations of the',

following tens:
,

Differential Aptitude Test (DAT)i o

! General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB)o

1 o Personnel Tests for Industry (PTI)

o Minnesota Clerical Test (ViCT).,

!

The Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) (Psychological Corporation) (30) yields.eight' ,

;. - scores in such areas as verbal reasoning, numerical ability, mechanical and abstract

reasoning and clerical speed. The DAT was developed origina!!y for use in counsel-

ing at the secondary school level. A significant amount of validity information is -,

available for :various' purposes. The majority of this,information concerns pre-
,

{ dictive validity in terms of high school achievement, both for academic and voca -
'

'tional concentrations. -
!
.

'

Another multiple aptitude test battery used is the General Aptitude Test Battery.
.

(GATB) (U.S. Employment Service)'(31)., The- battery measures-9 aptitudes with '
.

: 12 tests. - The aptitudes measured include general learning ' ability, -verbal and-
.

numerical aptitude,-form perception, and finger and manual dexterity. The entire

.

battery requires approximately |2-1/2 hours.' .' The U.S. Employment Service has ,

f' constructed and developed much normative data' and research for various'occupa-
L tional groups.1
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As a contrast to these multiple aptitude test beteries, some utilities utilized the
Personnel Tests for Industry (PTI) (Psychological Corporation) (31). The PTl con-
sists of a 5-minute verbal test and a 20-minute numerical test. The test appears

to be dependable, but may be more suitable for screening personnel for low-level

jobs (for example, janitors, messengers, etc.).

In combination with other tests, the Minnesota Clerical Test (MCT) (Psychological

Corporation) (31) was also used. This test consists of two subtests, number com-

parison and name comparison. Both are rather homo eneous in their measuremento

of speed and accuracy in perceiving details.

Procedures for validating thera tests varied. Several utilities relied on the test

developer to validate the tests used while others had extensive research programs

in progress. The validation of aptitude tests, for the purpose of selection, is neces-

sary to meet equal employment opportunity legislation (Chapter 60 " Office of
Federal Contract Compliance, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission").

Psychological Screening. All utilites condur ted psychological screening interviews.

Those utilities that used psychological inve: .ories used them as preliminary screen-

ing tools with in-depth followup interviews. The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI)(Pyschological Corporation)(32) was the most widely used instru-

ment for this purpose. The MMPI consists of 550 items yielding scores on 10 clini-
cal scales. The scales include such dysfunctions as hypochondria, depression, hys-

teria, paranoia, schizophrenia and others. The MMPI is the most researched self-

report inventory available and has been used for all types of purposes and settings.

Computerized scoring and profile information are now available.

Another lastrument which was used is the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire

(16 PF) (Institute for Personality and Ability Testing) (32). The 16 PF. consists of

187 items and requires approximately I hour to complete. This test is not as clin-

ically oriented as the MMPI and provides measures on such traits as reserved versus

outgoing, affected by feelings versus emotionally stable, humble versus assertive,
- relaxed versus tense, etc. Utilities that used the 16 PF followed up individuals who

showed signs of undesirable traits ,with either the'MMPI or a psychological inter-

view or both.
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An instrument which was being used similarly is the Thurstone Temperament

Schedule (TTS) (Science Research Associates) (33). This instrument is geared

toward differentiating between groups of normal (well-adjusted) people. The ^est

is composed of 140 items covering 7 scales such as sociable, reflective, stable,
dominant, etc. As v.ith the 16 PF, utilities prescreened individuals, and those who

scored positively or an undesirable trait were administered the MMPI or referred

for an in-depth interview.

*, a sightly different approach, one utility used the Guilford-Zimmerman Tem-.

perament Survey (GZTS) (Sheridan Psychological Services) (31) as a supplement to

the MMPI. The GZTS is a 300-item test measuring such traits as general activity,

restraint, emotional stability, etc. As with other inventories used, individuals
scoring high on an undesirable trait were referred to in-depth psychological inter-

views.

Personality Inventories. Personality inventories for assessing the congruence

between personal interests and job requirements were used to varying degrees to

improve the predictability of performance during training and on the job, Usage
varied from none at all (interviews were relied upon solely) to several of the per-

sonality inventories already discussed. Although the scales of the MMPI are ori-
ented toward differential diagnosis of pathological dysfunction, the test has been

used for predictive purposes in many " normal" settings and is currently used by
several utilities. The TTS and 16 PF were also used for this purpose.

Auxiliary Operator Knowledge, Performar ce and Seniority. In addition to the
methods discussed previously, all utilities used, to widely varying degrees, meas-

ures of auxiliary operator knowledge, performance and seniority as criteria for
selection for license training. Factors considered in judging AO knowledge and

performance included various combinations of the following:

o Performance on a screening examination,

o Rate of qualification progress as an AO,

o AO performance evaluations and

o Training performance records.
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Most utilities considered seniority when selecting RO candidates. Some considered

it on an equal basis with AO knowledge and performance indicators. At the other

end of the spectrum, based on some labor-management agreements, seniority was

the sole criterion used for selection.

2.5.1.3 NRC Practices

'

NRC practices relating to initial selection of operating staff personnel consist of an
initial review of utility personnel qualifications requirements specified in Safety Analysis

Reports (SARs) and periodic reviews of utility Quality Assurance (QA) programs.

Section 13.1.3," Qualifications of Nuclear Plant Personnel," of the NRC Standard Review

Plan (17) specifies the acceptance criterion for SAR review of qualifications of utility
plant personnel. The acceptance criterion is conformance to the requirements of Regu-

latory Guide 1.8.

Following approval of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), the QA program of the

operating facility is reviewed by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) on a
periodic basis. Every 3 years, as a part of these reviews, IE must verify by review of
established administrative controls that minimum educational, experience or qualifica-

tion requirements have been established for plant personnel positions, including licensed

and non-licensed operators. Again, the acceptable criterion for this review is conform-

ance to the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.8.

2.5.1.4 Foreign Selection Practices

I *

,

| Great Britain (18,19)
:
l

Utilities in Great Britain recruit from two sources: (1) university graduates with engi-
neering degrees who will receive 2 years of post-graduate training and (2) secondary

school graduates who will receive special training for about 4-1/2 years. Reference 19

indicates that the end results from both sources are personnel who are felt to have
attained a high degree of technical qualification and who have received the equivalent of
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TABLE 2.18
UTILITY RO CANNoidE SELECTION PRACTICES

NUCLEAR POWER STATION VISITED
SELECTION TECHNIQUE EMPLOYED A B C D E. F G|H I

!

MEDICAL EXAM X X X X X X X X X

Personnel Staf f X X X X X X X X X
INTERVIEWS Operations 5'aff X X X X X X X

.

Application Check . X X X X X X X X X
BACKGROUND CHECK Investigative Service X X X

BMST X X X X

DAT X

APTITUDE AND GATB X
5ACHIEVEMENT TEST 5 PTl X

MCT X

Interview X X X X X X X X X

MMPI X X X

PSYCHOLOGICAL 16PF X X X
SCREENING * 7TS X X X- X

GZT5 - X

| MMPI X X
'PERSONALITY TT5 X X X X

INVENTORIE53 16PF X X X

Technical X X .X
Screening Exam

Rate of X
Qualification Progress

AUXILIARY OPERATOR AO Performance X X X
MEASURES Evaluations

Training X
Performance

I Use of Seniority
as a Dominant- X X X X X
Factor

'BMST - Basic Mathematics and Science Test (General Physics Corporation)
DAT - Differential Aptitude Test (Psychological Corporation)

GATB - - General Aptitude Test Battery (U.S. Employment Service)
PTI - Personnel Tests for Industry (Psychological Corporation) - ,

MCT - Minnesota Clerical Test (Psychological Corporation)

aMMPI- Minnesota' Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Psychological Corporation)
Sixteen Personality Factors Questionnaire (Institute for Personality and Ability Testing)16PF -

,

Thurstone Temperament Schedule (Science Research Associates)' TTS -

GZT5 - Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (Sheridan Psychological Services)
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post-graduate training before receiving further nuclear training for operational respon-
sibilities at nuclear stations.

West Germany (20,21)

Personnel are selected for reactor operator training from one of the following sources:

o Skilled workers of a metal or electrical trade with at least 2 years of work
experience in the repair and operation of power plant systems and

o Navy enginemen or navy training with at least 6 months of work experience in
the repair and operation of power plant systems.

Canada (22, 23)

Personnel for Canadian (Ontario Hydro) nuclear operating staffs are selected initially
from individuals with secondary-school or similar educations and with 2 or more years of

relevant industrial experience as assistant operators. Validated selection tests related to'

the ability to cope with nuclear reactor training are administered to these candidates. In

addition, all applicants are interviewed to determine personal characteristics and suit-
ability for the job. The interviewer looks for individuals with'self-control, above-
average intelligence and the ability to express themselves, particularly orally. The

interviewer also looks for people who are reliable and trustworthy and who are
self-starters (23).

2.5.1.5 U.S. Navy Selection Practices (24,25)

Enlisted personnel selected for Navy nuclear training rtust satisfy the following criteria:

| ~

o Meet minimum age requirements (17 to 26),
|
1

.o Pass a physical examination,

|

|
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Be a high school graduate or equivalent and have completed one year of algebrao

in high school or college, having achieved at least a "C" grade or equivalent in

that course,

Demonstrate acceptable academic ability in the areas of math and science aso

measured by the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery Tests and the
Nuclear Field Qualification Test, -

Pass a background investigation of prior arrest records, use of enlawful drugs,o

evidence of unreliability, recklessness of character, disregard for authority,
;

etc. and

o Satisfacte indicate suitabil8ty for the intended job through an interview with

an experies. ed nuclear-traine i individual.-

2.5.1.6 Evaluation of Practices for Selection of RO Candidates

As indicated in Section 2.5.1.2, wiection of candidates for RO license training is a two-

step process involving initial selection of candidates for employment and subsequent
selection to enter the license training program.

The initial process of selecting candidates to assume non-licensed operator positions

serves four major purposes:

o Evaluates prerequisite aptitude,

identifies signs of unsuitable personality dysfunction,o

Confirms a satisfactory congruence between applicant interest and job char-o

acteristics and

Ensures physical capability to meet job demands.o

The 'first purpose, evaluation of prerequisite _ aptitude, answers the question, "Does an

individual have the prerequisite aptitude, both. mechanical and academic, to attain the..

skills and knowledges necessary for the performance'of the job?' The applicant must be
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able to successfully complete a training program that will provide the abilities and
knowledges necessary for performing that job. Once in a training program, the individuala

must be able to demonstrate competency in integrating previous material before prog-
ressing to more complex subjects.

First, minimum requirements for background educatio.i must be satisfied. Current

requirements for RO candidates specify a high school Jiploma or equivalent as a mini-

mum acceptable criterion. A review of current training programs and required training

program content developed from a generic RO job task analysis was conducted to evalu-

ate the adequacy of this requirement. It was concluded that a high school diploma or

| General Education Development Program Certificate does provide adequate background

education for acquiring RO-level skills and knowledges. Due to the technical nature of

RO license training programs and the reactor operator position itself, the utility should

consider applying appropriate emphasis on an operator candidate's performance in high

school level mathematics and sciences when hiring new personnel.

In addition to previous academic performance review, additional methods can be used to

provide the utility some assurance that a prospective employee will complete training,
receive a license and be a competent and safe operator. These include personal inter-

,

views, review of past employment performance and aptitude and achievement tests. ~ The

use of aptitude tests as a predictive measure of an individual's ability to eventually.
receive a license must be in accordance with sound testing practices. The tests must be

reliable (consistent) and valid for thar purpose. Either percentile-rank or standard score

norms should be constructed for the population for which the test is being used. The test

should yield a probability that the individual will pass the necessary training and receive

a license.

As can be seen from a review of Table 2.18, most of the facilities visited recognized the

advantages of these techniques and employed one or more of them in the initial selection

process. It is reasonable to expect, however, that the highest probability of selecting a
successful candidate can be realized by the employment of all these subjective and

objective techniques (i_nterviews, previous academic and employment performance
review, aptitude and achievement tests) in an integrated program.4
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The second major purpose of the selection process is to identify signs of unsuitable
personality dysfunction. The proper and safe operation of a nuclear reactor calls for a

high level of maturity, emotional stability, precise judgment and the ability to synthesize

and process information under stressful conditions. These characteristics can be

assessed through background investigations (including police and court record checks,

credit and employment history), psychological interviews and self-report inventories

(psychological tests).

A background investigation can be a key indicator of an undesirable personality trait or

habit. This investigation would have to extend beyond a check of references listed on an

employment application. To help verify the reliability and stability of an individual,
records, such as prior arrest, credit and employment, should be checked. An investiga-

tion of appropriate depth might necessitate having an applicant sign a waiver of the
Privacy Act, thus permitting the utilities to obtain this information.

The major benefit from the use of self-report inventories is the reduction in resources
necessary to assess undesirable traits, a process that otherwise would require lengthy

psychological interviews. Instead of interviewing each person, the statements in an
inventory are printed and then can be administered individually or to groups. The equiv-
alence of items and the standardization of administration and scoring reduce subjectivity

and enable the comparison of scores. Any selection decisions should not be based solely

on the results of the test, but on the basis of in-depth clinical diagnosis with supporting
documentation from the test. The inventories can be administered to all applicants, with

those showing positive signs of dysfunction being referred to in-depth interviews. Such

psychological inventories should be reliable and valid, with recently constructed norms

| (for example, less than 10 years old).

|

|
Many tests may measure traits that are not relevant for the purpose or to the population
concerned. The masculinity-femininity scale of the MMPI is one such scale. The inclu-
sion of such irrelevant measures may affect the attitudes of those taking the tests and

thus affect their scores. Again, while the tests currently in use (16 PF, TTS, and GZTS)

may measure appropriate traits, other more efficient and suitable tests may be avail-
able. Some possible examples include the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Educational
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and Industrial Testing Service) and the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (Psycho-

logical Corporation). The optimal use of all available, pertinent tests requires applied
research, which would benefit all utilities.

The use of self-report inventories does not preclude or waive the need for psychological

interviews for those not showing signs of dysfunction, but reduces the amount of inter-

view time necessary for these individuals. In combination with the use of self-report
inventories, this abbreviated psychological interview serves as a rough screening tool to

assess overt personality traits.

Although all facilities visited conducted, as a minimum, an employment application
check and a psychological interview before hiring prospective licensed operator candi-

dates, background investigations and psychological tests were used to a lesser degree

(see Table 2.18). Considering the potential impact on the safe and competent operation

of nuclear power plants, programs used by utilities to identify undesirable personality
traits should be comprehensive and include all these techniques..

The third purpose of the selection process relates to the congruence between an indi-

vidual's interests, preferences and goals with the job requirements and characteristics.

To safely and competently perform the job, an individual's interests and goals must be in

harmony with those working conditions and requirements afforded 15y the job. A high

level of incongruity will be manifested by job dissatisfaction and lack of motivation.
Methods that are suitable for confirming congruence between applicant interest and job

characteristics include in-depth interviews and self-report inventories (psychological
,

'

tests, temperament scales and interest inventories).

Interviews conducted for the purpose of evaluating congruence of applicant interest and

I job characteristics should be conducted by someone on the operations staff familiar with

operator. job requirements. These int : views provide a subjective basis for decisions by

the utility as well as by the applicants, themselves. As shown in Table 2.18,-this tech-'

t

| nique is widely used at the facilities visited. An appropriate personality inventory can
aid the utility in supplementing these interviews and add an element of objectivity to the

decision process.
|
,
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The fourth purpose of the initial selection process, to ensure physical capability to meet

job demands, was appropriately achieved at all facilities by requiring a physical exami-

nation by a medical practitioner.

Following initial selection for employment and assignment to responsibilities of a non-
licensed operator, an RO candidate must be selected to participate in RO license train-

ing. This second step in the RO selection process involves consideration by the utility of

the candidate's experience (power plant, nuclear and non-licensed operator) and a variety

of other measures (see Table 2.18).
.

Industry requirements for practical experience prior to becoming a licensed operator are

currently being reviewed by the industry and the NRC. Table 2.19 shows current RO
experience requirements, as identified in ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 and Regulatory Guide 1.8,

and new proposed requirements contained in proposed revisions to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978

and 10 CFR Part 55 and a report prepared for the NRC, NUREG/CR-1280," Power Plant

Staffing"(25)(see Appendix D for a review of this report). As shown in this table, there
are no current minimum requirements for non-licensed operator experience before

,

becoming a licensed operator. Proposed revisions to requirements in ANSI /ANS-3.1-

1978 and 10 CFR Part 55 would include 6 months of auxiliary operator experience.

The establishment of minimum time requirements for satisfactory performance cs a
non-licensed operator has three advantages:

o Provides the operator with an opportunity to become proficient in operations
conducted outside the control room before advancing to CRO and to acquire the

skills and knowledges needed for performance of RO and SRO functions,

o Permits a suitable period of evaluation by operations staff personnel prior to
final selection for RO license training and

o- Permits the operator to participate in evolutions typical of the different phases

of the plant's operating cycle.

Although the facilities visited had varying requirements (if any) for experience as an AO,

in practice most of the licensed operators at facilities visited had served in AO positions
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TABLE 2.19
EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR RO CANDIDATES

EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS (years)

CURRENT PROPOSED
EXPERIENCE CATEGORY

R ViS O R "T
ANSI N -3.1 REGULAT RY NUREG/CR- NS j N - 10 CF PART55

(DECEMBER 1979) (MAY 1980)

"
,L Total power plant 2 2 3 3

G
Total nuclear power plant 1 1

Total at plant for which 1/2 1/2 1* 1 1

a license is sought

AO at plant for which a
license is sought (or at I/2 1/2
similar plant)

*A similar nuclear power _ plant would also be acceptable for satisfying this requirement.

,
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for a period of 1 year or longer (see Section 2.3). Since all the facilities operated on a
12- to 18-month refueling cycle, these operators participated in each phase of plant's

refueling cycle including:

o Plant operations under loaded conditions,
I o Shutdowns for maintenance and subsequent startups,

o Shutdown for refueling,
'

o Post-refueling startups and tests and

o Return to full-load conditions.

This experience can generally be considered transferable between similar plants.

! As discussed in Section 2.3, the performance predictive indices study was conducted to
I determine if there was a statistical relationship between average number of years as an

! auxiliary operator and performance as an RO and SRO. This study showed that such a

relationship existed between SRO performance and years of experience as an AO. A
review of the data (see Section 2.3) showed that below-average SROs had a mean of

1.5 years (and median of 1 year) of experience as an AO. In addition, the SROs with 1 year

or less of AO experience had a decidedly higher percentage of below-average performers

than those with more experience (see Figure 2.7).

Based on the considerations of the advantages of minimum time requirements as an AO

and the results of the performance predictive indices study, it appears that such require-
i

ments are needed and that 1 year of AO experience should be acquired before licensing.

As shown in Table 2.18, af ter a candidate's technical competence has been determined,

seniority and performance evaluations are the principal measures considered for select--

ing unlicensed operators for RO training. There are varying opinions of the relative
importance of prior performance and seniority in making advancement decisions. Opera-

tions and training personnel at facilities that used seniority as the sole criterion for
selection indicated that this was due to current labor-management agreements. In gen- -

eral, these individuals felt that this practice has a negative influence on operator moti-

vation and performance. In ' addition, this practice does not ensure that appropriate
personnel are selected for licensed operator training programs and,- hence, _ places an

unnecessary burden on operator training, certification and licensing programs to screen
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marginal candidates. This problem is further compounded when these facilities fail to

pursue a practice of actively screening candidates during license training (see
Section 2.5.2).

2.5.1.7 Conclusions and Recommendations Regarding Selection of RO Candidates

Conclusions
*

1. Current requirements for selection of candidates to participate in RO license
training consist of minimum criteria for education and experience (basic power
plant and nuclear power plant related) and demonstration of mature judgment and

manual dexterity. Present utility practices for selection ensure that these require-
,

ments are met or exceeded. In most cases, these practices use a combination of
methods that evaluate additional utility selection criteria.

2. There are four major purposes of the process used to select potential RO license

candidates for employment with a utility. These purposes are to:

a. Evaluate prerequisite aptitude, '

b. Identify signs of unsuitable personality dysfunction,

c. Confirm satisfactory congruence between applicant interests and job
characteristics and

d. Assure physical capability to meet job demands.

Of these purposes, a and c are desirable for the utilities to achieve since they
impact on a candidate's ability to complete training (purpose a) and the candidate's

chances of becoming a motivated operator and hence being retained by the utility
(purpose c). Techniques used to achieve these purposes do not need to be
regulated. Failure to satisfactorily achieve purposes b and d, however, can
adversely impact plant and public safety. As a result, techniques used to achieve

|
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these purposes should be regulated. Comprehensive programs for identifying

unsuitable personality dysfunction (similar to those used by several facilities
visited) should be required for all nuclear power plants.

3. Based on the results of a generic RO and SRO job task analysis, a study of RO and

SRO periormance predictive indices, and interviews conducted with operations

department and training department personnel at utilities visited, it is concluded
that certain minimum operational experience requirements should be met before

receiving RO licenses. Before licensing, an RO candidate should have performed
the functions of auxiliary operator at the facility for which a license is sought |

(or at a similar facility) for a period of 1 year.

4. Seniority and performance evaluations while serving in AO positions are the princi-

pal measures considered for selecting individuals for RO positions. Operations and !
|

training personnel at the facilities that used seniority as the sole criterion for
selection generally felt that this practice has a negative influence on operator-

motivation and performance. In addition, this practice does not ensure that appro-

priate personnel are selected for licensed operator training programs and places an

unnecessary burden on operator training, certification and licensing programs to

screen marginal candidates.

5. Based on a review of required training program content developed from a generic

RO and SRO job task analysis, it is concluded that a high school diploma or General

Education Development Program Certificate provides adequate background edu-

cation for acquiring RO-level skills and knowledges.

Recommendations

1. As part of the operator selection process, utilities should adopt an integrated pro-

gram for evaluating a potential employee's aptitude for completing non-licensed
(AO) and licensed operator (RO) training. This program should include:

Personalinterviews by personnel with plant operations experience,a.

,
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b. Previous academic and employment performance reviews and

c. Aptitude and achievement tests proven to be reliable and valid for the
purpose used.

For the aptitude and achievement tests, percentile-rank or standard-score norms

should be constructed for the test population. Development of such a test could be

accomplished or sponsored by an organization such as INPO, EPRI, etc. with bene-

fit to all utilities. Several test instruments appear to have potential (BMST, DAT,
MCT, etc.). Although the NRC might encourage pursuit of such efforts, it is not an
area that requires regulation.

2. The NRC should require that, as part of the operator selection process, utliities
employ a program to identify signs of unsuitable personality dysfunction. Such a
program should include:

a. A psychological interview by a psychiatrist er certified psychologist (rather

than a medical practitioner). This interview should serve as a rough screen-
ing tool to assess overt personality traits.

b. A self-report inventory (psychological test) administered to all applicants.
Those showing signs of dysfunction should be referred to.in-depth clinical

;

diagnosis by a psychiatrist or certified psychologist. These tests should be
reliable and valid with recent norms.

c. A background investigation to identify undesirable characteristics indicated -

by police and court record checks, credit and employment history, etc. It is

anticipated that prospective employees for -operator positions .would be

required to sign a waiver of the Privacy Act to permit adequate investiga-
tion.

~Concerning the requirement for a self-report inventory, the industry could adopt a

standard [ or revise the current standard for medical certification ANSI N546-
1976 (see Section 2.5.3)] approved by the NRC and based on ~in-depth re' view of

.

available self-report inventories and their desirability' for use' with the operator -
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population. This review could be conducted by INPO, ANS, EPRI or anothr organi-

zation using professional psychological assistance. In addition, a long-range

research program to develop such a test suitable for nuclear power plant operators
could be undertaken if deemed necessary from this review of available instruments.

3. During initial selection, utilities should adopt a practice of combining in-depth
interviews conducted by plant operations personnel with the use of appropriate

personality inventories (psychological tests, temperament scales and interest
inventories) to evaluate congruence between applicant interests and operator job

characteristics.

Effective application of these techniques will improve the likelihood that the util-

ity will select an individual who will become a satisfied, motivated operator.
Achievement of this goal will therefore have a favorable impact on employee
retention. This area lends itself to an industry endorsement of an appropriate

personality inventory based on review of available instruments or development of a

special-purpose inventory. Although the NRC might encourage these efforts, this

area is not appropriate for regulation.

4. The NRC should require that, before licensing, an RO candidate should have per-

! formed the functions of a non-licensed operator at the facility for which a license

is sought (or similar facility) for a period of 1 year.

This requirement would provide an opportunity for an operator to become profic-

.

ient in operations conducted outside the control room, acquire skills and knowl-
|

| edges needed for performance of RO and SRO functions (as evidenced from an RO

! and SRO job task analysis) and participate in evolutions typical of the different

phases of the plant's operating cycle. A suitable period of evaluation by operations

| staff personnel would also be provided. In addition, empirical evidence (results of

the performance predictive indices study) supports the need for such a require-

f ment,

in situations where it is impractical to obtain this experience before licensing,

unique qualifications to accommodate the circumstances would be required.
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5. Utilities should use a combination of criteria (rather than relying solely on senior-

ity) when selecting non-licensed operators for RO license training. These criteria

should include a variety of measures such as:

o Technical knowledge,

o Rate of qualification progress,
o AO performance evaluations,

o Training performance and

o Seniority.

Application of these criteria should be directed toward selecting RO license can-

didates who are most suitable for advancement.

| 6. The NRC should adopt the education requirements for RO license applicants pro-
,

' posed in the May 14,1980, draf t revision to 10 CFR Part 55 (15). This proposed

revision would require that the license applicant hold a high school diploma or
| General Education Development Program Certificate.

i
'

2.5.2 Screening of RO Candidates During Training

As was discussed in detail in Section 2.4, the typical training program for reactor opera-

| tor license candidates consists of the following phases:
I

o Nuclear power plant fundamentals,
t

| o Plant systems,
i

o Plant operations,
- simulator and

| - control room operation (hot license),

Practical work assignments (cold license),o

I
*

o Review and
o Utility certification.
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This section addresses the current practices used for tracking student progress during

these training phases and the specific screening techniques and steps that are used to

identify trainees who should be "disenrolled" from the training program. Utility certifi-
cation of license applicants at the completion of the course and re-certification upon

failure of the NRC examination are discussed in Section 2.5.3.

2.5.2.1 Requirements for Screening RO Candidates

Industry Standards. ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978," Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant

Personnel," does not specify screening steps or techniques that should be applied during

RO license training; however, the December 1979 proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-

1973 would require the administration of examinations covering the material presented

in each phase of the training program. These examinations may be periodic quizzes,

phase completion examinations, or bo'.h. They also may be oral examinations if the

questions are documented and an overall grade of satisfactory or unsatisfactory is
assigned. This revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 also would require that examinations be

conducted during the course of simulator training in addition to ihe final certification
examination. These examinations would be required while operating at power with plant

malfunctions and while starting up the reactor.

Federal Regulations and NRC Guidelines. Reviews of applicable federal regulations and

NRC guidelines (Regulatory Guides, NUREGs, etc.) indicated that no requirements cur-

rently exist for the use of screening techniques during operator license training.

!

2.5.2.2 Utility and Training Center Screening Practices

Utility practices for screening RC candidates during training differed significantly for
the nine facilities visited. The tpectrum of practices varied from informal programs

with no specific screening steps until final certification for the NRC examination to
formal programs with specific screening criteria and steps during the course of the

program. Table 2.20 on page 2-129 indicates the various combinations of screening tech-

niques that were employed at the reactor sites visited. (This fold-out table is provided
as a reference for use in the following discussion of these techniques.)
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Periodic Quizzes. All utilities used weekly or biweekly quizzes to track student
progress. Criteria for passing these quizzes varied from 70 to 80 percent correct

answers. Consistently poor grades on these quizzes usually resulted in special
attention being directed toward the trainee. Four basic uses for these quizzes
existed:

o Tracking of student general progress,

o Initiation of a probation period based on more than one failure,
' o Criteria for advancement to the next phase of training based on an average

grade for all quizzes administered in the current phase and

o Criteria for passing the entire license training program based on a satis-

factory average of all quiz grades.

Comprehensive Examinations. One utility required the satisfactory completion of

a comprehensive examination at the end of each phase of training as a prerequisite

for entry into the subsequent phase.

Formal Progress Review by the Training Supervisor. This screening technique con-

sisted of a formal interview with the trainee by the Training Supervisor at the end

of each phase. This interview usually included a discussion of trainee general
progress and observed weak areas and the assignment of remedial training if neces-

sary.

Screening Oral Examinations. In the cases where a marginal student was identified

on the basis of periodic quizzes or other criteria, one utility required a formal oral

examination by two or more persons. This oral examination resulted in a recom-

mendation for a probational assignment or disenrollment from the course.

Instructor Evaluations. Some utilities required periodic instructor evaluations of

trainee performance. These evaluations usually provided supportive criteria along
with other criteria (for example, quiz or examination failures) for decisions con-

cerning disenrollment or probation.
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Probation. Some utilities used a formal probational period as a process for screen-

ing trainees. Assignment of this probational period could be as a result of various

combinations of:

o Failure of one or more periodic quizzes,

o Failure of any comprehensive examination,

o Poor instructor evaluation of student performance,

o Progress record review by a facility audit board and

o Special oral examination of a marginal trainee.

Probational periods varied from 2 to 4 weeks during which the trainee was usually

required to achieve passing results in previous weak areas as well as maintain
satisfactory progress in the continuing training program.

Methods used for tracking student progress during simulaor training at the six training
centers visited consisted of combinations of:

o Weekly or biweekly written quizzes,

o Simulator operational examinations,
o Oral examinations and

o Instructor evaluations of student performance.

The employment of these techniques was largely dependent upon the length of the speci-

fic program. Cold license programs (usually at least 8 weeks long) used, as a minimum,

j both weekly and biweekly quizzes and instructor evaluations of simulator performance to

I track student progress. The shorter, hot license programs of 1 to 3 weeks usually con-

sisted of little formal evaluation prior to the final certificatien process at the comple-
| tion of the course.

All training centers operated by reactor vendors indicated that the training centers had
i no authority to disenroll a trainee from a program purchased by a utility. All of these

centers did make efforts to keep utilities informed of trainee progress and recommended

disenrollment when it was felt to be appropriate. These centers did not maintain records

of any such disenrollments, although they were described by staff personnel to have
occurred " occasionally" or " infrequently,"
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Utility procedures for disenrolling trainees varied in the following areas:

o Disenrollment criteria,'

Timing of disenrollments with respect to the training program sequence,o
.

o Authority for approval and
Action following disenrollment.o

Some facilities had no formal criteria for disenrollment. In these cases, recommendation

for removal of students from license training was based on a consensus among the train-

ing staff that the student's progress was unsatisfactory. Average grades of periodic
' quizzes were usually the supportive criteria applied to these decisions. Facilities with

more formal criteria for disenrollment usually required, in addition to an unsatisfactory
average of p-riodic quiz scores, the satisfaction of one or more of the following criteria:

Failure of a special oral screening examination,o

Failure to achieve satisfactory results during a probational assignment oro

o Failure of a comprehensive written examination.

There were no procedures at any facilities to prohibit disenrollment of candidates at any

point during the training program; however, actual practices indicated that some utilities

followed a policy of letting marginal trainees complete the entire program before
making any decision on disenrollment. In these cases, this decision was a part of the
utility certification for the NRC licensing examinativa. Other utilities followed a policy
of more actively screening students during the course of instruction.

Authority for approving disenrollments usually rested with the Operations Supervisor or

Plant Superintendent. Most Training Supervisors interviewed indicated that their recom-
'

mendations for disenrollments usually received full endorsement by these individuals.

Action following disenrollment from the license training program always included return

to a previously held position. Most facilities permitted reentry into the license training
i program at a later date as a function of operator performance, attitude, etc. One utility

maintained a policy of usually rjo_t permitting reentry into license training.

,
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Operators who failed the NRC examination were required (depending on the facility) to

take one of the following courses of action:

o Reenter the RO license training program at the beginning,-

Participate in a remedial program and take the NRC examination again follow-o

ing the minimum time period of 10 CFR Part 55,

Return to the original position held, without expectation of another opportunityo

for an NRC examination or

Be demoted to a position below the one held prior to entry in the license train-o
,

ing program.

Some utilities had no limits on the number of times that the NRC examination could be
taken. Other utilities applied limits of either 1,2 or 3 examinations on their operators.

2.5.2.3 NRC Practices

Since no industry standards, federal regulations or NRC guidelines currently in effect

require the screening of candidates during reactor operator license training, the' NRC
does not review or audit screening practices used by utilities and training centers.

2.5.2.4 Screening of U.S. Navy Operators During Training

As described in detail in references 24 and 25, initial nuclear training for enlisted opera-

tors prior to reporting onboard an operating nuclear-powered ship consists of two phases. ,

; The first phase is a 6-month period of formal academic instruction at U.S. Naval

Nuclear Power School. The second phase consists of 6 months of operational training at

one of eight land-based Naval reactor prototypes where the operator completes qualifi-
cation as a watchstander. In both phases, approval of student disenrollments by Navu

Reactors headquarters is required.
,

(
:
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TABLE 2.20
UTILITY SCREENING PRACTICES DURING RO LICENSE TRAINING

NUCLEAR POWER STATION VISITED
SCREENING PRACTICES A B C D E F G H I

No formal screening steps or prerequisites X X X Xfor entering subsequent training phases

Must receive a passing grade on each X
periodic quiz

Must receive a passing average of all X X X X
quiz grades

Must receive a passing average of quiz
, X X Xgrades in one phase prior to advancing

to the next phase

Must pass a comprehensive examination Xat the end of each phase

Formal progress review by Training
. X XSupervisor at the end of each phase

Oral examiration used to screen Xmarginal trainees

Instructor evaluations of trainee X X Xperformance

Assignment of probational period t X X Xachieve passing results in a weak area

,

1

,

I

I
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At Nuclear Power School, a number of techniques are used to track student progress and

screen students who would not satisfactorily complete the course. These techniques are

described as follows:

Weekly Quizzes and Biweekly Examinations. Students are not required to pass all

of these written examinations, but the results are used to track student progress,

if a student fails one of these examinations, an instructor is required to interview

the student to analyze his performance and determine appropriate corrective
action.

Probational Period. Consistently poor performance on quizzes or examinations
results in the assignment of a probational period with mandatory study require-
ments and a corrective study program.'

i

Instructor Interviews. An interview to discuss performance with each student is

conducted every 2 weeks.

Academic Board Oral Examination. Repeated examination failure will result in an

oral examination conducted by a board of staff members. This oral examination is

used to determine the student's current level of knowledge and potential for com-

pleting the course, This board recommends retention or disenrollment.

Comprehensive Examination. Passing of this 4-hour, written examination is
required at the completion of the course. Failure can result in a reexamination or
oral examination by an academic board.

| Reactor prototype training consists of four phases: classroom, transition, in-hull and
proficiency. Screening of trainees is conducted during the first three phases. Final

l certification of trainees as qualified watchstanders is conducted at the end of the in-hull

phase and will be discussed in Section 2.5.3," Certification of RO Candidates,"
'

|
The classroom phase is not a formal screening step. Weekly examinations are given to

[ track student progress. Students who fail examinations must participate in a remedial

upgrading program and receive instructor counselling. In the case of examination failure
,

or consistently low grades, a biweekly interview by a plant supervisor is required toI

discuss student progress.
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l

! During the transition phase, the trainee begins standing watches under instruction. Each

watch is graded. Written examinations are administered at the end of this phase. Exam-

ination failure results in assignment of a remedial program. Again, this phase is not used

j ac a formal screening step.

Formal screening of trainees is conducted during the in-hull phase before final certi-
fication as a qualified watchstander. The following criteria are used:

4

; Graded Watches. The trainee must stand a minimum number of satisfactory
'

watches. In addition, before final certification, a satisfactory average of all watch
grades is required.

Progress Board Oral Examinations. Each trainee must pass two oral examinations'

given by a board of prototype staff members at the 50- and 80-percent completion

pointsi the qualification program.

Instructor Oral Examinations. Satisfactory completion of six 2-hour oral exami-

nations from a staff instructor is required. Each exam covers a specific opera-
tional area of interest.

Engineering Officer of the Watch Review. Satisfactory completion of a detailed
review of integrated plant operations by a staff Engineering Officer of the Watch
is required.

;

Upon satisfactory completion of the above steps, the trainee wi!! begin the final certi-
fication process.

t

2.5.2.5 Evaluation of Practices and Alternatives fcr Screening RO Candidates.During
Training

| The techniques listed in Table 2.20 are appropriate methods for tracking student progress

and are commonly used in formal training programs. 'A review of Table 2.20 shows that

the combinations of techniques used varied significantly between sites visited. Although-

L
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the use of these different combinations resulted in programs of varying degrees of for-

mality, all programs could be categorized in one of two groups: those that actively
screened candidates prior to advancement to the next phase of training and those that

did not.

The analysis described in Section 2.4.4.1, where license training program content and
instructional settings were determined for a geocric RO and SRO job ta>K analysis,
demonstrates the importance of each phase of training in developing the required skills

and knowledges of licensed operators. Due to the differences in content and instruc-

tional settings among the training program phases, failure to acquire a specific skill or

knowledge during one phase of training does not imply that an opportunity will be avail-

able to acquire it during a subsequent phase. In fact, the contrary is more often true. In

addition, since each phase of training builds upon the skills and knowledges acquired in a

previous phase, it is necessary that trainees exhibit satisfactory knowledge or perform-

ance for each phase.

.

As discussed in Section 2.5.2.2, " Utility and Training Center Screening Practices," there

are many ways to ensure that a candidate has achieved a satisfactory knowledge or
performance level before advancing to subsequent training phases. It is important that

the utility formally assess this level of knowledge or performance and establish a
requirement that it be evaluated as satisfactory before advancement. The criteria used

by the utility must be appropriate for the program content and instructional setting (s)

used in that phase. Recommendations for guidelines for these acceptance criteria are
presented in Section 2.5.2.6.

2.5.2.6 Conclusions and Recommendations for Screening RO Candidates During Traimng

Conclusions

1. All utilities use appropriate (although varying) techniques for tracking student pro-
! gress. Most training organizations commendably followed a practice of providing
(
- additional support to marginal trainees. There were no indications that acceptance

L.andards are reduced for these individuals.
.
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2. Appropriate emphasis is not given by all utilities to the importance of verifying
that trainees have acquired all the skills and knowledges of one phase of training

before advancing to the next. Some utilities have developed thorough and well-

defined procedures to conduct this evaluation, while others have no procedures.

Since each phase of training builds upon the skills and knowledges acquired in a

previous phase, it is necessary that license training prograh.7 have administrative

procedures to evaluate, for each phase, trainee knowledge and performance before

advancement to subsequent phases.

Recommendations

1. The NRC should require that, as a part of their license training programs, utilities

establish a formal method for certifying satisfactory knowledge and performance

for each applicable phase of the programs (for example, the " review phase" is not

applicable to this requirement).

The acceptance criteria that a utility should meet would be an evaluation that the

techniques employed are suitable for measuring all required skills and knowledges

to be acquired in each phase. The following recommendations for guidelines for

acceptance criteria are presented:

Phase 1 - Nuclear Power Plant Fundamentals Phase. Administration of

examinations should be required. These could be combinations of periodic

quizzes, phase completion examinations or oral examinations. If oral

examinations are used, the questions must be documented and the respon-

ses evaluated on a numerical scale. Examinations must be scheduled to

ensure that all portions of the curriculum are addressed.

Phase II - Plant Systems Phase. Same as Phase 1.

Phase til- Plant Operations Phase.

a. Simulator. Examinations that cover the classroom and
operations portions should be required. Written or oral
examinations are suitable for the classroom portion. Oral
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and operational examinations should be given for the control
room portion. Operational examinations should include:

o General plant operations in addition to reactor
startup,

j o Emergency operating procedures, -

o Procedures for abnormal, offnormal or alarm
'

conditions and

Emergency actions not completely addressed byo

i procedures, including multiple casualties.

A final certification operational examination should be
,

required.

b. Control Room Operation (Hot License). Written and oral
: examinations should be required. Oral quizzes conducted to

receive verification signatures from operators for items on

a task list, qualification card or practical factor list would
!

require no additional ' documentation other than a signature-

verifying satisfactory performance or knowledge.

'

c. Practical Work A signments (Cold License). Documentation

showing satisfactory participation and accomplishment of
these assignments is sufficient.'

2. Utilities should be required to maintain a record of trainee performance on all
quizzes, phase completion exammations, oral examinations and simulator opera-t

tional examinations. A summuy of candidate performance during each phase of
the program should be submitted for review in the application for license.-

.

i This practice would identify potential areas of weakness and permit OLB examiners

( to probe these areas to ensure adequate knowledge before licensing.

i-

!

|
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Since cases requiring special attentior. (marginal trainees) will periodically arise, it
is further recommended that utilities consider establishing standard procedures for

handling these cases. Alternatives for consideration include:

Assignment of probational periods,o

Special oral screening examinations ando

Procedures for achieving passing results in previously weak areas.o

|

2.5.3 Certification of RO Candidates

As part of the license examination application, the utility must certify to the NRC that
an RO candidate has learned to operate the controls in a competent and safe manner.

This section addresses the requirements and practices related to this certification pro-

cess. Practices for certifying medical fitness of license candidates are also discussed.

I 2.5.3.1 Certification Requirements

Industry Standards. The "American National Standard for Selection and Training of

Nuclear Power Plant Personnel," ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, does not provide guidance to utili-

ties for certifying RO license candidates. The December 1979 proposed revision to
ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 addresses the following three parts of the certification process:

~

| o Simulator certification examination,

| o Prelicense examination and

f o Final certification by corporate management.

This proposed revision would require that a simulator examination include operating at

power with malfunctions and startup of the reactor. Tk examination would certify thej _

| candidate's ability to:

Manipulate the controls in a safe and competent manner,| o

Predict instrument response and use the instrumentation available,o

o ~ Follow the facility procedures and

o Understand alarms and annunciators and take proper action.
'

<
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A comprehensive prelicense examination administered by the utility would be required to

determine the candidate's ability to operate the plant in a safe and competent manner.

This revision encourages the administration of oral and written examinations to satisfy
I

this requirement, but does not specifically require either type.

Under this revision, the utility corporate management would conduct the final part of

this certification before proposing the candidate for licensing by the NRC. Although the
level of corporate management responsible for this certification is not specified, the
following general guidance for the conduct of this certification is provided in this pro-
posed revision: ,

This certification shall include consideration of successful completion of
training, demonstrated abilities, satisfactory health, dependability, stability
and trustworthiness. In making this determination, it is not sufficient to
review only the training record of the applicant. In addition, the responsible
manager shall review or cause to be reviewed less subjective documents such

' as supervisory evaluations, results of medical examinations and tests,
security checks, and sick leave records for patterns indicative of ill health,
drug addiction or alcoholism. In addition, the responsible manager should
interview each applicant or appoint an appropriate board to perform this
function.

The "American National Standard for Medical Certification and Monitoring of Personnel

Requiring Operator Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," ANSI N546-1976(ANS-3.4) (34),

establishes the industry standards for " minimum requirements necessary for an examin-

ing physician to determine that the physical condition and general health of operators

are not such as might cause operational errors." This standard specifies health require-
ments and disqualifying conditions in the following areas:

General physical capacities o Integumentaryo

o Respiratory o Neurological
o Cardiovascular o Mental / psychiatric

o Endocrine o Medication

o Nutritional o Laboratory analyses

o Metabolic o Hematopoietic dysfunction
o Lymphatic o Malignant neoplasms.

i

|
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In addition, it specifies that licensed operators receive a medical examination at least

biennially.

This standard is the basis for utility certification to the NRC of a license candidate's
medical fitness. Under this standard, a licensed medical practitioner designated by the

facility can perform all aspects of the examination. This examination includes a review

of medical history as well as a physical examination.

Federal Regulations and NRC Guidance. The originating document for certification

requirements is 10 CFR Part 55. This regulation requires that, in each application for a
license, the facility should provide evidence that the applicant has learned to operate the

controls of the reactor in a competent and safe manner. As proof of this, the NRC

accepts a certification of an authorized representative of the facility. The following
must be included in this certification:

o Details on courses of instruction administered by the facility licensee,

o Number of course hours,

Number of hours of training and nature of training received ando

Startup and shutdown experience received.o

In addition, a report of a medical examination by a licensed medical practitioner is

required.

NU REG -009t+, "NRC Operator 1.icensing Guide," (12) reiterates the requirements of
10 CFR Part 55 for certification. In addition, it requires that an applicant must have

manipulated the controls of the reactor through at least two reactor startups and have

participated as a member of the control room in several other plant transients. Success-

ful completion of an NRC-approved training program using a simulator can satisfy these

manipulation requirements.

The NRR letter of March 28,1980 (13), to all power reactor licensees provides clarifica-

tion as to the level of corporate management that is considered appropriate for providing

this certification. This letter implemc-:ted a requirement that these certifications be

signed by the highest level of corporate management responsible for plant operation (for

example, the Vice President for Operations).
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The May 1980 proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 issued by the NRC Office of Standard

Development incorporates the requirement of the March 1980 NRR letter concerning the

signing of certifications, in addition to items that must currently be included in these
certifications, this revision would require that details also be provided on the differences

between the simulator and the facility for which the applicant seeks a license and on the

actions taken to ensure that these differences will not result in the applicant's misinter-
preting plant response or taking incorrect action.

t

Regulatory Guide 1.134, " Medical Evaluation of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel Requir-

ing Operator Licenses," (35) addresses the area of physical condition and general health

of operator license applicants. This guide endorses the requirement. of ANSI N546-1976.

In addition, it indicates that this standard addresses, in some detail, physical conditions

that may be cause for denial of a license application, but is more general in identifying

the mental conditions that may be cause for denial. As a result, this regulatory guide
requires that potentially disqualifying mental conditions, identified during the medical,

examination, be evaluated by a licensed psychologist, psychiatrist or physician profes-
sionally trained to identify the condition.

2.5.3.2 Utility Certification Practices

Utility practices for satisfying NRC certification requirements were fairly consistent at

all facilities visited. These practices included the same three basic parts identified in
the proposed revision to ANS!/ANS-3.1-1978; namely:

o Simulator certification examination,
o Prelicense examination (s) and

o Final certification by corporate management. .

Simulator certification examinations are conducted to satisfy the requirements of
~

Appendix F of NUREG-0094. This appendix (discussed 'in Section 2.4.1.1) specifies

requirements for eligibility for a license examination at an operating power reactor with

no reactor startup demonstration. A portion of this program described in NUREG-0094

is the certification from a simulator. training center attesting to the applicant's ability
to:
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Manipulate the controls and keep the reactor under control during ao
reactor startup,
Predict instrument response and use the instrumentation durt. 3 a reactoro
startup,
Follow the facility startup procedures ando
Explain alarms and annunciators that may occur during this operation.o

The proper performance of a reactor startup is the only evolution required to be
demonstrated. The certification letters provided to utilitics from these training centers

state that the applicant has demonstrated these four abilities.
,

| Although completion of this certification was principally the result of ' successful per- |

| formance of a reactor startup on the simulator, some training centers included an oral

| examination as part of this certification process. Instructors conducting the startup
certification usually made use of an examination standard or checklist to aid in evaluat-

ing candidate performance.
)
|

The second portion of certification included comprehensive written and oral examina-

| tions. The written examinations were similar in scope and format to the NRC written
l

licensing examinations. Oral examinations were usually of a plant " walk-through"

Some utilities administered their own written and oral certification examina-nature.

tions. Other utilities followed a practice of having an independent organization, usually

| a reactor plant vendor or training services contractor organization, conduct these exami-

nations. For cold license training programs, all training centers conducted compre- ;

hensive written and oral examinations in addition to the simulator examination.

The final portion of certification involves the decision-making process used to determine
which candidates will be certified to the NRC as ready for licensing examinations. At
most facilities visited, three individuals on the utility staff were primarily involved in

this process: the Training Supervisor, Operations Superintendent and Plant Superinten-
dent. The Training Supervisor was responsible for initial review of each individual's

performance during the training programs, with emphasis applied to performance on |

certification examinations.

After concurrence by the Operations Superintendent, recommendations from the Train- !

ing Supervisor are approved by the Plant Superintendent. All Training Supervisors inter-
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viewed indicated that plant management was usually very supportive of training depart-
ment recommendations. In fact, every Training Supervisor interviewed could recall

instances where marginal candidates, who had progressed through the license training

program, were not allowed to take the NRC examination based on training department
recommendations.

.

During interviews at some facilities visited, a few cases were mentioned in which the

training department and operations department were not in agreement as to whether or

not a candidate should be certified. These types of disagreements were usually resolved
'

at the next level of corporate management with authority over both training and opera-
tion functions (for example, Plant Superintendent).

Although recently implemented requirements (13) now specify that the highest level of

corporate management responsible for plant operation (for example, the Vice President

for Operations) must sign certifications in license applications, this level of corporate
management does not take an active role in the certification process. Operations
Superintendents and Training Supervisors indicated that this new requirement was purely

administrative and would not result in a higher level of participation by these individuals.

2.5.3.3 NRC Practices

The OLB reviews the certification received from the facility with the application for
license. Review of this certification includes a review of the description of the training
received as required by 10 CFR Part 55 (see Section 2.5.3.1).

1 a adition to this review of training received, a report of a current medical examination

from a licensed medical practitioner is reviewed. A medical examination completed
within 6 months of the date of application is considered current (12). Although the NRC

| considere it the licensed medical practitioner's responsibility to identify and evaluate

potentially disqualifying physical conditions, the final determination of the applicant's
medical qualification is made by the NRC (35).

1

l

|
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2.5.3.4 U.S. Navy Certification Practices
<

During the U.S. Navy initial training program for nuclear propulsion plant operators,
final certification occurs during prototype training. Satisfactory completion of this'

certification means that the candidate is fully qualified to stand watch. Certification

; includes the following four criteria:

1. Final watchstanding grade. This grade is the average of all graded watches

stood under instruction.

2. Final evaluated watch (officer students). A three-member board evaluates

performance during this watch.

1
3. Final comprehensive written examination. This examination is 4 hours for

j enlisted personnel and 8 hours for officers and covers mechanical, electrical,

reactor and integrated plant areas, as well as chemistry and radiological con-t

trols.

>

4. Final oral board. Members of the board are alerted to the student's weak
areas by a review of training records. All board members must assign passing ,

grades in all areas for successfui completion of this examination.

2.5.3.5 Evaluation of RO Candidate Certification Practices
:

| Techniques used by utilities to certify technical competence focus on a candidate's
ability to pass an NRC examination. Written and oral examinations are very similar to
NRC examinations in subjects covered, depth of information required and physical make-

up. There is an obvious advantage to utilities to conduct certification examinations in
this manner because there is a reasonable expectation that successful completion of

,

these examinations at the reactor site or training center will improve an operator's

chances of passing a similar NRC examination. The disadvantage with this approach is

I that deficiencies that exist in the content of the NRC examinations (in particular, the

written examination; see Section 2.6) carry over into the certification process. It is

|
|
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reasonable to expect, therefore, that improvements in the NRC examinations would lead

to improvements in this part of the certification process.

.

Section 2.4, " Reactor Operator and Senior Operator License Training," discussed the

problems associated with control room simulator courses that are centered around cer-

tifying that an RO candidate can conduct a reactor startup. Because this reactor startup

is only one of numerous RO operational requirements that can only be trained and evalu-

ated on a simulatcT, a certification that includes only the reactor startup will not
adequately evaluate uhese areas. As indicated in Section 2.4, to verify adequately that .

' an applicant can operate the reactor plant in a competent and safe manner, this certifi-

cation should include performance in other areas such as:

o General plant operations in addition to reactor startup,

o Emergency operating procedures,

o Procedures for abnormal, offnormal or alarm conditions,

o Emergency actions not completely addressed by procedures, including multiple

casualties and

o Unannounced casualties for the purpose of evaluating diagnostic skills.

Although expanding the certification requirements during the simulator trairang phase

would help the certification process be more performance oriented, the overall certifica-

tion process does concentrate on technical knowledge and competence of individuals.

The appropriate levels of plant management (that is, Operations Superintendent and
Training Supervisors) are making certification decisions on technical competence. There

were no indications that candidates who are not considered technically competent are

being sent routinely to NRC examinations by utilities, in fact, most Training Supervisors

receive strong support from plant management in decisions related to certification for

NRC examinations. There were exceptions to this general rule, however.

Althoegh corporate management (above the Plant Superintendent level) interest and
involveraent in training vary widely between facilities, active participation in .the
certification process was generally nonexistent at this level. Although this may not be

the appropriate level for certification of technical knowledge, there are several non-
technical areas relating to a reactor operator's overall makeup that could be certified by
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higher corporate management. The proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 (discussed

in Section 2.5.3.1) lists some of these areas.

The OLB review of license training received in replacement programs presently consti-

tutes a de facto approval of the utihty training program, since this training is not evalu-

ated against any previously appr:,ved training program (Section 2.4.4.3). It is important

that the NRC evaluate the adequacy of training received as part of the licensing process.

The optimal way to do this is to evaluate training received against the requirements
stipulated in a previously approved training program. Section 2.4 provides recommenda-

tions for requirements for submittals of program descriptions for approval with the
FSAR. This section also recommends that changes to these progrr.ns other than those

necessary to keep the program current with plant design should be approved by the NRC.

A practice of comparing training received with a currently approved training program
would remove the current subjectivity involved in the present OLB app!! cation review
process.

Section 2.5.1 discusses the importance of identifying signs of unsuitabic personality dys-
function during initial selection of operator candidates. The conclusions and recom-

mendations presented in Section 2.5.1.7 are equally important for the medical certifica-
tion process. Although current requirements of ANSI N546-1976 and Regulatory
Guide 1.134 appear adequate in areas relating to physical qualification requirements, a
more comprehensive program (such as that described in Recommendation 2 of

Section 2.5.1.7) should be appl'.ed to verify the absence of undesirable personality traits
before licensing.

1

2.5.3.6 Conclusions and Recommendations for Certification of RO Candidates
.

Conclusions
.

1. There are varying degrees of utility corporate management involvement and
interest above the Plant Superintendent level in license training. At utilities where

a higher degree of interest exists, the training organization and its training pro-
. grams have apparently benefited. Plant management at most facilities was very
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supportive of training organization functions and recommendations. It is noted
that there were exceptions, however.

2. Although the NRR letter of March 28,1980, implemented a requirement for
certifications pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 55 to be signed by the

highest level of corporate management responsible for plant operation, the actual

certification prc, cess still occurs at the Training Supervisor and Operations Superin-

tendent level. Several utilities follow a commendable practice of using an indepen-

dent, outside organization to conduct written, oral and reactor startup (on a simu-

lator) examinations as part of this certification. These examination practices are

centered around measuring a candidate's ability to pass the NRC licensing exami-

nation. This process could be made more performance oriented by extending
certification requirements for simulator operation to include areas such as:

Emergencies (including multiple casualties),o

o Abnormal, offnormal and alarm conditions and

o General plant operations (other than startup).

3. There is an appropriate function in the certification process for the highest level of

corporate management for plant operations (for example, Vice President for
Operations). Although this individual is now required to sign certifications pur-
suant to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 55, the vast majority of supervisory
operations and training personnel interviewed felt that this requirement would not

generate an actual higher level of certification. This study concludes that in prac-

tice this is not the proper level for evaluating technical knowledge or proficiency

in reactor operations control. It h the proper level of management, however, for
looking beyond the issue of technical competence to consider the overall makeup of

the individual in light of the responsibilities to be assumed af ter licensing. Of
particular interest should be the candida'.e's appreciation of reactor safety
responsibilities and the candidate's obligati.ons to the utility and the general public,

assessed through a personal interview. The December 1979 proposed revision to

ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 provides app:opriate guidance for conducting this certifi-
cation. A number of short courses in nuclear power plant fundamentals and reactor
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plant operations are offered by training centers and would provide appropriate
training for these management personnel to conduct this type of certification.

4. Current requirements of ANSI N546-1976 and Regulatory Guide 1.134 are con-

sidered adequate for determining the medical qualifications of operators except
that more comprehensive programs for identifying unsuitable personality dysfunc-

tion should be required for all nuclear power plants (see Conclusion 'i,
Section 2.5.1.7).

Recommendations4

1. Utility corporate management personnel currently required to sign certifications of

license candidates' competence pursuant to 10 CFR Part 55 should actively partici-

pate in the certification process. This certification ' ould consider more personal
character issues beyond those of technical competence and training received.

I Interviews should be conducted to assess the candidates' appreciation of reactor

safety responsibilities and their obligations to the utility and the general public.

To help foster more corporate management involvement in operator training, the

NRC should establish a practice of interfacing with utilities at the Vice President

for Operations level on major issues affecting operator training and licensing.

2. The following recommendations presented in previous sections of this report are

applicable to the certification process:
<

'

RECOMMEN-
DATIONg

SECTION NUMBER ' SUBJECT

2.4.5.2 5 _ NRC expand simuistor certification requirements.

t

2.4.5.2 11,12 - Utilities and training centers submit detailed training

program descriptions for approval and NRC appr,ve-
changes to these programs.

'!
|
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RECOMMEN-
DATION

SECTION NUMBER SUBJECT

.

2.6.1.7 2 Utilities employ programs to identify unsuitable
personality dysfunction.

2.5.2.6 2 Facilities submit summary of candidate training per-
formance with application for license.

2.5.4 Selection of SRO Candidates

2.5.4.1 Selection Requirements

Industry Standards. ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 provides the following criteria for selection of

personnel to be advanced to SRO licensed positions:

Education. High school diploma or equivalent.

Experience. Four years of power plant experience of which 2 years are nuclear
power plant experience. Six months of the nuclear experience shall be at the plant

; for which the operator seeks a license or on a similar unit.

The December 1979 proposed revision to this standard differentiates between the Shift

Supervisor and senior operator levels. Under this proposed revision, education require-

ments for Shift Supervisors would be increased to include 60 semester-hours of college-!

{ level instruction in mathematics, reactes physics, chemistry, materials, reactor thermo-<

dynamics, fluid mechanics, heat transfer, electrical theory and reactor control theory,

if a Shift Supervisor does not meet these education requirements, a Shift Technical
Advisor would be required to be present during the shift. In addition, the revised experi-

ence requirements would include participation in some specific reactor operator activi-

ties while satisfying the requirement for 2 years of nuclear pcwer plant experience.
These activities include operations at power, startup, shutdown, and startup preparations

following a refueling outage.
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Under this proposed revision, senior operators would be required to have 30 semester-

hours of college-level instruction in the same subjects as required for Shif t Supervisors.

A total of 3 years of power phnt experience would be required with 2 years being
nuclear power plant experience. An additional requirement of 6 months' experience as
an RO would be required before an operator is upgraded to the SRO position.

Federal Regulations and NRC Guidance. Current regulatory requirements for selection

of SRO candidates are provided in Regulatory Guide 1.8 and the NRR letter of
March 28,1980, to power reactor applicants and licensees. Regulatory Guide 1.8
endorses the criteria that were contained in ANSI N18.1-1971, which was revised in 1978

by ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978. The NRR letter of March 28,1980, implemented an additional

requirement to the ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 criteria. This requirement is that an applicant
for an SRO license shall have held an operator's license for 1 year.

NRC requirements for selection of SRO license candidates are still undergoing review.

A May 1980 proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 provides education and experience

requirements for senior operator license applicants. This revision includes:

o Those requirements stated in ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 and the NRR letter of
March 28,1980,

Acceptance of a General Education Development (GED) Program Certificateo

as the equivalent of a high school diploma and
;

| The requirement for 30 semester-hours of college-level instruction that waso

stated in the December 1979 proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978.
l
.

i in addition, a January 1980 report prepared for the NRC, NUREG/CR-1280, " Power
l

| Plaat Staffing," (25) provided recommendations for eligibility requirements for licensed

operators (see Appendix D for a review of this report). From this discussion of industry
!

| standards, federal regulations and NRC guidance, it is obvious that the establishment of

education and experience criteria for the selection of SRO candidates has been reviewed

. . considerable extent by the industry and the NRC during the last year. Table 2.21

summarizes existing and proposed requirements in this area.
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TABLE 2.21
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR SRO LICENSE CANDIDATES

EDUCATION CURRENT REQUIREMENTS PROPOSED REQUIREMENTS

REVISION TO REVISION TO [
CATE ORY ANSI /ANS-3.1 NRR LETTER NUREG/CR-1280 ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 10 CFR PART 55

(1978) (MARCH 1980) (JANUARY 1980) (DECEMBER 1979) (MAY 1980)

High School Diploma X
or Equivalent

High School Diploma
or General Education X X X
Development Program
Certificate

- * *# ~

Y College-Level hours 30 semester-hours7- Instruction in 0 - 30 senjester-* Technical Subjects hours

Total Power 55 - 4 years
Plant Experience SCO - 3 years 3 yearsyears 4 years

Total Nuclear
Y

Power Plant 2 years 2 years (33 ,r LO)
Experience

r

Total Experience at
Plant for which a 1/2 year- 1/2 year
License is Sought

]Ex 1 year 3 years: 1/2 year 1 yearence as 8 !

!8 55 - Shif t Supervisor
SCO - Supervising Control Room Operator
Bachelor's degree in engineering or physical science would be substituted for this requirement.2

8 Experience roust be at the facility for which the applicant seeks an SRO license.

i
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2.5.4.2 Utility Selection Practices

All utilities visited selected candidates for SRO licenses in accordance with the require-

ments of ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 and Regulatory Guide 1.8. No utilities required their SRO

candidates to have more education than a high school diploma or its equivalent. Until

the requirement for 1 year of RO experience implemented by the NRR letter of
March 28,1980, there were no established NRC requirements for experience as an RO

before advancement to SRO. As a result, some utilities had followed a practice of
qualifying an " instant SRO" - an individual with no RO license experience who had
completed the initial training program at the SRO level and had received an SRO sicense.

Operations superintendents interviewed, who had followed this practice, indicated that

having a high percentage of SROs on the eoerating staff provided greater flexibility in

manning required shif t positions. Due to typ :al advancement schedules at the facilities

visited, however, an SRO with less than 1 year of experience as an RO was the excep-

tion rather than the norm. Of the 117 SRO licensed operators on whom information was

collected for the performance predictive indices study (Section 2.3), only 27 (23 percent)

had less than 1 year of experience as licensed ROs.

Two principal criteria were applied when considering candidates for advancement to SRO

positions: performance as an RO and seniority. As discussed under utility selection
practices for RO candidates (Section 2.5.1.2), some utilities used seniority as the sole
criterion for RO and SRO candidate selection, based on requirements of labor-
management agreements. At some of these facilities with labor unions, the SRO posi-

tions were classified as management positions. As a result, some of the utilities that
used seniority as the sole criterion for selection of RO candidates were able to apply

performance evaluation as an additional criterion for SRO selection.

2.5.4.3 NRC Practices

NRC practices relating to selection of SRO personnel are the same as those for RO
selection, discussed in Section 2.5.1.3. These practices consist of initial review of
personnel qualification requirements in SARs and periodic reviews of utility QA program

requirements.
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2.5.4.4 Evaluation of Practices for Selection of SRO Candidates

Selection 2.5.1.7 indicated that, based on the training program content developed from

the generic RO and SRO job task analysis (Sections 2.2 and 2.4), a high school diploma or

GED certificate provides adequate background education for acquiring RO-level skills
and knowledges. Operators with SRO licenses, however, are in positions with increased

responsibilities and involvement in decision-making, problem-solving and other analysis

processes. These individuals need greater depth of knowledge in fundamental technical

areas, such as those listed in proposed revisions to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 and 10 CFR

Part 55, to carry out these functions. Current training programs do not provide instruc-

tion at the equivalent college levei necessary to accomplish this goal.

Although requirements of 30 and 60 semester-hours have been recommended as suf-

ficient for this purpose, no systematic determination has been conducted to derive a
suitable requirement. Plant-specific job task analyses, such as those recommended in

Section 2.4, could be used to identify specific content areas needed. From these results,

a determination of appropriate requirements for length of instruction can be made. This

training, designed to support the job requirements for SRO licensed individuals, is prefer-

able to requiring college degrees for supervisory operator positions, since instruction in

several disciplines not related to reactor operation is required to acquire a college
degree. In addition, due to the specific educational needs for reactor operators, few
degrees in engineering or related fields (with the exception of nuclear engineering) would
provide instruction in all of the areas needed.

As indicated in Section 2.5.4.1, development of experience requirements for SRO candi-

dates has been another area of industry-wide review during the last year. Almost all
operations department and training department supervisory personnel interviewed felt

that SROs needed a period of experience as an RO before advancing to SRO positions.

This period not only provides the RO with needed reactor operations experience, but also

permits the RO to exercise some supervisory functions (for example, directing non-
licensed operator actions and supervising performance of surveillance operations by
technicians). In addition, such a period permits evaluation of the RO by supervisory
personnel. Opinions on the proper length'of this period varied from 6 months to as much -

as 2 years.
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The study of performance predictive indices (Section 2.3) also provided some empirical

I evidence to support these opinions. This study showed that the number of years as a
4

i reactor operator was statistically related to performance as an RO and that a high *

percentage (60 percent) of ROs with 1 year or less of licensed experience were rated as

| below-average performers. Since the RO and SRO job task analysis (Appendix A)

indicated that RO skills and knowledges are a subset of those required of SRos, satis-
'

f actory performance as an RO is necessary to provide assurance of satisfactory perform-

ance at the SRO level.
!

Section 2.5.1.6, " Evaluation of Practices for Selection of RO Candidates," discusses the
,

problems associated with the heavy reliance on seniority as a criterion for selection ofi

RO candidates. These problems also exist when this practice is relied upon for selection
of SRO candidates. Utilities without labor unions and utilities that included SRO posi-

i

tions as management placed considerably more emphasis on prior performance as an RO

and indications of supervisory capability when selecting Ros for advancement. These

practices are more consistent with the importance and responsibility of SRO positions

j than reliance on seniority as a criterion.

<

2.5.4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations Regarding Selection of SRO Candidates
i

|

Conclusions

!
i

1. Due to their increased responsibilities and involvement in decision-making,
problem-solving and analysis processes, SRos require co!!ege-level instruction in

technical subjects such as mathematics, reactor physics, chemistry, materials,
reactor thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat transfer, electrical theory and
reactor control theory. Proposed revisions to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 and 10 CFR

Part 55 would require increased college-level education in these subject areas con-

sisting of 30 to 60 semester-hours. A plant-specific task analysis would identify

the specific content areas needed to be covered in this instruction and the
expected number of hours of instruction needed. The use of 30 semester-hours of

college-level instruction on these subjects is considered appropriate as an ir:terim

I,

measure until plant-specific job task analyses can be conducted. (Thirty

| semester-hours equate to approximately a 3 semester-hour course for each of
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these subject areas.) The results of these task analyses could be used to revise this

30 semester-hour requirement, if necessary.

A further conclusion from this study is that a college degree in engineering or
other related fields is not a necessary requirement for the Shif t Supervisor posi-
tion. More important is the necessity to receive college-level instruction in the
areas important to the job functions of reactor operators. Many subject areas
required for a degree in any discipline are not necessary for an operator. In addi-

tion, many science and engineering degrees would still not provide all the required
college-level instruction in the subject areas mentioned above.

2. Based on the results of a generic RO and SRO job task analysis, a study of RO and

SRO performance predictive indices, and interviews conducted with operations
department and training department personnel at utilities visited, it is concluded

that certain minimum operational experience requirements should be required
before receiving SRO licenses. The current requirement for 1 year of experience

as a licensed operator before receiving an SRO license is considered adequate.

3. Conclusion 4 of Section 2.5.1.7 concerning the importance of including perform-

ance evaluations as part of the selection criteria for RO candidates is also applic-
able to the selection process for SRO candidates.

Recommendations

1. As an interim measure, the NRC should adopt the education requirements for RO
and SRO license applicants proposed in the May 14,1980 draft revision to 10 CFR

Part 55, " Operators' Licenses." This proposed revision would require 30 semester-

hours of college-level instruction for SRO candidates in related technical subjects.

In the long term, the NRC should use the results of plant-specific job task analyses
conducted at facilities to identify more specifically the content areas needed to be

covered in this instruction and the expected number of hours of instruction needed.

|
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Although these subjects should be taught at the college level for SROs, this
requirement should not necessarily imply that this instruction needs to be con-
ducted at a college. Several alternatives appear feasible:

Utilities could upgrade their instructor staff to provide college-levela.

instruction in these areas,

b. Training contractor organizations could provide this instruction,

Vendor training centers could upgrade their instructor staffs to providec.

this instruction or

d. College or technical schools that provide appropriate curricula could be

used.

These programs would need to be formally accredited for providing this level of
instruction. This accreditation could be satisfied by normal education institution

practices in the case of alternative d. INPO, the NRC, or a special " Operator

Training Accreditation Board" concept, such as that currently undergoing review by

the NRC, could accredit programs provided in alternatives a, b and c. Utilities

should be permitted to provide this college-level instruction at any appropriate
time before SRO licensing. This instruction could be received during part of the

RO license training program, while performing duties as an RO or during the SRO
~

license training program.

2. Recommendation 5 of Section 2.5.1.7 regarding the use of a combination of criteria

(rather than relying solely on seniority) when selecting RO candidates is also

applicable to the SRO selection process.

|
r
.

2.5.5 Screening and Certification of SRO e didate4

Active screening of candidates during SRO h.ense aming is generally not conducted
due to the brevity of these programs. Certification requirements for SRO candidates are
the same as those for RO candidates discussed in Section 2.5.3.1 with the exception of
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the simulator certification examination. Utilities use a comprehensive written exami-
,

nation (similar in sco'pe and format to the NRC SRO written examination) and oral
: examinations to verify technical competence at the SRO level. The final utility decision

process for certifying SRO candidates for the NRC examination is the same as that for
RO candidates.

Due to the similarities between certification practices for RO and SRO candidates, the

conclusions and recommendations of Section 2.5.3.6 are applicable to the certification of

SRO candidates. The importance of the involvement of corporate management in the

certification process is especially true for SRO candidates, considering their supervisory
responsibilities.

.
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l 2.6 LICENSING OF REACTOR OPERATORS AND SENIOR REACTOR OPERATORS
i
1

2.6.1 Introduction and Background

Licensing of ROs and SROs is a formal process set forth in 10 CFR Part 55 (11). The*

initial step in the licensing process involves a written application for license by an
authorized representative of the facility. This application includes the following:

o Education and experience of the applicant, .i

o Previous licenses held (if any),

o Certification that the applicant has learned to operate the controls in a com-
petent and safe manner (that is, rv .cessful completion of an NRC-approved

training program) and

o Report of current medical condition of the applicant.
:

I

These aspects of the licensing process have been addressed in' Section 2.4 (Reactorq_

I Operator and Senior Reactor Operator License Training) and Section 2.5 (Selection,
; Screening and Certification of Reactor Operator and Senior Reactor . Operator Candi-

dates) and therefore are not included here. This section discusses the examination of RO

and SRO license candidates by the NRC OLB. The-operator and senior operator exami-
,

nations are divided in two parts: a written examination and an operating test. Present

requirements for passing the written examination are a score of 80 percent overall with

no less than a score of 70 percent in each functional area. The oral and operating test is 1

f scored on a pass / fail basis. Waivers of any or all of the examination requirements may

| be approved by the NRC on a case ' baas, although waiver requests are relatively
: infrequent. RO and SRO licenses expire after 2 years. Licerises have been routinely

renewed by the NRC if the licensee has satisfactorily completed a facility requalifica-
'

tion program, continues to be in good physical condition and is certified by the facility to ~

be discharging his duties safely and competently.'- Renewal of operator licenses and

requalification training is addressed in Section'2.7. Section 2.6.2 describes RO'and SRO .

licensing requirements and practices. NRC operator licensing requirements and prac--
~ ~

.tices are evaluated in Section 2.6.3. Section 2.6.4 provides conclusions and recommenda-

. tions.'

.
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2.6.2 Operator Licensing Requirements and Practices

2.6.2.1 NRC Licensing Examination Requirements and Practices

The basic fede regulation concerning requirements for RO and SRO licensing is
10 CFR Part 55. Those aspects of the regulations and requirements that deal with selec-

tion, screening and certification of license applicants were described in Section 2.5.
10 CFR Part 55 specifies the scope of both written examinations and operating tests.
Section 55.21 of Part 55 sets forth 12 topics to be included in the written examination.

For examination purposes, these topics have been grouped into the seven categories

listed below:

Principles of reactor operation,o

o Feature of facility design,
o General operating characteristics,
o Instruments and controls,

o Safety and emergency systems,
Standard and emergency operating procedures ando

o Radiation control and safety.

For the senior operator written examination, Section 35.22 of Part 55 sets forth nine

additional topics. For examination purposes, these topics have been grouped into the

five categories listed below:

o Reactor theory,

Radioactive material handling, disposal and hazards,o

Specific operating characteristics,o

Fuel handling and core parameters ando

Administrative procedures, conditions and limitations.o

|

The May 1980 proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 would change Sections 55.21 and
55.22 to include the categories just listed rather than the present topics. One other

category (reactor plant operations) would be added to the operator and senior operator
examinations that would address hydraulics, fluid flow, heat transfer and thermo-

dynamics.
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Section 55.23 of 10 CFR Part 55 sets forth the scope of RO and SRO operating tests,

including operator demonstration of an understanding of procedures, manipulations,
alarms and annunciators, instrumentation, systems, radiation hazards, and the Emer-

gency Plan. The proposed revision to Section 55.23 would require that items of the RO

and SRO operating test that lend themselves to use of a simulator shall be administered

using a suitable simulator.

Waiver requirements are established in Section 55.24 of 10 CFR Part 55. They provide

primarily for recognition of operating experience at a comparable facility in considering

the need for a written or operating examination.

The primary additional guidance concerning the conduct of written examinations and
operating tests has been NUREG-0094, "NRC Operator Licensing Guide," (12) which, in

addition to elaborating on the requirements of 10 CFR Part 55, also includes:

o Typical questions for RO and SRO written examinations,

Eligibility for examination with no reactor startup demonstration ando

o A checklist for the operating test.

The NRR letter of March 28,1980, to all power reactor applicants and licensees (13)

implemented the following changes to licensing examinations:

1. Established a new category on RO and SRO written examinations dealing with

thermodynamics and related subjects (this change is consistent with the pro-

posed revisions to Sections 55.21 and 55.22 of 10 CFR Part 55 described
earlier),

2. Set time limits on the written examinations of 9 hours for ROs and 7 hours for
SROs,

3. Required passing grades for written examinations of 80 percent overall and
70 percent in each category (previous standards were 70 percent overall and

60 percent in each category) and
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4. Required operating tests as well as written examinations for all SRO license

applicants (operating tests had been routinn y waived for SRO license applicants'

who were currently licensed as ROs).

In practice, the examination process has been routinely implemented in the following
manner. Written examinations are generally prepared by the examiners who administer

them. General questions (not specific to a particular plant) are routinely taken from a
book of about 40'; questions. Plant-specific questions are developed from the plant's

FSAR, Emergency Plan, operating procedures and Licensee Event Reports (LERs).
Examinations prepared by OLB members are not formally reviewed. About 20 percent of

the written examinations and operating tests are developed and administered by part-
time consultant examiners; about half work full-time for national laboratories and about

half are college professors. Few of these consultant examiners have had experience

operating commercial reactors.

Written examinations prepared by consul: ant examiners are required to be reviewed by

OLB group leaders.

An NRC OLB examiner comes to the applicant (s) facility to administer both the written

examination and operating test. At the same time the written examination is
administered, the examiner may review the examination with facility management to

ensure that the questions and the answer key are current with plant design and proce--

dures. The operating test may be given either immediately following the written exami ,
nation (that is, the next day) or, if there are many applicants, (for example, cold license

examinations) a few weeks af ter the written examination. Before simulators were
generally available, the operating test included a reactor startup at the facility; how-
ever, in the last several years, this requirement has been completed through a certifica-

tion by the simulator facility attesting to the applicants' ability to:

o Manipulate the controls and keep the reactor under control during a reactor

startup,

Predict instrument response and use the instrumentation during a reactor start-o

up,
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Follow the facility startup procedures ando

Explain alarms and annunciators that may occur during this operation. '

o

Therefore, the operating test does not include any manipulations of controls that would

affect plant operations.

The NRC licensing requirements are more stringent for cold examinations (prior to
initial criticality) than hot examinations (replacement operators). For the cold exami-

nation, the applicant must have extensive operating experience at a comparable reactor.
As indicated in NUREG-0094, the examinations (written and operating) cover the same

areas as the hot examinations, but the applicants' responses are evaluated more

vigorously. The Chief of the OLB is the individual responsible for granting all RO and
SRO licenses. The Chief's decisions are reviewed only in regard to denials of licenses,

which must be approved by the Chief's superior, the Director of the Division of Human
Factors Safety. There are no formal selection requirements for OLB examiners; how-
ever, the chief of the OLB attempts to select college graduates with engineering degrees

and experience in plant operations. On-the-job training, including observation of actual

examinations, is provided under the tutelage of one of the more experienced examiners.

The OLB " Examiner's Manual" (36) assigns OLB Group Leaders the responsibility to

arrange and coordinate training programs for all headquarters and consultant examiners

assigned to their groups. These programs include:

An annual workshop in conjunction with an examiners' conference,o

o Distribution of appropriate technical material and
Periodic observation of reactor operations not normally conducted but discussedo

orally as part of an operating test.

10 CFR 55.7 and 55.24 are the regulatory requirements with respect to criteria for

waiver of examinations. These criteria include:

Operating experience at a comparable facility within the past 2 years,o

Discharge of responsibilities competently and capability of continuing to do soo

(as certified by facility licensee) and

Knowledge of operating procedures and certification by facility licensee aso

qualified to operate competently and safely.
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The Chief of the OLB is the individual charged with passing judgment on all operator

license waivers.

The OLB allows multi-unit licensing, that is, licensing an RO or SRO on more than one

identical or similar unit at the same facility. Most facility licensees at multi-unit
facilities attempt to have ROs and SROs licensed on all identical or similar units to
provide for greater flexibility in assigning operations personnel.

If an applicant fails a licensing examination,10 CFR Part 55.12 provides procedures for

re-examination. After the first failure, a new application for a license may be filed
within 2 months af ter the date of denial. This application must detail additional training

prcvided to the applicant. If a second failure occurs, a third application may be filed
6 months af ter the date of denial. Third and subsequent failures of licensing exami-
nations require a 2-year period before filing subsequent license applications. There is no

limit on the number of times an applicant may apply for an operator's license.

In practice, utilities infrequently apply for a license for a particular applicant more than

twice, with some utilities allowing an applicant only one opportunity at passing the
licensing examination. In the past, the OLB has used passing rates as a qualitative
assessment of utility training programs and has taken a more in-depth look at programs

that were associated with high failure rates. This practice has caused most utilities to -

be sensitive about sending for examination only those applicants whom they expect will

pass. As indicated in Section 2.5.3.2, audit examinations are administered to prospective

applicants before the NRC licensing examinations. In most cases, the utility will with-
draw the application of an individual who does poorly on these audit examinations.

| 2.6.2.2 ' Federal Aviation Administration Certification Practices (26,27,28)

i

| The FAA issues commercial pilot certificates upon successful completion of an exami-

nation process which includes a written examination, an oral examination and a flight
test.

|

The written examination may be administered following completion of required groundt

instruction. This examination consists of approximately 80 multiple-choice questions
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and is developed and graded at the FAA Examination Standards Branch in Oklahoma

City, Oklahoma. This examination covers fundamental knowledge in areas such as

federal regulations, basic aerodynamics and airplane operations.

Upon successful completion of the written examination and flight training, a candidate
can be administered an oral examination and flight test by an FAA examiner. The oral

examination is given at the time of the flight test, but may not be given during flight
maneuvers. This examination covers more plane-specific items than the written exami-

nation covers. During the oral examination, the candidate must demonstrate satis-
factory knowledge in areas such as systems, components, performance factors and nor-

mal, abnormal and emergency procedures. The FAA examiner uses a standard checklist

to assist in the administration of this oral examination and the flight test. This checklist

lists the areas in which satisfactory knowledge is required. During the oral examination,

the examiner uses the restilts of the written examination to probe indicated weak areas

- to ensure that a satisfactory level of knowledge has been achieved.

The flight test includes evaluation of pilot performance during inspections, normal pro-

cedures, prescribed maneuvers and casualties. Satisfactory performance during specific

evolutions is required of all candidates examined. The use of a simulator to conduct
some of these required maneuvers and procedures is authorized provided the simulator

has been approved by the FAA for the specific maneuver or procedure. Federal regula-
tions indicate that successful demonstration of an ability to perform the required pilot

operations is based on the following:

1. Executing procedures and maneuvers within the aircraf t's performance
capabilities and limitations, including use of the aircraf t's systems.

2. Executing emergency procedures and maneuvers appropriate to the air-
craft.

3. Piloting the aircraf t with smoothness and accuracy.

4. Exercisitig judgment.

5. Applying aeronautical knowledge.

6. Showing that the applicant is the master of the aircraf t, with the success-
ful outcome of a procedure or maneuver never seriously in doubt.

.
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If the applicant fails any of the required pilot operations, the applicant fails the flight
test. A 30-day waiting period is required following the flight test. The written exami-
nation does not have to be retaken until 24 months have expired without successful

completion of the oral and flight test. In case of failure on the flight test, the applicant

is given credit for those operations successfully performed.

2.6.3 Evaluation of RO and SRO Licensing Requirements and Practices

2.6.3.1 Evaluation of RO and SRO Written Examinations

Two fundamental areas are related to the RO and SRO written examinations: depth of

knowledge required and content areas addressed. With respect to depth of knowledge,

written questions can be segregated into five categories (in ascending order of depth of

knowledge examined):

1. Knowledge and Recall. For example, " Define natural circulation."

2. Comprehension and Interpretation. For example, "Give two examples of natural

circulation; include sketches."

3. Application of Rules and Principles. For example, " Describe the natural circu-

lation flowpath for your reactor. List the primary indications you would moni-

tor and give representative readings within two hours after shutdown assuming

the reactor had been at 100 percent power for 30 days, List any assumptions."

4. Analysis and Deduction. For example, " List primary indications and representa-

tive readings for natural circulation within two hours af ter shutdown (from
100 percent power for 30 days). How would these readings' change (direction

and magnitude) two weeks later?"

5. Synthesis and Evaluation. For example, " List primary indications and represen-

tative readings for natural circulation within two hours ~after shutdown (from

100 percent power for 30 days). How would these readings change if:
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a. The difference between the hot and cold leg temperatures doubled?

b. The difference in height between the reactor core and the heat sink was
halved?" >

These five knowledge areas are cumulative; that it, a question that involves application

of rules and principles will, of necessity, also test the respondent's knowledge, recall and

comprehension. For reactor operators, analysis and deduction are expected to be the
most in-depth knowledge required for plant operations. For example, the reactor opera-

tor might be required to analyze plant conditions and determine what emergency operat-
,

ing procedure should be implemented. For senior reactor operators, the synthesis and

evaluation level of knowledge would also be required. The primary example of operatcr

actions and responsibilities falling in this area would be emergencies that are not com-

pletely addressed by individual procedures. These situations would require supervisory

personnel to draw upon their knowledge of the plant and to synthesize an approach to -

deal with the situation based upon this knowledge; for example, develop an approach to

mitigate core damage.

To evaluate the depth of knowledge on RO and SRO examinations,10 RO written exami-

nations and 7 SRO written examinations that provided a representative distribution of

examiners and plants were selected from the OLB examination files. These examinations

were then scored by the percentage of points on the examination which fell into each of

the five knowledge areas identified above. Table 2.22 shows the distribution of these
scores. None of the 17 examinations had any questions which required knowledge at the

synthesis and evaluation level, while overall less than 4 percent of RO examination
points and 7 percent of SRO examination points (that is, the mean values in Table 2.22)

~

required knowledge at the analysis and deduction level. Overall, greater than 85 percent

of RO examination ooints were either knowledge and recall or comprehension and inter-

pretation level questions while greater than 75 percent of SRO examination points were

in these two categories. It is more difficult and time consuming to construct and grade

questions at the analysis and deduction level than at the knowledge and recall level. As

indicated in interviews with the Chief, OLB, and several _ of his examiners, 'OLB
examiners as a whole are overworked and, therefore do not have the time to prepare or

score more in-depth examinations. In addition, these examiners do not necessarily have

the depth of knowledge of individual plants to be capable of developing and evaluating
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TABLE 2.22
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RO AND SRO WRITTEN EXAMINATION POINTS

BY DEPTH OF KNOWLEDGE ADDRESSED

RO EXAMINATIONS
(percent of examination points)

APPLI ^ NKNOWLEDGE COMPREHENSION ANALYSIS SYNTHESISOp R SEXAMINATION AND AND AND ANDANDRECALL INTERPRETAtuN DEDUCTION EVALUATIONPRINCIPLES

1 28.5 43.8 27.7 0 0

2 35.0 56.0 9.0 0 0

3 34.3 54.7 11.0 0 0

4 51.0 32.1 8.7 8.2 0

5 38.5 53.0 7.0 1.5 0

6 34.0 49.9 11.3 4.7 0

7 44.I' 39.6 8.8 7.5 0

8 32.7 31.1 6.9 9.3 0

9 35.5 51.5 10.1 2.9 0

10 25.0 66.5 6.5 2.0 0

)Mean 35.86 49.82 10.7 3.61 0

a ard 7.02 7.4 5.88 3.41 'O;9n

SRO EXAMINATIONS
(percent of examination points)

APPLICATIONKNOWLEDGE COMPREHENSION ANALYSIS SYNTHESISOF RULESEXAMINATION AND AND AND AND
RECALL INTERPRETATION DEDUCTION EVALUATION1 RINCIPLES

1 9.1 55.7 32.4 2.8 0

2 4.7 67.9 20.7 6.7 0

3 37.1 36.0 19.2 7.2 0

4 23.7 29.2 25.6 21.3 0

5 58.0 27.5 10.5 4.0 0

6 23.5 56.0 16.9 3.6 0

7 36.2 47.3 12.7 2.5 0

Mean 27.47 45.66 19.71 6.87 0

gg,,rg 16.83 n.67 7.04 6. 0 - 0-
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more in-depth, plant-specific questions. Once again, this is due to a lack of time in the
examiners' schedules for gaining this knowledge.

To evaluate the content areas of RO and SRO exarainations, the skills and knowledges

required for adequate performances as ROs and KOs that were developed from the job
task analysis in Section 2.3 were used. An s valuation was conducted to determine which

of these skills and knowledges were suitable for written examination. This evaluation

indicated 34 subject areas suitable for written examination (shown in Table 2.23).
Representative written RO and SRO examinations were then evaluated, and each ques-

tion was categorized into 1 of these 34 subject areas. For the SRO examination evalu-
,

ated,11 of the 34 subject areas judged suitable for written examination were addressed;

while for the RO examination,12 of 25 subject areas were addressed (9 skills and knowl-

edges were required for SROs only).

1

As shown in Table 2.23, RO examination questions were largely (76 percent) categorized

by three skills and knowledges:

PERCENT OF
SKILL OR KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION POINTS

o Purpose, functions, design basis 49.04

and limits, and interrelationships
of plant systems

o Principles and theories of nuclear 20.0
physics and reactor theory

o Performance of required 7.0
actions of the Emergency
Plan and emergency operating
procedures.

The bulk of the SRO examination (84.5 percent) addressed six of the SRO skills and
knowledges:

:

PERCENT OF
SKILL OR KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION POINTS

o identification of technical 36.0-
specification limits and basis

o Principles and theory of nuclear 15.0
physics and reactor theory
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TABLE 2.23
DISTRIBUTION OF RO AND SRO WRITTEN EXAMINATION POINTS

BY SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE AREAS

PERCENT OF
RO SRO EXAMINATION POINTS

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES OR ONLY ADDRESSED BY
SRO

SRO EXAM RO EXAM

1. Principles or theories of health X 4.0 4.0
physics

2. Principles or theories of mathe-
X 0 0,

matics

3. Principles or theories of chemistry X 1.0 0

4. Principles or theories of nuclear
X 1).O 20.0physics and reactor theory

5. Principles or theories of I&C X 0 1.0
1

6. Principles or theories of nuclear
X 0 3.5instruments

7. Principles or theories of electricity
X 0 0and electronics

,

8. Principles or theories of heat
X 6.5 0transfer and fluid flow

9. Principles or theories of generic
nuclear power plant systems X 0 1.0
and components

'10. Know general plant safety I X 0 0precautions

11. Identify technical soecification
X 36.0 4.0limits

12. Know whether procedures or
changes to procedures can be X 0 -

-

authorized on shif t

13. Review completed written
X 0 -

_ procedures

14. Know purpcse, functions,
| design basis and limits, and

X 9.5 49.0interrelationships for all
plant systems and equipment

i 15. Calculate radiation levels,
X 1.0 'l .0doses, etc.

16. Identify results of area
radiation surveys and air X- 0 0,

[ samples
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TABLE 2.23 (continued)
DISTRIBUTION OF RO AND SRO WRITTEN EXAMINATION POINTS

BY SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE AREAS

PERCENT OF
RO SRO EXAMINATION POINTS

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES OR ONLY ADDRESSED BY
SRO

SRO EXAM RO EXAM

17. Plan radwaste releases X 0 -

for appropriate conditions

18. Identify actions associated X 0 -

with shif t activities

19. Calculate plant parameters X 0 0

20. Choose components to isolate
that will provide necessary X 0 0

safety

21. Choose operators to support
activities in consideration X 0 -

of allowable radiation exposures

22. Read applicable procedures,
directives, electrical prints, X 0 0

flow diagrams, etc.

23. Determine conditions that
preclude shift activities 0 0

(turnover, training, etc.)
__

24. Identify events and actions X 3.0 -

requiring written reporting
25. Determine additional equip-

ment er support required X 0 -

to combat emergencies

26. Comply with applicable station
directives and ensure that X 11.0 0
others comply *

27. Carry out actions
of the Emergency Plan and
emergency operating X 6.0 7.0
procedures (partial *)

28. Determine steps or
procedures for X 0 0
emergency conditions,
given any applicable
cue (s) (partial *)

*" Partial" indicates that these skills and knowledges can only be partially evaluated
by written examination. Complete evaluation of these skills and knowledges would
require an oral or operating examination.
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TABLE 2.23 (continued)
DISTRIBUTION OF RO AND SRO WRITTEN EXAMINATION POINTS

BY SKILL AND KNOWLEDGE AREAS

PERCENT OF
RO SRO EXAMINATION POINTS

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES OR ONLY ADDRESSED BY
SRO

SRO EXAM RO EXAM

29. Determine required abnormal,
offnormal or alarm procedures "

0 3.5given any applicable "

cue (s) (partial *)

30. Determine that cue (s) is(are)
not completely addressed X 0 0
by a single procedure (partial *)

31. Determine whether multiple
casualties have occurred X 0 0
(partial *)

32. Identify cue (s) as indicative
of an emergency condition X 7.0 1.0
(partial *)

33. Identify cue (s) as indicative
of abnormal, offnormal or X 0 0
alarm conditions (partial *)

34. Carry out all dvolutions
addressed by normal
operating procedures in

X 0 5.0proper sequence through
reference to procedures
(partial *)

*" Partial" indicates that these skills and knowledges can only be partially evaluated
by written examination. Complete evaluation of these skills and knowledges would
require an oral or operating examination.

i

I

1

|
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PERCENT OF
SKILL OR KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION POINTS

o Compliance with applicable 11.0
station directives

o Purpose, functions, design basis and limits, 9.5
and interrelationships of plant
systems

o Identification of cues as indicative 7.0
of an emergency condition

o Performance of required actions 6.0
procedure of the Emergency Plan
and emergency operating
procedures,

While the six skills and knowledges just mentioned are important to ensuring a safe and

competent SRO, other skills and knowledges of' Table 2.23 are also important, and it
would be desirable to sample applicants' knowledge in these areas as well.

,

L M is felt that the distribution of RO an'd SRO examination points by skills and knowledges

is not more uniformly distributed than it is for two reasons:

1. Guidance concerning the content of RO and SRO examinations (NUREG-0094
' and 10 CFR Part 55) is organized around the facility features, system charac-

teristics and theory rather than around what the operator. is required to do in

performing his job.

2. Questions were written primarily at the recall .md comprehension levels, which

fact, combined with item 1 above, lead to an examination of memorized facts
i

and figures. An examination written at the analysis and evaluation levels would'

be oriented more toward operator actions and,.thus, would tend to sample more

operator skills and knowledges. -

Based upon the limitations of current written licensing examinations with respect to the-

depth of questions and the concentration of examinations on only a few of the RO and
.SRO skills ~and knowledges suitable for. evaluation through a written examination, it is

judged that these examinations do not have sufficient content validity (that is, a passing
score on the written examination does not ensure that an applicant has sufficient knowl--

edge to function as an RO or SRO). .
.
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Current written examinations are almost exclusively essay and short-answer exami-
nations, with few, if any, objective (multiple-choice) questions. Present OLB training

requirements are informally identified and do not specify examiner training on methods

to reduce inter- and intra-scorer differences, which is necessary to provide reliable
essay tests. Standard answer keys have been developed for generic questions. This
practice is valuable in maintaining the reliability of these questions; however, plant-
specific questions and their associated answer keys are routinely prepared by individual

examiners without any routine review for consistency.

Essay and short-answer questions are necessary to address synthesis and evaluation level

of knowledge questions, although they have limitations with respect to inter- and intra-

scorer reliability. However, for knowledge / recall and comprehension / interpretation

level questions, objective (multiple-choice) questions could be used and would have the

following advantages:

o Less time is required for the applicant to respond to each question; therefore a

greater sampiing of knowledge can be obtained in the same time with objective

questions than with essay questions.

o Objective question responses can be scored more rapidly than essay questions,

reducing administration time.

o Statistical methods can be used to identify the uncertainty in the observed test

score, thus providing an objective measure of an individual's knowledge and-
skills.

o The effects of writing ability, time limitations and other biases on test scores
can be determined,

Quantitative corrections for guessing on questions can be- used, which is noto

possible with essay tests.

In spite of the limitations associated with using a written examination tc ' valuate the
skills and knowledges of ROs and SROs, written examinations'are an appropriate pcrt of

the licensing process because. they provide the most efficient way of sampling the knowl-

edge of multiple candidates. With the present shortage of OLB examiners, this advan-
.

tage is particularly important.
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2.6.3.2 Evaluation of RO and SRO Oral and Operating Examinations

it has become standard practice for the reactor startup portion of the RO and SRO oral

and operating tests to be conducted at a control room simulator. Most of these startups

are administered by vendor training center personnel, except where the utility operates

the simulator. In these cases, OLB examiners generally conduct the startup test. There-

fore, the license applicant routinely does not perform any plar i manipulations during the
oral and operating test administered by the OLB examiner that would interfere with

power operations. The oral operating test has thus become primarily a walk-through of
the applicant's plant. Thus, there are a number of areas of the oral and operating
examination summary report [ Appendix G of NUREG-0094 (12)] that cannot be properly

examined during the plant walk-through. These inc' we the following:

o Manipulations,

o Understanding of console operations,

Conduct of normal, abnormal and emergency operating procedures,o

o Effects of malfunctions,

! o Ability to predict responses,
o Ability to follow procedures,
o Dexterity and feel for console operations,
o Knowledge of reactivity effects,
o System behavior and response,

o Ability to manipulate manual controls,

o Knowledge of automatic controls,,-

|
| o Component response and
1

Reactivity effects including coefficient effects and transient analysis.o

This is a serious deficiency in the current licensing process because these are skills and

knowledges that are important to safe operation of the plant. The skills and knowledges
identified above can be evaluated either in the applicant's control room or at a control

room simulator; however, for both safety and practical reasons, the plant is not suitable.

It is not acceptable to initiate emergency or abnormal events on the plant.' In addition,

the cost is great due to lost revenue.s while the plant is not producing electricity. There-

fore, control room simulators provide the only mechanism for evaluating some RO and

SRO skills and knowledges and should be used during the licensing process. Simulators
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used for this purpose should meet the same criteria concerning similarity to the appli-
cant's facility as identified in Section 2.4 for operator license training.

Appendix F of NUREG-0094, " Eligibility for Examination with No Reactor Startup
Demonstration," indicates that, for those applicants who are examined without a reactor

'

startup demonstration, the simulator training center shall certify to the applicant's
ability to:

Manipulate the controls and keep the reactor under control during a reactoro

startup,

Predict instrument response and use the instrumentation during a reactor start-o

up;

o Follow the facility startup procedures and

Explain alarms and annunciators that may occur during this operation.o

In comparing the RO and SRO skills and knowledges considered suitable for evaluation

through an oral and operating test with those capable of being comprehensively
; evalured through a plant walk-through and reactor startup, the following RO and SRO

skills and knowledges were determined not, to be capable of evaluation through current
OLB licensing practices:

1.* Coordinate actions of two or more procedures (SRO only).
2. Carry out actions of abnormal, offnormal and alarm procedures in proper

sequence through reference to procedures.
3.* Recall plant personnel (SRO only).
4.* Use decision rules (SRO only).

5.* Maintain good judgment and problem-solving performance under stressful or
physically hazardous environment. '

6.* Identify cues as indicative of an emergency condition.
7.* Determine .,at cues are not completely addressed by a single procedure.
8.* Determine whether multiple casualties have occurred.
9. Identify cues as indicative of an abnormal, offnormal or alarm condition.

10.* Receive advice from Shift Technical Advisor and other _ technical personnel
(SRO only).

11.* Coordinate actions of all shift personnel (SRO only).

' * Skill or knowledge is a critical requirement as defined in Section 24.1.
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It is important to note that 9 of these 11 skills and knowledges not evaluated by current

OLB licensing methods are critical requirements (as defined :n Section 2.4.1) for per-
formance as an RO or SRO. A control room simulator would te required to conduct a

comprehensive evaluation of an applicant's proficiency in these skills und knowledges.

In a review of the operating and oral examination summary report (Appendix G of
NUREG-0094, NRC Form 157), the following limitations of such an examination method

were noted:

No provision is made for a quantitative measure of applicant performar.cc ando

knowledge; only a pass / fab criteria can be assigned.

No provision is made on the form for the OLB examiner to prepare questionso

before the test or to ask followup questi is,

With evaluations of " satisfactory", " marginal" or " unsatisfactory" in each sub-o

ject area, there is no objective or consistent method to ensure that each
examiner has sin.ilar criteria for acceptance or even that the same examiner is

consistent in acceptance criteria from one examination to the next.

o The examination form and method do not lend themselves to consistent exami-
nations from one examiner to the next (there is no record of questions as :ed or

method to review the examination material before or a!ter it is administe ed).

OLB examiners also indicated dissatisfaction with the operating and oral examination

summary report and the associated examination method. Utility training coordinators
indicated that the most important item of interest about forthcoming RO or SRO exami-

nations (particularly the oral tests) was the identity of the NRC examiner because each

i examiner emphasized different areas. These comments further indicate that present
oral examination methods are not resulting in consistent examinations and examination

methods between different examiners.

In the operator licensing process, a place exists for both an oral examination and an
operating examination; however, these tests should be clearly separated and the skills

and knowledges appropriate for each method determined.
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The oral examinatim should be conducted as a walk-through of the alpNant's facili'y,
with emphasis on equipment ' and actions to be performed outside the control room,
because these areas cannot be addressed at a control room simulator.-

The operating test should be conducted on a control room simulator and should evaluate

applicant performance in representative emergency, abnormal and normal conditions.

Other regulatory agencies use three distinct examinations (written, oral and operating)

for licensing and certifying operators. As indicated in Section 2.6.2.2, the FAA certifies

commercial pilots - through a multiple-choice written test, followed by an oral test
addressing airplane-specific systems, performance and procedures, and, finally, an
operating test in either the airplane, on a simulator or a combination of the two. As
indicated in Section 2.5.3.4, the U.S. Navy certifies their enlisted and officer operators

through a written examination, an operating test on a prototyrse reactor plant (in the.

form of graded watches) and an oral examination administerad by a board of qualified

personnel.

2.6.3.3 Evaluation of OLB Waiver and Re-examination Requirements and Practices

'

To evaluate OLB waiver practices and compare them to 10 CFR Part 55 requirements,

10 utility waiver requests and OLB responses were. evaluated. In addition, interviews
were conducted with the Chi:I of the OLB, who acts on all waiver requests, and with the

~ training coordinators at each of the nine license facilities visited. On the basis of this

information, it appears that the granting of waivers, as it has been F 'emented to date.

by OLB, has not had any detrimental effect on the health and safety of the public
because waivers have been granted in a conservative manner. %e OLB has apparently

taken particular care to ensure that, for any waivers granted, there are clear indications

(including previous examination scores, operating experience and formal training) that

the applicant'has acquired the skills and knowledges addressed by the waived exami-
nation.

The primary limitation with the waiver process as it presently exists is'that, other than
.10 CFR Part 55.24 (which provides broad requirements), licensees are not given formal

guidance on acceptable criteria for' waivers. The OLB " Examiner's Manual" does provide'

some criteria for waiver of examinations; however, it primarily addresses waivers based -
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upon previous examinations at " identical," "similar" or "different" units and is not avail-
able to licensees. The lack of specific formal criteria for waivers leads to the following

potential problems:
,

o No formal avenues for audit or review of waivers,

o The application of criteria that may not ,be consistently applied to all licensees
because of the subjective nature of current procedures and

o No mechanism to provide consistency in the grantir$ of waivers in the absence

or departure of the incumbent Chief of the OLB.

The Chief of the OLB is judged to be the appropriate approval authovity for waiver
,

requests.

While the waiver process for licensing individuals on multiple units seems appropriate,

one aspect related to the implementation of multi-unit licensing is of concern - the
maintenance of operator proficiency on multipic units. Some utilities have dealt with
this question by routinely rotating personnel from one unit to another; however, other
utilities have not implemented a method to maintain operators proficient at all units for

which they hold a license.

i As indicated in Section 2.6.2.1,10 CFR Part 55 allows for an individual who ' fails a

licensing examination to be re-examined af ter 2 months,6 months and 2 years af ter the.

first failure, second failure and subsequent failures, respectively. For the reasons

indicated in Section 2.6.2.1, this system is not apparently being abused.- Also, the waiver
! process is being conservatively applied to re-examinations -in terms of determining

whether all or part of the examination must be retaken.

2.6.3.4 Evaluation of Pass / Fail Criteria as a Measure of-NRC and Utility Qualification -

Programs and Operator Performance
3

,

i

The percentage of RO and SRO applicants that pass the NRC's licensing examinations

can potentially be an effective measure of the quality of utility training and qualifica-
tion programs,.if the examinations are verified to. accurately evaluate if an applicant-

! possesses the skills and knowledges required for licensing.
[
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In Section 2.3.5.2, an attempt was made to validate the RO and SRO written exami-

nations as predictors of RO and SRO job performance. This analysis indicated no statis-

tically significant correlation between RO or SRO written examination scores and the
performance of these same operators. Evaluation of the RO and SRO written and oral or

operating examinations in Sections 2.6.3.1 and 2.6.3.2, respectively, indicated that:

o The RO and SRO written examinations measured primarily recall and compre-

hension rather than operator skills and knowledges in analysis, evaluation and

synthesis.

o The RO and SRO orc and operating examinations were subjectively evaluated
with no assurance ;f consistency between examiners.

On the basis of the results above, it is not expected that actual pass / fail ratios for

present RO or SRO licensing examinations would necessarily be valid or reliable
measures of the quality of a utility's training and qualification program; however, it
would be important to have such a measure of utility training and qualification programs,

and the NRC operator licensing examination is potentially the best method for providing

this performance measure. Therefore, this need is another reason for the NRC to work
toward modifications and improvements to current examination methods.

There is precedence for using expected versus actual pass / fait ratios for evaluation of

training and qualification programs. The FAA uses an 80-percent passing rate as a point

below which an automatic audit of the subject training and qualification program results.
'' Since the OLB has a very limited staff, this methodology could serve as the vehicle for

1

allocation of auditing resources to identify and upgrade weaker training programs.

The accepted quantitative methods for developing criteria for minimum acceptable
scores for criterion-referenced examinations involve first determining the. relationship

,

between scores on the examination of interest and the performance of these same

individuals in their jobs (37). Then, by defining an acceptable level of job performance,

the associated examination score is determined that segregates . acceptable from
!- unacceptable performers. For this method to be used, the examination must be perform-

| ance related (that is, a relationship between examination scores and job performance
'

must exist).
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As noted earlier in this section, for the data base evaluated, no statistically significant

relationship was found between RO or SRO written licensing examination scores and job

performance. In addition, the examination questions were generally judged not to be
performance based. These two results strongly suggest that the present operator licens-

ing written examinations are not performance related. RO and SRO oral and operating
tests cannot be performance related because they are pass / fail tests. Therefore, no

objective method is presently available to determine a minimum passing score criterion

for RO or SRO examinations, and there is not apt to be one until:

o The written examination is performance based and

o The oral and operating test is graded with consistent numerical scores.

Some qualitative assessment of NRC operator licensing examination minimum passing
scores and pass / fail ratios can be obtained through a comparison of operator written

examination data with data from other high-technology industries with common goals of

providing safe and competent operators. The operators considered include:

o Airline transport pilots,
o Airport control tower operators,
o U.S. Navy Officers (EOOW),

U.S. Navy reactor operators (enlisted),o

o U.S. Merchant Marine Chief Engineers and

o U.S. Merchant Marine Assistant Engineers.

Table 2.24 shows the required passing grades and percentage passing licensing (certifica-

tion) examinations for each of these professions. About 90 percent passed these exami-

nations in almost all occupations including ROs and SROs. A minimum score of 70 per-

cent was used for those occupations requiring a minimum passing grade. This criterion is

consistent with NRC passing criteria used until May 1980 (13), when the minimum pass-

ing criterion was raised to 80 percent. As indicated in SECY-79-330E, " Qualifications of

Reactor Operators" (38), this change was made to " prevent individuals from obtaining
licenses who have a lack of knowledge in specific areas." While this 80-percent criterion

seems acceptable as an interim measure, it would be preferable in ti. L.q term to have

perforinance-based licensing examinations with criterion-referenced validity where a,

quantitative basis for a minimum passing score could be developed.
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TABLE 2.24
COMPARISON OF PASSING GRADES AND PERCENT OF

PERSONNEL PASSING EXAMINATIONS

MINIMUMNUMBER PERCENT DATE OFOCCUPATION P^55EXAMINED PASSING EXAMINATIONSGR E-

Airline Transport Pilot 3144 70 90 3/73, 1/79, 1/80
,

Airport Control Tower Operator 4344 70 88 3/78, 1/79, 1/80

U.S. Navy Of ficer (EOOW)

Nuc. ear Power School Unknown * 89 1975 - 1979

Prototype Reactor Training Unknown 98 1975 - 1979*

U.S. Navy Reactor Operators (enlisted)

Nuclear Power School Unknown 73 1975 - 1979*

Prototype Reactor Training Unknown * 85 1975 - 1979

U.S. Merchant alarine

Chief Engineer Unknown 70 " 80 Unknown

Assistant Engineer Unknown 70 - 99 Unknown

Utility Reactor Operator

Written examinatlon 852 70 " 90.6 1975 - 1978

Oral and operating test 852 Pass / fail i 3.5 1975 - 1978

Overall 852 88.5 !975 - 1978-

Utility Senior Reactor Operator

Written examination -937- 70** - 92.8 ' 1975 - 1978

Oral and operating test 937 Pass /f ail , . 93.7 ' 1975 - 1978
T

Overall 937 - 89.4- 1975 - 1978

' 'No single examination is associated with certification of these occupations, therefore
no minimum passing grade is appropriate.

**These minimum passing scores were raised to 80 percent in May 1930.
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2.6.4 Operator Licensing Conclusions and Recommendations .

The OLB is a dedicated group of individuals who are genuinely interested in permitting

only fully qualified personnel to serve _ as licensed operators of nuclear power plants.

OLB requirements and practices have provided a much needed standard for evaluating

the qualifications of these individuals and, hence, have resulted in a significant contribu-

tion to the safety of nuclear power plants. The following conclusions and recommenda-

tions address areas where improvement is needed to provide increased assurance of

operational safety.

2.6.4.1 Conclusions

1. To conduct the best comprehensive evaluation of whether RO and SRO applicants

will be safe and competent operators with the limited personnel resources of the

OLB, a combination written, oral and operating examination is required. Each of

these three examination methods has some unique advantages and limitations with

respect to evaluating applicants:

Written Examinations. Written examinations are the most efficient way to
evaluate the knowledge of multiple candidates, but they do not lend them-
selves to evaluation of operator manipulative or procedural skills.

.

Oral Examinations. Oral examinations provide the flexibility to probe knowl-

edge to a greater depth, as required. They offer an opportunity for demon-
stration of some skills. Oral examinations require fewer resources than
operating examinations.

Operating Examinations. Operating examinations are the only valid method

of evaluating manipulative and procedural skills, but 'they require more-

resources than other examinations.

'

2. RO and SRO written examinatior.s, as currently used, have the following limita-
~

tions:
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a. RO and SRO written examination questions primarily measure knowledge

and recall, and comprehension and interpretation. To perform adequately,

particularly for emergency conditions, an RO must have a greater depth of

knowledge (at the analysis and deduction level) and an SRO an even greater

depth of knowled e (synthesis and evaluation level). Thus, most RO andd

SRO examination questions do not probe the applicant's knowledge to a suf-

ficient depth.

b. The contents of RO and SRO written examinations do not include all the

skills and knowledges determined to be suitable for written examination.

The content of RO written examinations is heavily weighted in the areas
of:

o Plant systems (purposes, functions, design basis and limits,
interrelationships, and instrumentation and controls),

| o Principles and theories of nuclear physics and reactor theory
and

o Response to emergency conditions.

The content of SRO written examinations is heavily weighted in the
areas of:

,

o Technical specification limits,
o Plant systems (purposes, functions, design . basis and limits,

| interrelationships, and instrumentation and controls),.
.

.
o - Principles and theories of nuclear physics and reactor theory,.

Principles and theories of heat transfer and fluid flow,o
j

o Station directives and

j o | Identification of and response to emergencies.

While these skills and knowledges at important in ensuring that an
applicant will be a safe and competent operator, there are 13 other RO

_

! skills and knowledges and 23 other SRO skills and knowledges that-are

also suitable for the written examination. Skills and knowledges that are

infrequently evaluated on either RO or SRO written examinations
include:
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o Principles and theories of chemistry,

o Principles and theories of electricity and electronics,

o General plant safety procedures and precautions,
o Review and authorization of maintenance activities,

o Isolation if plant components for maintenance and surveillance
and

o Reading of electrical prints, flow diagrams, control and logic
diagrams, etc.

c. The combination of limitations b and c leads to the conclusion that RO
and SRO written examinations do not have sufficient content validity;

that is, based upon these limitations, a passing score on the written
examination doe:6 not ensure that an applicant has sufficient knowledge

to function as an RO or SRO.

d. Through the analysis conducted in an attempt to validate written licens-

ing examinations, no statistically significant relationship between RO or
SRO examination scores and operator performance was found. This

means that RO and SRO written examinations have no criterion-
referenced validity (no relationship to job performance).

e. Since RO and SRO written examinations were determined to have insuf-*

ficient content validity and no criterion-referenced validity, satisfactory

completion of these written examinations does not provide:

i

o The reecessary assurance that applicants will be safe and
i

'
competent operators,

o A valid measure of the effectiveness of licensee training and

qualification programs or

A. quantitative means for determining an appropriate minimumo

( passing score.

|

! f. For a test to be valid, it must be reliable (that is, consistent). Because

of the current format of using solely essay-type questions, it is difficult
|

to:

!
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Provide an objective measure of an individual's ability (deter-o

mine a confidence interval around an observed test score) or

o Discern the effects of writing ability, time limitations and
other biases on test scores.

The use of essay tests necessitates some assurance that inter- and

intra-scorer differences are minimal, in practice, it is extrernely diffi-
cult to provide this assurance, which leads to a decrease in consistency

and dependability. Varicus means can be used to help ensure reliable
tests. Among them are:

o Workshops in test development and scoring,

o Detailed guidelines for constructing tests including the use of
standardized answer keys and parallel (equivalent) questions and

o Any other mechanism that will help standardize test construc-
tion and scoring practices.

Although standard answer keys for generic questions are used and informal exami-

ner meetings, which include discussion of these issues, are held, no current pro-

gram integrates these practices with a central objective of providing reliable
tests.

Another means to increase the reliability of a test is to use a balanced combi-
,

nation of essay, short-answer and objective (multiple-choice) items. The use of

well-constructed, multiple-choice items has the following advantages:-

( o Allows a much greater sampling of content areas,

o Reduces administration time,

o Provides for objective measurement of ability,

o Allows the assessment of various biases on test scocrs,
| o Allows for the empirical determination of item effectiveness,

o Can be used to measure all levels of knowledge, with the exception of
| synthesis and evaluation and -

o Can be corrected for guessing.
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The FAA ano .he Merchant Marine written examinations are composed entirely of

multiple-choice items. Although this approach is not advocated, the advantages

of using a well-balanced examination of both essay and multiple-choice questions

are evident from the discussions above.

3. RO and SRO oral tests, as currently used, have the following limitations:

a. A number of areas that are currently a part of the oral test cannot be

properly examined through this method. These include:

o Manipulations,
Understanding of console operations,o

Ability to carry out normal, abnormal and emergency operatingo

procedures,
o Effects of malfunctions,

Ability to predict instrument and system responses,o

Dexterity and feel for console operations ando

Reactivity effects, including coefficient effects and transiento

analysis.

b. The present criteria-for determining whether an applicant has passed the

oral test is subjective and there is no mechanism available for ensuring
s

consistent scoring or examination methods between examiners. Upon

completion of the operating test, which generally lasts several hours, the
examiner must make a _" pass / fail" evaluation based upon marks of "S"

(satisfactory), "M"(marginal) or "U" (unsatisfactory) in each of the areas

of the operating and oral examination summary report form, plus any
comments the examiner may have written during the oral test. There
are no written criteria for a failing score resulting from a given number

of "U" or "M" marks, or a consistent basis for assignment of an "S", "M"

or_ "U" to a response.

No record of questions administered during the oral test is required.

This procedure provides no routine means for supervisors to ensure that -
examiners are administering consistent examinations or for counseling
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examiners on their techniques. OLB procedures provide for the Chief,

OLB, or his designated representative to accompany each examiner

annually during the administration of at least one written and one oral

and operating test, to provide an opportunity for counseling and
exchange of views on examination administration. However, due to per-

sonnel constraints during the past several years, this policy has not
been effectively implemented.

4. The present RO and SRO operating tests, which require only a reactor startup
demonstration, do not adequately ensure an RO applicant's ability to recognize or

respond to emergency or abnormal conditions or an SRO applicant's ability to

direct plant operations, particularly during emergency or abnormal conditions.

Operating tests are potentially the most valid measure of whether an applicant
will be a safe and competent operator, since the examiner can essentially evalu-

ate the applicant's performance on the job. Operating tests that include repre-
sentative emergency and abnormal events provide a unique opportunity to evalu-

,

ate the applicant's ability to perform under the stress of these conditions. Con-

trol room simulators provide the only feasible method for conducting comprehen-
sive operating tests.

5. OLB licensing practices and requirements have placed too much emphasis on the ;
.

written examination and not enough emphasis on operating tests. Many utility

training and qualification programs are structured more toward ensuring that
applicants pass OLB licensing examinations than they are based upon comprehen-

sive task-related criteria. Therefore, not only does the OLB licensing process not

provide a comprehensive evaluation of RO or SRO performance, but, for this
reason, many utility training programs do not provide comprehensive training in

-the same areas in which the examinations are deficient.-

6. No serious deficiencies were noted in OLB examination waiver methods. Waivers

have apparently been granted only where there is clear evidence' that previous

experience or. knowledge-is equal to or greater than that required.to pass .the
subject examination.
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Prior to changes to OLB practices resulting from the NRR letter of March 1980,
waivers of the oral and operating test for SRO applicants who were licensed and

performing as ROs were routinely granted. Automatic waivers of any licensing
requirements are not' appropriate. If a requirement is unnecessary, the regula-

tions, regulatory guides and standards should be revised to delete it.
.

7. The practice of licensing operators on multiple units is considered appropriate as

long as provisions are made by the operating organization to maintain operator

familiarity with all units for which a license is held.

8, Current OLB re-exammation requirements and practices were determined to be

appropriate.

2.6.4.2 Recommendations

1. RO and SRO licensing examinations should be composed of three distinct parts:

o A written examination,
o An oral test administered at the applicant's facility and

An operating test administered at an appropriate control room simulator.-o

Applicant should be required to pass all three parts of the examination to be
licensed.

2.- RO and SRO written examinations should be revised to improve their content

validity and reliability. These changes should includes

Organization of examinations around required RO and SRO skills ando

knowledges rather than around facility features, system characteristics '

and theory.

Development of more operation-oriented questions that evaluate RO and 'o

SRO knowledge to greater depth. RO questions should be at the analysis'

and deduction level with some SRO- questions at the . synthesis and |

Ievaluation level.
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Implementation of an integrated program to improve reliability too

include workshops in test development and scoring and formal guidelines

for constructing tests.

The OLB should also begin integrating objective (multiple-choice) questions into

written examinations to allow a greater sampling of knowledge, reduce adminis-

tration time, and improve examination reliability; however, the entire exami-
nation should not be objective questions since higher level knowledge questions
(synthesis and evaluation) are not suitable to this format.

3. The scope of the oral test should be limited to those skills and knowledges that

have been determined to be suitable for examination by a " walk-through" of the
applicant's facility.

The procedure for administration of the oral test should be revised to provide for

more reliable (consistent) and auditable results. These revisions would include:

Organization of examination by skills and knowledge areas,o

Assignment of point values to each of these skills and knowledge areas,o

o Use of a numerical scale rather than the present " satisfactory,"
" marginal" or " unsatisfactory" scale,

Preparation of particular questions for each of the skills and knowledgeo

areas prior to administration of the test and a pre-test review of these

questions by OLB supervisors,

o Periodic OLB examiner workshops and training sessions to provide exami-

ners with an opportunity to compare their scoring standards to those of
other examiners.

Through scoring each question at the time it is administered on a numerical scale

and by having a weighting assigned to each question, at the completion of the oral

test the examiner can determine a quantitative score for the total test.

| By advance preparation of particular questions, an opportunity is provided for
pre-test review of individual test questions as well as for the comparison of
examiner questions over time.

!
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By conducting periodic workshops with structured sessions that provide a con-
i trolled environment, examiners (and OLB management) can evaluate the consis-

tency of their question selection, administration methods and scoring standards.

Through a combination of the changes described above, the oral test would be a

more reliable, valid and auditable measure of whether an applicant will be a safe

and competent operator.

4. The scope of the operating test should be expanded to include evaluation of appli-

cant performance in:

Recognizing emergency conditions and carrying out the appropriateo

actions of emergency operating procedures and Emergency Plan,

o Recognizing abnormal, offnormal and alarm conditions and carrying out
the actions of appropriate procedures and

Carrying out normal plant operations in accordance with appropriateo

procedures (not limited to a reactor startup).

The operating test should be conducted on a control room simulator. In the long

term, these operating tests should be administered by OLB examiners. As an
interim measure, the OLB should develop and provide criteria to vendor training

centers to expand the certifications that they now perform (reactor startup) to
include the areas above. For utility-owned simulators, OLB examiners should
either witness or administer operating tests.

5. The aggregate of these recommended revisions requires a substantial implementa-

tion effort. It is recommended that the OLB take a systematic approach to
revising operator licensing methods. The revision of examinations should not, be

assigned to present examiners as a collateral duty, but rather to a separate func-

tional group whose purpose is development and implementation of a program to

revise examination methods. In this manner a smooth transition in licensing
methods can be realized without further overloading present OLB personnel.
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2.7 ASSURING CONTINUED OPERATOR COMPETENCY

2.7.1 Licensed Operator Requalification Programs

2.7.1.1 Requalification Requirements

Industry Standards. ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, " Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant

Personnel," requires a requalification training program (of ten called "rc+1aining") cover-

ing a 2-year period which includes preplanned lectures, on-the-job training and operator

evaluations on a regular and continuing basis. These three basic parts of requalification
programs include the following components:

a. Preplanned Lectures. No less than six per year, spaced throughout the year.

Attendance may be required of all licensed individuals or_ attendance require-

ments may be based on the results of an annual comprehensive examination

(minimum grade required for lecture exemption is 80 percent).

b. On-the-Job Training

1. Control Manipulations. Ten reactivity control manipulations are required

during the 2-year period. - SRO licensed personnel can receive credit by

directing or evaluating these manipulations. Acceptable manipulations are

listed. No requirements are specified to ensure a variety of manipulations
are performed.

2. Knowledge of plant systems. The program should ir.clude a review of oper.>-

tional requirements. Demonstration of this training can be satisfied by
manipulations of the system, walk-through of procedure steps and use of a
simulator.

3. Knowledge of facility design changes, procedure changes and facility license

changes. This training may be accomplished by lectures, meetings or
written communications to licensed individuals.
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4. Review of abnormal, emergency and security procedures. This training

can be accomplished by actual performance on the plant, performance on

a simulator, walk-through on the plant, on-shif t lectures or self-study
combined with these techniques.

c. Evaluation

1. Annual examinations. This written examination is required to be compar-

able in scope and difficulty to the NRC licensing examination. A grade of

less than 70 percent.overall results in mandatory participation in an
accelerated requalification program and removal from license duties until

upgrading is completed. A grade of greater than 70 percent is required on

any examination used to indicate successful completion of accelerated

requalification.4

2. Periodic examinations. Written examinations are required during the lec-

ture series. A grade of less than 80 percent requires additional training in

the subject area.

As stated in this standard, facility staff members who hold RO and SRO licenses for the

purpose of providing backup capability to the operating staff are required to participate

in the program except to the extent that their normal duties preclude the need-for
requalification in certain areas.

,

.

The December 1979 proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, if adopted, _would make

the following changes t.' ese requirements:

More detailed r quirements for control manipulations would exist. This revisiono

lists 6 manipulations which would be required on an annual basis and 21 other

manipulations which, if applicable, would be required on a biennial basis,

For the annua; written examination, accelerated requalification in a particularo

subject area would be required if a grade of less than 70 percent was received

in a section, and an overall grade of less than 75 percent would result in accel- ,

crated requalification.
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o An annual oral examination (in addition to the written examination) would be
required.

Federal Regulations and NRC Guidane. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 55 is the basic

|
document that establishes federal requiraments for licensed operator requalification pro-

grams. The purpose of the program as indicated in this appendix is to demonstrate
competence for license renewal in place of another NRC licensing examination every
2 years. Utility requalification programs are required to be approved by the OLB. The
requirements of this appendix are the same as those of ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, with the

following exceptions:

The use of simulators is encouraged for satisfying requirements for reactivityo

control manipulations, demonstrating understanding of systems operations and

simulating emergency and abnormal conditions for retraining. If a simulator is
used, it must accurately reproduce the operating characteristics of the facility,

and the arrangement of the instrumentation and controls of the simulator must

closely parallel that of the facility (this requirement has not been interpreted

; to mean a plant-specific simulator).

Specific subject areas are listed for the preplanned lectures if annual examina-o

tions indicate that emphasis is needed in these areas. These subjects include:

- Theory and principles of operation,

- General and specific plant operating characeristics,
- Plant instrumentation and control systems,

- Plant protection systems,
- Engineered safety systems,
- Normal, abnormal and emergency operating procedures,

- Radiation control and safety,
- Technical specifications and

Applicable portions of Title 10, Chapter I, Code of Federal|
-

Regulations.
!
|

| The March 1980 NRR letter to power reactor applicants and licensees implemented three

additional requirements for requalification programs. These include:
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Modifying the content of requalification programs to include instruction in heato

transfer, fluid flow, thermodynamics and mitigation of accidents involving a

degraded core,

Modifying the criteria for requiring participation in accelerated requalification' o

to be consistent with the new NRC written examination passing grades of

80 percent overall and 70 percent on each category and

Modifying the control manipulations requirements to include the list ofo

27 manipulations that are specified in the December 1979 proposed revision to

ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978. Six specific manipulations are required to be performed
or simulated annually by in-plant walk-through or drills in a control room simu-

lator. The remaining manipulations are required biennially. The six required

annual manipulations are the following:

- Plant or reactor startups to include a range that reactivity feedback
from nuclear heat addition is noticeable and heatup rate is established,

- Manual control of steam generators and feedwater during startup and

shutdown,

Any significant (greater than 10 percent) power changes in manual rod-
,

control or recirculation flow,

Loss of coolant including:-

Significant PWR steam generator leaks,-

i Inside and outside primary containment,-

Large and small losses, including leak-rate determination'-

and-
1

Saturated reactor coolant response (PWR),i -

- ' Loss of core coolant flow and natural circulation and
Loss of all feedwater (normal and emergency).-

The May 1980 proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 35, currently undergoing review, would

make several regulation changes to. place more emphasis in requalification programs.

These changes would include the following:
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o Require enrollment in the requalification program as a condition of an opera-
tor's license,

o Reinforce the importance of completing annual examinations by indicating that
a license may be revoked or suspended for failure to satisfactorily complete
these examinations,

Require the use of a simulator for abnormal, infrequent and emergency trainingo

for ROs and SROs as part of the requalification program,

,

Change the purpose of the annual examination from the determination of areaso

in which retraining is needed to verification that an operator can operate the

controls or supervise operation of the controls (SRO) in a safe and competent

manner,

,

o include an oral examination and simulator test as well as a written examination
in the annual examination,

Require that the NRC administer annual examinations (however, as stated ino

the proposed revision, the NRC may permit these examinations to be given by

the facility).

2.7.1.2 Utility and Training Center Requalification Practices

In contrast to the wide spectrum of practices found in utility initial license training
programs (Section 2.4), requalification programs were fairly consistent at the nine reac-
tor sites visited. Most differences involved methods used for implementation, rather

than content. All utility requalification programs had the same components as those
required by ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 and 10 CFR Part 55. .In describing utility and training

center practices, this section discusses each of these parts.
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Preplanned Lectures

Two basic approaches were used fer scheduling these lectures. The most common tech-

| nique was to rotate a shif t of operators into the training department for 3 to 5 days
during each fif th or sixth week. Although this system would appear to provide approxi-

mately 40 days of requalifiention time a year, there are many other demands on this

time (for example, annual physical examination, fire brigade training, general employee

training, etc.). As a result, approximately 20 days a year was more representative of the

actual time used for requalification training. The second technique involved concen-
trating the lecture series during a shorter period (for example,12 weeks) and rotating

operators into training more frequently during that period. The number of hours devoted

to these lectures varied between facilities and from year to year at some facilities.
Some utilities had specific requirements for number of lecture hours and others did not.

Most of the facilities followed a practice 11 which a portion of the lectures were
required for all licensed operators and others were required only for individuals who
received a grade of less than 80 percent on that section of the last annual examination.

Lecture requirements ranged from 40 to 96 hours a year.

Most preplanned lecture subjects were tailored to the subject areas listed in 10 CFR
,

Part 55 (see Section 2.7.1.1). Several utilities had shif ted from an approach (as described

in 10 GR Part 55) of using the annual examination as an indicator of individuals and

subject areas needing upgrading to using the lecture series to prepare operators for the

next annual examination. Most facilities conducted this training with their own training
. staff personnel, although training services contractors had been used occasionally to

augment the facility training staff.

Control Manipulations

All utilities required that 10 reactivity control manipulations be conducted biennially.
Most used the list provided in ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 as the list of acceptable manipula-

tions (the March 1980 NRR letter requirements had not yet been implemented at the
sites). All facilities used an administrative system to document manipulations actually

performed on shif t. All of these facilities used short training programs at control room -

simulators to ensure completion of the reactivity manipulation requirements. Most of
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[ .these utilities had no requirements to ensure variation of manipulations; however, two

f facilities did require that each operator conduct manipulations in at least three cate-
i gories on the list.

1

Most contrc.! room simulator programs used by these facilities varied from 3 days to

5 days and were conducted annually. One utility provided a 10-day program each year.

The facility that made the least use of simlulators provided a 5-day course for their
operators at a reactor plant vendor training center every 2 years. Simulator training

l programs conducted at training centers were tailored to the facility's training needs and,

hence, varied considerably between utilities in areas such as:
.

i
' o Distribution of demonstration, practice or evaluation sessions,

!-
'

Emphasis on major plant casualties,o

| o Emphasis on abnormal conditions and .

Emphasis 'on general plant operating procedures (startup, shutdown and reacti-o;

! vity control manipulations).

- All programs followed the basic L-hour classroom /4-hour control room combination for.

i training time usage described in Section 2.4, " Reactor Operr. tor and Senior Operator

| License Training."

!

Although considerable variation was found between simulator requalification programs,-

most programs could be characterized as concentrating on the more advanced aspects of

_ plant operations, such as:
>

| Operator knowledge of major equipment and instrumentation failures commonlyo
iknown throughout the industry and their effects on plant operation,

o ' Major accident diagnosis and corrective action,

o Recognition of multiple failures and their effects and

; o Training in infrequently used procedures,

i . .

As an example of the variability of this training, one facility, in contrast to most requali-;

{~ fication programs, provided a 3-day course for 37 of its_ operators in which the control

room portion consisted of a session of reactor startups, a session of plant heatups'from

f cold to hot shutdowns and a session of plant startups (hot dutdown to full power). Few._
|
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malfunctions were performed and no major accidents or multiple failures were simu-
lated. Operators interviewed at this facility were particularly outspoken in a negative
manner as to the usefulness of this type of requalification program.

Plant Systems

The facilities visited used three techniques to maintain familiarity with plant systems:
job performance on shif t, simulator training and lectures. On-the-job performance was

assumed to maintain a certain level ot fmiliarity with plant systems due to the day-to-
day operation of the plant. Simulator training provided additional reinforcement in this

area, and most facilities included some systems training in their preplanned lecture
series or classroom sessions at the simulator training center.

Facility Design, Procedures and License Changes

The most commonly used technique to ensure that operators remained current on these

types of changes was a routing system which distributed this information to licensed
operators and required signatures to indicate reading of this information. Some facilities

routed a copy of this information to each licensed operator. Others used a centrally
located notebook (usually in the control room), which operators read while on shif t. In

addition to this system, some utilities included this information in their preplanned lec-
ture series. Operations Supervisors or Training Supervisors or both were responsible for

deciding the information that should be communicated to operators. The number of
complaints registered by Training Supervisors and operators interviewed indicated that,

at some facilities, the administrative systems for making the Training Supervisor aware

of these changes so they could be factored into the requalification program were inade-
quate.

Abnormal, Emergency and Security Procedures

Most facilities used self-study as the primary method to ensure familiarity with these
systems. All these systems were required to be reviewed biennally. Some utilities
required annual review of all emergency procedures. A common administrative approach

to document this review was for the Training Supervisor to route a monthly list of
procedures to be reviewed.' Following review of these procedures, the operator would
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sign the list and return it to the training department. Some of these procedures were
usually included in the preplanned lecture series or during classroom sessions during
simulator haining.

Annual Written Examination

All facilities admir.istered annual written examinations similar in scope and complexity
to the NRC licensing written examination and covering the topic areas listed in
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 55. In addition to covering all these subject areas, three
utilities included a section on facility design characteristics and one utility included
questions relating to recent plant modifications and problems that have occurred at
similar plants. Most facilities administered the entire examination at one point during

the year; however, three facilities followed a practice of " segmented requalification"
where the examination was divided into approximately four segments given at different

times of the year. In both cases, requirements existed for minimum acceptable perform-

ance on each category of the examination and overall average grade for the entire
examination.

Unsatisfactory performance on a category of the examination (usually a grade of
80 percent was required) resulted in mandatory attendance at one or more lectures on

that topic area, followed by a retest in that area. Unsatisfactory overall performance
(usually a grade of 70 percent was required) resulted in removal from shif t duties and

mandatory attendance in an accelerated requalification program designed by the Train-

ing Supervisor or by a board of supervisory personnel from the plant management staff.

Re-examination following the accelerated requalification program included, as a mini-
mum, another written examination on weak areas and, at some facilities, included an

oral examination administered by training or operations staff personnel or both.

A review of the most recent annual examinations given indicated that all except one
facility developed their own tests. That utility used an examination developed by a
training services contractor that had assisted in administration of the requalification
program. Most utilities developed completely different examinations each year,

,

although one facility used an entirely different approach. This utility changed only
30 percent of the written examination questions each year, so that 70 percent of the

4
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examination each year included questions from the previous year's examination. It was

- also noted that requalificcion examination average scores at this facility were notice-

ably higher than those of .ther facilities visited.

Periodic Examinations

All facilities administered quizzes following preplanned lectures to satisfy this require-

Some facilities also gave quizzes as part of the self-study program for maintain-ment.

ing familiarity with operating procedures. The satisfactory grade was usually 80 percent
and additional training was provided if a grade of less than 80 percent was received on

any of these quizzes.

Observation and Evaluation of Operators

Combinations of the following methods were used to satisfy requirements for periodic

observation and evaluation of operators:

Evaluation by shif t supervisory personnel during actual plar.t evolutions ando

abnormal and emergency conditions,

o Evaluation during simulator training,j

Evaluation during walk-through drills conducted in plant and - .o

Annual evaluation by operations department personnel.o
;

Observation and evaluation of cperators during plant evolutions and during simulator

training were the most common methods used to satisfy this requirement. Most utilities
used a documentation system that paralleled the one used to document performance of

reactivity. control n.anipulations. For ecch manipulation or group of manipulations,

whether performed in plant or on a simulator, each operator's performance (or knowledge

if only a walk-through was conducted) was graded as satisfactory or unsatisfactory by a

designated supervisor.

One facility visited used annual drills conducted in plant to evaluate operator knowledge. -
~

These drills were of a walk-through nature and were conducted by two or three members

of the training department staff. Procedures for abnormal and emergency conditions
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were walked through, simulating actions and alarms and locating all switches and con-

trols. Each team of coerators was evaluated as " excellent," " satisfactory" or "unsatis-

factory" in the following areas:

o Knowledge of immediate actions,

o Understanding of subsequent operator action,

o Knowledge of sources of alarms,

o Knowledge of applicable technical specifications limits,

o Knowledge of indications to check,

o Use of applicable followup procedures and

o Completion of plant incident report.

A technique of formal annual evaluations by operations department supervisory personnel

was used at three facilities. This annual review included an oral examination and evalua-
tion of general performance on shif t. Two of these facilities used a standard checklist
that provided a list of areas on which the oral examination should be conducted. Annual

evaluations usually graded operators on various aspects of level of knowledge, job per-

formance and personal attributes (for example, attitude and dependability).

2.7.1.3 NRC Practices

Responsibilities for requalification programs are shared between OLB and IE. OLB is

responsible for approval of requalification program descriptions submitted by facilitier.

IE is responsible for verifying that these programs have been implemented and are being

conducted in accordance with the approved program descriptions. In addition, IE is
responsible for determining whether sufficient documentation is being maintained by the
facility to permit the OLB to verify the technical adequacy of examinations admin-
istered by the facility. OLB is also responsible for reviewing the contents of the written

examinations taken by licensed operators and the evaluation conducted by the facility of
operators' performance on these examinations.

Each licensed power reactor facility is required to submit to the OLB for approval a
description of its requalification program.- Since the criteria for approval of these pro-
grams is conformance to the requirements of Appendix A of -10 CFR Part 55, these
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descriptions are basic outlines of the programs with detail similar to that contained in
10 CFR Part 55. Changes to these programs af ter initial approval must also be approved

by OLB. OLB has approved the program descriptions of existing operating facilities.
Acceptance of requalification programs for new facilities is conducted as part of the'

FSAR approval process.

.

In carrying out IE responsibilities for requalification training, each regional office con-

ducts an audit of each facility's program on an annual basis and resident inspectors at

each site are required to attend two requalification lectures every 6 months. However,

interviews with site training personnel and resident IE inspectors indicated that attend-

ance at lectures is of ten not accomplished at the required interval. The annual audits

consist of reviews of program documents and operator training records and interviews

with licensed operators and training department supervisory personnel.

A review of requalification training documentation is conducted to check thatt*

o A schedule has been prepared for the preplanned lectures,

o Lesson plans provide an adequate description of the scope and depth of lectures

(usually three lesson plans are reviewed) and

o Deficient areas to be covered in the lecture series have been determined by the,

facility based on the results of the last annual examination.
1

A review of operator training records is conducted to ensure that adequate documenta-

tion exists to verify that requalification training has been carried out in accordance with,

; the requirements of 10 CFR Part 55. Specific items verified to be present in training -
records include the following:

o A copy of the last annual examination and responses,

o Documentation of attendance at all required lectures,
o Documentation of the required control manipulations,

o Results of performance evaluations,

o Documentation of additional training received for individuals who failed all or
part of the annual examination,-
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o Documentation that any required procedure reviews and self-study have been
completed and

o Approval from NRR to resume licensed duties for those individuals who did not

perform licensed duties for a period of 4 months or longer.

In this review, a sample of records (usually those of two ROs, two SROs and two licensed

individuals not actively engaged in operating the facility) is inspected. To verify the
accuracy of these records, interviews are conducted with licensed operators to deter-

mine that the documented training was actually received.

IE provides feedback of observed weaknesses to OLB. OLB receives a copy of inspection

reports involving requalification training and, if the case warrants, IE identifies specific

operators in a separate letter to OLB. On the basis of input from IE involving specific

operators, OLB determines if immediate action regarding an operator's license is
required or if additional verification of operator competency will be required at the next
license renewal.

As indicated previously, each re:ident inspector is required to attend two requalification

lectures for licensed personnel semiannually. The inspector is required to verify that

lesson plan objectives were met and that the training was in accordance with the requali-

fication program schedule and objectives.

Every 2 years, OLB conducts an audit of the adequacy of the technical contents of

written examinations administered by each facility and the facility's evaluation of the ,
results of these examinations. This audit is usually conducted during a visit to the
facility to administer licensing examinations.

These audits consist of a detailed review of annual requalification examinations and a

check of quizzes given as part of the preplanned lecture series. For the annual exami-
nations, at least three RO and three SRO examinations are reviewed. At least one of the

SRO examinations is that of a licensed staff member who is not engaged in operating the

.

facility. These audits verify the following:
1

i o Applicability of _ questions for the type of examination (RO or SRO) and the
category of the examination,
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Assignment of proper point values to questions,' o

o Adequacy of the examination for covering the total plant and its operation and

o Grading of the examination.

The grading of the examinations conducted by the facility is emphasized during these
L- audits. The OLB examiner grades a category from each selected examination to verify'

agreement with OLB standards (agreement within !5 percent is required). The grading

of the examinations is also audited for:-

o Depth of answers expected (the facility answer key is compared to answers <

1 expected by OLB),

Consistency among examinations to ensure that individuals are being graded ino

the same manner and
d

!, o Total grade in a category.

4

When conducting the review of quizzes administered as part of the preplanned lecture

; series, the examiner evaluates the adequacy of questions as they relate to the topics

covered in the lecture and the required level of understanding demonstrated in the -
answer. Auditing of the grading of these quizzes is not required. -

*

At the completion of the OLB audit, the examiner files a report on the evaluation of the ,

examinations and provides recommendations. If only minor deficiencies are noted, these

findings will be discussed with facility management. If serious deficiencies are found, a

copy of the examination and answer key will be brought to OLB headquarters for
: in-depth review. Following this review,' utility management is informed of the results

and corrective action required by the OLB.

2.7.1.4 Foreign Utility Requalification Programs

Great Britain (18,19)
.i

in Great Britain, the requalification program for nuclear reactor operators at utilities is
,

conducted on a 2-year cycle. The requalification program contains the following ele- -t

ments: ,
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Formal courses at the training center in nuclear safety, fault studies, etc.,o

Simulator training with emphasis on offnormal and emergency conditions ando

review of startup and shutdown operations (3 to 5 days),

o Review of procedures and

o In-plant drills on emergency and offnormal events.

West Germany (20,21)

West German utilities are required to provide at least 100 hours of nuclear reactor oper-
ator retraining per year. This training includes the following:

Review of changes in systems or operating procedures,o

o Evaluation of operational experience and

Simulator training on emergency and abnormal events (1-week program).o

Canada (22,23)

The Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada has no requalification requirements for
nuclear reactor operators; however, Ontario Hydro does retest all ROs each year to

ensure that they maintain acceptable levels of competence to cope with emergencies.
The Ontario Hydro retraining program also includes a review of all significant event
reports and new or modified procedures.

All licensed personnel receive further simulator training in the form of annual refresher

This refresher training includes two 1-week sessions each year during whichcourses.

startups, shutdowns and responses to major malfunctions are practiced. Operators are
required to demonstrate proficiency in dealing with these malfunctions.

| 2.7.1.5 U.S. Navy Requalification Practices (24,25)
i

The U.S. Navy requires that its watchstanders in nuclear propulsion plants requalify
biennially. Requalification involves satisfactory completion of comprehensive oral and

written examinations similar in scope and depth to those administered curing the initial
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qualification process. During the 2-year periods between requalification, watchstanders
are required to maintain their proficiency on watchstations and participate in a con-'

tinuing training program.

|
Watchstanders are considered to have maintained their proficiency on watchstations if

they stand watch at a minimum prescribed frequency. The required frequency varies
between watchstations but is usually 1 or 2 watches each month. Failure to satisfy these

requirements results in the watchstander's being removed from the list of qualified
'

watchstanders for that station. Upgrading and certification are required before the

operator can stand the watch again. This process includes standing a required number of!

training watches and satisfactory completion of an oral examination administered by an

officer.

The continuing training program consists of a series of lectures and seminars and prac-

tical training. The lecture and seminar program is conducted at the department and
division levels, is approved by the Commanding Officer and is patterned after a list of

required topics provided by Naval Reactors. These lectures and seminars cover, on a
recurring basis, subjects in all areas relating to the nuclear propulsion plant, including

reactor plant fundamentals, operating procedures, primary and secondary plant systems,

operating characteristics, reactor plant incidents and plant modifications. Lesson plans

are required for these lectures. Each lecture is monitored by a senior individual attend-

ing the lecture or seminar and a report on the quality of the lecture is retained. Quizzes

concerning the lecture subjects are administered periodically.

Practical training consists of the performance of plant evolutions and operating drills.
'

These evolutions and drills are selected from a Naval Reactors' list of required evolu-

tions and drills that must be performed or walked through periodically. Monitors, who
have received instruction on their responsibilities, are required for conducting the evolu-

tions and drills. Drills follow a formal drill plan that has been previously approved by the

Commanding Officer. Whenever possible, the reactor plant is actually manipulated to

provide realistic training.

The Nuclear Propulsion Examining Board conducts an annual evaluation of each ship's

ability to operate its reactor plant (s) in a safe and competent manner. As a part of this
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examination, watchstander knowledge is sampled through interviews and written exami-

nations conducted by board members. Watchstander proficiency is evaluated by requir-

ing individuals or watch sections to perform plant evolutions and conducting a session of
comprehensive drills for each watch section.

2.7.1.6 Federal Aviation Administration Recertification Practices (26)

The FAA administers a program to maintain the certifications of airline pilots. This
program consists of three basic components: quarterly requirements, line checks and
proficiency checks.

To ensure recent experiences in takeoffs and landings, pilots must have performed at

least 3 takeof fs and landings within the last 90 days. These evolutions may be performed

in a simulator approved by the FAA for takeoffs and landings. If this requirement has
not been met, the pilots must perform three takeoffs and landings, which include certain

operational requirements, to the satisfaction of a check airman (airline pilots certified
by the FAA to conduct recertification checks). The check airman must certify that the
person observed is proficient and qualified to perform flight duty. Additional maneuvers
may be required,if necessary, to make this certification.

Line checks are required at 12-month intervals. These are conducted by FAA inspectors

or check airmen (check airmen conduct the majority of these inspections). This check

consists of at least one flight over a typical route. Pilots are evaluated for satisfactorily
performing the auties and responsibilities of their positions.

Proficiency checks are required at 6-month intervals. During a 12-month period, one of

the 2 checks required may be satisfied by use of a simulator course. Proficiency checks

performed in aircraf t are conducted by FAA inspectors or check airmen (check airmen

conduct the majority of these) and must include specific items required by federal regu-

lations. These requirements include oral or written examinations, demonstrations, simu-

lated casualties, abnormal operations and normal maneuvers and procedures. If a simu-

lator is used, the course must include at least 4 hours in the simulator performing the

same maneuvers and procedures that are required for an actual flying proficiency check.
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An option to this type of simulator program includes "line-oriented" training using a
complete flight crew. This program conducts a simulated flight that includes normal,;

abnormal and emergency maneuvers and procedures that may be expected in actual line

operations.

2.7.1.7 Evaluation of Utility Requalification Practices

A number of differences were observed between the implementation of utility initial

license training programs and their requalification training programs. Requalification

programs were more consistent among utilities than were license training programs due

to the greater detail of requalification requirements existing in 10 CFR Part 55. There
is generally less reliance on outside organizations to provide portions of this training
(with the exception of the simulator portion). Self-study is used as an instructional
method to a greater extent. In several ways, requalification training poses a greater

challenge for instructors because they are dealing with experienced licensed operators.

To help evaluate these programs, an approach was used that was similar to the one

employed in Section 2.4 to evaluate license training programs. This approach is illus-
trated in Figure 2.11. Initially, all required RO and SRO skills and knowledges that were

identified in Section 2.4 (see list in Appendix C) from the generic job task aralysis were
reviewed with consideration of the related job task areas associated with each.
Thirty-three of these skills and knowledges were determined to receive complete rein-

forcement during routine nuclear power plant operations. Since a primary objective of

requalification training is to maintain operators' proficiency in the skills and knowledges

required to perform their jobs, the remaining 46 required RO and SRO skills and knowl-

edges were concluded to need periodic retraining to maintain this proficiency. It should

be noted that staff personnel, who are licensed to provide backup operator capability but

do not periodically function in these positions, would not receive reinforcement of the 33

skills and knowledges routinely used during normal plant operations.

Using the criteria discussed in Section 2.4, instructional settings (that is, classroom, in

plant, generic simulator, plant-specific simulator) suitable for providing complete
retraining of each skill and knowledge were then determined. These requalification
program content areas (skills and knowledges that require retraining) and their appropri-

ate instructional settings constitute the requalification training program criteria against
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which current programs were evaluated. These requalification program content areas4

and instructional settings are, in reality, a subset of the content areas and instructional.

) settings required for initial license training programs.
j

j Of the 46 skills and knowledges concluded to require retraining in order to maintain
1

| operator proficiency, 27 require a simulator to provide complete training, 4 require in-

plant training to ensure required f amiliarity and 15 are suitable for classroom instruction
,

(classroom instrettion includes self-study).
'

i

i The skills and know!cdges identified to require retraining in a control room simulator
I

i involved the following general training objective categories discussed in Section 2.4:

!
i o Application of concepts and principles, !

o Reasoning and problem-solving abilities,

o Procedural compliance,

o Execution of team skills and

o Operation and functioning of equipment and systems.;

In addition, the training objectives worksheets of Appendix C and the applicable tables of
,

I Appendix A were used to 'dentify the RO and SRO job task areas relating to these skills
i

| and knowledges. This approach identified the following task areas as needing simulator
,

retraining (see Table 2.9 or Appendix A for a complete list of RO and SRO job task

areas):

o Care y out emergency actions not completely addressed by procedures,

o Carry out emergency operating procedures,

o Carry out procedures for abnormal, offnormal or alarm conditions and,

o Carry out general plant operating procedures.

Although the simulator retraining programs used by utilities were generally oriented
much more around the practice and use of the skills and kncwledges relating to these RO

and SRO job task areas than were license training simulator programs, these retraining

programs were too short to provide adequate reinforcement of these skills and knowl-

edges. The insufficient length and infrequent use (3 to 5 days annually were most com-

i mon) of this simulator training was a common weakness identified in operator and train-

ing personnelinterviews at the sites visited.
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Table 2.17 of Section 2.4 lists the skills and knowledges that require plant-specific simu-

lators for complete training. These skills and knowledges were also found to require

periodic retraining. The alternative instructional settings identified in this table also
apply to utility requalification programs. As indicated in this analysis discussed in

i Section 2.4, the use of plant walk-through drills would be necessary in some cases to
1 augment the training provided by a generic simulator if a plant-specific simulator is not

f available. In these cases where in-plant drills would be necessary, there is no apparent

benefit in conducting them on an unannounced basis if simulator training is conducted |

| frequently enough to permit rapid operator response to immediate actions of emergency

; procedures. On the basis of the analysis conducted in Section 2.4, it was concluded that
,

' a plant-specific si nulator is necessary to provide complete training in some of the
required RO and SRO skills and knowledges. This conclusion is also true in the case of

re. training. However, an even greater argument can be made for the need for plant-
specific simulators considering the negative effects on operator attitude when retraining

,

* is attempted with experienced operators on a simulator different from that of their
actual plant. Many operators interviewed during site visits identified this problem as a
deterrent to effective training. The following conclusion supporting this argument was
also reached in an independent study of nuclear power plant simulators (39):

i

1 "It should be noted that personnel engaged in requalification training are
i already licensed and have actual plant operating experience. Thus, even

minor differences between simulator and plant can have a significant impact
on the effectiveness of simulator training in such programs. In some cases,
depending upon the attitudes of licensees toward accepting training on a
simulator that does not correctly reproduce responses they have observed in
their actual plant, the value of the simulator could be rendered totally

3

i ineffective. Requirements for plant-specific simulation, therefore, appear to
be more important for effective requalification programs than for initial

; training."
i

Although performance as a control room team of operators is characteristic of the
,

"real-life" situation, simulator requalification is gene::.lly focused on the individual
operator. Some training centers are beginning to emphasize the team aspects of control

j room operations, such as division of responsibilities during emergencies. Some utilities

have demonstrated an interest in strengthening the execution of team skills and make'

efforts to send representative shift complements to simulator training. Other facilities
are principally interested in satisfying minimum requirements for reactivity control
manipulations for individuals and hence make no such efforts.
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In addition to any in-plant drills that might be necessary if a facility does not use a
plant-specific simulator, four skills and knowledges requiring in-plant training were
identified. These skills and knowledges involved two functional areas for ROs and SROs:

performing manual and manipulative operations outside the control room and carrying
out procedures of the Emergency Plan. Current programs do not provide adequate train-

ing in these areas, although drills involving the Emergency Plan are periodically (for
example, annual!y) performed at all reactor sites. No procedures are implemented to *

ensure that a_Il operators have an opportunity at some periodic interval to participate in

a drill involving implementation of the Emergency Plan to maintain proficiency in the
practical application of these procedures. In fact, due to the relatively infrequent per-
formance of these drills, operators might never have an occasion to participate in such a

drill. Walk-through or other practical training in other operations that ROs and SROs

are required to be able to perform outside the control room (except refueling) are not
usually included in requalification programs.

A review of the skills and knowledges that require retraining and that are suitable for
classroom instruction (including self-study) indicated that the following general subject
areas should be included in this type of periodic retraining:

o Technical specifications,
o Plant design bases,

o Emergency, abnormal and general plant operating procedures,

o Facility design changes and procedures changes,

o Operating experience evaluations (for example, LERs, plant incident reports,,

abnormal occurrence reports),

o Advanced integrated plant topics,
|
'

o Primary, secondary, instrumentation and electrical systems and

o Reactor plant principles and theories.
I

Self-study is considered a suitable method for review of technical specifications, plant

design bases and operating procedures. Classroom lecture or seminar methods would be

more suitable for the remaining subject areas because they typically lend themselves to

more open ' discussion or require more in-depth understanding of fundamentals.
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Classroom training conducted as a part of the requalification program is generally
designed around two objectives: satisfying requirements for improving knowledge defi-

ciencies indicated by grading of annual written examinations and preparing licensed
operators for forthcoming annual written examinations. The need to address the many
areas covered by an annual examination, which is very similar to the NRC written licens-

ing examination, and the limited amount of time available for requalification training
result in the fact that none of the subject areas listed above are reviewed in any depth.
Considering this fact, it is not surprising that many of the licensed operators interviewed

during reactor site visits considered requalification lecures to be nothing more than a
" rehash" of old material that is very boring and has little training value. Several of these

operators also felt that, with this type of requalification program, their knowledge level in

most of the areas covered during initial license training decreased over a period of years

to an unsatisfactory level. They expressed the opinion that a need exists to conduct a

comprehensive review of license training subjects at some periodic interval (for example,
every 5 years).

An important subject area applicable to this portion of requalification training is review

of operating experiences (LERs, plant incident reports and abnormal occurrence reports).

All utilities had an administrative system for routing these reports to licensed operators
for reading. Some facilities also incorporated this information into their lecture or
seminar series to permit further discussion. The one facility that annually conducted
walk-through drills in plant indicated that recent events at their facility and similar
plants were considered when selecting drills to be conducted. No facilities ind:cated

that these events were factored into their simulator training programs on a routine basis.

All of these methods - self-study, lecture, in-plant drills and simulator training are
appropriate techniques for conveying this information and reinforcing this knowledge
with practical training. A thorough requalification program should include both ccm-
munication and reinforcement of this information.

Although all Training Supervisors interviewed realized a need to keep ooerators informed

on these operating occurrences, some of the current methods used to communicate this

information to reactor facilities do not provide sufficient information to adequately
accomplish this goal. The LER system was a principal offender in that LER information

content is generally not sufficient to permit effective training. In their final report, the

TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force (40) addressed the problem of keeping operators
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informed of lessons learned from operating experience and recommended that each facil-

ity use standard distribution lists or lectures or both to accomplish this goal. Although it

is agreed that utilities should use these methods, they should also factor this information

into their practical retraining; however, the end product of this training can only be as

good as the quality of information provided to utilities.

:

Another problem identified through several interviews lies in the quality of instruction
provided during this portion of rer,ualification training. Many shif t operators felt that
requalification instructors have a credibility problem due to spending long periods of
time away from duties involving the actual operation of the plant. This problem is
discussed in more detail in Section 2.10," License Training Instructors."

i

Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 55 states that the purpose of the annual written examination
is "to determine areas in which retraining is needed to upgrade licensed operator and

senior operator knowledge." However, utilities gerierally tend to rely upon the results of
this examination as the key indicator of an operator's competence. Only a few of the

utilities visited conducted a comprehensive, periodic evaluation of all aspects of opera-

tor performance and used that evaluation as a basis for judging continued competency.

Most facilities visited used only a " satisfactory" or " unsatisfactory" judgment of per-
formance when accomplishing required reactivity control manipulations on a simulator or

i

in plant as the only evaluative toolin addition to the written examination.

The annual written examinations used at facilities quite adequately accomplish the goal
'

of being similar in scope and depth as the NRC written examination. In fact, some
facilities even use a bank of " typical NRC questions" to construct this test. As a result,

( these examinations suffer from the same limitations as the NRC written licensing exam-
| Ination discussed in Section 2.6, " Licensing of Reactor Operators and Senior Reactor

Operators." These limitations include the following:

|

Examination questions do not probe the operator's knowledge to a sufficient| o

depth,

All skills and knowledges suitable for written examination are not included ando

o Examinations lack content validity.
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Considering these limitations and the fact that a written examination is not an adequate
tool for measuring all performance-related skills and knowledges (see Section 2.6), a
problem exists with the current utility dependence upon these examination results.

2.7.1.8 Evaluation of NRC Licensed Operator Requalification Practices

The NRC generally takes a stronger management approach when regulating requalifica-

tion practices than it does for initial license training. This appears to be due, at least in

part, to the greater detail of requirements provided for requalification programs
(Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 55 and the March 1980 NRR letter) than currently exist for
initial license training programs.

Although IE regional inspectors conduct very thorough and detailed reviews of training
documentation, the quality and depth of the training provided by these programs is not

assessed. Since these audits are requirements-oriented and not quality-oriented, utili-

ties tend to conduct the same type of review. Since the organization conducting these
audits (IE) is different from the one that approves these req' 'lification programs (OLB),
no effective check is made to verify that actual implementation is the same as was
anticipated when the program was approved.

The OLB has an effective method for ensuring that annual written examinations con-

ducted by utilities are consistent in content and grading as the licensing examinations.

Procedures for conducting these reviews, however, do not address the necessity for vari-

ability in questions asked on a year-to-year basis. The practice that was followed at one

facility of changing only 30 percent of the examination questions each year casts doubt

on the effectiveness of this tool for sampling operator knowledge in that situation.

10 CFR Part 55 requires that, if a licensee has not been " actively involved" in perform-

ing licensed duties for a period of 4 months or longer, the individual is not qualified to

operate the facility until approved by OLB. In IE procedures, " actively involved" is
defined for on-site personnel as actively functioning in their normal position in addition

to participating in the requalification program. Under these guidelines, individuals who
j are licensed to provide Sackup operator capability and do not normally operate the facil-

ity can assume RO or SRO responsibilities with no additional requirements other than
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having participated in the requalification program. The analysis of RO and SRO skills
and knowledges described in Section 2.7.1.7, however, indicated that at least 33 of these

skills and knowledges are adequately reinforced during normal plant operations and do

not need retraining for operating personnel. Because requalification programs are appro-

priately designed for shif t operating personnel requirements, the assumption that a
" backup operator" who participates in the requalification program is adequately prepared

to immediately assume operating duties is not necessarily valid. Although this problem

is commonly discussed throughout the industry and most Training Supervisors felt that

identical requalification requirements for on-shif t operators and backup operators could

not be justified, only a few of the utilities visited imposed additional requirements on
backup operators to maintain a continuing familiarity with normal plant operations.
These requirements typically included a required amount of plant observation or on-shif t

operating time as RO or SRO on a periodic basis (for example, 8 hours of RO or SRO
watch every 4 months).

Current NRC requirements and practices do not provide a comprehensive basis for eval-

uating licensed operator competency. There is an over-reliance on the annual written
examination for providing assurance of this competency. As discussed in Section 2.6, a

comprehensive written examination alone is not adequate for conducting a comprehen-
sive evaluation of whether ROs and SROs are safe and competent operators. Methods

used to evaluate operator competency must permit a performance-related assessment.

As discussed in Section 2.6, operating examinations and oral examinations are the
methods available to evaluate performance-related skills. Written examinations are also

needed, because they provide the most efficient means for evaluating the knowledge of

multiple candidates. Use of all these methods in a manner appropriate for assuring
continued operator competency, would provide significant improvement in this area.

These types of examinations would obviously require examiners with detailed knowledge

and und:rstanding of plant operations and a level of plant technical knowledge consistent

with that necessary to examine operating personnel in those technical areas. Consider-

ing this fact, it is doubtful that the use of technically expert NRC personnel with limited

operating knowledge (for example, some Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Nuclear Regu-

latory Research individuals) would provide any improvement in the examination process.
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An additional problem related to the requirement for an annual written examination
similar in scope and depth to the NRC licensing examination, is the negative impact it

has on requalification training program content and licensed operator motivation. This

requirement results in a major emphasis in requalification training being applied to pre-

paring operators to take, in effect, the NRC written licensing examination every year.
Operators generally consider the resulting repetitious nature of requalification training
and the necessity for taking this examination as key demotivators. Substitution of this

requirement with a program which uses more performance-related techniques for evalu-

ating competency would be welcomed by operators as a more appropriate means for

evaluating their competency. In addition, the time available for requalification training

might be used more effectively.

An alternative approach to current operator requalification programs that has potential

for correcting these deficiencies is presented in Recommendation 7 of Section 2.7.1.9.

2.7.1.9 Conclusions and Recommendations for Licensed Operator Requalification Pro-

grams

Conclusions

1. Requalification programs are used by utilities as a means for assuring continued
licensed operator competence through a system of retraining and evaluation. These

programs are generally consistent in content among utilities but vary to some
degree in implementation practices. The greater consistency of these programs
when compared to license training programs can be attributed to the greater detail

of requirements in fede al regulations for requalification programs. Although the
components of the programs (for example, preplanned lectures, on-the-job training

and evaluations) are collectively suitable for accomplishing requalification goals,

deficiences in the employment of these techniques reduce the effectiveness of these

programs.

2. A control room simulator is needed to provide complete retraining in a number of

RO and SRO skills and knowledges that are not reinforced during normal plant

operations. RO and SRO- job task areas related to these skills and knowledges

include the following:
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o Carrying out emergency actions not completely addressed by procedures,

o Carrying out emergency operating procedures,

o Carrying out procedures for abnormal, of fnormal or alarm conditions and

o Carrying out general plant operating procedures not normally performed
during routine plant operations.

Most control room simulator retrair'ing programs used by utilities are too short and

are not provided of ten enough to ensure adequate retraining of the skills and knowl-

edges required in these task areas. In many cases, this training is centered around

accomplishing reactivity control manipulations for individual operators with little
emphasis on team training concepts.

3. A plant-specific simulator is needed to ensure complete retraining on some skills

; and knowledges. For other skills and knowledges, which could be completely taught

on plant-specific simulators, alternative instructional settings which include generic

simulators (with certain requirements for similarity to the actual plant) and plant

walk-through drills are suitable. The use of a generic simulator which does not
correctly reproduce responses that are observed in their actual plant.can have a

negative effect on experienced operator attitude and significantly reduce the
effectiveness of training received.

4. Some in-plant training is necessary to ensure adequate retraining of all RO and SRO

skills and knowledges. in particular, this training is needed to ensure competency in

carrying out the Emergency Plan and: performing operations outside the control
room. The specific skills and knowledges requiring in-plant training for reinforce-

ment can be determined from a plant-specific job task analysis.

5. Classroom training conducted as a part of the requalification program is generally

designed around two objectives: satisfying requirements for improving knowledge .

deficiencies indicated from the last annual written examination and preparing
licensed operators to take upcoming annual examinations. As an attempt to accom-

plish the second objective, many preplanned lectures tend to be repetitive from year

to year and have marginal use in maintaining a satisfactory level of knowledge over

a period of years. More productive use of the limited time available for this portion

of requalification training would significantly improve requalification training and

be more challenging to operators.
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6. Utilities use appropriate techniques (required reading and lectures) to factor avail-

able information on lessons learned from operating experiences into the requalifi-
cation programs. They do not, however, routinely reinforce this instruction with
practical training (simulator and in plant). Some of the current methods used to

provide this information to facilities (for example, LERs) lack sufficient detail to
permit effective training on these problems.

7. Audit practices employed by IE and OLB effectively evaluate utility requalification
programs for satisfying federal requirements. These audits, however, do not assess

to any significant degree the adequacy of training provided by these programs or
the competence of individuals who conduct this training.

8. Requalification requirements for utility staff personnel who are licensed to provide

backup operator capability are not adequate to ensure periodic retraining of all
required RO and SRO skills and knowledges. These individuals receive similar
requalification training as shift operators but fail to receive routine operational
experience. Such experience is needed to reinforce some required RO and SRO

skills and knowledges not normally covered in retraining programs.

9. Utilities and the NRC inappropriately rely on the results of the annual written
examination as the basis for judging operator competency. Most of the utilities
visited do not have an effective system for periodic comprehensive evaluation of
operator competency and neither does the NRC. Use of an annual written exami-

nation of comparable scope and depth as the NRC licensing examination fosters

development of requalification programs designed around passing these exami-
nations, has a negative effect on operator motivation and is, by itself, an
ineffective tool for evaluating many aspects of operator competency.

Recommendations

1. Utilities should be required to conduct a formal assessment of their requalification

training programs to ensure that adequate retraining is provided for all RO and

SRO required skills and knowledges not reinforced during normal plant operations.

A plant-specific job task analysis would be the basis for identifying these skills and

knowledges. As part of the requalification program approval process, the facility
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should be required to identify the methods that will be used to provide the required

retraining for each skill and knowledge. It is anticipated that this analysis wculd
identify specific needs for in-plant training (possibly including drills), simulator
training, lectures and self-study.

2. The NRC should require control room simulator training as part of each facility's
requalification program. As discussed in the recommendations for initial license

training, emphasis should be placed in training to a predetermined level of pro-
ficiency in the simulator. The NRC should establish minimum time requirements for

these simulator programs and maximum allowable intervals between this training.

The approach used by the FAA is considered suitable for adaptation by the NRC.

Training objectives for simulator requalification programs would be deduced from a

generic job task analysis. Based on these objectives and consideration of experi-
ence levels of these operators, estimated minimum lengths of simulator sessions
would be determined. Considerations for the relative importance of the skills and

knowledges identified by this approach-in assuring the safe and competent opera-

tion of the plant would lead to determination of maximum allowable intervals
between training. Based on the results of the generic job task analysis conducted

in this study and interviews with operations and training personnel at reactor sites,

I week of simulator training conducted at 6-month intervals is an appropriate
requirement at least on an interim basis.

3. Recommendation 6 in Section 2.4.5.2, specifies that a long-range goal should be

adopted to require that all plants conduct training on a simulator specific to the
plant. Adeption of such a goal is equally applicable to requalification training. In
the interim, facilities with no plant-specific simulator currently available should
submit to the NRC for approval a plan for providing retraining in the RO and SRO

skills and knowledges that require requalification training, but cannot be acquired

by the use of a generic simulator. It is expected that this plan would require more

in-plant training, including drills.
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4. The NRC should require that, as a part of their requalification program, utilities
commit to conducting training on lessons learned from operating experience. This

training should include practical training, where appropriate, conducted on a simu-

lator or in plant.

The NRC should improve its present systems for providing this information with the

objective of ensuring that sufficient detailis provided for effective training use.

5. Recommendation 9 for initial license training (Section 2.4.5.2) which addresses the

need to expand the current emphasis of NRC audits to include adequacy of facility

internal requirements and actual conduct of training applies to requalificction pro-
grams. To provide greater consistency, all requalification audit responsibilities
should be assigned to the organization within the NRC that has program approval -

responsibility, the OLB.

6. Requalification program requirements for individuals who are licensed to provide
backup operator capability should be increased to account for the fact that these

individuals do not routinely perform operating functions. As a minimum, the NRC
should establish requirements that these individuals obtain in-plant operating expe-

rience at intervals sufficiently frequent to ensure that skills and knowledges neces-

sary for routine plant operations are reinforced. For example, a requirement such

as 8 hours of shif t operations as an RO or SRO every 3 months should be considered

for these individuals.

An alternative to this approach might require that utilities identify personnelin this

category and commit to an approved program of upgrade training prior to permitting

these individuals to operate the facility. A key part of this upgrade training would
include measures to ensure proficiency in RO and SRO skills and knowledges not

reinforced by participation in the requalification program.

7. Evaluation of licensed operator competence should consist of a comprehensive pro-

gram that uses the most effective combination of evaluative tools integrated into a

requalification program that is rnore performance-related, less repetitious and more

challenging to operators than current programs. Table 2.25 presents a recommended
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TABLE 2.25
PROPOSED REQUALIFICATION PROGRAM

REQUALIFICATION PROGR AM COMPONENT 5

UTILITY FUNCTIONS
NRC FUNCTION 5TR AINING EVALUATION

1. Self-Study Written quizres Annual audit of quizzes

o Technical specifications
o Design bases
o Operating procedures
o Emergency Plan

2. Required lectures and seminars Written quizzes Annual audit of quiz.tes

Facility design and procedureo
changes

o Operating experience evalua-
tions

o Advanced integrated plant
topics

3. Systems and principles ref resher Diagnostic test Annual audit of most
training recent test

Gen on 25 mcentAs cate to k necnsary oANNUAL by diagnostic test of systems and
R ETR AINING fundamentaisPOR TION taught during

initial training
o Used to identify

necessary ref resher
training

4. Simulator retraining As deemed appropriate Annual operating test

by utility / training center using a simulator

o Individual evaluation
and team evaluation

o Supplemented by oral
examination if weak-
nesses noted

5. In-plant retraining Appropriate for training
received

6. - Comprehensive annual
performance assessment

tJPGRADE 1. Review of furufamentals and As deemed appropri. Comprehensive written and
TR AINING systems (3 to 6 months) ate by facility, oral examination similar to
(every 5 years) that f or initial licensing
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program for adoption by the NRC which would provide these improvements. The

key components of this program are described below.

Proposed Requalification Program: This program would group retraining require-

ments mto two groups -- Annual Retraining and Upgrade Training. Annual Retrain-

ing would include the following components:

o Self-study,
o Required lectures and seminars,

o Systems and principles diagnostic test,

o Simulator retraining and

o In-plant retraining.

Self-Study: This portion of the program is designed to refresh operators in areas in

which the amount of retraining needed varies among operators, but the subject areas

are suitable for individual study, it is recommended that the following areas be
reviewed on an annual basis:

o Technical specifications and design bases,

o Emergency operating procedures and

o Emergency Plan.

The following additional areas should be reviewed at least biennially:

o Procedures for abnormal, offnormal or alarm conditions and

o General plant operating procedures.

.

Review of these subjects and procedures would be reinforced by participation in the

control room simulator and in-plant retraining portions of the programs. Satis-

factory completion of the self-study portion of requalification would require passing

quizzes administered to all licensed personnel in these areas.

Required Lectures and Seminars: All licensed personnel would be required to attend

lectures or seminars on the following subjects:
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o Facility design and procedure changes,

Operating experience evaluations (LERs, plant incident reports, abnormalo

occurrences) and
,_
'

o Advanced integrated plant topics.

These subjects require explanation not available in self-study, lend themselves to
;

more open discussion and require more in-depth understanding of fundamentals. The

changing nature of these topics should preclude these lectures and seminars from

i being repetitious and permit training of a more challenging nature in areas requiring

a broad understanding of plant operations. Satisfactory completion of this portion -

of requalification would require passing quizzes administered to all licensed per-
sonnel in the subjects covered.

t

Systems and Principles Refresher Training: This portion of the requalification pro-

1 .

gram would work in conjunction with Upgrade Training to ensure that operators are:

: maintaining a required familiarity with plant systems and fundamental principles
and theories. The f acility requalification program, approved by the NRC, would

define the primary, secondary, instrumentation and electrical systems and the reac-

tor plant principles and theories taught during initial license training that require
retraining. Each year, operator knowledge in 25 percent of these subjects (one

;

i segment) would be sampled through a diagnu Jic test administered by the facility.

Necessary refresher training would be provided as indicated from the results of this;

test. It should be emphasized that this test is .not intended to be' of .a punitive -i
-

nature. Reducing the subject areas covered by this test from the broad spectrum of

topics covered in the present annual written examination would permit a more ade--

quate sampling of knowledge level in these areas. Over 'a period of 4 years,:allL

i segments would be checked by this method. During the fif th -year,: the operator-
would be due for Upgrade Training. During the year following Upgrade Training, the

! operator woul' re-enter the cycle previously described. Figure 2.12 shows howd

;these diagnostic tests would be scheduled for several operators so that a facility
,

would need to administer only one diagnostic test each year.
,

I

L
|

Simulator Retraining: - A control room simulator retraining program implemen'ted in
- a manner addressed in Recommendations 2 and 3 would provide necessary practical

f
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training in areas not suitable for in-plant training. In addition to accomplishing
required retraining for individuals, team training concepts should b- emphasized.

In-Plant Retraining: This training would include drills and other exercises necessary

to complete practical retraining on required skills and knowledges.

Upgrade Training would be conducted for each licensed operator every 5 years. This

training would include a detailed review of subjects covered in the nuclear power

plant fundamentals and plant systems phases of initial training. It is anticipated
that this training would require 3 to 6 months of classroom instruction. Applicable

portions of this training could be provided at the college level to help satisfy SRO

qualification requirements. At the conclusion of Upgrade Training, the NRC would

administer a written and oral examination comparable to that used during the initial-

licensing process.

Evaluation of operator competence conducted as a part of the requalification pro-

. gram would include the following components:

o On-shif t supervisor evaluation. These evaluations would be conducted at

periodic intervals and should be formally documented. Their purpose is to

evaluate operator performance in using the skills and knowledges that are

reinforced during normal plant operation. .

o - Written quizzes conducted as part of the self-study and required lectures

and seminars portion of requalification training. The NRC would ~ audit

i these quizzes as part of their annual audit of the requalification program.

o Operating examination ' on a control room simulator. This examination

would be conducted by the -NRC on an annual. basis 'and include normal,

abnormal and emergency conditions. Criteria would be developed by the

NRC to permit evaluation of individual operator, performance and perform-

ance of a team of operators.. Oral examinations would be used to probe

knowledge deficiencies noted during .the operating test. Individual opera-
tors and teams of operators would be required to pass this examination in

order to continue operating the facility.
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o Comprehensive facility performance assessment. Each facility would be
required to conduct an annual comprehensive assessment in all areas of

operator performance, including technical knowledge, operating experience

and personal attributes,

o NRC written and oral examination conducted in conjunction with Upgrade
Training. This examination would be similar to that conducted for initial
licensing.

Implementation of a requalification program such as this has the following advanta-

ges over current programs:

o Evaluative criteria are more performance-related and more suitable for
identifying unsatisfactory operators.

o Familiarity in procedural areas is maintained and reinforced with practical
training in a simulator and in-plant.

o Lecture programs are not repetitious but, instead, address areas of con-

; tinuing change.

o Knowledge areas, which may not receive significant reinforcement on the

job and are prone to degrading over a period of years, are upgraded in a

comprehensive program designed for that purpose.i

,

o Skills and knowledges reinforced - during normal plant operations are

; evaluated in that environment. ,

o Skills and knowledges requiring retraining are evaluated by the most appro-

priate and efficient methods,
i

{

| For most of the facilities' visited, this program should not increase time currently

used for requalification training. Instead, it would result in more appropriate use of
this time for effective retraining. Under this proposed program, some of the time
currently used in self-study and lecture training to prepare individuals to take
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annual written examinations would be applied to more performance-related training

such as increased simulator training and in-plant training. It is expected that

Upgrade Training would present the biggest problem for some facilities. Although a

requirement for 3 months of Upgrade Training over a 5-year period represents a
relatively small percentage (5 percent) of an operator's time, some scheduling dif-
ficulties are inevitable if all of this training is conducted during a single calendar

quarter. Conducting this training at intervals during the fifth year (for example,
several 2- to 3-week training periods) should be an option available to f acilities.

2.7.2 Operator Error Reporting

2.7.2.1 Present Requirements and Practices

The NRC guidance that applies to the reporting of operator errors as well as other
" reportable occurrences" is contained in Regulatory Guide 1.16, " Reporting of Operating

Information - Appendix A Technical Specification" (41). These guidelines provide

general requirements for communications, notification, maintenance of records and
information to be reported. Specific reporting requirements are defined in the technical

: specifications of each facility licensee.

A computer-based system has been established to collect, collate, store, retrieve and
evaluate information concerning licensee events. . The data forms used to report this
information are called Licensee Event Reports (LERs). Dissemination of LERs is made

by the NRC to the nuclear industry. A standard data entry sheet (LER form) is used to

report operator errors as well as all other reportable occurrences. NUREG-0161,

" Instructions for Preparation of Data Entry Sheets for Licensee Event Reports (LER)

File" (42), provides detailed instructions for completing LER forms. - In addition to the
LER forms, written reports must be prepared within. time frames specified _ in the
licensees' technical specifications.

The distribution of - LERs and confirmatory reports are delineated in Regulatory
Guide 1.16 (41). As indicated in a July 1979 report to the NRC Commissioners from the

Officer of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (SECY-79-330E) (38), LERs are reviewed at IE
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regional offices for completeness, safety significance, appropriateness of licensee
actions and adequacy of the report. The IE inspector reviewing the LER has responsi-

bility for informing OLB of an event that indicates poor performance by a licensed
operator. As guidance to the IE inspector, OLB has made available at all IE Regional
Offices, OLB procedure, " Consideration of Performance of Licensed Operators and

Senior Operators." NRC's Office of Management Information and Program Analysis
(MIPA)is on distribution for all licensee LERs and has responsibility for maintaining and

providing to utilities and other interested parties computerized printouts and searches of

LERs.

All utilities surveyed had a method for reviewing LERs. Most utilities had an individual

in the training or operations department responsible for identifying LERs that were
related to operator errors. If an LER was determined to be applicable to the facility,
the information was made available to affected personnel through a routing system or by

incorporation of the information into training sessions. The following complaints and
opinions concerning the LER sy tem were commonly expressed in interviews:

o LERs do not provide enough information to describe the event to be useful for

training. Several individuals interviewed indicated that they were accustomed

to telephoning the applicable facility for the necessary information.

o Some organizations are reluctant to classify events as " personnel errors."

| Therefore, events classified as " defective procedures" or " design or installation
'

causes" are sometimes, in reality, due to personnel error.
|

The present LER system does not identify the individuals responsible for personnel
! errors, although the NRC can obtain this information if desired. Disc'plinary action

against individuals by the NRC has been infrequent. One licensed operator's license has

been suspended and six other operators re-examined as a result of their actions (38). The
I more common NRC enforcement actions in the event of reportable occurrences (includ-

ing personnel errors) that are determined to have potential significant safety conse-
| quences are fines of the facility licensees (utilities).
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The Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) is a voluntary reporting system

involving participation by industry, the government and the public. The NPRDS is

described in ANSI standard N524-1967 (N18-20) " Nuclear Plant Reliability Data Collec-

tion and Reporting System" (43). A proposed rulemaking action in the Federal Register

of January 30,1980, would make the NPRDS a mandatory requirement for all fscility

licensees. Consideration is also being given under this rulemaking action to include
man-machine interface data and to perform reliability analysis which consider human

factors.

Some utilities have internal systems for collecting data on individual personnel errors

and for using the data for decisions on advancement and disciplinary action. One utility

surveyed has an internal committee that reviews all personnel-related events in the
plant. For exemplary actions, individuals receive company-wide recognition and mone-

tary rewards. For negative events, the committee draws conclusions and provides
recommendations including changes to procedures and design. The results of these inves-

tigations (without names of personnel involved), including the consequences in terms of

cost and lost power generation, are widely distributed.

At one facility visited, the Operations Supervisor maintains confidential operator error

information for all operators including AOs. All errors are considered; not just those
resulting in safety questions. Errors are considered for advancement and disciplinary
decisions. While no licensed operators have been relieved of their responsibilities due to

personnel errors, at least one AO was so disciplined. Operator errors are grouped into

three categories, with minor errors resulting in verbal discussions or reprimands; the
more serious errors resulted in relief from duties for a varying number of days without

pay. This organization has also tasked operators who were responsible for personnel
errors to prepare operator training sessions that emphasize ways for others to avoid

i

making similar errors.
!

|

The NRC is establishing an Office of Operational Data Analysis and Evaluation to pro-
vide NRC-wide coordination of all operational analysis activities (including personnel

errors) performed within NRC.

|
The nuclear industry has established two organizations with responsibilities related to

I analysis and dissemination of operating information. Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
|
|
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j (NSAC) has established a program to systematically review event reports and operating

data. Emphasis is on identifying possible precursor events, trends, and problem-areas.
|- INPO will review and analyze operating experience and provide feedback to licensees,

incorporate lessons learned into training programs, and coordinate reporting and analysis!

with other organizations.
.

In addition to these programs, principal architect-engineer firms and nuclear steam sup-
ply systems (NSSS) vendors have established or are establishing programs for review of

operating experience and are providing this information to applicable plants to improve
operational safety and plant availability.

.

,

2.7.2.2 Evaluation of Operator Error Reporting Practicesj

,

Before the accident at TMI-2, another Babcox & Wilcox reactor (Davis Besse) had expe-

rienced the same stuck-open power.-operated relief valve (PORV) and misleading indica--

tions similar to those which contributed to the TMI-2 accident; however, the operators
, at TMI-2 were not provided this information. Had they been aware of the Davis Besse.
) incident, they might have correctly diagnosed the problem and taken_ appropriate correc-

tive action before core damage had occurred. This situatior. and others convinced both

| tb 3 NRC and the industry that significant improvements in' operating experience evalua-
I tions (including operator error reporting) were required. It is premature to judge the

revised programs being implemented by the NRC, NSAC, INPO or individual utilities;
,

'-
therefore this evaluation applies primarily to operator error reporting as it has been in

' the past.
I

!

| A computer printout of LERs identified as personnel errors from January 1,1978, to
: June 26,1980, was provided by the NRC's Office of Management and Program Analysis.

This listing included about 900 reportable occurrences. . A review of these data yistd-d
the following observations:

1. The root causes of personnel errors were infrequently identified. The_ follow'-

ing are representative examples of LERs s bu mitted and questions left unan-
-swered by each:
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An LER reported that temperature limits in the containment had beena.
exceeded. The cause indicated was an incorrect valve lineup of the con-

tainment cooling system. But what was the reason for the incorrect
lineup? Lack of appropriate procedures? Unqualified personnel perform-

ing evolutions? A training program that did not include this area? The
LER further indicated that this was a repetitive event, but no corrective

action was indicated.

b. An LER reported that the temperature rise across the main condensers

exceeded the maximum allowable. The cause identified was the
operator's failure to decrease power enough to compensate for the rapid
increase in main condenser delta-T caused by debris in the intake. Cor-

rective action was to decrease power until the delta-T decreased within

specifications and clean the condenser water boxes. Is this a routine

problem? What actions were taken to prevent a recurrence of this event?

An LER reported that a tag-out and isolation of a system had been con-c.

ducted incorrectly in that one valve that was normally locked open had
not been closed. 'the cause was identified as personnel failure to recog-

nize proper system configuration before mairitenance. The corrective

action was to discuss the occurrence directly with the personnelinvolved

and generally during a Shif t Supervisors' meeting. The root question here.

seems to be why the valve was overlooked. Were the procedures inade-

quate? Was the valve shown on the source material used to prepare the

tag-out? Was training in preparing tag-outs inadequate?

d. An.1.LR indicated that a combination of switch positions during mainte-

nance rendered the reactor core isolation cooling system inoperative, but

the condition was not recognized by the licensed operators. The cause of

the event was "personnei error." Corrective action was to complete

maintenance and return switch lineups to normal.

2. Corrective actions for reportable events sometimes were not indicated. Other

corrective actions indicated no apparent attempt to deal with root c,auses of

reportable events. The following are examples of corrective actions rsported:
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Personnel alerted to be more aware of work activities,o

o Operators cautioned to consider their actions,

A memo issued to control room personnel reminding them of theo

importance of performing surveillance tests within allowable time
frames and

o Occurrence discussed with personnel involved.

3. It is very time consuming to sort out truly significant events since they are
greatly outnumbered by minor events, such as failure to complete a routine
surveillance test _within a specified time period. No differentiation is made

between these minor events and other more "cious events.

4. Reporting information is not consistent among utilities. Some reports refer to
the numbers of technical specifications without describing them, so that this
information is of little value to other utilities.

Utilities have no obligation to provide architect-engineer firms or NSSS vendors with

operating experience concerning their systems or equipment. .Therefore, these vendors

cannot make the information avaliable to other utilities with similar plants. The rela-

| tionship between vendors and utilities is dependent upon the utility, with some utilities
| having only minimal relationships with the architect-engineer firms and NSSS vendors

once the plant is completed. Vendors have no formal responsibilities to monitor operat-
ing experience with the plants they design or construct.

Not all utilities have the personnel available on their staffs to evaluate operating experi-
ence (including operator errors) at other facilities. Therefore, the vendors, NSAC and

t
'

INPO should be actively involved in evaluating operating experience.
|

|
t

| Operator errors can be sorted into three general categories:
i

1. Errors due to deficiencies in operator skills or knowledges,

2. Errors due to equipment design or procedurallimitations or

3. Errors due to operator negligence or serious errors in judgment.
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Errors in category I can be attributed to either individual limitations or weaknesses in

the utility's training or qualification program. Based upon a review of the corrective
actions included in personnel error-related LERs, it appears that some utilities are

assuming that the errors are ng indicative of program weaknesses. It would seem more

appropriate to assume that personnel errors are indicative of program weaknesses until
there is clear evidence to the contrary. In order to determine whether an error is
indicative of an individual or a program weakness, the root cause of the error must be
determined. For either individual or program weaknesses, the identification of the root
cause of the error and the utility corrective action would determine if it is necessary for
the OLB to assess the effectiveness of that corrective action. Hence, appropriate action

for the OLB for operator errors due. to deficiencies in skills and knowledges would
include, as a maximum, an appropriate re-examination of the operator (s) or a special

audit of training programs or both.

Personnel errors due to equipment design or procedural deficiencies (categcry 2) are not

indicative of either individual or training and qualification program weaknesses. How-

ever, there may be a need to upgrade the training of personnel to compensate for man-
machine interface weaknesses of the plant design or operating procedures. NRC review

of facility corrective actions in this case would help provide assurance that these types

of errors will not be repeated.

Errors due to operator negligence or serious errors in judgment (category 3) are related
to the individual and are the only category where disciplinary action against the indivi-

dual should be considered (depending upon the degree of negligence). This disciplinary

action would include suspension or revocation of an individual's operator's license.

The frequency of significant errors committed by individual operators is also important
to the OLB. Two cases are worthy of consideration. The first case includes the single

occurrence of an operator error of sufficient importance and falling into category 1 or 3
to warrant OLB action. The second case involves the repeated occurrence of errors

which, over the long term, would give cause to doubt the competency of an individual

operator.

In considering the first case (a single occurrence of a significant operator error caused

by deficiencies in skills or knowledges or due to negligence), the initial problem faced by
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the OLB is identification of events of this nature to OLB examiners. If facilities are
required to conduct a formal analysis of all events involving operator errors to sufficient-

depth to determine the root causes of these errors, resident IE inspectors can screen
these evaluations for adequacy and applicability to the OLB. Location of OLB examiners

at regional offices (as recommended in Chapter 4) would ensure prompt communication
of applicable events to OLB examiners. A; fopriate OLB action (program audit,
re-examination or licens,e suspension or revocation) could then be determined.

^

The second case is a more difficult problem to some extent. The basic issue involved

.

concerns methods for assuring continued operator competency over time. One approach
'

would involve creation of an elaborate administrative system for documenting all report-
able errors of every licensed operator. Either the OLB could maintain these records or

the facilities could be required to document these errors in operator performance
records, which, in turn, would be periodically reviewed by the OLB. Such a system is

neither recommended nor needed. The negative impact of this type of system on opera-

tor motivation would be significant and would counteract any purpose it might try to
achieve. In addition, the increased emphasis in punitive aspects can result in less candor

in reporting these errors. This, in turn, will have a negative influence on the information

available to factor into training and requalification programs.

Section 2.7.1.9 recommended a requalification program which would be much more

effective in assuring continued operator competency than any system of accountability

for operator errors. As indicated in Recommendation 7 of Section 2.7.1.9, this program
| provides a combination of methods for conducting performance-related evaluations of

operator competency. Considering the limitations and negative impact on operator
motivation of an administrative system for accounting operator errors, the OLB can

much more effectively apply its resources to implementation of an appropriate requalifi-
i cation program such as that recommended.
| ' .;
I

|

2.7.2.3 Conclusions and Recommendations Concerning Operator Error Reporting

i

| Conclusions

1. The NRC has not taken a strong leadership position with respect to operator error

reporting. As a result, the personnel error information provided through LERs has
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i

:
-

1

j been of limited value. Utilities have not been required to identify the root causes of

personnel errors and therefore corrective actions taken have not necessarily been

adequate.
,

'

2. The large volume of LERs received by the NRC, many of which are relatively q

j- insignificant violations of technical specifications, have contributed to the NRC's

f and industry s ineffective use of this information. No effective mechanism hasi

f existed for separating the important from the insignificant.
,

1

3. No mechanism has existed within the NRC or industry to conduct comprehensive

investigations of individual or aggregate operator errors, and no effective means has ;*

iexisted to disseminate the lessons learned to plant operators.
:

i

: - 4. Routing of personnel error-related LERs to plant. operators as the-sole means of

making these personnel familiar with lessons learned at other plants is unsatis-
E

factory (see Conclusion 6 and Recommendation 4, Section 2.7.1.9). - ,

i

I
i Recommendations
'

: 1. The NRC should revise: operator error reporting criteria and procedures to place

! more emphasis on serious errors. The direction outlined in NUREG-0660, "NRC

| Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 ' Accident',"(16) seems appropriate: ,

!

q
Upgrade reporting to include all events having public health significance, '| o
Eliminate reporting of insignificant events and failures,-

'

! o-
Achieve consistency in reporting among licensees ando
Include reporting on systems and components that may have safety impli-

| o
^

/- cations and not just be " safety related."
.

| .

'

In addition, the NRC should establish more in-depth review of licensee LERs and
~

L
other information submittals.related to operator errors to ensure that the root
causes of errors are determined and appropriate corrective actions are' identified -

| and completed. To achieve these objectives, more detail concerning.causes and .

f
corrective action will be required than is currently provided by licensees. .

.

:

i
.
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2. The NRC should work with the industry (including INPO, NSAC, vendors and
licensees) to ensure that a comprehensive system is implemented for analysis of
operating experience (including serious personnel errors) and that the results of this

analysis are provided to appropriate facility licensees in sufficient detail to permit
effective training. Each facility licensee should have an effective means for fac-

toring lessons learned through operator errors into both license and requalification
training programs. As indicated in Section 2.7.1.9, this program should include
required reading, lectures and practical training conducted in plant or on a control
room simulator.

3. For each reportable occurrence that is the result of personnel error, the facility
licensee should be required to conduct an evaluation to determine whether the

error is indicative of a deficiency in the facility's training and qualification pro-
grams. If such a program deficiency is identified, the facility should commit to
modifying or supplementing existing training programs to correct the deficiency.

The resident IE inspector should review this evaluation for adequacy and applica-
bility to the OLB. Utility evaluations of operator errors screened by resident
inspectors as needing OLB review should be forwarded to designated OLB represen-
tatives.

4. Operator errors that could result in disciplinary action by the NRC (suspension or

revocation of license) are those related to operator negligence or serious errors in

judgment. For operator errors due to deficiencies in skills or knowledges or due to

equipment design or procedural limitations, it should be considered the primary
responsbility of the facility to provide effective permanent corrective action. As
an evaluation of the effectiveness of facility corrective actions, the OLB should

consider training program audits or operator re-examinations in these cases.

5. Rather than initiate any system for continuous accounting of specific errors to
individual operators, the OLB should adopt a requalification program such as that

described in Recominendation 7 of Section 2.7.1.9. Such a program will provide a,

combination of methods for conducting performance-related evaluations of operator
competence.

!
i
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2.8 UPGRADING OF LICENSED OPERATORS

2.8.1 Evaluation of Upgrading Requirements

Previous sections in this chapter have presented a number of proposed improvements for

operator selection, training, licensing and requalification programs. It is expected that
any effective upgrading plan for these programs will require a certain degree of requali-

fication of presently licensed operators. Figure 2.13 presents the approach that was used

to ideatify proposed requirements that should be backfitted to include current operators.

Initially, the aggregate list of recommendations presented in Sections 2.4 through 2.7
were reviewed for applicability to upgrading of presen* operators. Ear.a of these recom-
mendations was evaluated for its necessity for backfit based on increasing operator

competency and reactor safety. From this list, recommendations of the following types

were eliminated:

Those recommendations not applicable to upgrading of present operators (foro

example, screening and certification of candidates during license training) and

o Those recommendations that do not warrant any special effort to backfit
earlier than would occur by normal scheduling (for example, annual require-

ments of the requalification program proposed in Section 2.7.1.9).

From the resultant list of recommendations requiring special upgrading considerations,

priorities wei ' assigned on the basis of their relative prospect of assuring operator com-

petency and reactor safety. Recommendations for implementation of these upgrading

requirements were then developed.

Section 2.4, " Reactor Operator and Senior Operator License Training," provided several

recommendations to improve these programs for license candidates. Since the TMI-2

accident, all of the utilities visited had re-evaluated their programs and most had made

or are making significant improvements. Some facilities visited had recently lengthened

their programs for license training from approximately 18 weeks to over 42 weeks. In
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Figure 2.13 Methodology for Identification of Upgrading Requirements
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general, two portions of the license training programs were principally affected by these

changes: nuclear power plant fundamentals and on-the-job training.

Operators who are presently licensed and are on shif t have most probably overcome any,

deficiencies in the on-the-job training portion of the license training programs in which

they participated. This is not necessarily true, however, for the nuclear power plant
fundamentals portion of license training. In fact, some subject areas presently included

in license training programs were provided much less emphasis in programs prior to the

TMI-2 accident. Upgrading of operators licensed through the older, shorter programs is;

needed in the area of nuclear power plant fundamentals.

Section 2.4 provided recommendations for improving current license training programs

based on the application of a systematic approach to program development which
includes plant-specific job task analyses. Admittedly, these improvements require some

time to implement; however, current programs, which in several cases are more than
twice as long as previous (pre-TMI-2) programs, can reasonably be expected to be signi-

ficantly improved over the older versions. Through these current license training
programs, a mechanism is available to provide, as an interim measure, the upgrading
needed by previously licensed operators.

Section 2.7 recommended the use of a requalification program consisting of two
portions: Annual Retraining and Upgrade Training. The Upgrade Training portion of this

requalification program could be readily implemented as a mechanism to provide
increased knowledge to previously licensed operators in the area of nuclear power plant

fundamentals (operator knowledge would also be improved in other areas covered by

Upgrade Training). As an interim measure, Upgrade Training curricula could be designed
.

around current license training curricula. Long-term improvements to license training
programs, resulting from the application of a systematic approach to program develop-

ment (discussed in Section 2.4), could be easily backfitted into the Upgrade Training
program already implemented. Once Upgrade Training is made a part of tne requalifi-

cation program (see Recommendation 7, Section 2.7.1.9), priority for rotation through
Upgrade Training should be assigned to those operators who have been licensed longest.

Section 2.5, " Selection, Screening and Certification of Reactor Operator and Senior
Operator Candidates," recommended that, as an interim measure, the NRC adopt the

requirement in the May 1980 proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 for 30 semester-hours
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of college-level instruction (450 hours of instruction) in related technical subjects for
i SRO candidates. It was also recommended that, in the long term, the NRC use the

results of plant-specific job task analyses conducted at facilities to identify more speci-

fically the content areas needed to be covered in this instruction and the expected
number of hours of instruction needed (Recommendation 1, Section 2.5.4.5). Based on

the facility visits conducted, it can be expected that very few of the presently licensed

SROs on shif t have received the college-level instruction necessary to satisfy this
30 semester-hour requirement. U'pgrading of these operators will be necessary.

Due to the number of SROs who currently would not satisfy this requirement and the
relative shortage of operator workforce at some facilities, it is not reasonable to expect

that all facilities could upgrade their SROs in this area within a short period of time (for

example, less than 1 year). In addition, the current requirement for a Shif t Technical

Advisor (STA) on shif t, if that person meets these educational requirements, wi" help
reduce the need for immediate upgrading of these SROs. The method used to .iple-

ment this upgrading will vary from facility to facility based on the availability of SROs
and the program used to provide this instruction (see Recommendation 1, Section 2.5.4.5

for a list of possible programsi. Two alternatives are provided as examples of suitable
implementation plans.

Alternative A: For a facility that is not sufficiently staffed to permit SROs to be
removed from shif t work for extensive periods of time (for example,4 months or longer),

this college-level instruction (30 semester-hours or 450 instru'ction hours) could be pro-

vided over a period of years by a combination of Upgrade Training time and shif t rota-

tion outside the control room. Part of the time provided during the Upgrade Training
portion of the requalification program could be used to teach courses at the college
level. Some of the time provided during the fifth or sixth week of shif t work, when an
operator normally rotates outside the control room, could be used to provide this instruc-

tion without compromising normal requalification program requirements. Figure 2.14
shows a program that would be complete over a 4-year period. Since some courses
support others (for example, mathematics supports most of these subject areas), a
prudent sequencing of these courses would be required. In this type of program, SROs on

all shif ts could concurrently receive college-level instruction aimed at satisfying the
30 semester-hour requirement.
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Figure 2.14 Alternative A Program for Upgrading SROS with College-LevelInStruction
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| Alternative B: For the facility that can afford to have a small group of SROs a';,sent
i

from shif twork for a number of months, this college-level instruction could be provided

in one or more concentrated periods. Although this method would require a shorter

period than that of Alternative A for an individual operator to complete the program, all
)

SROs could not be receiving this instruction concurrently. It would still take a few years
,

f to rotate all SROs through the program. Figure 2.15 shows a possible program of this

type that would consist of two 4-month periods spread over approximately 2 years for

each SRO.
:

i

In Section 2.6, " Licensing of Reactor Operators and Senior Reactor Operators," it was
'

recommended that the operating test be administered in an appropriate control room

simulator and that the scope of this test be expanded to include evaluation of applicant

performance in:

Recognizing emergency conditions and carrying out the appropriate actions ofo
)

j emergency operating procedures and emergency plan,

Recognizing abnormal offnormal and alarm conditions and carrying out the
'

o

actions of appropriate procedures and

Carrying out normal plant operations in accordance with appropriate procedureso;

(not limited to a reactor startup).
|

Many ROs and SROs hava never been examined to NRC standards in these performance!

| areas using a control room simulator. Some assurance that presently licensed operators

! can perform competently during these conditions is needed. *

|

The proposed requalification program recommended in Section 2.7.1.9 (Recom--

! mendation 7) includes a requirement that the NRC conduct this type of examination
:

annually using a control room simulator. The initial administration of this requalifi-
cation operating test could satisfy this need to verify the competence of ROs and SROs

; to perform under these conditions. Due to manning limitations, it could be some time
: before the OLB could administer all of these examinations. To avoid this delay, as anI

| interim measure, the NRC could develop and provide criteria to vendor training centers

to conduct this operating test; however, upon implementation of this requalification
program requirement, the' NRC would need to administer these tests at utility-owned -

simulators.
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|
2.8.2 Conclusions and Recommendations for Upgrading of Licensed Operators

i

2.8.2.1 Conclusions
i

1. Operators who were licensed af ter completing training programs of abbreviated
j lengths (most notably pre-TMI-2 accident) in comparison with current programs are

likely to be deficient in necessary knowledge of nuclear power plant fundamentals.

These operators require training to upgrade their knowledge levels to those of oper-

ators completing current programs.
.I

i

; 2. If the NRC adopts a proposed requirement for SRO candidates for 30 semester-hours
,

of college-level instruction in related technical subjects, most presently licensed
1 SROs will require upgrading in these areas. Although a number of methods may be

used to implement this upgrading, it is expected that a number of years will be
required to complete this backfit. The existence of an STA on shift who has educa-

tional background equivalent to this requirement, will help reduce any potential
negative impact on plant safety until upgrading of SROs can be accomplished.

3. Many licensed operators have never been examined to NRC standards for their abil-

ity to properly operate a control room simulator under emergency, abnormal and
,

normal (other than reactor startup) conditions. These operators need to be certified
I for their competence to operate under these conditions.

,

2.8.2.2 -Recommendations

The following recommendations for upgrading licensed operators are presented in order

of their priority for assuring operator competence:

1. Until rulemaking can be completed to require an annual operating test on a
~

control room simulator as part of the requalification program, the NRC should

require a'special certification of operator competence to . operate a control
room ' simulator under normal (in addition to reactor startup), abnormal and

.
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emergency conditions. This certification should be performed by the NRC or

by conducting an operating test using criteria provided by the NRC.

The NRC could certify vendor training centers to conduct these operating
tests, but the NRC should conduct them at utility-owned simulator facilites.
The next occurrence of requalification training at the simuletor would be ade-

i

quate for timely performance of this requirement.

2. The NRC should require that all facilities provide a period of upgrade training

in appropriate subjects of nuclear power plant fundamentals to licensed oper-

ators whose initial training programs were deficient in comparison with cur-

rent standards and requirements.

If the NRC elects to implement the requalification program recommended in

Section 2.7.1.9, participation of these operators in the Upgrade Training por-

tion of this program would be adequate to satisfy this requirement. In this
situation, facilities should commit to rotating these previously licensed opera-

tors through Upgrade Training on a priority basis.'

3. The NRC should require that facilities submit a plan for approval by the NRC
7

to provide 30 semester-hours of college-level instruction in related technicall

;

subjects to presently licensed SROs who do not already satisfy this require-

ment. This plan should include a projected . timetable for upgrading these

individuals in this area.

!

|

|

!

!
,
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2.9 COMPENSATION, STATUS AND MOTIVATION

2.9.1 Background

The objective of this section is to analyze the compensation, status and motivation of

nuclear reactor operations and to make recommendations that will assist in creating
and maintaining a highly motivated and dedicated nuclear work force.

The compensation of reactor operators was analyzed and evaluated by two means. The

first method compared compensation levels of reactor operators with other high-
technology occupations or occupations that inherently involve a high degree of respon-

sibility. These occupations include air-traffic controllers, airline pilots, merchant
marine engineers, and conventional power plant control room operators. To determine

the compensation levels of these occupations, information was solicited from associ-

ated professional and governmental organizations including the U.S. Office of Person-

nel Management, U.S. Department of Commerce-Office of Maritime Labor and Train-

ing and the U.S. Department of Labor-Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The second means used in evaluating reactor operator compensation levels was the

determination of the degree to which reactor operators are satisfied with their sal-
aries. Personnel interviews at the sites visited and a questionnaire were used to
collect this information.

To address status and motivation, iniNmation was collected through personal inter-
views and a job-satisfaction questionnaire (Appendix E). The questionnaire was devel-

oped and administered to all reactor operators and senior reactor operators at the nine

sites visited. The questionnaire was designed to measure the level of motivation that

currently exists and the factors that reactor operators perceive as important to job
satisf action. Specific areas covered by the questionnaire include:

Fullfillment of needs (expectations),o

o Job pride and public opinion,

Prestige (status),o
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o involvement with decision-making process, Organizational climate
o Openness of communciations,

o Degree of satisfaction and perceived motivation,
o Satisfaction with salary,
o Degree of job boredom,

Degree of job commitment (dedication),o

o Advancement,

o Recognition and sense of accomplishment and

o importance of various job characteristics.

Open-ended questions were included to solicit comments which were not conducive to

scaled responses.

At each site visited, questionnaires were given to an individual in either the training or

operations department who then distributed and collected the completed question-
naire. From the 9 sites visited,222 questionnaires were returned.

Table 2-26 shows the distribution of responses for reactor operators and senior reactor

operators along with their average (mean) salaries, range of salaries and average
(mean) number of years of experience.

TABLE 2.26
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO RO AND SRO

JOB SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE

CATEGORY REACTOR OPERATOR REACT R P RATOR

NUMBER OF RESPONSES 97 125

MEAN SALARY $24,324 $33,800

SALARY RANGE $19,000 to $30,000 $23,000 to $39,000

MEAN YEARS OF 2.8 6.4
EXPERIENCE

.
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2.9.2 Results

2.9.2.1 Selection of Commercial Nuclear Power

Operators were asked why they entered into the commercial nuclear power field and,

if they had the chance, would they re-enter the field. The reason most of ten given
(35 percent of responses) for entering the field was to make use of skills obtained

while in the Navy. The potential for a good future was given by 24 percent and the
salary and benefits the job offered were stated by 17 percent. Prior job (other than
military) or educational experience was listed by 6 percent.

Of the 222 respondents,40 percent said they would not choose a career in commercial

nuclear power if they had the opportunity to start over, while 38 percent stated they
would again choose the same career if given the opportunity. Operators were asked to

qualify their responses which were categorized as shown in Table 2.27. As shown in this
,

table, attributes of the job (challenging, interesting, enjoyable) were stated most fre-

quently as reasons for again choosing nuclear power as an occupation. More than one

of every four responses were concerned with excessive requirements and over-
regulation as the reasons for not re-entering the field of commercial nuclear power.

I

2.9.2.2 Retention Factors

To determine the importance of various job characteristics in retaining operators,

respondents were asked to rate 16 job characteristics on a 5-point scale. Means were

computed for all respondents for each characteristic. The results of this rating, in
descending order of importance, are presented in Table 2.28.

Salary was perceived by reactor operators as the most important factor for staying in

their jobs. While many of the adjacent job characteristics can be interpreted as being

equally important (having the same or similar mean value) in retaining operators, those

characteristics at the extremes of the listing can be safely assumed to represent the

ends of a continuum, with salary being the most important factor and recognition being

the least important. All factors were rated as at least somewhat important (mean
value greater than 3); therefore none should be disregarded.
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TABLE 2.27
REASONS FOR AG AIN CHOOSING OR NOT CHOOSING THE

COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER FIELD

PERCENT OF
REASONS ALL RESPONSES

POSITIVE

Challenging, interesting, enjoyable work 11

Necessity of nuclear power 7

Good benefits and opportunity 7

NEGATIVE

Excessive requirements or over-regulation 26

Poor compensation 16

Poor working conditions (shif t work) 11

Pursuit of other interests or college 8

Limited growth and advancement potential 5

Lack of government or company support 4

Anti-nuclear sentiment of the public and media 4

~ 2.9.2.3 Idea 1 Job

Reactor operators were asked what factors they felt constituted the ideal job and the

relative importance of each. Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show the results for ROs and SROs,

respectively. Both salary and job security were the two most important factors for
both ROs and SROs. The opportunity for advancement was also important for both

groups. The largest difference between the two groups was having a position with
responsibility, which was ranked fourth by senior reactor operators and eleventh by

reactor operators. Affiliation needs (friendly associates) were of moderate impor-
tance for both groups, although slightly higher for ROs. The need to work independ-

ently (autonomy) was ranked relatively low by both groups as was the need to manage

others (authority).
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TABLE 2.28
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SIXTEEN JOB CHARACTERISTICS FOR

RETENTION (ALL RESPONDENTS)

ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE TO MEANJOB CHAR ACTERISTICQUESTIONNAIR E VALUE

RESPONDENTS

1 Salary 4.3

2 Job security 4.0
3 Management that listens 3.9
4 Good working conditions 3.9
5 Use of knowledge and skills 3.8
6 Job response'ility 3.7
7 People you work with 3.7
8 Opportunity to do challenging work 3.7
9 Opportunity to advance 3.7

10 Opportunity to learn new skills and knowledges 3.6
11 Liberal fringe benefits 3.6
12 Opportunity to work with little supervision 3.6
13 Geographical location 3.3

14 Difficulty in making same salary elsewhere 3.2

15 Work variety 3.2

16 Recognition and reward 3.2
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'

2.9.2.4 Advancement

While the opportunity for advancement was considered important by both ROs and SROs,

over half (59 percent) of the ROs felt their ability to advance to supervisory positions'

( was limited and over three-fourths (77 percent) of all respondents felt their ability to

advance to a management position was restricted.'

)
Comments indicative of those received include the following:

"When I first joined the company, I thought that in a few years I could
reasonably become a Shif t Supervisor. Now I realize that the most I'll
attain without having to get a college degree is Senior Control Operator.
I've spent enough time in college to know that a college degree doesn't
guarantee an effective, safe plant employee, or distinguish one from a less
effective employee."

i

2.9.2.5 Fulfillment of Needs
4

To determine whether the job of reactor operator met the expectations and needs of

j the incumbents, respondents were asked the degree to which their needs were met by

the job. Only 1 percent of the operators felt their jobs completely filled their needs,
while a vast majority (87 percent) felt that their jobs met their needs moderately.
Twelve percent of the respondents felt that their jobs did little in meeting their needs.

f

2.9.2.6 Perceived Motivation ano Satisfaction

To assess the existing level of motivation, operators'self-perceptions were solicited.
Three-fourths of the entire sample felt they were either moderately or strongly moti-

vated while the remaining 25 percent were slightly or not at all motivated.

Operators were also asked how satisfied they were . ith their jobs. _ Sixty percent
, . answered "somewhat satisfied" (the mid-point of the scale),19 percent " extremely

satisfied" and 2 percent " completely satisfied." Nineteen percent of the operators said'

'
they _w,ere not satisfied with their jobs.

i
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When asked what they liked about their jobs,24 percent stated that the job was satis-

fying and challenging and provided a sense of accomplishment. Eighteen percent liked

the benefits,16 percent the responsibility and 15 percent referred to the use of knowl-

edge, the necessity of nuclear power and the feeling associated with operating com-
plex " technology."

2.9.2.7 Organizational Climate

Several questions were included to assess the atmosphere within which operators

work.* These factors play a significant role in affecting operators' levels of satisfac-
tion and motivation.

Forty-four percent of the ROs said they were not at allinvolved with making decisions

affecting their jobs. Only 10 percent of the SROs were " generally consulted" and
36 percent " rarely consulted." The following comment is representative of many:

" Company management, including station management, is not responsive to
suggestions or needs of operators or first-line supervisors like myself.
Station management should include SROs and ROs in briefing sessions on
what the game plan is, prior to issuing orders which of ten appear to have
no basis."

inree percent of the total sample felt that their management has complete confidence .

in them, while 29 percent felt that management confidence was substantial. Twenty-

| five percent felt that management had little or no confidence in them and, in addition,

| was not interested in their welfare. Of 166 respondents,106 operators said that
management interest in their welfare was " slight,""very little" or "not at all."

!

| While operators felt they could communicate with their immediate supervisors most of

the time, only 10 percent felt that communications within the organization were accu-

| rate. Over one-fourth (26 percent) of the respondents felt that intra-company commu-
I nications got censored. When asked what improvements could be made, 20 percent
| mentioned internal communications and the need for responsive management, which

*One site requested that these organizational climate questions not be ~ adminis-
~ ~

tered with the questionnaire.
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i

included comments such as: "better communicatic,ns up and down the ladder," "being
*

) shown appreciation for work done," " supervisors who are more people-oriented," " man-

] agement to really understand what it is like to be in a pressure cooker," and "better
communications . . . more support by supporting departments instead of continually I

working against each other." Seventy percent of the operators felt that they were
,

[ supervised appropriately while 25 percent said they were oversupervised.
.

Forty-two percent of the operators felt they rarely receive credit for their work or

! receive recognition frem utility management. Ten percent said they frequently or
always receive credit for good job performance and 14 percent stated management

recognizes their efforts most of the time.

i
1

j 2.9.2.8 Job Pride and Public Opinion

The majority of nuclear operators (83 percent) felt good when they related their occu-

pation to other people while 17 percent " rarely" or "never" felt good when they told

j people what they did for a living.

Public opinion about nuclear power did not have any significant effect on how opera-

tors felt about their jobs; however, what did disturb operators was the large amount of
misinformed and unanswered statements made by anti-nuclear groups, the media and

:

i the public. Comments such as "the negative (nuclear) aspect is all that seems to be

made public, and industry seems content to allow this without defensive comment" and
,

" adverse public opinion because of a lack of imowledge" were extant.
- ,

2.9.2.9 Job Rotation and Boredom

For 70 percent of the operators, boredom was not a problem, although the degree of
boredom was shif t-dependent. ' For 19 percent of the operators, about half or more of ' |

the working day is boring. Fifty-six percent of the respondents were interested in job
rotation. The most prevailing idea concerning job rotation was' to have ROs spend

time in the plant periodically to refamiliarize themselves with plant status and opera-- |i

tions and to be relieved from the tedium of the control room. Other ideas concerned
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involvement with other departments, especially where having operational knowledge

and skills would benefit the overall operations of the plant. Periodic assignment to
'

departments such as maintenance, quality assurance, health physics and engineering,

which would provide operators enriched perspectives of how other departments,

affect and contribute to their jobs in the control room, were presented by several
respondents.

2.9.2.10 Job Involvement - Extra Work

Ninety percent of all operators felt that they were moderately or fully involved with
their jobs, while 10 percent were involved slightly or very little. Eight-four percent did

extra work which was not required of them at least once a week or more frequently.
Seven percent of the respondents did extra work less than once a month.

.

2.9.2.11 Feedback and Worth of Work

Almost nine out of ten operators (88 percent) felt a sense of accomplishment from
their jobs, while slightly less (85 percent) felt that they saw the results of their efforts.

Operators felt that their work was worthwhile. One percent of the respondents stated
that they " rarely" felt that their work was worthwhile.

1

Almost every operator felt that the match between his abilities and the demands of

the job was at least somewhat adequate. Only one individual responded otherwise.

!

| One-third of the entire sample thought they were prepared for their jobs extremely:
well, while a little more than half (57 percent) considered their job preparation satis-

, factory. Ten percent felt they were prepared poorly.
|
I

l

|
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2.9.2.12 Prestige

To assess the status level ROs perceive of their occupation, a scale of various occupa-

tions was included. Operators were presented with ten occupations and told to rank

them according to the amount of prestige (status) each carries relative to one
another. Figure 2.18 shows the results. As can be seen, ROs ranked the status of their

own position between that of chemist and computer programmer. The median rank

assigned to ROs was 6.86.

2.9.2.13 Job Dimensions

To assess operators' feelings about the job itself, six pairs of adjectives which are

polar opposites were included (see question 28 in Appendix E). In descending order,

RAILROAD CONDUCTOR

AUTO MECHANIC

SKILLED THADESMAN'

TEACHER
q

5
g COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
<

REACTOR OPERATOR
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I
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+ . -
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|

STATUS (MEDIAN RANK)

l Figure 2.18 Relative Status of Ten Occupations (All Respondents)
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operators felt that their jobs were cha!!cnging (86 percent), interesting (71 percent),
difficult (70 percent), clear (58 percent), varied (57 percent) and entailed some crea-

tivity (39 percent).

2.9.2.14 Salary

Salary is the most important job characteristic for reactor and senior reactor opera-

tors. It is also a source of dissatisfaction. Sixty-six percent of the total sample said
they were obatisfied with their salaries for the work they performed, while

81 percent stated their salaries were inadequate for the level of responsibility the job

involved. Twenty percent of the comments concerning job dislikes involved salary and
'

25 percent of the job-improvement statements expressed a need for increased compen-

sation. The following comment epitomizes the overall feeling: "We have to put up
with training requirements imposed by the NRC on overtime; we have to put up with

overtime when others go on vacation . . . the scheduled overtime is enormously bur-

densome . . . still we are not compensated for the degree of responsibility, risk, time

on the job, loss of personal time . . . "

The average salaries of the following occupations were obtained: third, first and chief

engineers in the merchant marine, conventional power plant operators, chemists, air-

traffic controllers and commercial airline captains and flight engineers. Merchant
marine salaries are based on monthly compensation and vary with type of ship. The

salary for conventional power plant operators doe not include overtime pay or any
differentials, while RO and SRO salaries may. It is also important to note that the
salaries for air-traffic controllers vary considerably. Commercial airline pilot salaries

do not include those of industrial pilots who earn significantly less. Salary information

for ROs and SROs came from the job satisfaction questionnaire. Figure 2.19 shows the

salaries for these occupations and the sources of these data. Information was obtained

for the latest year available, which is included for each occupation.

As can be seen from the figure, tiiere do not appear to be any gross inconsistencies

between the occupations; however, one exception exists in that conventional power

plant operators carn an almost equivalent amount as their nuclear counterparts but

without the stringent requirements, responsibilities, and depth and breadth of
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THIRD ASSISTANT ENGINEER
MERCHANT MARINE (1980)*

CONVENTIONAL POWER
PLANT OPERATOR (1978)"

R A TO,R OPERATOR

CHEMIST (1979)t

b FIRST ASSISTANT ENGINEER
MERCHANT MARINE (1980)*

8 (AIR. TRAFFIC CONTROLLERo 1980)tt
O

COMMERCIAL AIRLINE
FLIGHT ENGINEER (1978)tti

SEN ,R REACTOR OPERATOR

CHIEF ENGINEER
MERCHANT MARINE (1980)*

COMMERCIAL AIRLINE
CAPTAIN (1978)ttt

0 1'O IO 3'O A0 )) 6'O /0
' ' ' ' ' ' '

MEAN ANNUAL SALARY (thousands of dollars)

* OFFICE OF MARITIME LABOR AND TRAINING, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMFRCE,
WASHINGTON, D. C., TELEPHONE CONVERSATION WITH R. ZARET, ANALYSIS &
TECHNOLOGY,INC., AUGUST 1980.

" INDUSTRY WAGE SURVEY, ELECTRIC AND GAS UTILITIES, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, FEBRUARY 1978.

'" ROISRO JOB SATISFACTION OUESTIONNAIRE, ANALYSIS & TECHNOLOGY,INC.,1980.

t EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION SERVICE,6th EDITION, 197911980, AMERICAN
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, NY 10020,1980.

tt S. PERLOFT, OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, WASHINGTON, D. C., TELEPHONE
CONVERSATION WITH R.ZARET, ANALYSIS & TECHNOLOGY,INC., AUGUST 1980.

tti J. MAZOR, AIRLINE PILOTS' ASSOCIATION. WASHINGTON, D. C., TELEPHONE
CONVERSATION WITH R. ZARET ANALYSIS & TECHNOLOGY,INC., AUGUST 1980.

Figure 2.19 Average Salaries by Occupation
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;

]

i

{ knowledge required of nuclear operators. One would surmise that nuclear operators
would be reimbursed significantly more than conventional operators, especially when

j one considers that the utility pays both types of operators.
1

1
,

[ Because operators are more familiar with the requirements and salaries of other jobs

! within the utility, it is these jobs which have the most profound impact on feelings of
adequacy or inadequacy of operator salaries. For example, operators know the salaries

of individuals who work in Quality Assurance or Health Physics areas, and feel that |

; these individuals do not have equivalent amounts of responsibility or shift-work

{ requirements imposed upon them.
r

1 ;
.

2.9.3 Conclusions and Recommendations Relating to RO and SRO Compensation, i

! Status and Motivation

i
;

2.9.3.1 Conclusions;

;

! The inherent nature of the job of reactor operator requires full involvement and dedi-

! cation by incumbents. Many of the personal attributes necessary to attain this
.

: requirement can only be instilled by a perceptive, involved managerial staff that fully
appreciates the nature and the requirements of the job.

!

In any occupation, a large variance of satisfaction and motivation will exist because of
,

the job itself and individual differences. Each individual-is motivated-by varying
degrees of different needs. When a majority of individuals sharing the same needs
voice the opinion that they are dissatisfied, a problem exists.

,

The results of the survey show that a majority of reactor operators are highly dedica-,

|

ted and motivated individuals. They'have positive feelings about their jobs, feel they|

are supervised appropriately, and receive satisfaction' from their work. The majority -

like their peers and enjoy many of the.same interests. Most are not bored by the
tedium of the control room and feel they get to see 'the results of, their efforts.-
Ninety percent receive ~ gratification and a sense of accomplishment 'from :the job. -

| Almost all feel their work is worthwhile and that there is a good deal of congruence-
between their abilities and the demands of their. jobs. ' -
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In contrast to these positive feelings, a majority of operators are dissatisfied with
their salaries, the lack of clear paths for advancement, the amount of overtime they
must work, and their lack of participation in company communications and decision

.

making. If given the opportunity to do so, a majority of operators would not again
choose nuclear power as a field of endeavor.

While salary structures are determined by many factors, one must consider the
requirements imposed on an individual, the responsibilities and the compensation levels

of similar occupations. Considering the fact that nuclear power plant operators are
not required to have college degrees, their selaries compare favorably with other
highly technical occupations for which degrees are required; but, when one considers

the job of conventional power plant operator, which entails similar working conditions

(shif t work), but neither the responsibility nor the requirements of a nuclear operator,

the difference in salaries is almost negligible. Based on personal interviews, similar

comparison can be made with Instrument and Controls (I&C) technicians, Health
Physics technicians and maintenance personnel. Although salary is not a positive
reinforcer of motivation, dissatisfaction with salary can definitely demotivate an indi-

vidual (44).

The pervasive feeling of the absence of an advancement avenue may result in a serious

problem involving two issues. One issue is the possible imposition of new educational

requirements for. operators and the implications for incumbents. The second issue is

the absence of advancement paths themselves. Many utilities have not. formulated

clear advancement paths or have not communicated them to operators.

:

With respect to the former, many operators feel that they will not have any chance to

| advance to a non-shift position because of new educational requirements (13). Some
I

utilities are pursuing a policy of upgrading their ' operators through accreditation of
in-house training programs. Other utilities are planning to hire new individuals to -
satisfy the new requirements and, as a res"It, incumbents are justifiably concerned

|
. about their future.

i
| .

.

-

The issue of advancement is not a particular problem for those utilities that are bring-'

i ing new plants on-line. The addition of these new ' facilities makes available more

|
responsible positions that can be filled by experienced operators.

l
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The manpower shortage in the industry contributes to problems of advancement,
excessive amounts of overtime which some operators are currently working and the

lack of lateral movement afforded operations personnel within the company. These

problems will only be ameliorated ,through a sizeable increase in the operator work
force. It is important to note that at one site visited, the local population was used as

a resource pool for potential operators and no shortage of operators existed.

The problems perceived by operators concerning communications, consultaflon,
involvement and general management treatment are due, in part, to the nature of
the organization. The imposition of externally originated requirements, the pressures

of the job at hand, the degree of overtime and a management that is task oriented,

all contribute to the lack of regard and communications espoused by operators. Task-

oriented individuals typically are not very people-oriented. While it is not the intent
of utility management to instill in operators negative feelings (for example, manage-

ment lack of concern for operators), a conscious ef fort must be made by the utility to
i

encourage people-oriented management.

i

1 2.9.3.2 Recommendations
;

i Each of the following recommendations is important to the motivation and dedication

of nuclear operators. All must be afforded the attention necessary by utility manage-
! ment and recognized as being in the best interests of the utilities, the operators and

the public. It is possible that the cognizance of these problems by utility management

will precipitate changes at the utilities.
|
|

| The recommendations do not lend themselves to regulation; however, they are con-

ducive to encouragement and monitoring by the NRC. The sponsoring of workshops for

heterogeneous groups of plant staff is one mechanism. An alternative may be that an

j organization such as INPO, with the NRC's endorsement, provide the means to develop

such programs. The NRC should periodically assess, possibly with surveys or similar

means, whether changes are being implemented.

1. Utility management should actively pursue a policy of increased interpersonal
relations and effective communications. Survey results indicate that operators
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perceive that communications within the company are inhibited and that man-
agement disregards their feelings and needs.

Utility management must make a conscious effort to relate their concern for
operators and also recognize and solicit operator inputs into matters which con-

cern them, especially where these inputs would greatly improve the overall func-

tioning of the plant.

2. Clear avenues of advancement should be delineated and communicated to opera-

tions personnel.

A majority of operators voiced a concern about possible new requirements and

existing advancement paths. People need to know the direction of job progres-

sion and the requirements to attain each higher position. Utilities that have
forrnulated advancement channels must clearly communicate them to operations

personnel. Utilities that have not yet delineated advancement channels should
do so.

3. Utili~ ties should commit to creating a sizeable increase in the operator work

force.

Operators at most sites visited are currently working what they feel to be an
excessive amount of overtime. The only way to arneliorate this situation is to

increase the operations staff.

The benefits to be derived from having more operators would be numerous. The

availability of more operators would profoundly improve operator satisfaction.
It would also lead to an increased assurance of safe and competent operations by

reducing overtime requirements and hence assuring that operators are more
alert. Increased operating staff will also allow greater flexibility in lateral
movement, operator participation in temporary assignments away from the con-

trol room and improved shift rotation.

4. Operator salaries should be carefully reviewed in the context of the responsibili-

ties and the requirements imposed upon them, and in relation to other utility
occupations.
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The largest source of dissatisfaction for operators is salary. Some question

exists as to the consistency of salaries for the levels of responsibility and amount

of requirements when compared to other utility occupations, both nuclear and

fossil fuel. Serious consideratica should be given to operator salaries in relation

to other plant positions which do not share the responsibility nor the shift and
training requirements.

|

I
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i

2.10 LICENSE TRAINING INSTRUCTORS

:

2.10.1 Instructor Requirements

Industry Standards. The "American National Standard for Selection and Training of
Nuclear Power Plant Personnel," ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 (7), does not state requirements

for instructors; however, a draf t proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 (8) published

in December 1979 specifies the following qualifications for instructors:'

4

Education. High school diploma and special education consistent with the
materials being presented.

Experience. Experience consistent with the materials being presented.

I Training. Senior operator, general employee and retraining, or if not licensed, as

appropriate for the training being conducted.

Instructors who provide simulator instruction shall hold a senior operator license
for a similar unit (PWR, BWR, HTGR) or have been certified at an appropriate

plant simulator.,

!
:

The instructor shall have demonstrated knowledge of instructional techniques

and be certified by the Training Manager as a qualified instructor for the.
material being presented.

The draf t revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 also specifies the following qualifications

for Training Coordinators:

Education. High school diploma.

Experience. Two years of power plant experience, 6 months of which shall be in

the on-site training organization.
I
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Training. Necessary training to perform tFe skills and knowledges required of
the position. The training is to be of sufficient duration to develop the
proficiency required.

If the Training Coordinator is responsible for the content of training (Training Manager
f unction), he shall also have the following qualifications:

s

Education. Bachelor degree including some courses in education and technical
subjects.

Experience. Four years of professional-level experience of which 2 years shall
be nuclear power plant experience.

,

Training. As required for non-licensed managers and supervisors and general
employee training. Some training in educational techniques is required, if not
included in the bachelor degree course work.'

If the Training Manager does not possess a senior operator license, another
individual shall be assigned the responsibility for the content and conduct of the

training program for licensed operators. The Training Manager may be located
on or off site.

.

Federal Regulations and NRC Guidance. The only regulatory requirement concerning
instructors was implemented by the NRR letter of March 1980 (13) which states:

Training center and facility instructors who teach systems, integrated
responses, transient and simulator courses shall demonstrate their compe-

| tence to NRC by successful completion of a senior operator examination.
Instructors shall be enrolled in appropriate requalification programs to
assure they are cognizant of current operating history, problems, and,

; changes to procedures and administrative limitations.
.

i

|

| The NRC provides no additional guidance concerning the qualifications of instructors.
!
|
i
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2.10.2 Utility Instructor Practices

All sites visited selected individuals from their own operating staffs to teach the plant

systems and plant operations phases of training. These instructors were selected on

the basis of one or more of the following criteria:

o Length of operating experience,'

o Previous instructional experience (either Navy or at another plant),
o Results of interviews conducted with one or more of these individuals,

- Corporate training manager,
- Operations supervisor or
- Site training supervisor / coordinator,

o Operating proficiency,
o Demonstration lecture,

o Education and
o Interest in training.

Although various combinations of these criteria were used, most training supervisors
interviewed indicated that technical competence (evidenced by operating proficiency

and experience) and an expressed desire to instruct were the prevailing criteria used in

instructor selection.

Most instructors who were responsible for plant systems, plant operations and simu-

lator courses of instruction held ~ senior operator licenses. Others were in the process

of obtaining these licenses. Their educational experience satisfied existing require-
ments for individuals holding senior licenses; that is, they were high school graduates.

While the qualifications of instructors whose training responsibilities involved plant

systems and plant operations were relatively consistent, the qualifications and sources

of instructors for nuclear. fundamentals training varied greatly. These instructors

included:
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'

Training stalf personnel who were licensed operators,o

Training staff personnel who were unlicensed (with and without operationso

experience),

Guest lecturers from other departments in the plant organization,o

o College instructors,
o Reactor plant vendor instructors and

Training service contractors (with and without operations experience).o

At a few utilities visited, instructional teams (two people - one with and one without
; operations experience) were used for parts of this phase of license training. The

instructor without operational experience would discuss the conceptual and theoretical;

foundations of the subject matter. This information would then be applied, throughi

( relevant job-related examples, by the operations-experienced individual. -

1

Most requalification instructors at the sites visited had a senior reactor operator
,

license and operating experience; however, non-licensed individuals were used to

instruct the fundamentals (theoretical) aspects of requalification at some facilities.
|

Although instructional skills were considered by most utilities, a majority of the
,

instructors at the sites visited had not received instruction in improving their skills..

One training center did offer workshops and was in the process of formalizing a
program. Other utilities offered off-site programs, but job responsibilities (instruc-

! ting, preparing training materials, etc.) of ten prevented the instructional staff from

attending these programs. Since instructors were selected primarily for their techni-

cal competence, the majority had no exposure to either training or education methods '

| other than those observed through their own experience,

l

| Evaluation practices of instructional staff varied considerably between training
| . center or vendor facilities and training ' departments located on site. Training centers,

| both utility and vendor, generally considered both technical accuracy and instructional

skill (preparation, presentation). in evaluating and selecting' the instructional: staff.

Detailed observation lists were of ten used to ensure consistency and comprehensive-
ness. However, no comprehensive mechanisms for instructor evaluations existed at-

the reactor sites. Although a'few utilities evaluated technical competence with the
subject matter or the meeting of generalized objectives, the majority did not provide
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for increasing f amiliarity with or improving instructional skills. Some utilities used a

management-by-objective approach to evaluation, with the instructor and coordinator

establishing mutually acceptable objectives. These objectives were characterized by

such generalities as " assures the development," " contributes to," "provides for," etc.
These terms are verbalizations of normal job duties and may be necessary to job

performance, but they neither specify standards of performance nor account for'

specific skills such as instructional preparation or delivery. Not all utilities used this

approach. Some relied exclusively on trainee feedback reaction to the instructor and
material. Other sites were planning to implement a mechanism to solicit supervisor

Ievaluations of trainee performance on the job, although this was not yet a practice.-

2.10.3 Federal Aviation Administration Practices (26)
|

The FAA certifies all instructors to provide ground or flight training in accordance

with their aircraf t rating. To complete this certification, a candidate must satisfy

; several requirements. To verify minimum acceptable technical knowledge, the candi-

date must hold a pilot certificate appropriate for the flight instructor rating sought. In

addition, the applicant must satisfactorily complete a course of instruction and pass an
FAA written examination in the following subjects:

o The learning process,
o Elements of eifective teaching,

{ o Student evaluation, quizzing and testing,

o Course development,

o Lesson planning and

o Classroom instructing techniques.

The applicant must also have satisfactorily completed flight instruction given by a

( person who has been a certified flight instructor for at least 2 years and has given at
| least 200 hours of instruction. This flight training must include the following subjects:.

! Preparation and conduct of lesson plans for students with varying back-o

grounds'and levels of experience and ability,

I
o Evaluation of student flight performance,

i

-

!
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Effective preflirSt and postflight instruction,o

Flight instructor responsibilities and certification procedures,o

Effective analysis and correction of common student pilot flight errors ando

Performance and analysis of standard flight training procedures and maneu-o

vers appropriate to the flight instructor rating sought.

At the completion of this training, the candidate must pass an FAA-administered oral
and practical test on these subject areas.

Upon successful completion of the written, oral and practical examinations, a flight
instructor certification is granted by the FAA. This certification is valid for
24 months and may be renewed by one of the following methods:

Pass another practical test for a flight instructor certificate,o

Have a record of instruction that demonstrates competency as an instructor,o

Have a satisfactory record in an activity involving the regular evaluation ofo

pilots (for example, as a check pilot, chief flight instructor, etc.) and pass
any oral test necessary to determine knowledge of current pilot training and
certification requirements or

o Successfully complete an FAA-approved flight instructor refr'esher course of

at least 24 hours of instruction.
1

2.10.4 Evaluation of License Instructors' Practices

Industry standards and requirements acknowledge the importance of instructional skills

to licensed operator instructional staff, although this recognition has occurred only
recently. In the past, instructor requirements were synonymous with those for obtain-

ing a license with no delit.eation of instructional skills. There is still a paucity of
requirements and guidance concerning instructors.
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Several limitations exist with respect to the proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978.

The revised standard, as stated, is somewhat nebulous. The term " knowledge" is

subject to differing connotations. Training requirements for instructors recognize only
the need for technical training (that is, senior operator, general employee and
retraining), but not the instructional skills necessary to perform their jobs. While
technical knowledge is necessary, it is not sufficient.

In the past, this reliance on technical competence has provided the principal criterion
for instructor selection. Little consideration has been given to instructional skills.

This problem is not unique to nuclear power plant facilities, but is characteristic of
many sectors of our society. Even universities select professors because of their

technical or professional competence (publications). Little regard is given to the.

ability to impart knowledge effectively.!

For individuals who are responsible for the training of the systems, operations and

simulator phases of instruction, the requirements specifying a senior operator license

(13) should provide for the minimum technical qualifications necessary to provide
adequate instruction in these areas. The use of appropriately qualified non-licensed
instructors for theoretical aspects of license training and requalification is deemed

acceptable as long as a mechanism is provided for answering trainees' questions
related to application. The " team concept" of an academic instructor and a senior

operator should provide the appropriate mechanism to allow the instruction of
relevant, job-related knowledge. The use of a non-operations individual without the

input of an operations staff member is problematic in that the material may not be
relevant to a reactor operator.

The majority of instructors interviewed have not participated in any workshop or
course dealing with instructional technique. In many cases where programs were

! offered, the instructional staff could not attend because of instructional responsibili-

ties. The lack of emphasis on instructional training has allowed the following

deficiencies:

|
Inadequate planning (the writing of objectives which are nebulous ando

inconsistent),

o Lack of knowledge in learning, instructional methods, questioning and
evaluation techniques,
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o Inability to present information in different contexts and from different
perspectives and

o Tendency to " teach the licensing examination" from known or reconstructed

examination questions.

Efforts must be made by the utilities to provide their instructors with the tools they
need to do their jobs effectively and competently.

Interviews with training staff personnel indicated that, at some sites, there was no

keep trai,ning materials current; for example, trainingeffective mechanism to
department copies of plant procedures were not updated with changes, and design

changes were not reflected in visual aids, handouts and lesson plans. - Training
instructors' schedules generally did not provide sufficient time to update lesson plans

| or other training materials. Several instructors and operations personnel related that

misinformation was being presented because instructors were not being kept current

on plant conditions.

The issue of a lack of relevant information afforded instructors was a problem for all

phases of instruction; however, the largest impact was on the requalification instruc-

tors. Interviews with plant personnel revealed that requalification lectures often
contained invalid and outdated information on procedures or specifications. Super-

ceded procedures or specifications were sometimes used. Arother problem expressed

by plant personnel was that requalification instructors have " lost touch" with plant
operations because of their physical removal from the plant. It was also observed that

many requalification trainees have more extensive experience than their instructors.

Some facilities visited had commendable means with which to evaluate the effective-
ness of their instructors. Most, however, had no mechanism with which to adequately

evaluate instructional staff. As with instructor selection practices, these evaluation

criteria were generally aimed at technical accuracy rather than instructional delivery.
Furthermore, individuals conducting the evaluations did not possess the " tools" to
evaluate instructional skills. As long as an individual could impart correct information

in one context, that instructor was deemed technically satisf actory. The instructional

skill of imparting information from different perspectives or in different contexts was

never evaluated. In most instances, supervisors or coordinators could not provide
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constructive feedback on instructional technique due to some degree by their being

products of the same or similar backgrounds as their instructors (that is, high school

graduates with extensive operations experience and little expostre to training method-

ology). While experience is conducive to improving skills in certain areas, the use of

inadequate methods is perpetuated by this process. Individuals whose only exposures

to training techniques were as students or as trainees had little opportunity to
adequately equip themselves with these instructional skills and knowledges.

The use of trainee feedback or reaction to the course is, by itself, unsatisfactory.
,

Students are notorious for biased evaluations, both positive and negative, of instruc-

tors. Furthermore, students are not sufficiently prepared to recognize deficiencies in

instructional delivery or content; however, trainee reaction to a course, when coupled

with more objective and knowledgeable evaluation results, can provide some useful

] information.

If used appropriately, the rnanagement-by-objective approach is perhaps the most valid

evaluation method, although it too should be used in conjunction with other measures.

Training supervisors and instructors should mutually agree upon objectives which are

specific and measurable and provide performance standards. Objectives and methods

to improve instructor awareness of and skill in in=tructional techniques should also be

included.

2.10.5 Conclusions and Recommendations for License Training Instructors

'

2.10.5.1 Conclusions

1. Training instructors are _a group of conscientious individuals who are trying to do

the best job possible. Similar to other plant personnel, they are confronted with

many tasks and not enough time. Many facilities visited had understaffed training.
departments.

I

For instructors whose training responsibilities involved license training, most
-

utilities and training centers used individuals who:
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o Were products of the utility's training program,

o Were licensed or certified and

o Had operational experience at the RO or SRO level.

2. The current requirement (13) that an instructor, whose responsibilities include

systems, integrated responses, transient and simulator courses, hold an SRO
license (or NRC certification at the SRO level) is adequate certification of
technical competence in these areas.

Instructors who train in content areas that lend themselves to increased profi-

ciency through experience (plant specifics) should be technically competent by

virtue of their experience and training.

3. A significant discrepancy currently exists in the level of proficiency of instructors

with respect to instructional skills. There is a paucity of guidance concerning the

qualifications of instructional staff. Almost all instructors interviewed had
received little or no formal training in these skills and hence deficiencies existed

in the following areas:
i

o Planning,
- Preparation of lesson plans,

- Writing of observable, measurable behavioral objectives,

o Methods,

- Use of advanced orgar.

Knowledge of learning F- 'es and methods,-

- Use of training aids,
! Questioning techniques and-

Testing and evaluation.
|

-

While some utilities rotate operating personnel to training for extended periods,

which is a viable job-enrichment scheme, or use permanent instructors, the
assignment of technically qualified individuals to training departments without
additional training in instructional practices is unsatisfactory. -
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Few utilities offered workshops or training programs in instructional skills for
their instructors. In some cases, workshops were available but the instructors

were uncble to attend them due to their instructional commitments.

' 4. Training centers do a commendable job of evaluating instructional staff. In

contrast, training departments at reactor sites lack comprehensive means to
evaluate instructional skills.

.

2.10.5.2 Recommendations

1. Before any instructional assignments, all training personnel (including Training
Managers) should be required to attend a certified course or program specifically

aimed at the familiarization with and application of instructional methods and
techniques.

At a minimum, the content of such a course should include those areas that were

noted as deficiencies in Conclusion 3. Other content areas that should be con-
sidered are:

,

o Motivation,

o Eff ective communications,

o Training needs assessment,

o Training materials development,

o Types and theories of learning,

o Environmente conducive to learning and

o Control of disruptions.

Ample time for observation and practice under the auspices of a. qualified
instructor should be allotted. Courses could be certified by a suitable organiza-

~

tion such as INPO or an accreditation board. -

2. Periodic audits should ensure that instructional staffs have received. training or-
possess the equivalent education necessary to demonstrate effective training-

~

practices.
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Audits can be conducted by the NRC, an accreditation board or other external,

NRC-endorsed organizations, preferably with expertise in both the subject
matter and instructional techniques. Audits should be designed to both note
discrepancies and to provide the necessary feedback to correct such deficiencies.

3. Although not amenable to NRC regulation, utilities should consider the imple-
mentation of periodic workshops or retraining programs for assessing and improv-

ing instructional skills. Such programs can provide the mechanism to upgrade
instructional staff and conduct periodic evaluations. Like other skills, training
skills ar'e subject to degradation over time. Conducting periodic workshops or

retraining will allow this assessment along with providing a forum on state-of-
the-art methodology.

:
'

4. In evaluating their instructors, utilities should consider several of the following
measures:

i
i

.

Meeting of well-stated, valid objectives,o
I o Periodic observation by an instructional specialist,

o Trainee feedback,

| Trainee performance on the job (supervisor feedback) ando

Training Coordinator or senior instructor observation using a detailed,j. o

structured observation list. -

;

|

-

.

J

t

; -

i

e

!
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3. NON-LICENSED OPERATING, MAINTENANCE AND

TECHNICAL SUPPORT PERSONNEL

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter evaluates the responsibilites of non-licensed operating, maintenance and

technical support personnel for the purpose of determining whether additional personnel,

other than reactor operators and senior reactor operators, should be licensed or certi-

fied. To avoid confusion, since functional titles of utility personnel vary widely across

the industry, the following conventions will be used when referring to specific positions:

Radiation Protection Technician. Person responsible for conducting radiation sur-

[ veys and other radiation protection tasks.

Engineers and Technical Support Personnel. Persons responsible for conducting
,

| periodic and pre-operational tests, monitoring reactor performance, and other
engineering and technical tasks.

I

Maintenance Personnel. Mechanics or electricians who perform periodic and cor-

| rective maintenance of plant components, including safety-related equipment (not

! including carpenters, riggers, sheet metal workers, pipe coverers, painters, clean-

ers, burners and chippers or helpers).

Chemistry Technicians. Personnel responsible for performing radiochemistry anal-

yses and other plant chemistry-related tasks.
.

Instrumentation and Control Technicians. Persons responsible for maintenance,

calibration and testing of plant instruments and controls.

Quality Assurance and Quality Control Inspectors. - Persons responsible for inspec-

tion, examination and testing of nuclear power plants or who conduct audits or
surveillance of plant operations and procedures.

Auxiliary Operators. Non-licensed operators responsible for operation of systems

and components as directed by licensed operators.
~3-1
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Shif t Technical Advisor. Person on shif t assigned to evaluate plant conditions and

advise the Shif t Supervisor during plant transients and accidents.

Managers. The plant manager and the mernbers of the operating organization who

have overall responsibility for plant operation, maintenance or technical service
activities.

Independent Review Personnel. Persons who are members of one or more of the

independent review boards established in Section 6 of the plants' technical specifi-

cations.

For purposes of evaluation, the immediate supervisors of these technical personnel are

included under the appropriate functional title.

The following three-part approach was taken to evaluate whether licensing or certifi-
cation should be required for any of the personnel positions described previously:

1. A job analysis was conducted for each of the functional positions. The product

of this analysis was a task inventory by position. These tasks were then indi-

vidually evaluated on the basis of a criterion provided by the NRC. That /

criterion was " consideration of the health and safety of the general public and

the Irnpact on safe and competent (plant) operation." ~ The aggregate of these

" safety-related" tasks, by position, provided the basis for identifying the
importance of the position with respect to the safety of the plant and the
general public. This analysis is the subject of Section 3.2.

2. The next step was a review of current requirements and practices with respect

to the training and qualification of these non-licensed plant personnel. This

review is the subject of Section 3.3.
;

3. Finally, training and qualification requirements anc practices were compared

to the safety-related tasks of each position to determine whether these re-
quirements and practices provide the necessary assurance that non-licensed

'

plant personnel can perform their safety-related tasks in a safe and competent -

3-2 1
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manner. Where deficiencies were identified, recommendations for improve--

ment were provided. This evaluation and associated recommendations are
provided in Section 3.4.

.

3.2 JOB TASK ANALYSIS

,

. A fundamental requirement for providing recommendations concerning additional plant
personnel positions that should be certified or licensed was to determine the tasks that

define each position. This effort was completed through a job task analysis, a systematic

method of collecting and analyzing work data to produce objective and complete work
i requirements.

!
Figure 3.1 shows the steps used in developing the job task analysis for non-licensed plant

personnel. Step 1, development of a data-collection plan, was completed by first identi-

fyirig job information that was expected to be avai'able at each plant or training center
and then conducting a literature review of published non-licensed personnel job analyses.'

;- ' This data-collection plan identified the following as appropriate sources of information:

Interviews with non-licensed per:annel and their supervisors and managers,o

o Plant operating and administrative p ocedures,
o Emergency Plan,

o Surveillance, operational test and maintenance procedures,

o Technical specifications,
o Related job descriptions and

4- o Training program descriptions.

In addition, literature review indicated that reports describing the TMI-2 accident and
lessons learned from the accident (2,3,4,5) would be valuable'information sources.

Step 2a, collecting data through site visits, was coordinated by checklists developed in--
1 Step 1. Upon completion of each site visit, the data-collection plan '(checklists) was

reviewed on the basis of information collected at previous' sites, 'and changes were made
as appropriate. Appendices G and H contain these checklists. From the data collected

!. at early site visits, preliminary inventories were developed (Step 3). Thus, at subsequent '-
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|
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STEP 4 TASK <-

LIST

U
_
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STEP 5
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wHETHER EACH TASK
IS '' SAFETY RELATED"

Figure 3.1 Task Analysis Flowpath

site visits, this list could be validated through interviews, comparison of job descriptions,

procedures, etc. Upon completion of all site visits, furthe: validation of the tasks was
conducted by a more in-depth comparison between individual plant data, as well as a

review of applicable literature (Step 4). A complete task inventory for each functional

pasition is provided in Appendix F. While these task inventories were developed at a

generic (rather than plant-specific) level, it is recognized that for some plants specific
tasks identified for a particular functional position may be assigned to other personnel.
It is further recognized that the tasks identified for a functional position (that is, engi-
neers and technical support personnel) are probably not all performed by a single indi-

vidual.

The criterion provided by NRC for evaluation of these task inventories was "considera-
tion of the health and safety of the general public and the impact on safe and competent

(plant) operation." In implementing this criterion (Step 5), the task inventories of
Appendix F were reviewed to determine whether improper completion of each task could

directly or indirectly contribute to:
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The release of significant amounts of radioactivity beyond the site boundary,o,

The failure or improper operation of a component or system that is critical too

safe plant operation (that is, safety related) or

The exposure of plant personnel, the general public or plant visitors to radiationo

in amounts exceeding federal regulations.

The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 3.1. For each functional position, at
least three safety-related tasks were identified. The fact that each of these functional

positions involves the performance of some safety-related tasks indicates that there is a -

need for utilities to have training and qualification programs to provide assurance that

personnel can adequately perform these tasks. The next section describes NRC require-
; ments and utility practices with respect to these non-licensed plant personnel.

o

|

|

i

,

,

t
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TABLE 3.1
LIST OF NON-LICENSED PLANT PERSONNEL SAFETY-RELATED TASKS

FUNCTIONAL TASK
POSITION

Radiation Protection 1. Operate and calibrate portable monitoring and
Technician sampling instruments.

2. Set up and operate a radiation control zone.

3. Prepare radiation work permits in accordance
with procedures.

4. Conduct loose contamination surveys and calcu-
lations.

5. Conduct radiation level surveys and calculations. t

6. Issue, use and control personnel dosimetry
devices.

7. Use and issue personnel respirators.

8. Operate counting room and environ' mental
sampling equipment.

9. Conduct decontamination of equipment and
spaces.

10. Serve as a member of emergency response
groups, including fire brigade, search arid rescue,
recovery and re-entry and medical-assistance
teams.

Engineers and Technical 1. Write procedures and procedural changes.
Support Personnel

' 2. Verify initial and prerequisite conditions for
tests.

3. Ensure conduct .of tests is in accordance with
utility and federal requirements and regulations.

4. Identify and resolve test discrepancies.

5. Ensure safety of personnel during tests.

6. Ensure restoration of safety-related components
or systems upon completion of tests.

7. Analyze test data to. verify acceptance criteria
are met.
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TABLE 3.1 (continued)
LIST OF NON-LICENSED PLANT PERSONNEL SAFETY-RELATED TASKS

FUNCTIONAL
POSITION TASK

Engineers and Technical 8. Control fuel station management.
Support Personnel
(continued) 9. Conduct reactor physics and heat transfer calcu-

lations (reactor flow, power distribution, instru-
mentation readings, reactivity, refueling, etc.).

10. Conduct engineered safety features (ESF), leak
rate, valve stroke, and other surveillance and .
performance tests,

11. Maintain special nuclear materials control and
accountability (fuel storage inventory, core

j verification, burnup calculations, etc.).

12. Serve as member of emergency response groups.

Maintenance Personnel 1. Prepare maintenance work requests.
i

2. Determine functional verification (retest)
requirements.

3. Conduct functional verification (that is, retest).

4. Determine safety hazards associated with main-
tenance (radiation, chemicals, etc.).

5. Inspect, test, . disconnect, remove, disassemble,
repair, reassemble, reinstall, connect, calibrate,
check and return to service plant components,
including safety-related equipment.

.

6. Conduct operational tests . (hydrostatic, leak
rate, etc.).

;

7. Set control and relief points of components (for
i example, relief valves).
|

r 8. Serve as a member of emergency response
| groups including recovery and re-entry teams. .
|
'

Chemistry Technicians 1. Perform radiochemical and conventional chemi-
| cal analyses to ensure that water chemistry and
! radioactivity content of liquids, solids and gases
| discharged from the plant are maintained within
'

required limits as set forth in plant instructions
or federal regulations.
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TABLE 3.1 (continued)
'

LIST OF NON-LICENSED PLANT PERSONNEL SAFETY-RELATED TASKS

FUNCTIONAL TASK
POSITION

Chemistry Technicians 2. Collect, prepare and determine the gross radio-
(continued) active content of liquid, solid, and gaseous

samples using alpha, beta, and gamma activity-
counting instruments described in the plant pro-
cedures.

3. Collect samples and make routine conventional
chemical and radiochemical analyses of reactor
water, feedwater, condensate, steam and other
plant water supplies.

4. Add or give instructions to add the proper<

amounts of chemicals to maintain the water
analysis of certain chemically treated plant sys-
tems within prescribed limits.

5. Serve as a member of emergency response
groups, including fire brigade and medical-
assistance team.

6. Operate station chemical support systems.

Instrumentation and 1. Prepare maintenance work requests.
Control Technicians

2. Determine functional verification (that is, re-
test) requirements.

3. Conduct functional verification (that is, re-
test).

(
l 4. Inspect, test, disconnect, remove, disassemble, -

! repair, reassemble, reinstall, connect, calibrate,
check and return to service instruments and con-
trols that measure pressure, temperature,
vacuum, draf t, liquid level, flow and other plant

.

parameters (including safety-related equipment,
| part:cularly reactor protection equipment).
l

5. Serve as' a member of emergency response
groups, including recovery and re-entry teams.

Quahty Assurance 1.. Review maintenance work requests.
and Quality Controlt

,
inspectors 2. Identify " holds" on work requests.

l

I
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TABLE 3.1 (continued)
LIST OF NON-LICENSED PLANT PERSONNEL SAFETY-RELATED TASKS

FUNCTIONAL
TASKPOSITION

Quality Assurance 3. Identify nonconforming items.
and Quality Control
Inspectors (continued) 4. Conduct quality assurance surveillances.

5. Verify equipment critical to safe operation is
performing as designed.

6. Verify that personnel are following approved
procedures in the operation, maintenance and
engineering of equipment related to safety.

7. Review plant instructions, procedures, records
and procurements to ensure quality-related
requirements are met.

8. Review revisions to technical specifications and
ensure complicance.

9. Review plant modifications to er.sure quality
assurance requirements are met.

Auxiliary Operators 1. Check status and condition of plant components
including safety-related equipment.

2. Conduct valve line-ups of plant systems.

3. Operate plant equipment not operated from the
control room including safety-related systems.

.

4. Put in service and take out of service plant com-
ponents.

5. Recognize out-of-normal indications for plant
parameters and components.

6. Control system parameters (levels, pressures,
etc.).

7. Verify operation of radiation monitors.

8. Prepare work requests for maintenance.

9. Assist control room operator to perform routine
surveillance and operating tests (leakage tests,
trip tests, hydrostatic - tests, maintenance
retests, etc.).
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TABLE 3.1 (continued)
LIST OF NON-LICENSED PLANT PERSONNEL SAFETY-RELATED TASKS

FUNCTIONAL TASK
POSITION

,

>

'
Auxiliary Operators 10. Move fuel in spent fuel pool.
(continued)

11. Assist in transfer of radioactive material.

12. Follow station directives and normal, abnormal
:
! and emergency operating procedures.

13. Take manual or backup control of functions
normally operated from the control room.

:|

14. Perform tasks during emergencies as directed by
'

RO or SRO (security force, fire brigade, search
and rescue team, etc.).

Shif t Technical 1. - Evaluate plant conditions and provide advice to
Advisor the Shift Supervisor during plant transients and

accidents.

2. Evaluate the plant normal operations from the
point of view of safety.

3. Monitor the operating experience at other plants
of similar design for information valuable to safe
operation of the plant.-'

Managers 1. Plan, coordinate and direct the operations, main-
tenance, engineering and administration of the'

plant.
' *

2. Serve 'as a member of an independent review,

board.~

3. During an emergency, function as emergency
director, which includes: ,

o ' Recognizing accident conditions,
o Identifying results of radiation surveys,
o Coordinating support to operating shift per-

sonnel,
Determining additional or suppor+.ing person-o
nel required,

o Recommending - actions ' to appropriate
authorities and

o Controlling off-site and on-site monitoring
~

and reporting.
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TABLE 3.1 (continued)'

LIST OF NON-LICENSED PLANT PERSONNEL SAFETY-RELATED TASKS
i

FUNCTIONAL TASK
POSITION 4

,

Independent Review 1. Review all procedures, except common site
Personnel procedures, required by technical specifications,

and any other proposed procedures or changes
thereto as determined by the Unit Superinten-

j dent to affect nuclear safety.

2. Review all proposed tests and experiments that
affect nuclear safety.

| 3. Review all proposed changes to technical speci-
! fications.
|
,

4. Review all proposed changes or modifications to
plant systems or equipment that affect nuclear
safety.

5. Investigate all violations of the technical speci-
fications and prepare and forward a report
covering evaluation and . recommendations to
prevent recurrence to the System Superintendent
Nuclear Operations and to the Chairman of the
Nuclear Review Board.

6. Review events requiring 24-hour notification to
the NRC.

7. Review facility operations to detect potential
safety hazards.

8. Perform special reviews and investigat'.ons and
report thereon as requested by the Chairman of
the Nuclear Review Board.

9. Render determinations in writing with regard to
whether or not items consititute an unreviewed
safety question.

- 10. Review plant security and Emergency Plans and
implementing procedures.

11. Perform 'special- reviews, investigations and
reports.

,

'
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TABLE 3.1 (continued)
LIST OF NON-LICENSED PLANT PERSONNEL SAFETY-RELATED TASKS

FUNCTIONAL TASK
POSITION

Independent Review 12. Provide independent review and audit of
Personnel (continued) designated activities in the areas of:

o Nuclear power plant operations,
o Nuclear engineering,
o Chemistry and radiochemistry,
o Metallurgy,
o Instrumentation and control,
o Radiological safety and
o Mechanical and electrical engineering.

I

!

l.

(
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3.3 REQUIREMENTS AND PRACTICES CONCERNING NON-LICENSED

PERSONNEL TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION

3.3.1 NRC Requirements

The only federal regulation concerning the training or qualifications of non-licensed

plant personnel is Paragraph 50.34 of 10 CFR Part 50 (45), which requires that applica-
tions for a license to operate a nuclear power plant include information concerning

organizational structure, personnel qualifications and related matters. Regulatory

Guide 1.8 is the only additional NRC guidance. This guide endorses ANSI N 18.1-1971,

" Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel" (46), [which has been super-

seded by ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978," American National Standard for Selection and Training of
|

Nuclear Power Plants" (7)].

The training requirements of ANSI N 18.1-1971 are as follows:

General Aspects

A training program and schedule shall be established for each nuclear power
plant to initially develop and maintain an organization fully qualified to be
responsible for operation, maintenance, and technical aspects of the nuclear
power plant involved. The program shall be formulated to provide the

l required training based on individual employee experience and intended posi-
tion. The program shall also satisfy AEC licensing requirements. The train-
ing program shall be such that fully trained and qualified operating, mainte-
nance, professional, and technical support personnel are available in the nec-
essary numbers at-the time required. In all cases, the objective of training
programs shall be to ensure safe and efficient operation of the facility.

| Training programs shall be kept up-to-date to reflect plant modifications and
chang,es in procedures. A continuing program shall be used af ter plant
startup for training of replacement personnel and for retraining necessary to
ensure that personnel remain proficient.

|
Training of Personnel Not Requiring AEC Licenses'

A suitable training program shall be established for managers, supervisors,
I professionals, operators, technicians, and repairmen to properly prepare them .

for their assignments, and to meet the requirements established by the facil-
! ity licensee. The issuance and continuance of a facility license depeads, in
| part, on AEC evaluation of the experience and qualifications of unlicensed, as
| well as licensed, personnel in the organization. These unlicensed personnel

also direct or perform activities important to safe and efficient operation of|

the nuclear power plant.

.
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,

Training for Technicians and Repairmen

Technicians and repairmen shall be trained by on-the-job training, by partici-<

pation in initial calibration, testing, and equipment acceptance programs, or '

i by related technical training to meet the qualifications set forth in
! Section 4.5.
!

General Employee Training

All persons regularly employed in the nuclear power plant shall be trained in'

the following areas:
1

Appropriate Plans and Procedures
Radiological Health and Safety

; Industrial Safety
i Plant Controlled Access Areas and Security Procedures
; Use of Protective Clothing and Equipment

Temporary maintenance and service personnel shall also be trained in the
above areas to the extent necessary to assure safe execution of their duties.

,

Retraining and Replacement Training
'

A training program shall be established which maintains the proficiency of
the operating organization through periodic training exercises, instruction

. periods, and reviews covering those items and equinment which relate to safe
operation of the facility and through special training sessions for replacement'

; personnel. Means should be provided in the training program for appropriate
evaluation of its effectiveness.

ANSI 18.1 1971 qualification requirements for non-licensed personnel are as
follows:

General

Nuclear power plant personnel shall have a combination of education, expe-
rience, health, and skills commensurate with their functional level of respon-
sibility which provides reasonable assurance that decisions and actions during,

normal and abnormal conditions will be such that the plant is operated in a
safe and efficient manner.

i

-Technicians

Technicians in responsible positions shall have a minimum of two years ofe

working experience in their speciality. .These personnel should have a mini-1
'

mum of one year of related technical training in addition to their experience.'

l
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Maintenance Personnel

Repairmen in responsible positions shall have a minimum of three years in
one or more craf ts. They should possess a high degree of manual dexterity
and ability and should be capable of learning and applying basic skills to
maintenance operations.

For personnel responsible for nuclear power plant inspection examination and testing,

Regulatory Guide 1.58, " Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant inspection, Examination
and Testing Personnel,"(47) [which endorses ANSI /ASME N 45.2.6-1978, "Qualificction

of Inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants" (48)] pro-

vides much more in-depth requirements concerning training and qualification.
ANSI /ASME N 45.2.6-1978 and the associated Recommended Practice SNT-TC-1 A
(June 1975)," Recommended Practice for Nondestructive Testing Personnel Qualification

and Certification", (49) describe a written certification of qualification program based

upon evaluation of a candidate's education, experience, training, test results or capabil-
i ity demonstration. The certification program includes provisions for re-evaluation of all

certified personnel at 3-year intervals, plus re-evaluation of certified personnel who do

not perform inspection, examination or testing activities for a period of 1 year. The
recommended practice provides the framework for a qualification and certification pro-

gram and recommended educational, experience and training requirements for different

test methods. Supplementary documents include questions and answer lists which may be

used in composing examinations for nondestructive testing personnel. The testing pro-
!

| gram is administered by the American Society for Nondestructive Tes, ting. Examination
methods are detailed and include the makeup of and grading criteria for physical, written

(general and specific) and practical evaluations. Recommended training courses are

j described, including an outline and instruction hours for each subject.
|

|

| In addition to current requirements and guidance, several draf t or proposed standards and

! guidelines are relevant to non-licensed personnel training and qualification.
|
|

|
In December 1979, a draft revision to ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978 was released for comment. In

| terms of qualifications of non-licensed plant personnel, the primary changes in the pro-

posed standard are to call for personnel in management positions and lead professional-

| technical positions to have appropriate bachelor degrees. Provisions are made, however,

to acknowledge alternative qualifications to a degree. Experience requirements for non-

licensed personnel would also be increased to include more years of general experience

and more plant activity experience. The primary changes proposed for non-licensed

personnel training are:
3-15
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A task analysis (knowledge and skill necessary to perform the job) would beo

required (each individual's experience and knowledge would be compared to this

task analysis and training provided where deficiencies were identified),

Written examinations (for non-licensed operators only) ando,

o increased frequency of evaluations of retraining (annually) with the evaluation

to be performed by persons other than those responsible for training.

A proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.8," Personnel Selection and Training,"(10) was

prepared in February 1979. This proposed guide would specifyradditional education and
'

experience requirements for the Radiation Protection Manager (RPM) and individuals

who direct preoperational tests. The guide endorses the power reactor health physics

certification of the American Board of Health Physics as meeting RPM qualification
requirements.

A proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.58, " Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant
.

.

Inspection, Examination and Testing Personnel," was issued in March 1979. This guide-

endorses ANSI ff 45.2.6-1978 with some clarifications, such as including not only per-
Sonnel who perform tests but also those personnel who direct or supervise st.ch tests.

t

3.3.2 Description of NRC and Utility Practices

3.3.2.1 Utility Practices
,

1

A wider range of utility practices exists for the training, qualification and certification
of non-licensed plant personnel than of licensed operators. For most utilities, these
practices are being either evaluated or changed as a r. , ult of the TMI-2 accident. Var-

1

tability of practices is not limited to differences among utilities. . At the same utility,
marked differences between the formality, level of detail and quality _ of programs for -
different non-licensed functional positions were noted. The following descriptions of
representative non-licensed ~ personnel training and qualification programs are presented

to illustrate this variability in utility pract ces:i
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Utility A Instrumentation and Control Technician Training and Qualification Program

This utility had three categories of instrumentation and control (I&C) technicians:
apprentices, journeymen and Senior I&C technicians. Individuals were classified as

apprentices until they had satisfactorily completed a 3-year training program, at which
time they were advanced to journeymen. Journeymen were selected for Senior I&C
Technician training, which consisted of 8 months of training. Upon satisfactory com-

pletion of this training program, personnel were qualified as Senior I&C Technicians.
These Senior I&C Technicians must either supervise or actually conduct all work on
safety-related I&C equipment. The 3-year journeyman training program consisted of
12 months of technical training at a utility-operated central training center, followed by

2 years of on-the-job training at a power plant. Classroom instruction was conducted by

an instructor with power plant operating background and academic qualifications toI

| instruct in mathematics and the physical sciences. Detailed lesson plans, including train-[

ing objectives, were used. Trainees' progress was monitored through weekly quizzes.

Approximately 20 percent of trainees failed to complete the course of instruction. The
2-year, on-the-job training progrp was structured and time allotments for training
modules were based upon a task analysis. Upon completion of the 3-year program,i

| trainees were required to complete a comprehensive oral examination administered by a

standing review committee. The 8-month Senior I&C Technician training course was
,

l conducted in two parts: 6 months at the utility's central training center, followed by
2 months o; practical equipment maintenance at individual plants. Final oral and written

| examinations were administered.

| The entire program as describe <' above was jointly approved and administered by the
t

j union, technical management and corporate personnel representatives.

Utility A Engineer Training and Qualification Program

| This training program was conducted entirely at the facility, with no support provided by
[
'

the central training center. Training could be performed by any engineer or engineering

associate who had completed training. The outline of the training program did not have
I any meaningful detail. Representative items in the outline were:

|
,
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o Read applicable facility procedures,
o Site tour,

o Review of applicable surveillance instruction,

o Facility drawings and
o Specific instruction in operation.

There were no lesson plans for this instruction. Methods for providing training were not

identified. For example, " Systems" was one item identified for specific training. The
only guidance provided concerning training on systems read as follows: "All incoming

engineers will be assigned systems to become familiar with as cognizant engineers. This3

i will enable them to assist with problems or to develop tests for specific systems."

The training was divided into three phases with an oral or written examination by the

supervisor or qualified engineer required in four areas for each phase. These areas were:
;

o Phase I - General Training

- Procedures / instructions

- Tours / layout
:

- Gens

r ysics/ safety; - Het a

o Phase II - General Training

- Group organization

- Policies

- Tour / files / drawings

- Instructions / references

*
o Phase III - Specific Training

- Equipment / test areas

- Routine group duties

- Specific responsibilities .

- Systems -

-
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Utility A Chemistry Technician Training and Qualification Program

This program was in use. The training program consisted of 12 months of training:
14 weeks at the central training center, followed by the remainder of the year in plant.
The 14-week training program included:

o Basic mathematics,
o Chemistry,

Basic nuclear physics,o

Analytical and radiochemistry,o

Power plant chemical methods,o

Radioactive counting,o

Nuclear plant systems,o

Chemical operations,o

o Radwaste,

o Safety and
Health physics.o

The in-plant phase of training included about 1300 hours of practical training in these
areas:

Plant organization, structure and policy,o

Plant instructions, manuals and documents,o

Site familiarization,o

o Plant system familiarization,
Laboratory policy and safety,o

o Procedure performance documentation ano

o Special projects.

Trainees were given comprehensive examinations upon completion of each part of the

training. Any individual who did not satisfactorily complete an examination was given a

re-examination. Failure of a re-examination resulted in termination in the program.
'

Individuals who successfully completed the program were certified as chemistry techni-
cians by the Plant Superintendent. -

,

i

|

|
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Utility B Electrical Mnintenance Training Program

This utility provided a self-study course to new personnel, who were hired as electrical

helpers, to allow them to prog" ss to electricians. These personnel were provided

2 hours per day for self-study during a period of approximately 6 months. The course
material was prepared by a training services vendor. The curriculum consisted of

15 modules, with the last 5 being plant specific. These included:

Utility electrical blueprints,o

o Safety,

o Utility electrical systems,
o Quality assurance and

o Tagging procedures.

Requirements did not include a formal examination. There were no formal, on-the-job
training requirements or certification criteria for qualifying electricians to perform par-

ticular maintenance actions.

The utility was committed to a maintenance requalification training program, which
relied heavily upon on-the-job experience; however, no mechanism for providing or doc-

umenting on-the-job experience was provided. The only formal requalification training

identified was in three general areas:
.

o Plant systems,
Selected technical programs ando

Selected specialized programs.o

Methods of implementing training in these areas were not specified.

Utility C Quality Assurance and Quality Control (Inspection and Test) Personnel-

Training and Qualification Program

implementation of requirements and guidance provided byThis program was an
ANSI /ASME N45.2.6-1978 and Recommended Practice SNT-TC-1A. All of the training,
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qualification and certification requirements were consistent with and directly linked to
these standards. For these personnel, there were no plant training or qualification
requirements imposed in addition to those of the associated standards, other than general
employee training.

Utility D Chemistry Technician Training and Qualification Program

This program consisted entirely of on-the-job training conducted under the supervision of

experienced chemistry technicians. To be qualified to conduct chemistry procedures or

analysis, trainees must have demonstrated proficiency in the conduct of the particular

procedure. This proficiency was documented by a signature on the trainee's qualification

record. This signature authorized the individual chemistry technician to subsequently
conduct the particular procedure or analysis withcut direct supervision,,

i

General Comments Concerning Other Programs
f

The reliance upon on-the-job training of non-licensed plant personnel was the most com-

mon training method, in some cases, on-the-job training was supplemented with infre-
quent lectures concerning LERs or other problem areas. Not all of the utilities that

relied upon on-the-job training required written certification of qualification. Some

relied upon the individual's supervisor to know, on the basis of subjective judgments,
whether the individual was qualified to perform a particular activity.

As stated in the beginning of Section 3.3.2.1, many utilities' non-licensed personnel train-
ing and qualification programs were undergoing revision, with the thrust of these revi-

sions being in the direction of more formality and documentation of training and qualifi-

cation. Based upon interviews with plant personnel, these changes were being imple-
mented for one or more of the following reasons:

A recognition, based upon the TMI-2 accident, that more emphasis on non-licensedo

personnel training was necessary,

The expectation of additional requirements (such as the proposed revision too

ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978)-or '

Routine implementation of changes in programs scheduled before the TMI-2o

accident.
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3.3.2.2. NRC Practices

The OLI) has no involvement in the evaluation or auditing of utility practices concerning
3

the training and qualification of non-licensed plant personnel. IE has all audit responsi-
bilities for non-licensed plant personnel. This responsibility is divided between on-site

(resident) inspectors and regional IE offices. Regional IE inspectors are required to
verify annually that overall training activities for non-licensed employees are in accord-

| ance with technical specifications and quality assurance program requirements. On-the-

f job training for the non-licensed personnel listed in Section 3.1 is the only non-licensed
' personnel training, other than general employee training that is audited in Section 3.1.1

Training programs that have been changed are reviewed to ensure that the revised pro-

gram is in compliance with requirements and utility commitments. The audit of on-the-
job training is conducted through a review of training records along with interviews with
four individuals to verify that training records reflect actual training received.

Resident IE inspectors are required to audit non-licensed personnel training semi-

annually. This audit is conducted by direct questioning of personnel to determine thati

on-the-job training, formal technical training, and training in administrative controls and

procedures, radiological health and safety, industrial safety, controlled access and secu-

rity procedures, Emergency Plan and quality assurance was provided as required by the

i licensee's program or technical specifications.

At 3-year intervals, regional IE inspectors verify by review of established administrative
controls that minimum educational experience or qualification requirements have been'

established in writing for non-licensed plant personnel.

I
L

!

4

|

t

I

i

I

:
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3.4 EVALUATION OF REQUIREMENTS AND PRACTICES
i

In Section 3.1, it was concluded that all non-licensed plant personnel in the indicated

functional categories had some safety-related tasks and responsibilities. A comparison

of the very general NRC requirements concerning non-licensed personnel training and
qualification with these safety-related tasks and responsibilities indicates that these

requirements alone do not provide the necessary assurance that these personnel can

adequately perform their safety-related tasks. The requirements are so general that
they have littie operational value and will not provide the basis for adequate job per-
formance unless the NRC or other industry orgaitizations take the lead in further defin-
ing these requirements. In auditing utility practices in these areas, auditors are
instructed to evaluate whether utilitics have met their written commitments and not
vihether the commitments provide necessary training or assurance of qualification. In

practice, based upon interviews with utility personnel, these audit practices encourage a

minimum of written commitment and documentation by the utilities because the utility
becomes accountable only when a written commitment is made. Therefore current NRC-

practices consisting of a minimum of requirements coupled with the auditing of utilities

'

only against their commitments would appear to contribute to a lack of formality in non-
licensed personnel training and qualification programs.

i
Other than general employee training, on-the-job training is the only technical training

'

| for non-licensed personnel that is identified specifically for IE audits. For many utili-
ties, on-the-job training makes up either all or the primary part of non-licensed plant
personnel training and qualification programs. As was the case for licensed operator

j training programs, this situatinn seems to be clear evidence that some utility non-
( licensed personnel training programs are primarily concerned with meeting NRC accept-
t

i ance criteria.

In contrast, some utilities' minimum standards for training and qualification of plant
personnel clearly exceeded NRC acceptance criteria. These utilities had well-conceived

and effective training and qualification programs. In interviews, personnel at these
utilities indicated two opinions:
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That the non-safety-related benefits of having a well-trained and motivatedo
;

work force (fewer unscheduled plant trips, less maintenance rejected, etc.)4

were of equal worth to safety-related benefits and
i

That they did not understand how their counterparts at other utilities could'
o

"get by" with their informal on-the-job training and qualification programs.

|
When interviewed, many of the imme'diate managers and supervisors of non-licensed

personnel at utilities with informal on-the-job training programs indicated that they felt
their training and qualification programs were inadequate. Most of these individuals
indicated, however, that this problem was not given the same recognition at higher levels

in the organization. Several of these supervisors and managers indicated that they wouldi

welcome additional requirements from the NRC concerning the training and qualification

of personnel, because they felt this was the only way their supervisors would be con-i

vinced of the need for such change. (It is noted that this is not the case with some<

utilities, and substantive improvements in programs have been or =are being
_

implemented.)|

The one area concerning non-licensed personnel training and qualification in which utility

practices do not exhibit great variation is the training and qualification of nuclear power.

plant inspection, examination and testing personnel. This difference is attributed to the
relatively detailed requirements and gJidance of the standard (ANSI /ASME N 45.2.6-

1978) and guide (Regulatory Guide 1.58) that apply to the training and qualification of

these personnel. This program is administered and controlled, not by the NRC, but by.

the American Society for Nondestructive Testing. Certification examinations are

administered either by the utility itself or a contractor. This process is in contrast to
J

the operator licensing process, which is administered and controlled entirely by the OLB.

The certification program for inspection and testing personnel appears to provide the.
more detailed requirements and more consistent implementation, whilf requiring NRC

,

involvement only in auditing the utility against its commitments, n_ot in administeringo

examinations.

,

4
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO PRACTICES FOR
NON-LICENSED OPERATING, MAINTENANCE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

PERSONNEL
<

!

3.5.1 Conclusions

1. Plant personnel in the following functional job descriptions perform tasks that have

a potential effect on the safe operation of the plant and on the health and safety of
the public:

4

Radiation protection technicians,o

Engineers and technical support personnel,o

j o Maintenance personnel,

o Chemistry technicians,

Instrumentation and control technicians,o
,

Quality assurance and quality control inspectors,o

o Auxiliary operators,
Non-licensed shift technical advisors,o

Supervisors of these personnel,o
3

Plant managers and other technical managers reporting to plant managerso

and

o Independent review personnel.

2. Many utility training and qualification programs for non-licensed personnel are inad-

equate. Some utilities have quality programs or are taking positive steps to make
-

substantial improvements in their programs; however, other utilities have shown no

indications of making the commitment necessary to establish adequate training and
qualification programs for non-licensed personnel.

A wider range of practices exists for training, qualification and certification of non -

licensed personnel than for licensed operators. At one end of the scale are programs

that are as comprehensive as any licensed operatoe training and qualification pro. -

- grams. They include up to 2 years of classroom training, formal on-the-job training -
including practical factors, written, oral and performance examinations, and formal ';

:
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certification by the facility. The utilities that operate such programs have justifi-

able pride in their programs and have seen a dramatic improvement in the per-
formance of personnel who complete such programs.

,

Unfortunately, comprehensive training, qualification or certification programs are
not the norm in the industry. For the majority of non-licensed personnel, informal,

on-the-job training is the primary method for establishing qualification. In many
cases, there is no utility commitment to conduct a formal training or qualification

program for nort-licensed personnel. As a result, day-to-day operational commit-
ments take priority over training and most training that is conducted is on a piece-
meal or not-to-interfere basis. A common comment from supervisors of non-

licensed personnel was that they recognized the need for upgrading the qualifica-

tions of their personnel and had recommended the same to their management.
However, the concensus was that, until specific requirements for training or quali-

fication were promulgated, the development and implementation of comprehensive

programs would not occur. The implementation of such programs requires a com-
mitment at the highest levels of the organization because substantial increases in

personnel costs are associated with development of curricula, hiring of instructors

and setting aside of additional time for training.

3. A comprehensive evaluation needs to be conducted for each of the functional posi-
tions listed in Conclusion I to develop criteria for satisfactory qualification. Cur-

rent guidance concerning qualifications provided in ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 is too gen-

eral for this purpose. (ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 only defines qualifications in terms of

years of experience, education and "related" training.)

3.5.2 Recommendation

1. The NRC should require that utilities formally certify the qualifications of all non-

licensed plant personnel identified in Conclusion 1. The NRC should work with the

industry, including INPO, to develop industry-wide criteria for this certification.
The criteria should be based upon a task analysis for each functional job descrip-

tion. The utility certification procedure should include a method for determining
and documenting that each individual is proficient in all skills and knowledges that
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affect the health and safety of the public and the safe operation of the plant.
Those aspects cf non-licensed personnel positions that are not related to safety

need not be included in the utilities' certification.

!
!

|

|

.

I

i

|

|

|

|
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4. NRC OPERATOR LICENSING ORGANIZATION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2, recommendations concerning the training and licensing of ROs and SROs

were provided that have implications for the staffing of the OLB with regard to selec-

tion, training, certification and retraining of individual examiners as well as for the
OLB organizational structure, including geographical location.

Based upon the analyses, conclusions and recommendations in Chapter 2, " Licensed
.

Operating Personnel," this chapter addresses the following OLB examiner issues:

|

Minimum education and experience, requirements,o

o Initial training requirements,
,

o Certification and
o Retraining.

This chapter als addresses the following OLB staffing issues:

i

f- The use of pa;t-time examiners, including their ' qualifications, training ando

retraining,'
,

| .

|

|
o ' The use of utility and vendor training staff personnel to assist in licensing

I
' activities and

t

|
.

The type of organization required to administer the operator licensing pro-o

- gram, including consideration of resident examiners at facilities and trainings

' ' centers and those examiners at regional offices, as well as those at a central

headquarters.

|
,
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4.2 SELECTION, TRAINING, CERTIFICATION AND RETRAINING OF OLB
^- EXAMINERS

4.2.1 Selection of Examiners

Criteria for selection of examiners generally fall into two areas -- education 'and
experience. Current criteria used by the Chief of the OLB are informal but include
the following:

Education. Baccalaureate degree with engineering discipline.

Erperience. Approximately 3 years of reactor operations experience at commer-

cial nuclear power plants,. Navy nuclear propulsion plants, national laboratories

or research facilities. Higher grade level examiners are usually required to have

had more direct involvement in the training of personnel.

Interviews with IE personnel at regional and headquarters offices indicated that these

requirements are roughly equivalent to those applied to the selection of IE reactor
operations inspectors.

For OLB examiners to have credibility with the industry and the public, the basic
criterion that examiners should have. education and experience ' qualifications at least q

equal to those of the personnel they are examining appears justified. In addition, a
baccalaureate degree in engineering or related sciences (or equivalent) would provide :

greater assurance that a candidate would have technical knowledge sufficient to per-
,

mit effective application of proper examination methods and principles. On the other
hand, performance-related licensing and requalification examinations (such as those

recommended in Section 2.6.4.2) could also be administered by highly experienced and

capable nuclear power plant operators who might not have college degrees.' Examiners

with this background would at least meet education requirements for.SROs, but the
foundation for their credibility as examiners would rest on their credentials as experi-

enced operators. Current proposed requirements .for college-level; instruction for

SROs in related technical areas (references 8 and 15~ and Recommendation 1 of Sec-

tion 2.5.4.5) would provide educational backgrounds equivalent to those of degreed '
examiners in areas important to the job functions of reactor operators.

4-2
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Based upon these considerations, the following are recommended selection criteria for

OLB examiners:

o A baccalaureate degree in engineering or related sciences, plus 3 years of
! nuclear reactor operating experience, or

! A high school diploma or General Education Development Program Certifi-o

cate, plus 4 years of experience as a licensed senior operator at a nuclear
facility (a training center instructor who has successfully passed a senior
operator examination with 4 years of training experience would also qualify).

,

4.2.2 Initial Training of Examiners

!

The OLB currently provides an informal program for training new examiners. In the
i past, this program has included the following:

;

; A 2-week PWR (or BWR) advanced technology course provided by the IEo

Career fianagement Branch,>

A 7-day PWR (or BWR) simulator course also provided by the IE' Careero

Management Branch and

o Three to 4 months of on-the-job training under the tutelage of an OLB exami-'

ner.

Although the technology and simulator courses are formal, they are designed around:

f the needs of IE inspectors and not OLB examiners. The on-the-job training portion of
I

the program has no formally established requirements. As described by _the Chief of;

| the OLB, training programs for examiners have historically been rnore of an."orienta-
I~

tion" type of training program.

A general criterion that seems appropriate for examiners is that they possess skills and

knowledges 'similar to those of the candidates they examine. This' criterion can be i

justified on the basis that examiners can only be capable of scoring a question response
:

-when they know the elements of a correct response and the importance Jof various,

!
_

.
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Iomissions in a less-than-adequate response. In addition, Sections 2.6 and 2.7.1 identi-

fied the need for more performance-related licensing and requalification exami-
nations. These types of examinations will place an even greater emphasis on exami-

I ners possessing skills and knowledges equivalent to those of someone who holds an SRO

; license.
.

On the other hand, different standards for examiner skills and know! edges can also be
' justified. For example:

:

: o Examiners should not be required to memorize technical specifications, but
rather should know how to locate these technical specifications in reference

material.

o Examiners should not be required to establish or maintain a particular pro-
ficiency level on plant controls, but rather should have sufficient knowledge

to recognize candidate proficiency levels on plant controls.
.

Therefore, concerning examiner technical skills and knowledges, the comp'osite of RO

and SRO training program content areas identified in Section 2.4 would define the

i content areas for an examiner training program. While the content areas of RO and

SRO training programs should be the same, the training objectives for examiner train-

ing programs would be less rigorous than those necessary for operator training pro-

grams. Therefore, examiner training programs should be shorter than combined RO

and SRO training programs.
,

As described in Section 2.4, RO and SRO training programs include the following

phases:

1. Nuclear power plant fundamentals,

11. Plant systems,

Ill. Plant operations,

- Simulator and

- Control room operation,

IV. Review and

V. Utility certification.
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In assessing OLB examiner initial technical training needs, Phases I, il and 111 of opera-

tor traini >g programs were reviewed with respect to the current examiner training
program and the education and experience levels of typical new examiners.

Nuclear Power Plant Fundamentals

The current examiner training program does not provide any formal training in nuclear

power plant fundamentals. Based on typical education and experience levels of new
examiners, a valid argument could be made that in most cases formal training in this
area would not be necessary. On the other hand, since an examiner is required to

evaluate varying depths of operator knowledge in these fundamental areas, some for-
mal assessment of an examiner's knowledge of these areas relative to their application

j to the types of reactor plants for which the examiner will be conducting examinations

is appropriate. The following two-part approach is recommended for conducting this

assessment:

1. Following initial hiring of an examiner, the Chief of the OLB or his desig-
nated representative should conduct a review with the new examiner of the

knowledge requirements for conducting examinations in the nuclear power

plant fundamentals subject areas. The purpose of this review would be to

identify knowledge areas requiring upgrading based on the education and

experience of each new examiner. It is anticipated that a suitable program
of self-study would correct any recognized deficiencies.

2. Satisfactory completion of a formal examiner certification, such as that
discussed in Section 4.1.3, would provide the necessary assurance of the

~

adequacy of examiner knowledge in these areas.

Plant Systems
,

The current PWR/BWR advanced technology courses as described in the IE Career

Management Branch training syllabus (January 1,.1979) (50) provide working knowledge

i of the following areas as they apply to PWR/BWR design:

|
|
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o System interrelationships,
o Standardized technical specifications,
o Analysis of operational and transient conditions,

o Facility computer usage and application of available data,

o Facility procedures and applications and

o Facility design and operational problems and generic issues.

If a student's background in PWR/BWR design and operation is not sufficient to support

this level of technical information, the IE Career Management Branch also provides an

appropriate preparatory course which covers the following subject areas of PWR/BWR

.. systems:

o Design,
o Functions,

o Instrumentation,

o Interlocks,

o Design problems and

Technical specifications (bases).o

Appropriate use of these available courses with consideration of a new ~ examiner's

experience would prov'de adequate generic Icvel knowledge of PWR/BWR systems..

However, an examiner must evaluate operators to a significant degree on their plant-

specific knowledge. The lack of plant-specific questioning was a weakness in licensing3

' examinations expressed by several training supervisors interviewed. An on-the-job
training program, such as that described below for the " plant operations" phase of
training, and an examiner certification program, such as that described in-

Section 4.1.3, will help improve the plant-specific aspects of examinations.

Plant Operations

As described in the syllabus of courses offered b'y the IE Career Management Branch,

the objective of the 7-day simulator course attended by OLB examiners is to provide a

.>rking knowledge of the following areas:

4-6
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Control room instrumentation and how it is used to evaluate plant operatingo

conditions,

o Technical specifications evaluation and application to control room condi-
tions,

o Evaluation of systems alignments for operability requirements,

The use and application of normal and emergency procedures ando

o The use and application of facility surveillance procedures.

In the past, when license examinations have consisted principally of written and oral

walk-through examinations, the degrees of familiarity provided by a simulator course
of this length could be considered adequate. However, new license examinations (such

as the type recommended in Section 2.6 and proposed in the May 1980 draf t revision to

10 CFR Part 55), which include an operating test conducted on a simulator, will

require examiners to have more operator performance-related skills and knowledges.
To adequately conduct these operating tests, examiners will require more " hands-on"

experience on full-scope simulators than can be provided by a single 7-day course
designed around the needs of IE inspectors.

i As discussed previously in Section 4.2.2, ..n examiner should not be required to
establish or maintain a particular proficiency level on plant controls, but rather should

have sufficient knowledge to recognize operator proficiency levels. To accomplish
this objective, a greater depth of simulator training is needed than that provided under

the current examine. training program. This simulator training should concentrate on

development of examiner skills and knowledges necessary to adequately conduct and

evaluate operating tests for licensing and requalification. As a result, thi; program
should be designed around the criteria that will be used by examiners to conduct these
operating tests.

A second aspect of plant operations training involves the need for knowledge in areas

j such as various aspects of routine operation of nuclear power plants, location of com-

ponents, operations conducted outside the control room, etc. An examiner needs this

type of knowledge to support oral walk-through examinations at reactor plants. Some

examiners, due to their backgrounds relative to the facilities for which they would
have examination responsibilities, would require no additional training of this nature;;

( however, other examiners would need some on-the-job training at operating facilities
1

to provide them with the knowledge needed in these areas.

4-7
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!

! Interviews with IE personnel at headquarters, region and resident inspector levels
indicated that a feasible method for providing valuable training and experience of this !

| nature would include temporary assignment (for example,1 month) of new examiners

i at IE resident inspector offices. During this assignment period, the examiner would be

i required to complete specific on-the-job training assignments, including system trac-

ing, component location, observation of plant operations, etc. As indicated in these IE

interviews, routine inspection requirments for resident inspectors would support some' ,

training requirements of this nature. It should be emphasized that such a program ,

I should have established formal requirements that relate to the objective of providing

an examiner with plant-specific knowledge and general plant operating knowledge
,

necessary for the performance of examiner functions.
;

Although technical skills and knowledges are important for an examiner, knowledge

and application of examinatior, metheds are also necessary. Examir,er candidates

should receive formal training in examination methods in the following areas:.

i

!

o Test measurement methoas,

Validity,-

Reliability,-

o Test construction,

- Objectives,
Content,-

Test item development and selection,j -

o Test scoring and analysis,

f~ - Rating effectiveness,

| Systematic observation techniques,-

i o Development of a testing program,
Functions,-

^:alities desired,! -

Priorities,-

. o Logistics of testing,
1

- Scheduling,

- Preparation of candidates for testing,

1 - Environment,

Administration and-

Reporting results.-

te-8'
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i
.

This training program should include classroom instruction in these areas, followed by

practical exercises in construction, scoring and administration of RO and SRO written,
oral and operating tests.

!

One other content area that should be included in an examiner candidate training
program is the evaluation and auditing of RO and SRO initial training and requalifica-
tion programs. This program should provide initial classroom sessions describing

| objectives and methodology followed by practice audits and evaluations.

I
'

It is recognized that the program described above addresses the basic skills and knowl-

edges associated with the job of OLB examiner and that, by virtue of their education

and exgtience, many examiner candidates may have sufficient knowledge and skills in

some or all areas. The total program described is not expected to be required for most
! candidates. Training should be provided to compensate for candidate deficiencies
! identified by comparing the individual's experience and knowledge to an examiner job
!

task . analysis.
i

. With the exception of the proposed period of on-the-job training at an operating
i

facility and the longer simulator program, the examiner training program described in

! this section should not require a significantly longer training period than now practiced
by the OLB. Examiners without significant commercial' power reactor operating

'
experience would, however, require a longer program which would include these seg-
ments.

,

:

4.2.3 Examiner Certification)

Reliable and equitable administration of the operator licensing process is. critical to
ensuring that only safe and competent individuals are licensed as ROs and.SRos. A

means is required to ensure that examiners:

o Possess the required skills and knowledges,

Are qualified to properly administer written, oral and. operating tests and-o

Are qualified to evaluate and audit RO and SRO training programs.o

,

'
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The present qualification process as described in the OLB " Examiner's Manual" (36)

requires only that an experienced examiner be present to observe the first examination!

administered by a new examiner and subsequently discuss that examination with the
new examiner. As a result, this qualification process lacks the formality and depth

necessary to provide these assurances.

The OLB should establish a formal certification program for examiners. As a mini-

mum, this program should contain the following elements:

Identification of facility types for which the examiner will be certified too

give operator examinations (for example, PWR, BWR, test and research reac-i

tors, etc.),

Successful completion of a requir-d training program,o

Preparation, administration and scoring of written, oral and operating testso

to the satisfaction of the Chief of the OLB or his designated representative,

i

Evaluation and auditing of RO and SRO training programs to 2 satisfactiono

of the Chief of the OLB or his designated representative and
4

Succesful completion of an oral examination conducted by a board of threeo

examiners appointed by the Chief of the OLB. This examination should

evaluate the examiner candidate's kriowledge of nuclear power plant funda-
,

mentals, plant systems, plant operations and examination methods.
|

The Chief of the OLB should be the final certification authority, once the above

j elements have been completed. Examiners could be certified to examine without

being certified to conduct evaluations or audits of training programs and vice versa.

4.2.4 Retraining of Examiners

As was identified in Section 2.6, examiner training is one of the primary methods for

improving or maintaining the reliability of subjective examination methods, such as

4-10
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.

oral examinations, operating tests and written examinations that employ essay ques-

tions. The method recommended for this training in Section 2.6.4.2 was periodic OL.B

examiner workshops and training sessions to provide examiners with an opportunity to
compare their scoring standards to those of other examiners. Because of the
importance of consistent examination standards and the difficulty in maintaining con-

1

sistent subjective standards,it is recommended that these examiner workshops be held
semiannually.

.

Examiners who routinely administer cperator licensing examinations should not require

retraining in most technical areas because they are continually exposed to this tech-!

nical material in performing their jobs. In practice, examiner skills and knowledges in
these areas should actually improve over time, particularly if examiners are not

allowed to ask the same questions routinely on each examination but are required to 't

! administer and score a variety of question responses in all RO and SRO skill and

knowledge areas. Full-time examiners would be expected to require additional-tech-

nical training only in regard to new information that l'as been developed since their
initial certification. This information includes:

,

LERs and other unusual and abnormal events that occurred at plants and thato

; are indicative of generic operator deficiencies,

Plant transients that have occurred and that are worthy of factoring intoo

operator examinations to ensure operator ability to properly respond,

Studies related to operator performance or training,o

o Changes to plant designs that affect plant operations or procedures and

Changes to regulations or requirements that affect plant operations oro

impact on training programs.

The technical training described above could be integrated into the semiannual OLB

examiner workshops. It is anticipated that these workshops would be approximately
I week long, with the subject matter divided between examination methods and tech-

nical issues. Since a stated objective of these workshops would be to improve the
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reliability of all parts of licensing examinations, at least one of these workshops each

year should be conducted at a control room simulator facility and emphasize operating

tests.

" In addition to the retraining just described, one other requirement is judged to be
necessary to ensure the continued competency of examiners -- a periodic evaluation of

each examiner's performance in administering and scoring operator licensing exami-
nations. The mechanism for such an evaluation is already in place in the OLB "Exami-

ner's Manual," which indicates that "at intervals not exceeding one year, each exami-

ner shall be accompanied by the Chief of the OLB, or his designated alternate, during

the administration of a written examination and a minimum of one operating test."

However, in the past, the OLB has been unable to conduct this annual review regularly

due to a shortage of personnel.

4.2.5 Recommendations for Selection, Training, Certification and Retraining of OLB

Examiners

1. The OLB should adopt the following criteria for selection of OLB examiners:

A baccalaureate degree in engineering or related sciences, plus 3 yearso

of nuclear reactor operating experience, or

A high school diploma or General Education Development Programo
,

Certificate, plus 4 years of experience as a licensed senior operator at a,

nuclear facility (a training center instructor who has successfully passed

a senior operator examination with 4 years of training experience would

also qualify).

| Examiners who satisfy these criteria will meet or exceed the education and
,

experience qualifications of the personnel they will be examining and provide|

assurance of technical knowledge sufficient to permit effective application of

j proper examination methods and principles. In addition, highly experienced and
capable licensed operators with training and operating experience that could be

considered equivalent to a college degree would also be eligible for examiner-

selection. 4-12
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t

,

2. The OLB should establish a formal training program that includes the following
j components:
't

Nuclear power plant fundamentals. Includes a self-study program determined,

from review of an examiner's education and experience.

Plan'. systems. Includes satisfactory completion of the basic and advanced
i

PWR/BWR technology courses of the IE Career Management Branch.
i

Pla it operations

i

o Simulator. Includes a basic simulator course such as the 7-day program
provided by the IE Career Management Branch and an advanced simulator

course to be conducted following on-the-job training. This course should

be designed around the development of examiner skills and knowledges

necessary to adequately conduct and evaluate operating tests for licensing :

and requalification of operators.

o On-the-job training. Includes a period of time (for example,1 month)
assigned to the office of an IE resident inspector. This part of the pro--

! gram should have specific requirements for accomplishment by the exami-
:

ner candidate during this period.1

I

Examination methods

o Classroom training. Includes formal instruction on subjects such as test-

ing measurement, construction,' scoring and analysis, logistics, etc.i

|

o On-the-job training. Includes observation and' practice in development,

administration and evaluation of written, oral and operating exami-
'

nations under the tutelage of a certified examiner.

Evaluation and auditing of RO and SRO training programs. ' Includes class--

room instruction 'on objectives and methodology, followed by on-the-job
'

l . practice audits and evaluations.

4-13
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The time required to complete each of these components would be dependent upon

examiner education and experience. Formalizing existing programs, which cur-

rently rely heavily on on-the-job training and lack specific objectives, would
improve examiner training efficiency and, hence, not result in any significant
increase in training program length.

3. The OLB should establish a formal certification program for examiners that

certifies their ability to administer operator examinations and audit training pro-

grams at specific types of facilities. This certification should include demonstra-
tion of adequate technical knowledge and knowledge of examination methods to a
certification board. In addition, this certification should include performance of

job-related functions (for example, examinations and audits) to the satisfaction of

the Chief of the OLB.

4. Examiner retraining programs should consist of semiannual workshops and periodic

evaluation of examiner performance in job-related functions. Objectives for

semiannual workshops should include:

Retraining of examiners for improving examination reliability ando

Upgrading of examiner knowledge of:o

Operating events,-

Design changes and-

- Policy and requirements changes

that impact on operator performance or training programs.

|

|

|
!

I

l
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4.3 STAFFING OF THE OPERATOR LICENSING BRANCH

4.3.1 Background

The OLB is presently staffed by approximately 12 full-time examiners who operate out

of a central organization in Bethesda, Maryland. Historically, the staffing objective of
OLB has been to use these permanent personnel to accommodate approximately

30 percent of the expected examination workload. Part-time (consultant) examiners
(approximately .20 persons) are used to handle the remainder of the workload and to

help account for workload fluctuations that occur periodically and place an excessive

f
demand on the permanent staff.

,

!

The prospect of significantly increasing the functional responsibilities of the OLB
,

necessitates an evaluation of an appropriate organization for administering the opera .
j
'

tor licensing program and an evaluation of alternatives.for alleviating near-term or
long-term shortages in OLB staff. The NRC has projected funding plans sufficient to
increase the OLB staff to 69 examiners by the end of fiscal year 1985; however, the

current shortage of qualified individuals within the nuclear industry (discussed in
Section 2.9) provides little optimism for being able to meet that staffing plan on
schedule. Considering these facts, Section 4.3.2 addresses the use of part-time exami-

ners and Section 4.3.3 discusses the feasibility of using licensed senior operators on

utility and vendor training staffs to assist in licensing functions. The results of

evaluation of possible types of organizations suitable for conducting the operator
licensing program are presented in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.2 Part-Time Examiners

Part-time examiners have been selected from universities, national laboratories and

other research or training reactor facilities. Selection of individuals from these

sources provides individuals who are extremely knowledgeable in nuclear fundamen-
tals. In most cases these individuals have had considerable experience in the operation

j of research and training reactors but little or no experience in the operation of com- -

mercial nuclear power plants. As a result, these individuals would appear to be highly'

'4-15
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qualified to conduct operator examinations on all facilities licensed by the NRC
except commercial nuclear power plants. Their qualifications to administer commer-

cial power plant examinations are questionable when compared to those qualifications

of permanent OLB examiners. In the past, the OLB has not experienced significant
problems with the administration of written examinations by part-time examiners.
Special procedures, such as OLB headquarters review of each written examination

developed by part-time examiners, have assisted in this area. However, there are
indications of problems with the administration of oral examinations by part-time
examiners as compared to those administered by permanent OLB examiners. As

evidenced from interviews with operators and training staff personnel at the reactor
sites visited, the oral examinations administered by part-time examiners are generally

weighted heavily toward theoretical rather than practical knowledge, in addition,
deficiencies in examiner practical knowledge could pose problems in conducting valid

performance-related operating tests on control room simulators.

Part-time examiners provide flexibility and diversity to the OLB staff. For these
reasons, they should still be used. Resolution of the problems relating to their
administration of examinations for commercial nuclear power plant operators can best

be achieved by consistent application of formal requirements for training, certifica-

tion and retraining to a_Q examiners, either part-time or permanent.

The OLB should first implement a formal training program such.as that recommended

in Section 4.2.5. Through a review of the qualifications of each part-time examiner
the Chief of the OLB should determine the class of facility for which each examiner

should be certified (for example, research reactor, training reactor, PWR, BWR, etc.).

The part-time examiner must then complete the portions of the training program
appropriate for the certification desired. The Chief of the OLB would have the

l
authority to modify the program as appreptiate for the education and experience of
the part-time examiner. It is expected that examiners with qualifications similar to
present part-time examiners would require little, if any, technical training to be
certified to examine operators for research and training reactors, but training on OLB

examination methods would be necessary.

4-16
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Although the training program could be tailored to the needs of the examiner, the
j formal certification of a part-time examiner for a particular class of facility should be

just as rigorous as that required for permanent examiners. For part-time examiners

who are to be certified to give examinations at commercial power plants, consistent
application of certification criteria (such as those discussed in Section 4.2.3) would

determine if these individuals have adequate technical knowledge of PWR and BWR

facilities to administer performance-related operator licensing examinations.

It is certainly conceivable that increasing the training and certification for part-time
examiners may result in a majority of them certifying only on research, training or

,

critical facilities and not on commercial power reactors. Since the OLB is responsible

j for licensing operators at approximately 68 research, training or critical facilities as

| well as approximately 70 commercial power reactors, part-time examiners would still

provide greater depth of the OLB staff by assuming the majority of licensing
responsibilities at the non-commercial facilities. The use of licensed senior operators

i

and regionalization of the OLB (discussed in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, respectively)

would provide the flexibility that might be lost by having most part-time examiners

only certified to give non-commercial power reactor examinations.

The final area relating to the use of part-time examiners involves retraining of these
~

individuals. Again, the basic criterion that should be applied to these individuals is the

application of consistent standards to an examiners. As a result, part-time examiners

should be required to participate in periodic retraining programs (such as those
described in Section 4.2.4) appropriate for their certification. For example, part-time
examiners who are not certified to administer commercial power reactor examinations

would not be required to attend retraining sessions on administration of operating tests

on full-scope simulators. These individuals would attend workshops on other exami-

nation methods, policy changes, significant events, etc. Part-time examiners certified

to give commercial power reactor examinations would be expected to attend all
retraining sessions.

i
'
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4.3.3 Licensed SRO Examiners

In addition to the use of part-time consultant examiners, a second approach to provid-

ing increased flexibility and depth to the OLB staff involves using licensed senior
operators on utility and vendor training staffs to assist in licensing activities. These

individuals would be similar to the " check airmen" (discussed in 2.7.1.6) who assist
FAA examiners in the pilot recer ufication.

t,

Although the use of more senior, highly experienced, SROs would provide significant

depth to the OLB staff, the principal drawback to this system involves the potential
for conflict of interest. For the OLB to adopt such a program on an interim or
permanent basis requires the existence of sufficient impetus to justify this type of
program. This impetus is provided by the prospect of near-term implementation of
performance-related licensing and requalification operating tests on control room
simulators and the resulting increased assurance of operator competency.

Sections 2.6 and 2.7 addressed the deficiencies in current licensing and requalification

programs that do not adequately examine an operator's ability to perform under nor-

mal, abnormal, offnormal and emergency conditions. It was also concluded that com-

prehensive operating tests in control room simulators were the only means available

for conducting such evaluations during initial licensing and periodic requalification.

Review of current OLB examiner assets and the prospects for increasing the OLB staff

to currently programmed levels indicates that it could require several years before the

OLB could administer all licensing operating tests and all annual operating tests for

requalification of the present 2500 licensed operators. Although the long-term goal
should be for the OLB to administer all licensing and requalification operating tests,

; the use of licensed SROs is a feasible method for 100 percent implementation of this
requirement in the near term.

If it is agreed that the positive impact on assuring operator competency in the near
term justifies this type of program, then two questions must be answered - who should

conduct these operating tests, and what administrative controls are necessary toi

( ensure consistent application of standards?
|
!
1
|

|
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|

As indicated previously, two groups of experienced SROs are available - utility
;

| instructors and vendor instructors. As indicated in Section 2.10, survey trips to
-reactor site training facilities indicated that several of these staffs are presentlyq

overworked and also are not accustomed to passing judgment on operators from other

utilities. On the other hand, vendor instructors are already accustomed to performing
,

j NRC certification functions as part of the licensing process (reactor startup certifica-

i tion). Customer utilities are also accustomed to the independent nature of these
evaluations provided by vendor training staffs. Based on these considerations, it is
recommended that the SRO " Check Operators" be selected from senior instructors at

{
vendor training centers. The OLB examiners would still need to administer these

| operating tests for facilities that use their own simulators.
,

!

Concerning administrative controls to ensure consistent application of standards, it is'

noted that vendor training centers are accustomed to applying NRC criteria to reactor

startup certification examinations. Although these criteria are very limited in scope,
the precedent is set for implementation of additional criteria. With this in mind, the2

following administrative controls are recommended for this type of program:

!
; o The NRC should develop detailed, specific criteria for administration of

,

| licensing and requalification operating tests.
:
,

o Check Operators should be selected from senior instructors at vendor training

centers based on the recommendations of Training Supervisors'.
;

!

o Check Operators should be certified by the OLB to administer operating tests

using the criteria provided.,

-

.

o Consistent with staffing limitations, the OLB should administer all operating--

tests for initial licensing (however, as an interim measure, Check Operators

; should be permitted to conduct operating tests when OLB staffing' is not
I adequate to support administration of these tests).

o' Check Operators should conduct annual requalification operating tests'(see ->

( Recommendation 7, Section 2.7.1.9) at vendor -training centers. - An 'OLB

i
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examiner should evaluate each Check Operator annually while the Check

Operator conducts an operating test.

Although this Check Operator program is recommended to help alleviate OLB staffing

limitations, it is emphasized that this program is n_ot, intended to relieve the OLB of itso

responsibilities for ensuring the competency of licensed operators. In fact, the intent

of such a program should be to provide increased assurance of operator competency by,

permitting the administration of performance-related operating examinations that
might otherwise be excluded due to OLB staffing limitations.

,

This program is intended to be an interim measure for augmenting the OLB staff. In

the long term, a clear objective should be established by-the NRC to increase the
permanent staff of the OLB and to phase out the Check Operator program.

4.3.4 Operator Licensing Organization
4

The following types of organization structures were analyzed for their advantages and

disadvantages in administering the operator licensing program:
:

o Central organization only,
o Central organization with regional offices and

o Central organization with resident examiners at reactor facilities.or training

j centers.

1
In the evaluation of these possibilities, interviews were conducted at the headquarters,

regional and resident inspector levels of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE).

These interviews were selected because the'IE organization includes all three tiers in

its structure and its personnel are most aware of the advantages and disadvantages of

this type of organization.

All three possibilities for the OLB . organization include a central headquarters
organization. This will be necessary to permit consistent program definition; that is,.

establishment of consistent training program and examination criteria, OLB policy
I

.

development, etc. Although locating all examiners at'a central location permits,

-4-20-



better control of examiners by the Chief of the OLB there are some decided

disadvantages. These include extensive travel time and expense, difficulty examiners

have in gaining in-depth, plant-specific knowledge of the facilities they examine,
difficulty in recruiting new examiners, and difficulty for examiners to remain current

on plant operational and design changes. Administration of license and requalification

examinations is, to some extent, a routine inspection function. The experience of the

NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement and other regulatory agencies (for
example, FAA) has shown that routine inspection functions are best administered by

personnel located closer to facilities.
.

Two options appear feasible for conducting this expansion: the use of resident
examiners at reactor facilities or training centers or the establishment of OLB groups

at regional locations.

There are some decided disadvantages to establishing resident examiners. The most

! serious of these is the potential for resident examiners to lose their objectivity and

begin to associate themselves with utility staffs. This problem is commonly referred

to as " capture." To reduce this problem, the IE organization employs strict rules of
conduct for their resident inspectors and follows a job rotation practice that limits

i resident inspector tours to a nominal 3-year period at any specific site. As expressed

j by IE personnel interviewed, this necessary job rotation scheme has a very negative

impact on the recruiting of new inspectors.,

|

Other disadvantages with the use of resident examiners include difficulty in maintain-
f

| ing consistent examinations across the industry, potential for a facility to " fingerprint"
i

its examiner (that is, to know what questions are most likely to be asked), communica-

tion and administration problems with the central organization and loss of peer review

of examiner practices. Although resident examiners would be expected to gain the

{ plant-specific knowledge necessary for their examinations, these disadvantages

| discussed above outweigh the benefit of plant-specific knowledge.
!

| The use of a central organization with regional groups of OLB examiners appears to
!

present the best combination of advantages with the fewest disadvantages. Regional

location of groups of OLB examiners should permit examiners to gain more plant-
specific knowledge of facilities within the region than permitted by the central
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organization concept. Assignment of several examiners to one office in the region will

permit peer review of examinations and provide greater assurance of examination
consistency between examiners when compared to the resident examiner approach.

Distributing examiners into regions should aid in recruiting new examiners who would

prefer to remain in a particular region. In addition, examiners could expect to wori<
out of the region office for a larger number of years without necessity for periodic
relocation as would be required for resident examiners. Finally, since examiners will
be closer to the sites they are examining, travel time and expenses would be reduced.

An additional benefit can be gained by incorporating regional OLB groups into existing
;

IE regional offices. IE inspectors can be a valuable source of technical information for

specific plants. In addition, interchange between IE and OLB personnel will provide
for increased awareness of plant technical and personnel problems that warrant

investigation by either group.

4.3.5 Recommendations for Staffing of the Operator Licensing Branch

1. The NRC should commit to a long-term goal of staffing the OLB with sufficient

permanent and part-time examiners to permit performing all licensing and
requalification functions identified in Chapter 2. Part-time examiners should -

continue to be used to provide flexibility to the OLB.

Requirements for permanent examiners for training, certification and retraining;

recommended in Section 4.2 should be applied consistently to part-time exami-

ners. It is expected that application of training and certification requirements to

part-time examiners might result in fewer part-time examiners being able to-

certify to examine at commercial nuclear power plants. However, based on their

current positions and experience, it is expected that most of these part-time
examiners could readily be certified to examine at noncommercial reactor facili-

|

ties.

! 2. As an interim measure until the OLB can reach full complement to perform all

licensing and requalification examination functions, the NRC should use ';R0 -
' licensed senior instructors at vendor training centers to administer ceruin
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operating tests on control room simulators. These senior operators should;

administer licensing and requalification operating tests that might otherwise be

excluded due to OLB staffing limitations. The OLB should implement adminis-
'

trative controls to ensure consistent application of standards for the operating
tests. These controls should include development of specific test criteria,
certification of senior operator examiners, use of these senior operators only as
necessary to preclude deletion of operating tests due to limitations on OLB staff-

ing and annual evaluation of these senior operators by a certified OLB examiner.

3. The'OLB should decentralize its present organization to include groups of OLB
i examiners at IE regional offices. These examiners would be responsible for

examinations and audit functions at facilities located within the region. The '

central headquarters organization should retain a program definition and audit,

i
,

function. Responsibility for ensuring consistency of facility examinations and
audits among regions should reside with the central organization.

i
,

!

I

(
l

!

l
i

:
:

|

|

t
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5. ADEQUACY OF REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS AND
NRC IMPLEMENTING GUIDANCE

This chapter addresses the adequacy of current NRC requirements and implementing
guidance regarding the selection, training, exarnination and requalification of operating
personnel. In the conduct of this evaluation, each of the following documents was
reviewed for adequacy in light of the recommendations presented in Chapters 2 and 3
and current industry practices and procedures:

o 10 CFR Part 55," Operators' Licenses,"

| 10 CFR Part 50," Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities,"o
l Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training,"o

Regulatory Guide 1.33," Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation),"o

Regulatory Guide 1.114, " Guidance on Being Operator at the Controls of ao

Nuclear Power Plant,"
I o Regulatory Guide 1.134, " Medical Evaluation of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

Requiring Operator Licenses,"

Regulatory Guide 1.16, " Reporting of Operating Information - Appendix A: o

| Technical Specifications" (41),
|

Seven Commission Papers - SECY-79-330 through SECY-79-330F and' o

NUREG-0094,"NRC Operator Licensing Guide."o

f In this chapter, each of these documents is addressed individually and recommendations

for changes are presented. Where applicable, recommendations presented previously in

|
this report are referenced.

i 5.1 FEDERAL REGULATIONS

|

|

5.1.1 10 CFR Part 55," Operators' Licenses"(11)

The September 1, l9' 78, version of- 10 CFR Part 55 and the May 14,1980, proposed

revision to 10 CFR Part 55 (15) were reviewed. The changes presented in the May 1980
5-1



proposed revision are considered appropriate except where modified by the following
additional recommended changes to 10 CFR Part 55:

General

Throughout this part, reference to the written examination and operating testo

should be modified to three parts of the licensing examination -- written exam-
ination, oral examination and operating test. (Recommendation 1,

Section 2.6.4.2)

Examination subjects listed in 10 CFR Part 55 and its proposed revision areo

suitable as an interim measure. A long-term goal, however, should be adopted

to redesign the written, oral and operating tests around required RO and SRO

skills and knowledges based on a generic job task analysis. 10 CFR Part 55

should then be updated based on the results of this work.

Section 55.10 -- Contents of Applications

The facility should be required to submit, with the medical examination, ao

description of the program used to identify signs of unsuitable personality dys-
function. Such a program should include a psychological interview by a psychi-

atrist or certified psychologist, administration of a self-report inventory and a

suitable background investigation. Programs of equivalent scope and depth

would be acceptable. (Recommendation 2, Section 2.5.1.7)

A summary of applicant performance during each phase of the program shouldo

be required to be submitted for review. This summary should include a record

of trainee performance on all quizzes, phase completion examinations, oral
examinations and simulator operational examinations. (Recommendation 2,

Section 2.5.2.6)

Section 55.11 -- Requirements for the Approval of Application

A requirement should be included that indicates that, if by approval of theo

application an operator will be licensed on more than one f acility, the operating

organization must commit to a program to maintain familiarity on all facilities
5-2
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for which an operator holds a license. A suitable program would require
periodic rotation between (among) facilities to maintain operating proficiency.
(Conclusion 6, Section 2.6.4.1)

Section 55.21 - Content of Operator Written Examinations and Section 55.22 -- Content

of Senis Operator Written Examination

o The subject areas in the May_1980 proposed revision should be accepted as an

interim measure. In the long term, these written examinations should be reor-

ganized around required operator and senior operator skills and knowledges as

determined from a generic job task analysis and these sections subsequently
updated. (Recommendation 2, Section 2.6.4.2)

4

New Section -- Content of Operator and Senior Operator Oral Examinations

o This section should identify an oral examination as a separate part of the over-
all licensing examination. This section should indicate that this oral examina-

tion will concentrate on the skills and knowledges suitable for examination
during a walk-through of the facility with emphasis on the operations and i:cnc-

tioning of equipment and systems. (Recommendation 3, Section 2.6.4.2)

In addition, subjects presently listed as items (c) through (e) and (g) through (1)o

| of Section 55.23, " Scope of Operator and Senior Operator Operating Tests," are
,

more suitable for this type of oral examination and should be listed in this new
,

| section.
|

|

Section 55.23 -- Scope of Operator and Senior Operator Operating Testsi

|
;

( o This section should indicate that the operating test _will be administered using a

( control room simulator. Subject items (a) and (b) presently listed in this section

are suitable for this type of practical demonstration. In addition, the scope of

the operating test should be expanded to include evaluation of applicant per-

formance in:

- Recognizing emergency conditions and carrying out the appropriate
actions of emergency operating procedures and Emergency Plan,

5-3-



- Recognizing abnormal, offnormal and alarm conditions and carrying
out the actions of appropriate procedures and

.

- Carrying out normal plant operations in accordance with appropriate
procedures (not limited to a reactor startup).

(Recommenefation 4, Section 2.6.4.2)

Section 55.25 -- Administration of Operating Test Prior to Initial Criticality

The provisions of this section should be expanded to require that, af ter a cer-o

tain date, license training and administration of an operating test prior to
initial criticality must be conc.ucted sn a plant-specific simulator. In the inter-
im, each f acility not able to comply must have submitted to the NRC for prior

approval a plan for providing the training in RO and SRO skills and knowledges

that cannot be acquired by the use of a generic simulator. (Recommer.htion 6,

Section 2.4.5.2)

o Item (d) of this section should be revised to require that these reactor conuui
mechanism and instrumentation systems be in such condition to permit effec-

tive administration of an oral examination.

Section 55.31 -- Conditions of Licenses

Item (e) of this section should define more clearly the criteria for determining,o

that "a licensee has not been actively performing the functions of an operator

or senior operator for a period of 4 months or longer." In particular, the appli-

| cability of these requirements to facility staff personnel who are licensed to
provide backup operator capability should be specified.

|

The May 1980 draf t revision to 10 CFR Part 55 would amend item (e)'to estab-o

lish requirements to require recertification on a simulator as demonstration of

an operator's capabilities af ter 4 months of licensed duty inactivity.~ Since-
these sittations should be considered on a case basis, it is recommended that

the wording of this paragraph be such as to provide the OLB the flexibility not

to require this recertification if it is not deemed appropriate.
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|

Section 55.33 -- Renewal of Licenses

o As a part of the medical examination report required for license renewal, a
reappraisal of the operator's psychological stability conducted by a psychiatrist'

or certified psychologist should be submitted. This appraisal need not require

the in-depth evaluation required for the initial license application (Recom->

mendation 2, Section 2.5.1.7), but should be adequate to verify that unsuitable
,

personality dysfunctions have not developed since the previous evaluation.

Apper dix A -- Requalification Programs for Licensed Operators of Production and
Utilization Facilities

Appropriate paragraphs in this appendix should be modified to include the following
requirements:

,

o As a part of the requalification program approval process, each facility should
be required to submit the results of a formal assessment of the ability of the

program to provide adequate retraining for RO and SRO skills and knowledges

not reinforced during normal plant operations. This assessment should be based

upon a plant-specific job task analysis and identify the methods used to provide

the required retraining for each skill and knowledge. (Recommendation 1,.

Section 2.7.1.9)t

o In addition to the May 1980 proposed revision, which would require simulator
training as a part of requalification, minimum time requirements -for these-
simulator programs and maximum allowable intervals ~ between this' training

( should also be specified. (Recommendation 2, Section 2.7.1.9) '

( o In a manner similar to the recommended change to section 55.25, this appendix

should require requalification training to be conducted on a plant-specific simu-
;

; ' fator following an appropriate date. In the interim, as.a part of the requalifica-
tion program approval process, facilities with no plant-specific sim'ulator avail-

able must submit a plan for providing retraining in the RO and SRO skills and

knowledges that require requalification training, but that cannot be acquired by

the use of a generic simulator. (Recommendation 3, Section'2.7.1.9)

, 5-5
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In the introduction to this appendix where guidelines are provided for requalifi-o

cation of operators who provide backup capability, requalification programs

should be required to specify procedures for providing adequate in-plant operat-

ing experience at intervals sufficiently frequent to ensure that skills and knowl-

edges necessary for routine plant operations are reinforced. These procedures

could be tailored to account for the different functional responsibilities of
these individuals,

o The " Requirements" section of this appendix should be modified to describe a

requalification program such as that presented in Recommendation 7 of
Section 2.7.1.9. This description should specify utility and NRC requirements.

Training on lessons learned from operating experience should require practical

training, where appropriate, conducted on a simulator or in plant. (Recom-
mendation 4, Section 2.7.1.9)

.

Appendix B (Proposed) -- Qualification of Commercial Power Plant Applicants for
Operator and Senior Operator Licenses

s

This appendix, presented in the May 1980 proposed revision to.10 CFR Part 55, should be

incorporated into 10 CFR Part 55 and modified by the following additional recommended

j. changes:

o Certification of RO and SRO candidates should be required to include demo' -n

|
strated performance to a predetermined level of proficiency on a simulator.

| This certification should include satisfactory performance of:

'

General plant operations in addition to reactor startup,-

- Emergency operating procedures,
- Procedures for abnormal, offnormal or alarm conditions,

| Emergency actions not completely addressed by procedures, including-

multiple casualties and
i-

| - Unannounced casualties for the purpose of evaluating diagnostic skills.
:
i

For SRO _ applicants, this certification should address supervisory skills.
(Recommendations 3 and 5, Section 2.4.5.2)

5-6
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\

Where this appendix requires simulator training, it should be indicated that,; o

; af ter a certain date, this training should be conducted on a plant-specific simu-

lator. In the interim, each facility not able to comply must have submitted to
i the 'NRC for prior approval .a plan for providing the training in RO and SRO

skills and knowledges that cannot be acquired by the use of a generic simulator.

| (Recommendation 6, Section 2.4.5.2)

; o Experierce requirements for RO license applicants should be modified to

p require 1 year of experience as a non-licensed operator at the facility for which
a license is sought (or a similar facility).' (Recommendation 4, Section 2.5.1.7)

<

t

?.
t

5.1.2 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities"(45)

|

| The following changes are recommended to the indicated sections of 10 CFR Part 50.
:

|

Section 50.54 -- Conditions of Licenses
|

| o Paragraph (i-1), which requires that changes to requalification programs receive

j NRC approval, should be. expanded to require NRC approval of changes to .
| license training programs (cold or . hot) _ as : well. (Recommendation 12,

Section 2.4.5.2) '
I

!

[ o The May 14,1980, proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 50 (15) would include a new -

paragraph (r) that requires administrative procedures to provide assurance that

an operator or senior operator is proficient at manipulating the controls or

( supervising' the manipulation of controls. This-paragraph should also require
,

i procedures to ensure that an operator is familiar with current plant conditions

before assuming responsibility for manipulating controls or supervising manip-

|' ulation of controls. These procedures should specifical.ly address individuals

| . who are licensed to provide backup operator capability and operators who are.

: licensed _on more than one facility. (Recommendation 6, Section'2.7.1.9, and

I Conclusion 7, Section 2.6.4.1)
I

>
-
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l

* Interim General Statement of Policy - Protection Against Accidents in Nuclear Power
,

'

; Reactors

i

o This statement should be modified .to recognize the importance of. a properly

trained and capable operating staff in providing protection against accidents in

nuclear power reactors. This statement describes the NRC's three-level.

approach to meet its safety objectives of assuring the risk from normal opera-
tion and postulated accidents is maintained at an acceptably low level and
assuring that the likelihood of-more severe accidents is extremely small. This
approach should include a fourth level that recognizes the importance of the

operator in achieving these objectives.

1

k

i

:

:

,

l
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5.2 REGULATORY GUIDES

5.2.1 Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training"(10)

Regulatory Guide 1.8 and the February 1979 proposed revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.8

(14) were reviewed. Regulatory Guide 1.8 endorses the standard ANSI N 18.1-1971,

| " Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel"(46). However, this standard

is no longer in existence, since it was totally revised and reissued in 1978 as
ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 (7). The February 1979 proposed revision to Regulatory Guide 1.8

recognizes this fact and would endorse ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978. However, since the approv-

al of ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 and the development of the proposed revision 2 to Regulatory

Guide 1.8, the accident at Three Mile Island has occurred, prompting many changes in

the areas of personnel selection and training, including the drafting of a proposed revi-

sion to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978. In light of this changing situation, the following actions are

recommended concerning Regulatory Guide 1.8:

'

o The NRC should hold the proposed revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.8 in abey-

ance until the December 1979 proposed revision to ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978 can be

completed and approved. It is recognized that the NRC participates in the

j working committee to revise ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978.

t

o Following this post-TMI upgrading of ANSI /ANS-3.1-1978, the new standard
should be reviewed by the NRC in its entirety. The results of this review and;

consideration of the conclusions and recommendations of Chapters 2. and 3 of|

this report would serve as a basis for a complete revision of Regulatory
Guide 1.8.

l

i

|
!

*

5.2.2 Regulatory Guide 1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation)"(51)

I

This regulatory guide endorses ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS-3.2, " Administrative Controls and

Quality Assurance for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants" (52), subject to

some additional specifications. The following recommendations for changes to this regu-

latory guide are presented:
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.

o Paragraph C.4 of this regulatory guide indicates that the audit program require-
ments of ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS-3.2 for performance, training and qualifica-
tions of facility staff should be satisfied at least once every 12 months. In
addition to this audit frequency' requirement, this regulatory guide should
require that these audits evaluate the effectiveness of training provided (rather

than just compliance of these programs with requirements and guidelines).
(Recommendation 4, Section 2.4.5.2)

Paragraph C.5 indicates that the guideline provided in the standard for checkingo

plant operating procedures during the testing program is considered a require-

ment. This guideline, which states that the suitability of these procedures
should be checked to the maximum extent possible during the preoperational

and initial start-up test programs, should be strengthened by this regulatory
guide to also require checking these procedures (where appropriate) by use of ~a

suitable control room simulator. Instructors at training centers visited indi-
cated that facilities that used their draf t procedures during license training

of ten identified problems that required procedure changes.

5.2.3 Regulatory Guide 1.114, " Guidance on Being Operator at the Controls of a Nuclear

Nuclear Power Plant" (53)

This regulatory guide should be modified to address the issue of maximum periods of

time that an operator is allowed to stand shift at the controls of a nuclear power plant.

As discussed in Appendix D, it is recommended that, except during cmergency plant -

conditions, an operator should not be permitted to stand shif t longer than 12 hours and'

should receive at least as much time off shift as required to stand on shift.

3.2.4 Regulatory Guide 1.134, " Medical Evaluation of ' Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

Requiring Operator Licenses" (35) -'

This regulatory guide endorses ANSI N546-1976 (ANS 3.4) (34) for providing an accept-
able method for determining medical qualifications for license applicants subject 'to

some additional specifications. These requirements of ANSI N546-1976 (ANS 3.4) and.

5-10-
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Regulatory Guide 1.134 are considered adequate for determining the medical qualifica-

tions of operators except that more comprehensive programs for identifying unsuitable

personality dysfunction should be required. Such a program should include:

a. A psychological interview by a psychiatrist or certified psychologist (rather
than a medical practitioner). This interview should serve as a rough screening

tool to assess overt personality traits.

b. A self-report inventory (psychological test) administered to all applicants.
Those showing signs of dysfunction should be referred to in-depth clinical diag-

nosis by a psychiatrist or certified psychologist. These tests should be reliable
and valid, with recent norms,

c. A background investigation to identify undesirable characteristics indicated by

police and court record checks, credit and employment history, etc. It is antic-

ipated that prospective employees for operator positions would be required to

sign a waiver of the Privacy Act to permit adequate investigation. (Recom-
mendation 2, Section 2.5.1.7)

5.2.5 Regulatory Guide 1.16, " Reporting of Operating Information, Appendix A -- Tech-

nical Specifications" (41)

4

Section 2, " Reportable Occurrences," of this regulatory guide should be modified to rec-

ognize the importance of reporting events resulting from operator errors. Operator
errors that result in events such as those listed in that section or operator errors that

,

can be categorized as caused by:

o - Deficiences in operator skills and knowledges (training related),

: o Limitations in procedures or equipment design or

o Negligence or serious judgment error >

should be required to be reported. For these reportable. occurrences, the facility. should
~

be required to conduct an evaluation to determine the fundamental cause of the error..

5-11
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The facility should identify if this error is indicative of a deficiency in the facility's
training and qualification program and commit to a program of corrective action. (Rec-
ommendation 3, Section 2.7.2.3)

!

|

|

|

!

I
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5.3 OTHER GUIDANCE

5.3.1 Seven Commission Papers -- SECY-79-330 through SECY-79-330F (38, 54
through 59)>

These seven papers are reports made to the NRC Commissioners from the Director,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, during the period from May 14,1979, to
September 11, 1979. These reports provided information and recommendations in a num-

ber of areas relating to operator training and licensing. The specific subject areas of
these reports are the following:

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATIONS
REPORT NUMBER TITLE REPORTED? PROVIDED?

SECY-79-330 " Plant Superintendents and Yes No
Assistant Superintendents
Who Hold, Or Have Held,
Operator Licenses"(54)

SECY-79-330 A "A Statistical Profile Of Yes -No
Licensed Operators and
Senior Operators and a
Statistical Profile of
Commercial Airline Pilots
and Merchant Marine
Engineering Personnel"(55)

SECY-79-330B " Operator Emergency Yes .Yes
Response Training
Required by Other
Agencies, Using
Simulator Training"(56)

SECY-79-330C "Results of Examinations Yes No
Administered to Licensed
Operators as Part of the
Requalification Program"
(57)

SECY-79-330D " Comparison of the Navy Yes No
and NRC/ Industry Training
and Requalification.
Programs"(58)

SECY-79-330 E/F " Qualifications of (Power) Yes Yes
Reactor Operators"
(38, 59)

| 5-13
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1
1

The information provided in these reports was reviewed for accuracy in areas where

| parallel investigations were conducted as a part of this study. No inconsistencies in
information content were found. ;

The recommendations provided in reports SECY-79-330B, E and F were also reviewed in
4

| light of analyses and recommendations presented in Chapter 2, " Licensed Operating Per-

sonnel." Each of these SECY-79-330 (series) recommendations are addressed in the
.

; following paragraphs.

}

j 5.3.1.1 Recommendations of SECY-79-330B

Recommendations

'I

SECY-79-330B l'dentified the following changes that were viewed by NRR as worthy of

consideration in the operator licensing program:

.

2 (1) Require all operators to be trained on a full-scope simulator represent-
ative of their facility.

;

(2) Administer all license examinations on a full-scope simulator represent -
) ative of their facility.

(3) Require periodic retraining and recertification on a full-scope simulator ,

{, representative of their facility.

j (4) Require an individual who has not been performing licensed duties for a
i period of 4 months or greater to be recertified on a full-scope simulator
'

representative of his facility.
,

(5) Specify a minimum list of emergency procedures which must be suc-4

cessfully completed during initial simulator training and periodic simu-
. lator retraining.

' ~

(6) - Provide additional training and periodic retraining' for the present NRC
examiners, including the part-time. examiners. In order to remain as a
part-time examiner, the individual must make.himself available for_this ,;

j training, in addition to the time previously required for the normal
j examining workload.
:

: (7) Establish a cadre of " Check Senior Operators" drawn from u_tility and
training center staffs who are licensed and periodically'recertified by;

i the NRC. -
~

i

.

(8) Adjust the OLB staffing level so that headquarters examiners can take '
'' - on the additional duties of recertifying the " Check Senior Operators"

and auditing the simulator training and retraining programs.

5-14
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(9) Maintain specialization within groups of the OLB examiners. Eliminate
examination assignments at reactors outside of the area of special-
ization or provide specific cross-training, including simulator training,
if such an assignment must be made.

Review Comment

Recommendations (1), (2) and (3) are endorsed. The reader is referred respectively to
the following recommendations in this report which expand on these issues: 4

o Recommendations 5 and 6, Section 2.4.5.2,

o Recommendations 1 and 4, Section 2.6.4.2 and

o Recommendations 2,3 and 7, Section 2.7.1.9.

Recommendation (4) provides a valid method for accomplishing the requirements of par-

agraph (e) of Section 55.31, " Conditions of the Licenses", of 10 CFR Part 55. Current

requirements of this paragraph should be clarified to provide the NRC with the flexi-
bility to conduct such an evaluation on a simulator, but should not require that it be
conducted in all cases. Situations of this type must be considered on a case basis.
However, if some form of examination appears to be necessary based on OLB review of
the case, a performance-related examination such as that conducted on a simulator is

recommended.

Recommendation (5) should be expanded to include an established list of practical train-

ing requirements in more areas than just emergency procedures. Recommendations 5,10
and 12 of Section 2.4.5.2 and Recommendation 2 of Section 2.7.1.9 of this report address

sirr,ulator training and retraining requirements that would accomplish this objective.
,

~

Chapter 4, "NRC Operator Licensing Organization," addresses the subject areas identi-

fied by SECY-79-330B recommendations (6) through (9). Section 4.3.2 of this chapter
.

provides recommendations for initial training certification and retraining 'of part-time
examiners. Section 4.3.3 recommends the use of " Check Operators" as an interim
measure to provide sufficient numbers of examiners to permit near-term implementation

of requalification requirements for simulator operating. tests. In~ addition, methods for

assuring the consistency of examinations conducted by Check Operators are recom-

mended. Section 4.2.3 also addresses the need for a program to formally certify examin-

ers based on different classes of facilities and recommends elements for such a program.
5-15
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5.3.1.2 Recommendations of SECY-79-330E
,

Recommendation

1

(1) The experience requirements regarding power plant operations for
senior operator applicants should be increased. Adoption of Option 1
is recommended to achieve this.

Option 1

Require the following experience for senior operator applicants:
Applicants for senior operator licenses shall have 4 years of respon-
sible power plant experience. Responsible power plant experience
should be that obtained as a control room operator (fossil or nuclear)
or as a power plant staff engineer involved in the day-to-day activities
of the facility, commencing with the final year of construction. A
maximum of 2 years of power plant experience may be fulfilled by
academic or related technical training, on a one-for-one time basis.
Two years shall be nuclear power plant experience. At least 6 months
of the nuclear power plant experience shall be at the plant for which
he seeks a license.

Review Comment-

The May 1980 preposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 modified these recommended require-'

ments of SECY-79-330E for SROs to include 3 years of power plant experience and.

2 years of nuclear power plant experience, with no academic or technical training
allowed to be substituted for this experience. Our study concluded that the experience

requirements of this proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 in combination with increased -

education requirements (Recommendation 1, Section 2.5.4.5) would provide appropriate

upgrading of requirements for senior operators.

Recommendation

(2)- Establish requirements for applicants for senior operator licenses after
the plant achieves criticality to 'be licensed 'as an operator - for
6 months. Option 2 is recommended to achieve this. .

! Option 2 |

Modify the hot training programs so that the training concentrates on j

- the responsiblities and functions of the operator, rather than the sen-- ,
ior- operator. All individuals who. satisfactorily complete this . hot
training program will.be allowed to apply. for anL operator. license, but
must have at least. 6 months of experience as a licensed aperator.
before applying for a senior operator license.

.5-16



i Review Comment

The NRR letter of March 1980 to all power reactor applicants and licensees (13) imple-

mented a 1-year requirement in place of this recommendation for 6 months of operator

exper!cuce. The conclusions of this study supported the new 1-year requirement. (Con-
clusion 2, Section 2.5.4.5)

Recommendation

(3) Establish reqairements for participation in plant shift operations prior
to licensing. Option 3 is recommended to achieve this.

Option 3

Require that the 3-month continuous on-the-job training for hot oper-
ator applicants be as an extra man on shift in the control room.
Require the hot senior operator applicants to have 3 months of contin-
uous on-the-job training as an extra man on shif t in training.

Review Comment

The NRR letter of March 1980 implemented this requirement. Conclusion 4,

Section 2.4.5.1, of this report endorse,s the requirement. To make these periods of on-

the-job training more effective, however, utilities should be required to significantly
upgrade and formalize on-the-job training requirements. Recommendation 2,
Section 2.4.5.2, addresses this issue.

Recommendation

(4) Establish requirements that simulators be used in training programs
for hot applicants. Option 6 is recommended to achieve this.

Option 6

In addition to the presently approved training programs, require that
all replacement applicants participate in simulator training programs,
as applicable for their facility. Exception may be made for licensees
at older facilities whose facility features and operating characteristics
are not similar to present facilities, providing suitable alternatives are
substituted.

5-17
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Review Comment

We concur in this recommendation. Recommendations 5 and 6, Section 2.4.5.2, discuss

additional improvements necessary in this area.

Recommendation

.

(3) NRC should audit training programs more closely, including admin-
istration of certification examinations. Option 5 that specifies admin-
istering some of the certification examinations is recommended rather
than Option 4 that specifies administration of all the certification
examinations.

Option 4

NRC examiners should administer all the cold certification examin-
ations at the simulator training centers.

Option 5

NRC examiners should routinely administer some (approximately 10%)
of the certification examinations at the simulator training center.

Review Comment

This recommendation addresses two issues -- auditing training programs and conducting
s

simulator certification examinations.~ Recommendation 9, Section 2.4.5.2, provides

recommended improvements in the auditing of cold and hot training programs.
Section 2.6 of this report concluded that an operating test conducted on a control room

,

simulator should be included as part of the licensing examination. Recommendation 4,

Section 2.6.4.2, addresses the scope of this operating test and recommends an implemen-

tation plan that includes operating tests conducted by OLB examiners and vendor train-

ing center personnel. As indicated in Recommendation 4 and discussed in greater detail
in Section 4.3.3, the use of vendor personnel should be considered an interim measure.

Recommendation

.(6) Develop eligibility requirements for instructors. Option 7 is recom -
mended as a first step to achieve this.
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Option 7

Require that Phase II, III and IV cold training program instructors and
all hot training program instructors that provide instruction in nuclear
power plant operations hold senior operator licenses and be required to
successfully participate in applicable requalification programs to
maintain their instructor status.

Review Comment

This recommendation was implemented as a requirement by the NRR letter of
March 1980. This study concluded that this requirement is adequate certification of
technical competence for instructing in these phases of license training (Conclusion 2,

Section 2.10.5.1). Recommendation 1, Section 2.10.5.2, however, includes additional

proposed requirements that relate to instructor qualifications, specifically addressing

training received in instructional methods and techniques.

Recommendation

(7) In addition to the present operator requalification program require-
ments, all licensees should be required to participate in periodic
retraining and recertification on a full-scope simulator representative
of their facility. Adoption of Options 8 and 9 are recommended to
achieve this.

Option 8

In addition to the present operator requalification program require-
ments, we shall require that all licensees participate in periodic
retraining and recertification on a full-scope simulator representative
of their facility. The frequency of training should be on an annual
basis. Exceptions may be made for licensees at old facilities, whose
facility features and operating characteristics are not similar to
present facilities, providing suitable alternatives 'are substituted.

Option 9

Presently, individuals who have not been performing licensed duties
for 4 months or longer, are required to participate in an accelerated
requalification program and receive our approval, prior to resuming
licensed duties. In addition to the present requirements, these indi-
viduals should be required to be recertified on a full-scope simulator,
representative of his' facility. Licensees at older facilities may be
excepted, providing suitable alternatives are provided.
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Review Comment

Recommendation 7, Section 2.7.1.9, presents a proposed requalification program that

would implement this SECY-79-330E recommendation. Option 3 indicates that the fre-

quency of simulator retraining should be on an annual basis. Recornmendation 2,

Section 2.7.1.9, describes a systematic approach to determining minimum time require-

ments for these simulator programs and maximum allowable intervals between this train-

ing. The Option 9 requirement for recertifica"on on a simulator for individuals who
have not been performing licensed duties for 4 months or longer was addressed previously

as Recommendation (4) of SECY-79-330B.

Recommendation

(8) Establish more explicit requirements regarding exercises to be
included in simulator requalification programs. Adoption of Option 10
is recommended to achieve this.

Option 10

Establish more explicit requirements regarding exercises to be
included in simulator training programs. These requirements should
assure performance of exercises in a broad spectrum of normal and
abnormal operations and response to transients and emergencies and
shall include consideration of multiple failures, compound abnorm-
alities and imperfect' initialization. The requirements should not be
rigid so that the flexibility and spontaneity in training programs are
precluded. We, and ANS 3, have initiated effort in this direction.

Review Comment

This study concluded that more explicit requirements are needed regarding exercises to

be included in both license training and requalification programs. Recommendations 5,

10 and 12 of Section 2.4.5.2 and Recommendation 2 of Section 2.7.1.9 address this need.

Recommendation

(9) An increased level of confidence in the effectiveness of requalifi-
cation programs should be provided by NRC examiners administering
annual requalification examinations. We recommend Option 12 that
provides for administering some, rather than all, requalification exam-
inations as indicated in Option 11.
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Option 11

NRC to administer and grade all the annual written examinations and4

administer all the oral evaluations associated with requalification pro-
grams.

Option 12

NRC to administer some (approximately 10%) of the requalification
examinations and oral evaluations, rather than all of the examinations,
as indicated in Option 11.

Review Comment

This study concluded that an annual written examination of similar scope and depth as

the NRC licensing examination is, by itself, an inappropriate tool for judging operator

(_ Conclusion 9,competency and this practice also has several disadvantages

Section 2.7.1.9). Recommendation 7, Section 2.7.1.9, describes a requalification program

that uses evaluative criteria that are more performance-related and more suitable for

identifying unsatisfactory operators. This program would include an annual NRC operat-

ing test conducted on a simulator, supplemented by oral examination if we.1knesses are

noted, and a comprehensive NRC written and oral examination conducted in conjunction

with Upgrade Training every 5 years.

Recommendation

(10) The scope of the writ 3en examinations should provide increased
emphasis on understanding of thermodynamics, hydraulics, and related
matters. Adoption of Option 13 will accomplish this without changing
the format of our examinations and is recommended rather than
Options 14 and 15 that change the format.

Option 13

The content of the existing written examination should be expanded to
include more selection essay type questions .on thermodynamics,
hydraulics, fluid flow, and heat transfer. This should be done using the
same categories that now exist for the RO and SRO examinations.
The length and complexity of the written examinations will increase
from the present requirements.

Option 14

The content of the existing written examination should be expanded to
include more selective essay type questions on thermodynamics,
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hydraulics, fluid flow, and heat transfer. This should be done by
creating new categories for the RO and SRO examinations as appro-
priate. The length and complexity of the written examinations will
increase.

Option 15

NRC should adopt a different approach to the written examination,
such as one that would relate to only elemental questions and leave
the exploratory questions to the oral examination. Such an exam-
ination could be restructured to include multiple choice and true and
f alse type questions.

Review Comment ,

|

Although Option 13 was recommended in SECY-79-330E, Option 14 was authorized by

the Commissioners. The results of this study support the conclusion of SECY-79-330E

that emphasis in these subject areas is needed to improve the content validity of the
written examination. Option 14 is a feasible method for implementing this change.
However, as indicated in Conclusion 2, Section 2.6.4.1, there are other improvements
needed to make the written examinations more valid. Recommendation 2,

Section 2.6.4.2, provides additional changes that should be made to the written examina-

tions.

Recommendation

(11) Applicants for operator and senior operator licenses should be exam-
ined at a nuclear power plant simulator. Option 16 is recommended to
achieve this.

Option 16

Require part of the oral / operating test to be administered using
existing nuclear power plant simulators.

Review Comment

We concur with this recommendation. Recommendation 4 of Section 2.6.4.2 suggests the

scope of this operating test.
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Recommendation

(12) Senior operator applicants who hold operator licenses should be
required to take an oral test as well as the written examination.
Adoption of Option 17 will achieve this.

Option 17

Require senior applicants who hold an operator's license to take an
oral test in addition to the senior portion of the written examination.

Review Comment

This study concluded that a combination written, oral and operating examination is
required to conduct the best comprehensive evaluation of whether license applicants will

be safe and competent operators (Conclusion 1, Section 2.6.4.1). Therefore, senior oper-

ator applicants should be required to take ag portions of the licensing examination with
evaluative criteria applied at' the senior operator level.

Recommendation

(13) The passing grade of written examination should be increased to 80% ~
or greater overall and 70% or greater in each category. . Adoption of
Option 13 will achieve this.

Option 18

Increase the overall passing grade for operator and senior operator
written examinations to 80% and require at least 70% in each cate-
gory.

Review Comment

In Section 2.6.3.4 of this report, pass / fail criteria for examinations were discussed.- As

indicated in that section, while the 80-percent and 70-percent criteria seem acceptable

as interim measures, in the long term it would be preferable to have performance-based

examinations with criterion-referenced validity where a quantitative basis for a mini-
.

mum passing score could be developed.
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Recommendation i

(14) NRC should inform facility manager.::nt of the results of each exam-
ination so that remedial train. ig may be instituted, as applicable.
Adoption of Option 19 will achiee this.

Option 19 ,

OLB should provide facility management with the detailed results of
NRC initbl examinations so that individuals may be immediately
enrolled in the requalification programs.

Review Comment

Interviews at facilities visited indicated that this practice would be a highly desirable i

method for feeding back to facilities informatien that could be used to improve their
training programs. This recommendation is endorsed.

Recommendation

.

(15) ANSI /ANS 3.5-1979, " Nuclear Power Plant Simulators for Use in Oper-
ator Training," should be reviewed and revised and a Regulatory Guide
reflecting NRC endorsement be developed. Adoption of Option 20 will-
achieve this.

Option 20

Establish requirements that ensure that simulators, in order to receive .
credit in operator training and licensing activities, have the capability
to accommodate a sufficient number and variety of abnormal and
emergency conditions. This can be accomplished by. appropriate revi-
sion to the standard ANSI /ANS 3.5-1979 or by separate NRC require'-
ments.

Review Comment

Recommendation 6 of Section 2.'4.5.2 endorses this SECY-79-330E rec.ommendation.
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Recommendation

(16) The present part-time examiners should be augmented by utility and
vendor training personnel and formal training programs should be
instituted for examiners. Adoption of Options 21 and 23 will achieve
this.

We also considered eliminating all part-time examiners. We believe
this would be- detrimental to our program. We recommend that
Option 22 not be adopted.

I Option 21
|

| The present part-time examiners will continue to be recruited from
universitics and national laboratories. Formal training and retraining
programs shall be developed for all OLB examiners. The training
programs will be prepared and conducted by OLB with assistance from
the IE Career Management Branch. Training shall also be provided at
simulator training centers. In order to remain as a part-time
examiner, the individual must make himself available for this training,
in addition to the time previously required for the normal examining
workload; thus, a commitment of about 55 days per year will become a

j requirement.
-

Option 22

, Eliminate all part-time examiners and increase OLB manpower to
| meet all operator licensing requirements. Manpower hiring require-

ments should restrict hiring to those individuals who have held or
currently hold a senior operator license or equivalent for a nuclear
power plant. Examiners should be assigned to administer examinations
at specific types of reactors. Only af ter proper training should they
be assigned to examine on other types of facilities,,

j Option 23

| Augment the part-time examiners that are currently . employed by
OLB. Obtain from the utility and vendor training staffs licensed SROs

| to assist OLB in licensing activities. This select group of " Check
Senior Operators" would be comparable to the FAA's " Check Airmen."
The " Check Airmen" are considered the elite among the airline pilots.i -

| Usually they are selected from the better flight instructors and are
given additional training. They are certified by the FAA.as being

| qualified to evaluate other crew members. They assist FAA examiners
; in recertifying pilots.~ All initial FAA examinations are.' administered
; by FAA employees. Likewise, the " Check Senior Operators" would be

the elite of nuclear plant training staffs. They would be used to
administer the requalification' examinations, including that portion
using simulators.

|
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Review Comment j

This SECY-79-330E recommendation is an extension of char.ges that were considered by

NRR as worthy of consideration and presented to the Commissioners in SECY-79-330B.

As a result, the consent of this recommendation has been addressed previously in the

discussion of SECY-79-330B proposals in Section 5.3.1.1.

5.3.1.3 Recommendations of SECY-79-330F

SECY-79-330F was issued by the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to supple-

ment SECY-79-330E by providing information for implementation and rulemaking deci-

sions for the recommendations presented in SECY-79-330E. Since the release of

SECY-79-330F, the implementation steps recommended in this paper have been carried

out (for example, new requirements implemented by the NRR letter of March 1980) or
I are in the process of being carried out (for exampic, development of a proposed revision

to 10 CFR Part 55). Considering these f acts, the implementation rationale and stepst

presented in this paper were reviewed. It was concluded that the ideas presented in this

paper were both adequate and appropriate.

5.3.2 NUREG-0094, "NRC Operator Licensing Guide"(12)

e

A document such as NUREG-0094 is valuable because it provides amplifying information

to assist facilities in understanding the content and administration of operator licensing

regulations. When considering changes to NUREG-0094, or.e must consider new require-
,

ments that have been implemented since the most recent publication of this document j
(for example, requirements implemented by the NRR letter of March,1980) and proposed

changes to applicable federal regulations (for example, the May 1980 draf t revision to
10 CFR Part 50 and 55 and the recommendations of this report). Changes to

,

NUREG-0094 could most effectively be implemented in two steps. Initially, a change

should be issued that incorporates near-term operator licensing changes- that have

already been implemented or will be implemented following final approval of the
May 1980 proposed revision to'10 CFR Parts 55 and 50.' At a later date, as changes to

federal regulations that incorporate long-term improvements recommended by this and
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other studies are made, NUREG-0094 should be updated. The following changes to
NUREG-0094 are recommended based on recent changes in requirements and proposed

revisions in federal regulations (both NRC-originated preposed revisions and revisions

resulting frorr the recommendations of this report).

Part I -- Introduction

o No changes appear necessary.

iPart II -- Contents of Applications

This section of NUREG-0094 should address the fact that new requirements (13)o

have specified that the highest level of corporate management responsible for

plant operation should sign facility certifications of applicant competence.
NUREG-0094 should provide guidance for the conduct of this certification
which includes the points discussed in Conclusion 3 and Recommendation 1 of

Section 2.5.3.6 of this report.

Section 5.1.1 presented recommended changes to 10 CFR 55.10, " Contents ofo

Applications," relating to f acility programs to screen candidates for unsuitable

personality dysfunctions and submittal of a summary of applicant training pro-

gram performance with the license application. If adopted, these recommended

changes to 10 CFR 55.10 should be reflected in this part of NUREG-0094.

Appendix B of the proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 of May 1980 provideso

the minimum qualifications of commercial power plant applicants for education

experience, training and certification. If adopted, these changes should be
reflected in this part of NUREG-0094 and made a part of federal regulations.

Section 5.1.1 presented a recommended change to 10 CFR 55.11 to require thato

the operating organization commit to a program to maintain familiarity on all
facilities licensed in the cases of applicants being licensed on multiple units.

This part of NUREG-0094 should identify that, if applicable, the facility should

describe this program in the application for license.
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4

Part 111 -- Establishment of an Examination Schedule i

Changes to tl21s part will be a function of schrduling changes necessitated byo
.

inclusion of an operating test on a full-scope simulator as part of the licensing
examination.

t

{ Part IV -- Content of the Operator Written Examination

4

in the near term, this part of NUREG-0094 should be changed to include theo

new category (" Principles of Reactor Plant Operation") of the written examin-

ation proposed in the May 1980 draf t revision to 10 CFR Part 55. In the long

; term, the written examination should be reorganized around required operator
skills and knowledges determined from a generic job task analysis (Recommen-

; dation 2, Section 2.6.4.2). Subsequent changes to '10 CFR Part 55 should then
'

be included in this part of NUREG-0094.

Part V -- Content of Senior Operator Written Examination
!

o The near-term and long-term changes identified as necessary for Part IV of
NUREG-0094 are also applicable for this part. The new category 5dded to this'

examination by ~ the proposed - revision to 10 CFR Part 55 was'" Theory of-
| Reactor' Plant Operation."
,

Part VI'-- Relationship of Categories

o No changes appear to be needed.

.

I

Part VII -- Operating Test Administrative Considerations .

o Recommendations provided in this report and.NRC'propased changes to 10 CFR

Part 55 include administration of the ' operating test at a: full-scope simulator
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for most facilities in the future. Since it is recognized that, for some cases,
i- administration of the operating test at the facility might still be desirable'(for

example, if no appropriate simulator exists), it is recommended that this guid-.

ance be reta2ned. In addition, similar guidance wou , appear to be needed

] which addresses administration of the operating test on < full-scope simulator.

New Part -- Content of Operator and Senior Operator Oral Examinations

o This new part of NUREG-0094 would correspond to;a new section of 10 CFR
t

Part 55 which was recommended in Section 5.1.1 to identify the oral examina-

tion as a separate part of the overall licensing examination. This new part
should indicate that this oral examination will concentrate on skills and knowl-

edges suitable for examination during a walk-through of the facility, with
; emphasis on the operations and functic,ning of equipment and systems. (Recom-
4 mendation 3, Section 2.6.4.2)

: o As an interim measure, items 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,~ 10,11,13 and 15' listed under

Part Vill, " Scope of Operating Test for Operators," and all of the items listed-

under Part IX, " Scope of Operating Test for Senior Operators," could be appro-

priately listed under this new part of NUREG-0094 since they are suitable for
oral examination.

o in the long term, the scope of. the oral examination for operators and senior

operators should be revised as determined by the results of a generic job task -
analysis conducted to reorganize NRC written, oral and operating examinations -

around required skills and knowledges.

j Part Vill -- Scope of Operating Test for Operators
i

o This part of.NUREG-0094 should be revised to address the fact that,-in most.

cases, the operating-test will be administered using a control room ' simulator.

A list of items normally included in the test should be developed and included in -

this part. Items 1,3,6,9,12 and 14 in the list currently provided-in this part

' 5 -29 '
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are appropriate for inclusion in an operating test on a simulator. However, a

complete list should be generated based on functional requirements identified

from a generic job task analysis.

o This part should also identify tnat, in some special cases, the operating test
might be administered at the facility rather than on a control room simulator.
Criteria for administering such operating tests in these cases should be devel-

oped and included in this part. It is anticipated that operating tests of this type

would require plant manipulation during drill scenarios.

Part IX -- Scope cf Operating Test for Senior Operators

o Some of the differences between the operator and senior - operator tests
described in this part currently focus on areas evaluated by the oral examina-'

tion. Once criteria for administration of operating tests on simulators are
developed, this part should be updated to focus on the operating demonstration

part of the overall licensing examination. Based on the SRO job task analysis
:

conducted as a part of this study, the scope of operating tests for serior opera-

tors would be expected to emphasize performance during casualties and demon-

stration of supervisory skills. (Recommendation 3, Section 2.4.5.2).

! Part X -- Waiver of Examination and Test Requirements

: o Although this study noted no ' serious deficiencies in OLB waives methods,
I

( waivers generally should not be encouraged and automatic waivers of any -
licensing requirements are not appropriate. This- part of NUREG-0094 is an'

j appropriate place to express such a philosophy if considered desirable by the

OLB.
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Part XI-- Administration of Operating Test Prior to Initial Criticality

o This part needs to be updated to recognize that the oral examination and an

operating test on a control room simulator are separate portions of the licens-
ing examination.

Parts XII, XIII, XIV -- Issuance of Licenses, Expiration of Licenses, Timely Renewal
Applications

The May 1980 proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 would place a 6-month limh! o

on the extension of the expiration date of a license. If adopted, this change
| should be reflected in Part XIV of NUREG-0094.

i
|
|

Part XV -- Content of Renewal Applications

i

| The May 1980 proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 55 would require additionalo

information in renewal applications for applicant; who have not completed all
requalification program requirements. If adopted, this change should be dis-

| cussed in this part.

In addition, Section 5.1.1 of this report recommended that, as a part of theo

medical examination required for license renewal, a reappraisal of the opera-
tor's psychological stability be conducted by a psychiatrist or certified psychol-

ogist. This requirement should be incorporated into this part of NUREG-0094

; Parts XVI through XIX -- Renewal of Licenses, Denial of Applications, Notification of
Disability Subsequent to Licensing

o No changes to these parts are recommended.
.
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Appendices
,

i o Appendix F, " Eligibility for Examination .With No Reactor Startup Demonstra-
tior ," is the only appendix in NUREG-0094 that provides implementing guidance

to facilities. In the past, this appendix has provided basic guidance for develop-

ment of facility hot license training programs. It is recommended that this1

appendix be deleted. if recommendations for a three-part licensing examina-
tion (written examination, oral examination, and operating test on a simulator)

| are adopted by the NRC, this appendix will no longer'be applicable since the

!' licensing process will no longer require a reactor startup as the only manipula-
i tion conducted during the examination. - Recommendation 7, Section 2.4.5.2,

describes an approach that the NRC should take to develop license training

program approval criteria that would be applicable to hot and cold programs.,

Although these criteria should definitely' be included in the NRC Standard

] Review Plan,.they could also be communicated to facilities by incorporating
i

them into Regulatory Guide 1.8," Personnel Selection and Training."
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

At the outset of this study, Analysis & Technology was asked to provide to the NRC ar.

independent assessment of current requirements and practices regarding the selection,

screening, training, licensing, requalification and performance of nuclear power plant

control room operators. We were asked to base this study on information collected

through visits to appropriate offices of the NRC and to a group of nuclear power
plant and training center sites selected as representative of all existing facilities.
During reactor site and training center visits, we found a broad spectrum of practices

in almost all of these subject areas and a climate of re vision and change for these
practices. This recognition of the need for change was readily apparent at the NRC as

well. Although the desire for significant improvement exists in both the industry and
the NRC, a clear definition of the means to realize that goal has not yet been devel-

oped.

Individuals in the industry who are responsible for the selection, training, requalifica-

tion and performance of licensed operators are professional, hard-working and genu-

inely interested in the safe operation of nuclear power _ plants. Many of these individ-

uals are modifying their. programs 'to make them more formal and comprehensive.

Historically, both license training and requalification programs have been designed to

address areas covered by NRC licensing examinations, not to reflect a systematic-
definition of the required functions, responsibilities ~and performance standardiof RO

and SRO licensed operators. As a result, deficiencies exist in the content of class-

room, on-the-job and simulator training and retraining that limit the ability of these-
programs to provide complete training of required skills and knowledges. In addition,

some methodologies employed .during simulator and in-plant training do not ensure
i

effective development of required skills.

- Varying degrees of utility corporate' management involvement and interest in operator

selection, training and performance above the plant superintendent level were noted.

At-facilities where a' higher degree.of interest exists, these programs have apparently -

benefited. Because of the substantial personnel and monetary resources required,~-

corporate management interest and commitment;is essential to improving operator -
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qualification and performance. By demonstrating its own increased interest in these
areas, the NRC can foster more involvement by utility corporate management.

Operators are a valuable resource and are in short supply at most facilities. As a
result, utility corporate management should be sensitive te their needs. For the most

part, operators are dedicated and motivated individuals. Many have positive feelings

about their jobs. In c, t to these positive feelings, however, there exists a general

dissatisfaction with advancement paths, overtime requirements, salaries, and company

communications and decision-making processes. A conscious effort by utilities to

encourage people-oriented management can have a substantial positive effect in'

improving operator job satisfaction.

OLB requirements and practices have p;avided a much needed rtandard for evaluating

the qualifications of operators and, hence, have resulted in a significant contribution to .

the safety of nuclee.r power plants. Although these efforts have been conscientiously
'

directed with the goal of operational safety in mind, new approaches to training and
evaluation, which have been developed in recent years, can be applied by the NRC to

significantly improve its practices and provide increased assurances of operational

j safety.
I

The NRC has not used a strong management approach in regulating the industry in

areas relating to the selection and training of operators and assuring the continued
L

competency of operators. The resultant paucity of definitive guidance has fostered a
,

broad spectrum of practices within the industry with little standardization and varying
4

degrees of comprehensiveness and effectiveness. Industry training personnel respon-

3ible for these operator _ programs feel a need for more definitive guidance and more

specific criteria for program conteit. However, just as the industry has.never con-
ducted an in-depth, systematic study of training program requirements, so has the
NRC never conducted a similar determination of training program acceptance criteria.

.The NRC process for licensing operators has not used available techniques in the best -

combinations to provide compreheasive evaluations of whether RO and SRO applicants'

will be safe and competent operators. Content areas for written, oral and operating
.

examinations have not been based on any systematic approach to defining RO and SRO -

funcinal requirements. Written examinations lack content and criterion-referenced4
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(that is, relating to job performance) validity in predicting if an applicant has suffi-
cient skills and knowledges to function as an RO or SRO. In addition, the current
written examination format makes it difficult to ensure reliability of the examination.

Oral examination methods provide no means to ensure consistent scoring and cannot be

audited. Comprehensive operating tests using control room simulators, which are
potentially the most valid me.asure of whether or not an applicant will be a safe and.

competent operator, have not been used in the past. Since the NRC has placed so
much emphasis on written examinations, many utility training and qualification pro-
grams are structured more toward ensuring that applicants pass OLB licensing exami-

nations than on comprehensive task-related criteria. As a result, there is a general
lack of performance-related training and evaluation within the industry, and many
utility training prograr., hck comprehensive training in the same areas in which the
OLB examinations are deficient. In addition, the use of an annual written examination

of comparable scope and depth as the NRC licensing examination has fostered devel-

tment of requalification programs designed around passing these examinations, has
had a negative effect on operator motivation and is, by itself, an ineffective tool for
evaluating many aspects of operator competence.

Assuming a stronger. management role in regulating the industry will require that the

OLB expand its staff. In conducting this expansion, the advantages identified for
utilities of having formal, well-designed training and certification programs also apply
to the OLB. In addition, expanding its role will include OLB assumption of additional
examination and audit responsibilities and necessitate decentralization of the OLB for

it to perform these functions more effectively.

Although a number of areas requiring improvement have been identified in this study,

all of these improvements are achievable through implementation of an integrated
plan of near-term and long-term actions. Each section of this repcrt has provided
conclusions and recommendations that should be considered by the NRC in develop-
ment of sur.h a plan. Tabie 6.1 provides an index of the conclusions and recommenda-

tions for each subject area of this report. In addition, a summary of all recommenda-
. tions is included as Table 6.2. Each recommendation is discussed in greater detail in

the indicated section of this report.
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Some of the recommendations of this study can be implemented in the near term (for

exan: ole, within 1 year of approval). Others identify needs for which more time will

be required before full implementation can be realized. We feel that the outlook for

improvement is optimistic. Responsible individuals at all levels in the industry and the

NRC are increasingly aware of the importance of the operator (and of personnel in

general) in the safe and competent operation of nuclear power plants. The resources
available in the industry and the NRC include sophisticated technology and dedicated

and talented personral v ho are knowled eable in a variety of applicable disciplines.6

The remaining ingredient needed is a commitment - a commitment by the NRC and
the industry to a coordinated effort to provide near-term and long-term improvements

and a continued awareness of the importance of the operator in assuring the opera-

tional safety of nuclear power plants.

i

b

l

1

1
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TABLE 6.1
SUBJECT AREAS OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

REPORT SECTION
SUBJECT

CONCLUSIONS RECOMMENDATIONS

Performance Predictive Indices 7.3.6 --

RO and SRO License Training 2.: 5.1 2.4.5.2

Selection of RO Candidates 2.5.1.7 2.5. ' .7

Screening of RO Candidates During Training 2.5.2.6 2.5.2.6

Certification of RO Candidates 2.5.3.6 2.5.3.6
l

| Selection of SRO Candidates 2.5.4.5 2.5.4.5

Licensing 2.6.4.1 2.6.4.2

Licensed Operator Requalification 2.7.1.9 2.7.1.9

Operator Error Reporting 2.7.2.3 2.7.2.3

Upgrading of Licensed Operators 2.3.2.1 2.8.2.2

Operator Compensation, Status and
Motivation 2.9.3.1 2.9.3.2

License Training Instructors 2.10.5.1 2.10.5.2

Non-Licensed Operating, Maintenance and
Technical Support Personnel 3.5.1 3.5.2

Selection, Training, Certification and
Retraining of OLB Examiners -- 4.2.5

Staffing of the OLB -- 4.3.5

4

.
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TALTLE 6.2
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

'

IMPLEMENTATION
RP RECOMMENDATION3EC N NEA" LONG LICENSEE NRC

TFRM* TER M ACTION ACTION

2.4.5.2 1. Facilities conduct. formal assessment of RO and SRO X X X
RO AND license training programs using a plant-specific job
SRO task analysis.

LICENSE:
TRAINING 2. Facilities upgrade and formalize on-the-job training X X X

requiren:ents.-
.

3.- Facilities upgrade SRO license training programs'to X X X
provide more emphasis on SRO functional requirements,
and development of leadership, management and super-

-{ visory skills. Include detailed and formal on-the-job.

. training requirements and SRO simulator training.

4. Facilities provide more emphasis in classroom X X X
training on advanced integrated plant topics. Review
classroom training techniques for adequate formality
to assure satisfactory training of all operators.
Develop programs for periodic evaluation of the
effcctiveness of training provided.

5. Require control room simulator training for all hot and X X X
cold license training programs. Expand cperator,
certification requirements. Establish minimum time
requirements for simulator programs based on
consideration of training objectives and operational
experience of candidates. Expand current hot license
requirement for I week of simulator. training.

*Near-term implementation is defined as.sudable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
, SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
a

IMPLEMENTATION
ASECT N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC

TERM * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.s.5.2 '6. Establish requirements for the use of simulators in X X X
RO AND : training control room operators. Establish require-
SRO ments for all facilities to conduct training on a

LICENSF simulator specific to the plant.
~ '

TRAININu
(cont'd) . 7. Develop license training program approval criteila X X

based on a determination of training content require-
ments derived from RO and SRO functional requirements.
Use a generic job task analysis as the basis for a
systematic approach to the development of these criteria.

P 8. Assign all operator training responsibilities (program - X X" . approvals, audits and evaluations of practices,-licensing
of operators) to one organization within the NRC,
preferably the OLB.

9. Upgradt audit programs to include hot as well as cold X X
license training. Expand emphasis c: audits to include
adequacy of facility internal requirements for training
and actual conduct of training. Formalize all audits and
include training centers.

10. Adopt a practice similar to that of the FAA in approving X X
control room simulator training programs. Require
facilities to submit a list of detailed training objectives
and specific practical training intended to be accom-
plished at the simul itor. Evaluate proposed sinalators
for their capability to provide complete training relative
to the actual facility. For deficient areas, require simu- -

lator training to be supplemented with in-plant training.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.
.
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION

RECOMMENDATIONSECT N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC [
TERM * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.4.5.2 11. Require hot and cold license programs submitted for X X X-
RO AND review in the l'5AR to be developed from a fully detailed,
SRO systematic approach. Increase requirements for program

LICENSE descriptions submitted with the FSAR.
I' TR AINING

(cont'd) . 12. Adopt a strong management approach to license training, X X
similar to that employed by the FAA and U.S. Navy.
Become more involved in the content and conduct of
training.

2.5.1.7 1. As a part of the operator selection process, utilities X X

[ ' SELECTION . adopt an integrated program for eva'uating a potential;

OF RO employee's aptitude for completing non-licensed and
CANDIDATES licensed operator training, including personal interviews,

academic and employment performance review and
-aptitude and achievement tests. (NRC involvement here
is not appropriate.)

2. Require that, as a part of the operator selection process, X X X

- facilities employ a program to identify signs of unsuitable
personality dysfunction, including psychological interview,
self-report inventory and background iavestigation.

3. During initial selection, utilities adopt a practice of X X

combining in-depth interviews conducted by plant opera-
tions personnel with the use of appropriate personality >

inventories to eva.uate congruence between applicant
interests and operator job characteristics.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.

-



TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMM ARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
P

RECOMMENDATIONSEC N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC
TERM * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.5.1.7 4. Require that, before licensing, an RO candidate should X X X
SELECTION have performed the functions of a non-licensed operator

OF RO at the facility for which a license is sought (or similar
CANDIDATES facility) for a period of 1 year.

(cont'd)
'5. Utilities use a combination of criteria (rather than relying X X

solely on seniority) when selecting non-licensed operators
for RO license training, with application of these criteria
directed toward selecting candidates who are most suit-
able for advancement.

P 6. Adopt the education requiremects for P.O license X X*
applicants proposed in the May 1980 draft revision to
10 CFR Part 55 (that is, high school diploma or General
Education Development Program Certificate).

2.5.2.6 1. Require that, as a part of their license training, utilities X X X
SCREENING establish a formal method for certifying satisfactory

OF RO _ knowledge and performance for each applicable phase of
CANDIDATES the programs.

DURING
TRAINING 2. Require facilities to maintain a record of trainee X X X

performance on all quizzes, phase completion examina-
tions, oral' examinations and simulator operational
examinations and to submit a summary of candidate
performance during each phase of the program in the
application for license.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION

RECOMMENDATIONSECT NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC
TER M * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.5.3.6 1. Utility corporate management currently required to sign X X
CERTIFICA- certifications of license candidates' competence partici-
TlON OF RO pate actively in the certification process by considering

CANDIDATES more personalissues beyond those of technical compe-
(also applicable tence and training received and by condue:ing interviews

for SRO to assess candidates' appreciation of rentor safety
candidates) responsibilities and obligations to the utility and the

general public.

NRC establish a practice of in'.erfacing with utilities at X X ,

the Vice President of Operations level on major issues,
,L affecting operator training and licensing to help foster

more corporate management involvement in operatoro

training.

2.5.4.5 1. Adopt, as an interim measure, the education requirements X X X
SELECTION for SRO license applicants proposed in the May 1980 draft

OF SRO revision to 10 CFR Part 35,(that is, high school diploma
CANDIDATES or General Education Development Program Certificate

and 30 semester-hours of college-level instruction in
related technical subjects). In the long term, NRC use the
results of plant-specific job task analyses conducted at
facilities to identify more specifically the content areas
and expected number of hours needed to be included in the
college-level instruction.

2. Utilities use a combination of criteria (rather than relying X X
solely on seniority) when selecting SRO candidates. |

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
RECOMMENDATIONSEC N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC

TERM * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.6.4.2 1. Require applicants to pass a t;.ree-part licensing examina- X X
LICENSING tion which includes a written examination, oral test

administered at the applicant's facility and an operating
test administered on an appropriate control room
simulator.

2. Revise RO and SRO written examinations to improve X X
their content validity and reliability by organizing the
examinations around RO and SRO skills and knowledges,
developing more operat'on-oriented questions that
evaluate knowledge to a greater depth and implementing,

,!. . an integrated program to improve reliability, including
workshops on testing methods and use of more objective*-

questions.

3. Revise the oral test to limit its scope of those skills and X X
knowledges that have been determined to be suitable for
examination by a walk-through of the applicant's
facility and revise the procedure for administration of
the oral test to provide for more reliable and auditable
results.

4. . Expand the scope of the operating test to include evalua- X X
tion of applicant performance in:

Recognizing emergency conditions and carryingo
out the appropriate actions of emergency operating
procedures and the Emergency Plan,

*Near-term implementation issefined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION

RECOMMENDATIONSECT N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC
TERM" TERM ACTION ACTION

-2.6.4.2 o Recognizing abnormal, of fnormal and alarm
LICENSING conditions and carrying out the actions of appropriate

'

(cont'd) . procedures and

Carrying out normal plant operations in accordanceo
with appropriate procedures (not limited ta reactor
startup).

5. OLB take a' systematic approach to revising operatcr X X
licensing methods by assigning to a separate ftnctional
group the responsibility for development and,

J. . implementaion of a program for revisions,
w

2.7.1.9 1. Require facilities to conduct a formal assessment of X. X X
LICENSED their requalification training programs derived from a

OPERATOR plant-npecific job task analysis to ensure that adequate
REQUAll- retraining is provided for all RO and SRO required
FICATION skills and knowledges not reinforced during normal

plant operations.

2. Require control room simulator training as part of each X X X

facility's requalification program and establish minimum
time requirements for these simulator programs and
maximum allowable intervals between this training.

3. As with license training, require that all facilities X X X
conduct requalification training on a control room
simulator specific to the plant.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.

_ .
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TABLE 6.2
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS (Cont'd)

IMPLEMENTATION
RP

RECOMMENDATION3EC N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC
TER M * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.7.1.9 Require, as an interim measure, that facilities with no X X X
LICENSED plant-specific simulator currently available submit for

OPERATOR approval a plan for providing retraining in the RO and
REQUAtl- SRO skills and knowledges that require requalification
FICATION training, but cannot be acquired by the use of a generic

(cont'd) simulator.

t. Require that, as a part of their requalification program, X X Xi
utilities commit to conducting formal training on lessons
learned from operating experience, including practical
training, where appropriate, conducted on a simulator ore

6 in plant.

5. As with license training programs, expand audits of X X
requalification programs to include adequacy . . f acility
internal requirements and actual conduct of retraining.

>

Assign all requalification audit responsibilities to the X X
OLB.

Increase requalification program requirements for
individuals who are licensed to provide backup operator X X X
capability to account for the fact that these individuals
do not routinely perform operating functions. Establish
requirements that these individuals obtain in-plant

. operating experience'at intervals sufficiently frequent
to ensure that skills and knowledges necessary for

. routine plant operations are reinforced.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.

.
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TABLL' 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

.

IMPLEMENTATION
RP RECOMMENDATION
3EC NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC

TER M * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.7.1.9 7. Adopt a comprehensive program for assuring continued X X X
LICENSED operator competency (such as described in
OPERATOR Section 2.7.1.9) that uses an effective combination of
REQUAL1- evaluative tools integrated into a requalification program
FICATION that is more performance-related, less repetitious and

(cont'd) more challenging to operators than current programs.

2.7.2.3 1. Revise operator error reporting criteria and procedures - X X X
OPERATOR to place more emphasis on serious errors. Establish

ERROR- more in-depth review of licensee reportable occur-
REPORTING rences related to operator errors to ensure that rootm

L causes of errors are determined and appropriate correc-
* tive actions identified and completed.

2. NRC and industry cooperate to implement a comprehen- X X
sive system for analysis of operating experience
(including serious personnel errors) and provide results
to appropriate facilities in sufficient detail to permit
effective training.

3. For reportable occurrences resulting from personnel X X X
crror, require facilities to conduct an evaluation to
determine if the error is indicative of a deficiency in
the facility's training and qualification programs.
Require resident IE inspectors to review these evalua-
tions for adequacy and applicability for followup action
by the OLB.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.

,
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION

fET RECOMMENDATION NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC
TER M * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.7.2.3 4. OLB review for disciplinary action (that is, suspension X X
OPERATOR or revocation of license) those operator errors indicative

ERROR of negligence or serious faults in judgment. For serious
REPORTING operator errors due to deficiencies in skills or knowledges

- (cont'd) or due to equipment design or procedural limitation..,
administer training program audits or operator
re-examinations to evaluate the effectiveness of facility
corrective action.

5. OLB assure continued operator competence by applying X X
emphasis on the conduct of ef fective requalification,

1, - prog.ams . OLB should not adopt any system for
* continuous accounting of specific errors to individual

operators.

2.8.2.2 1. . Require of all presently licensed operators a special X X X
UPGRADING certification of competence to operate a control room

. .OF simulator under normal (in addition to reactor startup), '

LICENSED abnormal and emergency conditions.
OPERATORS

2. Require that all facilities provide a period of upgrade X X X
training in appropriate subjects of nuclear power plant
fundamentals to licensed operators whose initial training
programs were deficient as compared to current

i standards and requirements.

3. Facilities submit for approval a plan for providing X X X
30 semester-hours of college-!cvel instruction in related
technical subjects to presently licensed SROs who do not
already satisfy this requirement. g

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.

___
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
'RP RECOMMENDATION
3EC NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC

TER M * TERM ACTION ACTION
.

2.9.3.2 _ Utility management actively pursue a policy of increased X X
OPERATC interpersonal relations and ef fective communications.
COMPENSA - Utility management make a conscious effort to relate

TlON, their concern for operators and also recognize and solicit
STATUS AND operator inputs into matters which concern them. ;

MOTIVATION !

l

2. Utilities delineate clear avenues of advancement and X X
communicate them to operations personnel.

3. Utilities commit to creatir.g a sizeable increase in the X X
operator work force.

E 4. Review operator salaries in the context of the respon- X X
sibilities and the requirements imposed upon them and
in relation to other utility occupations.

'2.10.5.2 1. Before any instructional assignments, all training per- X X X
LICENSE sonnel (including Training Managers) attend a certified

TRAINING course or program specifically aimed at the familiariza-
INSTRUCTORS tion with and application of instructional methods and

techniques.

2. During periodic audits, ensure that instructional staffs X X
'have received training or. possess the equivalent educa-
tion necessary to demonstrate effective training
practices.

3. Utilities implement periodic workshops or retraining 'X X
programs for assessing and improving instructional skills.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
RECOMMENDATIONSEC N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC

*

TER M * TERM ACTION ACTION

2.10.5.2 4. In evaluating instructors, utilities consider several X X
LICENSE measures, including the following:

TRAINING
INSTRUCTORS o Meeting of well-stated, valid objectives,

(cont'd) o Periodic observation by an instructional
specialist,

o Trainee feedback,
Trainee performance on the job (super-o
visor feedback) and

o Training Coordinator or senior instructor
7 observation using a detailed, structured

observation list.-
N

3.5.2 1. Require that utilities formally certify the qualifications X X X
NON- of all non-licensed plant personnel who perform tasks

LICENSED that have a potential effect on safe operation of the
OPER ATING, plant and on the health and safety of the public. NRC

MAINTENANCE and industry develop industry-wide criteria for this
AND TECHNI- certification, basci upon a task analysis for each func-
CAL SUPPORT ' tional job description.

PERSONNEL

4.2.5 1. OLB adopt the following criteria for selection of OLB X X
SELECTION, examiners:
TR AINING, .

CERTIFICATION - o A baccalaureate degree in engineering or
AND related sciences,'plus 3 years of nuclear ,

RETRAINING reactor operating experience, or. 8

OF OLB
EXAMINERS

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION

RECOMMENDATION
SE T N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC

TERM * TERM ACTION ACTION

A high school diploma or General Education4.2.5 o
SELECTION, Development Program Certificate, plus
TRAINING, 4 years experience as a licensed senior

CERTIFICATION operator at a nuclear facility or training
AND center.

RETRAINING
OF OLB 2. OLB establish a formal training program for examiners X X

EXAMINERS that includes nuclear power plant fundamentals (self-
(cont'd) study), plant systems (IE PWR/BWR technology courses),

plant operations (basic and advanced simulator training
and training on site), examination methods (classroom

[ and on-the-job training) and audit practices (classroom
,

and on-the-job training).*

3. OLB establish a formal certification program to X X

certify ability to administer operator examinations
and audit training programs at specific classes of
facilities. Include in this certification, satisfa7 tory
performance of job-related functions as well as demon-
stration to a board of examiners of adequate technical
kn-wledge and. knowledge of examination methods.

4. OLB implement a retraining program consisting of X X

periodic evaluation of examiner performance in job-
. related functions and semiannual workshops for improv-
ing examination reliability and upgrading examiner
knowledge of operating events, design changes dnd policy
and requirements changes that impact on operator
performance or training programs.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.



TABLE 6.2 (continued)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTATION
RP RECOMMENDATION3EC N NEAR LONG LICENSEE NRC

TERM " TERM ACTION ACTION

4.3.5 1. NRC commit to a goal of staffing the OLB with suffi- X X
STAFFING cient permanent and part-time examiners to permit

OF OLB performing alllicensing and requalification functions.
Apply consistently to part-time examiners the proposed
requirements for permanent examiners for training,
certification and retraining.

2. As an interim measure, use SRO-licensed senior X X
instructors at vendor training centers to administer
operating tests on control room simulators which might
otherwise be excluded due to OLB staffing limitations.

7
3. Decentralize the present OLB organization to include X X

groups of OLB examiners at IE regional offices.
Regional examiners perform examination and audit func-
tions within regions. Central headquarters organization
retain a program definition and OLB audit function.

*Near-term implementation is defined as suitable for completion within 1 year of NRC approval.
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nations Administered to Licensed Operators as Part of the Requalification Pro-
gram," SECY-79-330C, July 2,1979. Available in the NRC Public Documents
Room for inspection and copying for a fee.

58. H. R. Denton, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, "Comparian of the
Navy and NRC/ Industry Training and Requalification Programs," SECY-79-330D,

July 5,1979. Available in the NRC Public Documents Room for inspectice and
copying for a fee.

59. H. R. Dent .i, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, " Qualifications of
Reactor Operators," SECY-79-330F, September 11,1979. Available in the NRC

Public Documents Room for inspection and copying for a fee.

*Also available for purchase fran the NRCMPO Sales Program, U.S. Ncclear
Regulatory Comnission, Washington, DC 20555.

** Regulatory Guides are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales Program,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Camtission, Washington, DC 20555.
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APPENDIX A

RO/SRO JOB TASK ANALYSIS

.

The job task analysis separated RO and SRO tasks and elements into the following task
areas:

Table Task Area Page

A.1 Carry Out Emergency Actions not Completely Addressed by
Procedures A-4

A.2 Carry Out Procedures of Emergency Plan A-6

A.3 Carry Out Emergency Operating Procedures A-d

A.4 Carry Out Procedures for Abnormal, Offnormal or

Alarm Conditions A-ll

A.5 Carry Out General Plant Operating Procedures A-14

A.6 Carry Out Routine, Non-Specific Shif t Activities A-17

A.7 Control Shift Maintenance Activities A-23

A.8 Control / Conduct Surveillance Tests A-28

A-3



._ . _~ . _ _ _ __. __ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _

TABLE A.I.
s

CARRY OUT EMERGENCY ACTIONS NOT COMF LETELY ADDRESSED BY PROCEDURES
,

INDIVIDUAL
TESPONSIBLE

EL EMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

1. Recognize conditions Perceptual Processes Operator, without reference

- Identify cue (s) as indicative of an emergency X to procedures, should identify85 I''' I ""
symptoms indicating an emer-emergency condition. conditien.

.

gency condition, and deter-
Cognitive Processes mine that symptoms are not-

- Determine that cues are not completely X completely indicative of any

addressed by any single rJoEedure. individual procedore.

2. Carry out appropriate Perceptual Processes Operator, through knowledge
P ant operations and inter-lactions. - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X of

relations, should correctly
- Identify technical specifications limiting conditions X respond to conditions not com-y

.y for operation. pletely addressed by a single

- identify display meanings and relationships X Procedure.

~- Locate controls. X

Cognitive Processes

- Maintain good judgment and g -7blem-solving X
performance under stressful and/or physically
hazardous en iiv.u..:.it.

- Compare and verify indications. X

- Establish priorities. X

- Calculate radiation levels, stay times, etc. X

- Determine whether multiple casualties have occurred. - X

- Coordinate actions of two or more procedures. X

- Maintain overall perspective; do g become totally X
involved in a single operation.
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TABLE A.1 (continued)
' CARRY OUT EMERGENCY ACTIONS NOT COMPLETELY ADDRESSED BY PROCEDURES

INDIVIDUAL
s RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY '

2. Carry out appropriate Cognitive Processes (continued)
actions (continued)

- Use hisim min X
- Analyze plant conditions. X '

Communication Processes
t

- Inform personnel. X

- Direct actions. X '

- Recall personnel. X
p - Recommend actions to appropriate authorities. X
* '

- Maintain written logs / reports. X

- Receive verbal reports.' X

- Receive advice from STA and other technical personnel. X

Motor Processes

- Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

- Control system parameters (pressure, temperatures, etc.). X

- Operate sampling equipment. X

Take manual (backup) control of normally automatic X
functions.

- Operate controls. X

<

4

6

- -
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TABLE A.2
CARRY OUT PROCEDURES OF EMERGENCY PLAN

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS - BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

.t . Recognize conditions Perceptual Processes Operator should recognize I
c nditions requiring imple.requiring implementa- - Identify symptoms (one or more indications) as those X mentation of the Emergency |tion of me Emergency requirmg implementation of the Emergency Plan Plan without reference to pro-

'

,

Plan.' ,

Cognitive Processes cedures.

- Determine applicable procedure of the Emergency Plan X ,

f

2. - Carry out applicable Perceptual Processes - Operator should carry out,
through ' reference to theactions of the Emer- - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X.

gency Plan. Emergency Plan and other;
4

- Read dosimeter. X documentation, all actions of
Emergency Plan.

< - Identify results of area radiation surveys and air samples. X

Cognitive Processes
,

|
- Maintain good judgment and problem-solving performance X

under stressful and/or physically hazardous environment.
,

- Coordinate actions of all shif t personnel. X .

- Calculate radiation levels, doses, stay times, etc. X

. - Determine additional equipment and/or support required. X
,:

X. Esablish priorities.' .

- Determine steps or procedures needed for recovery. X'

- Maintain overall perspective. X

I
;

'

.

.

!
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TABLE A.2 (continued)
CARRY OUT PROCEDURES OF EMERGENCY PLAN

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TR AINING OIGECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

2. Carry out applicable Communication Processes

g cy plan. cont ued) - Recommend protective actions to appropriate authorities. X

- Inform personnel of emergency. X

- Direct actions. X

- Receive advice from STA and other technical personnel. X

- Receive verbal reports. X

f - Recall personnel. XN
- Maintain written logs / reports. X

Motor Processes

- Operate portable equipment (air samplers, etc.) X

- Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

- Control system parameters. X

- Operate controls. X
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TABLE A.3
CARRY OUT EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

_

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO cr SRO
SRO ONLY

1. Recognize plant condi- Perceptual Processes Operator she:*,d recognize all
conditions requiring imple-tions reqtaring imple- . Identif y cues requiring implementation of emer cy X
mentation of emergencymentation of emergency operating procedures. [ Notes any one of five O) enses perating procedtres withoutoperating procedures. may identif y symptoms.] reference to plant procedures.

Cognitive Processes

- Determine applicable emergency operating procedure. X

2. Recognize automatic Perceptual Processes ,[, tic a"
a ed,

actions. - Loca'.e and read indicators, and annunciators. X with all plant emergencies

> - soentili display meanings and relationships. X without reference to proce-
dures.g

Cognitive Processes

- Compare and verif y indications. X

3. Carry out immediate Perceptual Processes [p*g*,"t Ey
operator actions. - Locate and read indicators and anntnciators. X tions, immediate operator

U"
,"pgyc,bl-- Identif y display meanings and relationships. X

proced .

- Locate controls. X

- Identif y technical specifications limiting conditions for X
operatims.,

Cognitive Processes

- Compare and verif y indications. X

- Coordinate actions of all shif t personnel. X

- Analyze plant conditions. X

- Maintain good judgment and problem-solving performance X
under stressful and/or physically hazardoc environment,

s

4
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TABLE A.3 (continued)
CARRY OUT EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

:
,

INDIVIDUAL
i

;
. .

.
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES i

RO or SRO
'SRO ONLY

3. Carry out immediate Cognitive Processes (continued)
operator actions (con-
tinued) - - Establish priorities. X

;
- Maintain overall perspective; do no become totally X jj

involved in a single operation.

Communication Procesxs
- Inform appropriate personnel. X

- Direct actions. X

- Receive verbal reports. X

Motor Processesy
-4 - Position components (valve s, switches, etc.). X

_ Control system paramete;s (pressures, levels, etc.). X

- Take manual (backup) control of normally automatic func- X
tions.

- Operate controls. X

4. Carry out subsequent Perceptual Processes . Operator si, 'Id carry out,
.

operator actions. , Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X through reference to applic-
able procedures, subsequent

'' - Identify display meaning and relationships. X operator actions of a!! emer-
- Locate controls. X gency prating procedures.

. Identify technical specifications limiting conditions for X
operation.

Cognitive Processes

. - Maintain good judgment and problem-solving peric.mance X
under stressful and/or physically hazardous envirement,

!
s

. , '

I

., - - - - -- -



TABLE A.3 (continued)
CARRY OUT EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

4. Carry out subsequent Cognitive Processes (continued)
* "S* ( X- Compare and verify indications.

t d)
X- Establish priorities.

- Coordinate actions . X

X- Maintain overall perspective; do g become totally
involved in a single operation.

X- Analyze plant conditions.
X- Determine additional equipment and/or support required.

' X.y ' - Determine steps or procedures required to recover from

L emergency.
C Communication Processes

X- Inform personnel.
X- Direct actions.
X- Receive verbal reports.

X- Recall personnel.
X- Recommend action to appropriate authorities.
X- Receive advice from STA and other technical personnel.

X- Maintain written logs / reports.
#

Motor Processes
X. Position components (valves, switches, etc.).
X- Control system parameters (pressure, levels, etc.).
X- Take manual (backup) control of normally automatic func-

tions.
X-- Operate controls.

4
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TABLE A.4
CARRY OUT PROCEDURE FOR ABNORMAL, OFFNORMAL OR ALARM CONDITIONS

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

1. Recognize a condition Perceptual Processes Operator should recogniz , for
requiring implementa- * '' " * * ' "
tion of these procedures. Identify cues (one or more indications) as those requiring X * '* s, the symp-implementation of procedure. [ Note: any one of five (5) m5 tha lE mP ementa-senses may identify cues.) tion of procer ies.

Cognitive Processes

- Determine applicable procedure. X
2. Know the automatic

.~

Perceptual processes Operator should recognize, for
actions associated with '' *
these conditions and - Locate and read indicators and annunciators- X alarm conditions, the associ-
determine whether these - Identify display meanings and relationships. X ated automatic actions.

,p actions have occurred. Cognitive processes
-

- Compare and verify indications. X--

3. Carry out immediate - Perceptual Processes Operator should carry out, for
Peratw actus. - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X a rm d tion , m ia e

- Identify display meanings and relationships. X operator actions in the proper
sequence through reference to- Locate controls. X applicable procedures.

- Identify a'y technical specifications limiting conditions for X
cperations.

Cognitive Peocesses

- Compare and verify indications. X

- Coordinate actions of all shift personnel. X

- Analyze plant conditions. X

- Maintain good judgment and problem-solving ability under X
stressfuland physically hazardous environment.,
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TABLE A.4 (continued)
CARRY OUT PROCEDURE FOR ABNORMAL, OFFNORMAL OR ALARM c.ONDITIONS

INDIVIDUAL ,

RESPONSIBLE
ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES

RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

!

3. Carry out immediate Cognitive Processes (continued) >
,

operator actions. (con- - Establish priorities. X
F tinued)

'

! - Maintain overall perspective; do g become totally X
involved in a single operation.'

Communication Processes'

- Inform personnel. Xi

- Direct actions. X

- Receive verba! reports. X

Motor Processes>

h - Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

- Control system paramaers (pressures, levels, etc.). X '

- Take manual (backup) control of normally automatic func- X
- tions.

i

- Operate controls. X

A Carry out subsequent Perceptual Procesas Operator should carry out, for
all abnormal, ofinormal oroperator actions. - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X, alarrr - conditions, subsequent ,

- Identify display meanings and relationships. X operator actions in the proper
seq w x e ugh refereme to

- Locate controls. - X applicable procedures.
- Identify technical specifications limiting conditions for X

operation.

Cognitive Processes

- Maintain good judgment and problem-solving performance X
under stressful and/or hazardas environment.

!

-i

<

_ .-
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TABLE A.4 (continued)
CARRY OUT PROCEDURE FOR ABNORMAL, OFFNORMAL OR ALARM CONDITIONS

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

i

4. Carry out subsequent Cognitive Processes (continued)
t r actions. (con- - Compare and verify indications. X

- Establish priorities. X

- Coordinate actions. X

- Maintain overall perspective; do no become totally Xj
involved in a single operation.

- Analyze plant conditions. X

- Determine additional equipment and/or support required. X.

.f Communication Processes
"- - Inform personnel. X

- Direct actions. X

- Receive verbal reports. . X

- Recall personnel. -X

- Recebe advice from STA and other technical personnel. X

- Maintain written logs / reports. X

Motor Processes
- - Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

- Control system parameters.: X

- Take manual (backup) control of normally automatic func- X
tions.

- Operate controls. . X

,

, - ,,, . . - - - - - , . . _ _ , - - . _.s
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TABLE A.5
CARRY OUT GENERAL PLANT OPERATING PROCEDURES

INDIVIDUAL
'

RESPONSIBLE
ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES'

RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

1. Recognize which pro- . Perceptual Processes Operator, through reference
cedure(s) are applicable - Identify intended evolution as being one addressed by gen- X to procedures and/or instruc-
to the required evolu- eral plant operating procedures, tions, should be able to recog-
tion, naze all evolutions for which

Cognitive Process general plant operating pro-
- Determine applicable procedure. X cedures are applicable.

2. Establish initial condi. Perceptual Processes Operator should establish,
tions. ' '*" ',' ' PP- Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X

3 dures it Ic i
> - Identify display meanings and locations. X tions.for all general plant
h- - Locate controls. X Operating procedures.

- Read procedures'and other applicable documents. X

Cognitive Processes

- Compare and verify indications. X

- Coordinate actions. X

- Analyze plant conditions.' X
,

- Compare plant conditions to required initial conditions. X

- Determine actions required (if any). X

Communication Processes

- Inform personne!. X

- Direct actions. X

- Receive verbal reports. X

- Maintain written logs / reports. X

4

-~ . , , 4



TABLE A.5 (continued)
CARRY OUT GENERAL PLANT OPERATING PROCEDURES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLEELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

2. Establish initial condi- Motor Processes
tions. (continued)

- Pos tion components (valves, switches, etc.). X
- Control system parameters. X
- Operate controls. X

-
- Take manual control of system / component operation. X

3. Carry out steps of pro- Perceptual Process Operator, through reference
cedure,

to procedures, should controlj - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X and/or conduct all steps of j.L - Identify display meanmgs and relationships. X plant operations procedures in N'*
#'. Locate controls. X

- Read procedures and other applicable documents. X
Cognitive processes

- Compare and verify indications. X
- Coordinate actions. X
- Analyze plant conditions. X

- Determine actions required. X
- Know technical specifications limits related to X

equipment / systems.

Communication Processes

- Authorize conduct of evolutions. X
- Inform personnel. X
- Direct actions. X
- Receive verbal reports. X
- Maintain written logs / reports. X



__
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TABLE A.5 (continued)
CARRY OUT GENERAL PLANT OPERATING PROCEDURES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

- ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

3. Carry out steps of pro- Motor Processes
c & re. cont M - Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

X- Control system parameters.
X- Operate controls.

> - Take manual control of system / component operation. X

h.

x

- - - - _ _ _ _ _ . . ____
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TABLE A.6
CARRY OUT ROUTINE NON-SPECIFIC SHIFT ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELE.AENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TR AINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

'
1. Conduct shift turnovers. Perceptual Processes

'*$ "Id #- Locate and read indicatrrs and annunciators. X p, nemr i ;e
- Read written reports and logs. X turnover for all plant condi- ,

t ns. O maid recognke
Cognitive Processes those conditions for which a
- Determine conditions that will require particular attention. X shift turnover is noj appro-

P''****- Establish p .orities. X ;

- Determine conditions that preclude shif t turnover. X

> Communications Processes

' Q - Prepare written reports / logs. X >

,

- Request status information. X

- Advise relief of unusual /abnormalconditions. X i

- Answer questions. X

2. Control routine. , pid Perceptual Processes Operator should control all
liquid and gaseous radioactiveand gaseous radioactive - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X

waste releases. waste releases in accordance
- Identify display meanings and relationships. X with station directives /

Procedures and ensure co,mpli-
Cognitive Processes ance with technical specif a,ca-

Calculate estimated release. X tions limits.

- Compare indications to calculated levels. X

- Compare estimated releases to technical specifications X
llimits.
f- Plan releases for appropriate conditions. X
I
1

b

i

., , -
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TABLE A.6 (continued)
CARRY OUT ROUTINE NON-SPECIFIC SHIFT ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMEN 'S BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OB3ECTIVES
RO or SRO _

SRO ONLY

2. Control routine liquid Communications Processes
and gaseous radioactive - Authortze evolution. X
waste releases. (con-
thued) , - Inform personnel. X

3. Operate the plant com- Perceptual Processes Operator should be proficient
in all lP ant computer opera-Puter. - Read computer displays. X*

tions. Reference to pro-

- Locate appropriate information. X cedures/ instructions is accept-
**

Cognitive Processes

- Choose the appropriate computer routines. X

- Tabulate the necessary input information. X

> Communication Processes

1E - Format instructions properly. X

Motor Processes

- Operate computer keyboard. X

4. Maintain logs and other Perceptual Processes Operator,through reference to
stati n directives (if neces-routine written reports.

- s i X sary), should maintain logs and
other routine reports in aCognitive Processes
manner that is legible, clear

- Determ, e whether written report / entries are appropriate. Xm and consistent with station
Communication Processes policies.

- Prepare written reports / entries. X
Operator, through reference

5. Complete Plant Incident Perceptual Processes
.

X to appropriate station direc-Reports and/or other
- Identify events / actions. tives, should determinereport.' on abnormal abnormal events requiring

occurrences, written reports and prepare
such reports in an easily
understood manner consistent
with station policies.



TABLE A.6 (continued)
CARRY OUT ROUTINE NON-SPECIFIC SHIFT ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQU! RED TR AINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

5. Complete Plant Incident Cognitive Processes
P doo er

r o ts )
- rmine events requiring completion of a Plant Incident X

occurrences. (continued)
- Determine causes, nature and sequence of events. X

Communication Processes

- Request information required. X

- Prepare written description. X

6. Coordinate shift activi. Perceptual Processes Operator should have suf-
ties to ensure safe, ficient knowledge and under-- Read descriptions of all intended / scheduled shift activities < Xefficsent conduct. standing of all shif t activities

"> - Identify actions associated with shif t activities. X to identify interferences and
b **I'IY I*P C"I' "' Ii"CI"di"EII
2 Cognitive Processes

radiation exposure). Operator
- Plan activities. X should effectively plan shift

activities without off-shift- Estabush priorities. X assistance.
- Maintain overall perspective; do no become totally Xj

involved in a single activity.

Communication Processes

- Inform affected personnel. X

- Direct actions. X

- Answer questions. X

- Request information. X

7. Prepare and approve . Perceptual Processes Operator, through reference
8PP acable station direc-temporary instructions - Identify events (actions requiring temporary procedures X

lt

tives, should prepare tempo-and changes to instruc- or changes to procedures).tions on shift. rary instructions and pro-
cedure changes as well as
identify where such changes
are njo authorized.
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TABLE A.6 (continued)
CARRY OUT. ROUTINE NON-SPECIFIC SHIFT ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
. ESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

7. Prepare and approve Cognitive Processes
Itemporary instructions - Determine whether the procedure / change in procature can X

and changes to instruc- be authorized on shif t.
tions on shif t. (con-
tinued) - Review procedure for safety / policy compliance. X

Communication Processes

- Prepare a written procedure / change. X <

w erat r sn ulo provice ex-
8. Provide training for Perceptual processes fectsve instruction to plant

*

plant personnel. - Ob*erve 2ctions of trainees. X personnel without jeopardizing
plant safety or operation.

? Cognitive Processes
9'
o Plan training evolutions. X

- Determine whether training evolutions can be conducted on X
the plant.

- Evaluate the actions of personnel. X

Communication Processes

.- Direct actions. X
4

- Simulate conditions / responses. X

Request information. X

- Advise trainees on deficiencies observed. X

9. Comply with applicable Perceptual Processes Operator should ensure,
through reference to applic-station administrative - Identify action or event desired / required. X able directives (if required),directives.

Cognitive Processes compliance on shift with all
i n administrative direc-

- Determine whether station directive applies. X

.

.

_ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . .
_ ,
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TABLE A.6 (continued)
CARRY OUT ROUTINE NON-SPECIFIC SHIFT ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED - TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

9. Comply with applicable Communication i rocesses

- ves.( tn d) - Instruct other personnel to act as required. X

10. Maintain proper core Perceptual Processes Operator should accurately
physics. and reliably perform reactor

- Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X physics calculations through
-. Read procedures and other applicable directives. X reference to applicable pro-

cedures and plant status infor-
Cognitive Processes mation.
- Compare and verify indications (control rods, power level, X
. etc.) for signs of core power imbalance, quadrant power

M tilt, etc.,

- Calculate parameters (shutdown margin, xenon reactivity X
changes, heat balance, estimated critical rod position, etc.).

- Determine technical specifications limiting conditions for X
operation.

Communication Processes

- Prepare written log / report entries. X,

- Inform personnel of results. X

Motor Processes

- Operate computer / keyboard. X

11. Conduct valve / switch Perceptual Processes Operator should locate, oper-
lineup checks. ate and determine position of

- Locate components in the plant. X all valves / switches in the
lP ant.- Locate and read position indicators on plant components.' X

.

f
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TABLE A.6 (continued)
- CARRY OUT ROUTINE NON-SPECIFIC SHIFT ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OP.JECTIVES,

RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

,

11. Conduct valve / switch Cognitive Proceues
lineup checks. (continued) . Diagnose abnormal condition / operation of' plant com- X

.ponents.

Motor Processes

> - Position components (valves, switches, etc.), X
.

U.

,

9

t
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TABLE A.7
CONTROL SHIFT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

. ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

1. Review proposed main- Perceptual Processes Operator should determine,
* * " " * * * "* I" through reference to technical
example, Work Request, - Read description of maintenance activity. X specifications and/or other ap.
Job Order or Mainte- - Identify actions / conditions associated with activity. X plicable direc*ives and with
nance Request). his knowledge of plant status,.

Cognitive Processo
which maintenar.ce activities

- Determine whether any plant conditions or other activities X can be conducted for all plant
would preclude this activity, conditions.

Communication Process

,
- Request any additionalinformation required. X

2. Establish plant condi- Perceptual Processes Operator should establish,y
g tions suitable for con- through reference ta applic-
w duct of maint-nance, - Identify and locate components to be isolated and tagged. X able directives, appropriate,

. and tag out appropriate - Inspect isolation / tag-out for correctness. X Plant conditions for all plant-
components. '*I'* ** **""C' "C * II ***Cognitive Processes

- Choose components to be isolated to provide necessary X
safety.

- Choose operators to support activity in consideration of X
allowable radiation exposure.

Communication Processes

- Direct operator on how to isolate components / systems. X

- Direct operator to prepare tags for identified components. X

- Inform supervisor that tag-out/ isolation is completed. X

Motor Processes

- Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

- Operate controls. X

- Control system parameters (pressure, levels, etc.). X

,
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TABLE A.7 (continued)
CONTROL SHIFT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

3. . Approve proposed main- Perceptual Processes Operator should determine,
- Identify that comyment(s) is(are) appropriately isolated. X through review of isolationtenance activities.

and knowledge of plant status,
- Identify possible confFcts/ interferences. X whether plant maintenance

actions can be performed, forCognitive Processes all plant conditions.
- Determine that plant conditions are suitable for conduct of X

maintenance.

Communication Processes

- Authorize conduct of evolution. X

f 4. Upon completion of Perceptual Processes Operator should determine,
through reference to re-testy - maintenance actions, - Identify that maintenance activity has been completed. X

review re-test require- procedure and knowledge of,

ments. - Read re-tests requirements. X plant status, whether any re-
test can be conducted.- Identify activities to be conducted. X

Cognitive Processes

- Determine whether plant conditions or other activities X
would preclude re-test.

Communication Processes

- Request clarification and/or additional information. X

5. Establish plant condi- Perceptual Processes Operator should establish,
through reference to re-testtions suitable for con- - Identify actions to be conducted (tags to be cleared, etc.). X

duct of re-test. procedure and/or other applic-
- Locate components to be operated or positioned. X able documents, plant condi-

tions suitable for conduct of
all re-tests.

.

%

.
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TABLE A.7 (continued)
CONTROL SHIFT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

:e

5. Establish plant condi- Cognitive Processes
'tions suitable for con-
duct of re-test. (con- - Analyze plant conditions. X,

tinued) - Choose operators to support activity in consideration of X
radiation exposure.

Communication Processes

- Direct operators to carry out actions (remove tags, post- X
tion components, etc.).

- Inform personnel of actions. X

> Motor Processes

. h - Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X
<

- Operate controls. X

- Control system parameters (pressure, tank levels, etc.). X

6. Approve conduct of Perceptual Processes [r gh revIe f re test
re-test. - Locate and read indica * ors and annunciators. X cedure and knowledge of plant

statu he h *- Identify display meank gs and relationships. X
e rf r ned for al plan

' Cognitive Processes conditions.

- Determine that plant conditions are suitable for conduct of X
re-test.

Communication Processes

- Authorize conduct of evolution. X
_
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TABLE A.7 (continued)
CONTROL SHIFT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

|

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENT 5 ' BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES !

RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

7. Conduct and/or monitor Perceptual Process Operator,through reference to
re-test Procedure and/or otherre-test including - Locate and read indicators and annunciators. X

approval of results. applicable documents, should
- Identify and display meanings and relationships. X conduct and/or monitor re-

P ant conditions.ltest 5 i r all
- Read applicable procedure. X

Cognitive Processes

- Compare and verify indications. X

- Analyze plant conditions. X

> - Review completed written results. X
,

$ Communication Processes

- Direct operator actions. X

- Inform personnel of results. X

- Complete written re-test report. X

Motor Processes
- Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

operate controls. - X

- Cont ol system parameters (pressure, tank levels, etc.). X

8. Return system /
.

PercepNat Processes .
component to service.' - Identify r esions to be conducted. X

- Identify and locate components in the plant. X~

j

Cognitive Processes

- Analyze conditions. X

, ~ . .
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TABLE A.7 (continued)
CONTROL SHIFT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

T

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

' ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY

.8. . Return system / Communication Processes
. component to service. - Direct actions to be taken. X
. (cont,nued)i

- Receive verbal reports. X

Motor Processes

) . - Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X
'

X- Operate controls.
X- Control system parameters (pressure, levels, etc.). g

_

' -i

<

1
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TABLE A.8
CONTROL / CONDUCT SURVEILLANCE TESTS *

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO 1 SRO
SRO ONLY

1. Review proposed surveil- Perceptual Processes Operator, through reference
t technical specifications,lance tests. - Read description of surveillance test. X applicable directives, etc. and

- Identify actions to be carried out. X with knowledge of plant
status, should determine which

C0Enitive Processes surveillance tests can be

- Determine whether plant conditions, including possible X authorized,

interfering conditions, are appropriate for conduct of tests.

Communication Processes

- Request any additional information required. X

[' - Receive verbal reports. X

$ 2. Establish plant condi- Perceptual Processes Operator should establish,
; through, reference to applic-tions suitable for con- - Identify and locate components to be isolated / operated. X able directives, appropriateduct of surveillance and

tag out components (if - Identify that components are properly positioned. X plant conditions for any sur-
**' * * * *required). Cognitive Processes

*

- Choose components to be operated and/or tagged. X'

*

- Choose personnel for assignment in consideration of possi- X
ble/ allowable radiation exposure.

Communication Processes

- Direct actions to change plant status and/or tag out com- X
ponents.

- Inform personnel of completion of plant %r* rhange/ X

tag-out.

I: 'It is recognized that some surveillance tests (for example, daily RO shift surveillances) may not require completion of all elements.
" This sequence of elements is intended to envelope all surveillances.

,--
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TAbtE 4.8 (continued)
CONTROL /COND' :T SURVEILLANCE TESTS *

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or SRO
SRO ONLY .

2. Establish plant condi- Motor Processes

uct of su veillance and - P Siti n C mPonents (valves, switches, etc.). X

tag-out components (if - Control system parameters. X
required). (continued) - Operate controls. X

3. Approve conduct of Perceptual Processes Operator should determine,
surveillance tes.s.

fp' prop late
"- Identify that components are properly positioned / isolated. X t cond tions

Cognitive Processes (reference to procedures /
directives is encouraged).> - Determine that plant conditions are suitable for conduct of X

y test.

*
Communication Processes

- Inform appropriate personnel of approval and any X.

cautions / conflicts.
4. Conduct and/or assist Perceptual PNeesses Operator, through reference

technicians in conduct of t applicable procedures,- Locate and read indicators and annunciators. Xsurveillance test. should conduct all surveillance
- Identify display meanings and relationships. X tests that are assigned to

RO/SRO?. Operator should- Read applicable procedure. X
provide assistance to tech-

| Cognitive Processes nicians in the conduct of other
surve ance tests.- Calculate values. X

- Analyze conditions. X

'It is recognized that some serveillance tests (for example, daily "O shif t surveillances) may not require completion of all elements.
This sequence of elemer t= is intended to envelope all surveillances.
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TABLE A.8 (continued)
CONTROL / CONDUCT SURVEILLANCE TESTS *

INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBLE

ELEMENTS BEHAVIORS REQUIRED , TRAINING OBJECTIVES
RO or 'SRO
SRO ONLY

1

4. Conduct and/or assist Communication Processes

su eil nce es -
- Inform technicians / operators of alarms and indicators. X

tinued) - Record results in writing. X

- Direct technicians'/ operators' actions. X

- Request status information. X

Motor Processes *

, - Position components (valves, switches, etc.). X

f - Control system p trameters. X
w
- O- - Operate controls. X

5. Determine whether com- Perceptual Procestes Operator should determine,
pleted surveillance test through reference to accept-- Read completer, test results. Xresults are satisfactory. i ance standards, acceptable

Cognitive Processes results for all surveillance
I' 5 * **- Compare test results to acceptance standard (for example X

calibration c.trve).
- Identify tect .cci' specifications limiting conditions. X

Communication Processes

- Inform personnel of results/ completion. X'

- Prepare written reports of abnormal / reportable occur- X
rences.

'It is recognized that some surveillance tests (for example, daily RO shif t surveillances) may not require completion of all elements.
This sequence of elements is intended to envelope all surveillances.

,
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APPENDIX B

PERFORMANCE PREDICTIVE INDICES

'

B.1 Statistical Tests

! 2Chi-square (X ) tests were used for categorical variables to test whether observed
frequencies differed from those expected. If the sum of the squared differences

'

exceeds a specified amount, a relationship exists. The specified amount depends on
the number of degrees of freedom (df) and the probability of an error which is
acceptable in making a decision. For all tests conducted in this study, a probability of

_

less than 5 percent (p<0.05) was used in committing a type I error. A type I error is'

the error one would make in rejecting the null hypothesis of equivalence or inde-
pendence when it is, . in fact, true. Degrees of freedom refers to the number of
observations that are free to vary after certain restrictions have been placed on them.

For example, if a variable is dichotomous .(possessing an attibute), (df=1), after
X Per 'ent is placed in one-half of the dichotomy (those with the attribute), the remain-

ing cases must be placed on the other half (those without the attribute) and are not
free to vary.

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used for all interval level (continuous) sariables

(years experience and test scores). The F-test is _used to determine whether mean

differences exist between groups, given that their variances are homogeneous. In all

cases where the F-test was used, ti is assumption was checked using Bartlett's Test.3

:
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B.2 Data

The following frequencies were tested for independence using Chi-square:

PERFORMANCE RATING

SAMPLE VARIABLE BELOW ABOVEAVERAGEAVERAGE AVERAGE

COLLEGE EDUCATION

S me c liege 17 50 18
TOTAL No college 28 51 32

X# = 1.98, di = 2, p = 0.37

S me c llege S 20 10
RO'< No college 15 20 6

,

X* = 3.02, df = 2, p = 0.22
_

S me c liege 9 29 7
SROs No college 14 33 25

.

2x = 5.53, di = 2, p = 0.06
,

MILITARY EXPERIENCE

TOTAL Military 33 69 38
No military 12 31 13

| X2 = 0.52, di = 2, p = 0.76

ROs Military 14 26 13
No military 9 14 3

1

X* = 1.93, di = 2, p = 0.38

SROs Military 19 45 '24
No military 3 16 10

X* = 1.92, di '= 2, p = 0.38

B-4.
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PERFORMANCE RATING

SAMPLE VARIABLE BELO4' ABOVE '

AVERAGEAVERAGE AVERAGE

NAVY NUCLEAR
EXPERIENCE

Navy nuclear 29 57 31TOTAL Non-Navy nuclear 16 43 20

X* = 0.74, df = 2, p = 0.68

Navy nuclear 11 19 9ROs Non-Navy nuclear 12 21 7

X* = 0.38, df = 2, p = 0.82
,

SROs Navy nuclear 18 39 20
Non-Navy nuclear 4 22 14

X* = 3.33, df = 2, p = 0.18

NAVY NUCLEAR RATE

TOTAL Machinist Mate 10 21 16
Electronics Technician 2 9 6
Electricians Mate 9 13 5

2x = 4.04, di = 4, p = 0.4

FOSSIL POWER
PLANT EXPERIENCE

Fossil 11 13 8TOTAL No fossil 34 88 42

X* = 3.05, df = 2, p = 0.21

Fossil 10 13 6SROs No fossil 12 48 28

X* = 6.36, di = 2, p = 0.04

Test could not be run: 3 cells with expectedROs frequencies less than 5.

B-5
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The following were tested with the F-statistic:

SIGNIFI-
VARIABLE SAMPLE SOURCE di SS MSS F

YEARS OF Total 31 600.87
FOSSIL Between 2 3.37 1.68 0.08 1.0

TOTAL
POWER Residual 29 597.5 20.6
PLANT Bartlett's Test' 2,1692. 2.4 0.08
EXPERIENCE ,_

Total 195 879.4
Between 2 7.55 3.78 0.83 0.43

TOTAL Residual 193 871.8 4.5
Bartlett's Test 2,63688. 1.13 0.32

Total 78 '363.4
Between 2 8.54 4.27 0.91 0.4

ROs Residual 76 354.9 4.67
2

YEARS AS Bartlett's Test 2,9274. 3.02 0.04
AUXILIARY
OPERATOR Tatal 116 468.8

Between 2 23.56 11.8 3.02 0.05
Residual 114 445.3 3.9
Bartlett's Test 2,20439. 0.48 0.61

SROs Below-Average /
Average Contrast 16.67 4.269 0.03

Below-Average /
Above-Average
Contrast 21.7 5.5 0.01

Total 195 875.7
Between 2 3.5 1.76 0.38 0.67

-TOTAL Residual 193 872.1 4.51
Bartlett's Test 2,63429, 2.75 -0.06

|

Total 116 427.69
Between 2 3.30 1.65 0.44 0.64

YEARS AS SROs Residual 114 424.38 3.7
REACTOR Bartlett's Test 2,20120. 0.53 '0.58
OPERATOR

Total 78 '313.2
Between- 2 27.4 -13.7 3.6 0.03
Residual 76 285.7 3.7

ROs Bartlett's Test 2,9817. 0.33 0.71

Below-Average /
. Above-Average

^ 7.26 0.007Contrast
|

* Bartlett's Test was used to test the homogeneity of variance assumption.
Test violated assumption of homogeneous variances.2

B-6'



S GNIVARIABLE SAMPLE SOURCE di SS MSS F AC
Total 173 6491.1
Between 2 80.5 40.2 1.07 0.35TOTAL
Residual- 171 6410.6 37.4
Bartlett's Test 2,42604. 0.28 0.75

Total 107 3806.8
Between 2 12.6 0.17 1.0MEAN SROs Residual 105 3794.2 36.1
Bartlett's Test 2,18089. 0.14 1.0O

SCORES Total 67 2678.0
Between 2 201.5 100.76 2.64 0.07ROs
Residual 65 2476.5 38.1
Bartlett's Test 2,6653. 2.14 0.11

Total 193 9765.3
Between 2 58.6 29.3 0.57 0.56AGE TOTAL
Residual 191 9706.7 50.8
Bartlett's Test 2,63021. 12.0 0.001 2

2 Test violated assumption of homogeneous variances.

.
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APPENDIX C

IDENTIFICATION OF TRAINING CONTENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL SETTINGS ' - ;

Training objective worksheets were developed for each training objective category as
shown below:

TABLE TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY PAGE

C.1 Principles or Theories C-5

C.2 Communication Skills C-8

C.3 Principles of Management and Leadership C-10
'

C.4 Application of Concepts and Principles C-Il

C.5 Reasoning and Problem-Solving Abilities C-12
'

C.6 Procedural Compliance C-14
'

j C.7 Execution of Team Skills C-16
-

C.8 Operation and Functioning of Equipment / Systems - C-17

C.9 Manual or Manipulative Operations C-18
C.10 RO/SRO Task Analysis Summary. C-19

.
The fallowing are definitions of terms used in this appendix:

Instructional Settings. (See Section 2.4.4.1.)
.

1

o Classroom. Includes lectures, seminars, programmed 1.st uction and
self-study,

o In Plant. Includes the use of any plant equipment for training, including -
the control room, fixed equipment outside the' control room and-port-
able equipment located in operating spaces. Walk-through training _and

actual operation of some equipment would be permitted, .as|long as
these operations would not impact on the plant's ability to maintain its
electrical load condition. ~(This. limitation is placed on this setting since~ -

it is consistent-with the limitation placed on: actual in-plant training at
all reactor sites visited.)

.C-3L
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.

o Plant-Specific Simulator. Intended to be a control room simulator that

j provides high fidelity to the actual plant in terms of system responses,
instrumentation, controls and equipment locations.

o Generic Simulator. Intended to be a control room simulator that has
system responses generally similar to those of the actual plant; instru-
mentation, controls and equipment locations need not be similar.

Critical Requirement. (See Section 2.4.4.1.) The required skills and knowledges

associated with responding to emergencies.
1

i
Duty Areas. (See Figure 2.5.) - RO and SRO duties were segregated into the

following duties areas:

o Emergencies,
o Abnormal, offnormal and alarm conditions,

o Normal operations,
o Routine, nonspecific shif t activities and

o . Main *enance and surveillance.;

A cross reference of the. duty areas and associated task areas and generic ele-

ments of the Appendix A RO and SRO job task analysis are previded in foldout

Table C.10. Table C.10.' can be used as a reference when reviewing Tables C.1
,

through C.9.

<
e

4
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TABLE C.1
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

'(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: PRINCPLES OR THEORIES)
.

1

1

* APPROPRL',TE

) INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING 5

i PLANT
SKILLS AND $PECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO

KNOWLEDGES CLA55- IN $1M U- - $1M U. REQUIRE. AND SRO DUTY
REQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 SRO ONLY AREA

n *

1. Knowledge of health C Yes- X All duty areas
physics principles

i- o Sources
o Biological effects
o Radiation protec-

tion
i o Contamination '

'

control
o Personnel monitor-.

ing '
,

o Detection

i 2. Mathematics C Yes X All duty areas
fundamentals

o Algebra . [

o Logarithms
' o Exponentials
; o Trigonometry
' o Probability and

statistics
o Basic calcJus
o Differential

equations

; '3. Chemistry C Yes X All duty areas

o Corrosion
o Primary water

chemistry
; o Steam generator '

water chemistry
>

. 4. ~ Basic nuclear C Yes X All duty areas
physics and reactor
theory

o Atomic structure
o Radioactive

emission
4 o Nuclear emissions

o Fission=

o Fission products '

o Moderation
o Flux distribution

.o Reactivity .
o Subcritical

~

multiplication ~

j C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge.
p

4

|

| C-$-
:

I-
[
,
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TABLE C.1 (Continued): '
: TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: PRINCIPLES OR THEORIES)'

i
.

t

e. .

' APPROPRIATE .
j INSTRUCTION AL 5ETTINGS
1
'

PLANT
SKILLS AND SPECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO
KNOWLEDGES CLA55- IN SIMU- - $1MU . REQUIRE- AND SRO DUTY

REQUIR ED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 $RO ONLY AREA

- 5. Instrumentation C Yes X All duty areas
and control

o Temperature
o Pressure -
o Level and flow

measurement
o Failure enodes and

indications*

o Controllogic

6. ~ Nuclear C Yes X All duty areasg
- instrumentation ,

-j o Detector design
'

o Failure modes -
. and indications -

f 7. Electricity C Yes X All duty areas

o Transmission
'

o Generators,

o Electrical buses
o interlocks
o Relays

'
o Motors and

generators

8. Heat transfer, C Ves X All duty areas
' fluid !!ow and

thermodynamics

o Core hydraulics
o Naturalcirco stion
o Heat exchangers

! o boiling water
! ' heat transfer
! o Saturation
t conditions

. o Moellier diagram

} C - Suit.able for comp'lete' training of designated skill or knowledge.

<

1

'

-

d
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TABI.E C.1 (continued)
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: PRINCIPLES OR THEORIES)

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL SETTINGS

PLANT
SKILLS AND SPECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO

KNOWLEDGLS CLASS. IN SIMU- SIM U. REQUIRE- AND 5RO DUTY
REQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT? $RO ONLY AREA

9. Electro-mechantal C Yes X All duty areas
sy stems and
components

o Piping
o Heat exchangers
o Pumps
o Valves
o Motors
o Fans
o Operating

characteristics

10. Safety precautions C Yes X All duty areas

o Electrical
o Hazardous

chemicals
o Radioactive

materials
o Security
o Fire protection

C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge.

C-7;-
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! TABLE C.2
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: COMMUNICATION SKILLS)

"
i

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL 5ETTING5

PLANT
SKILLS AND 5PECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO
KNOWLEDGES CLA55 IN SIM U- $1MU- REQUIR E. AND 5RO DUTY '

REQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 5RO ONLY AREA

1. Inform personnel P C P P Yes X' Emergencies

P C P P No X Abnormal, normal,
,

maintenance and surveillance
1~

2. Direct actions C P P Yes X Emergencies

C P P No X Normal, routine, maintenance
and surveillance

3. Recall plant P C Yes X Emergencies
N ' ""'I

- P C No X Abnormal

4. i<ecommend actions P -C C C res X Emergencies
- to appropriate

authorities

5. Maintain written P C No X All duty areas
4 logs and reports

6. Receive verbal P P P Yes X Emergencies
reports P P P No X All other duty areas

- 7. . Authorize conduct C P P No X Normal, routine, maintenance
' of evolutions and surveillance-

f 8. Request status C No X- Routine, maintenance and
information surveillance

9. Advise relief of - C No X Routine
unusual or abnormal
conditions

I
"

j 10. Answer questions . C No X Routine
l

l !!. Prepare written P -C No X Routine, maintenance and -
| - descriptions of ' surveillance -
| abnormal or reportable

occurrences in '
accordance with
applicable directives

,

12.' Read applicable C 'No X- Routine, maintenance and
procedures, direc. surveillance
tives, electrical
prints, flow diagrams,
pipiry diagrams, etc.

P - Suitable for partial training of designated skill or knowledges other setting required to ensure complete training.'

C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge.
' -

-

1

|
|

r

'

i-
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TABLE C.2 (Continued)
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: COMMUNICATION SKILLS)

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING 5

'

PLANT
SKILLS AND SPECI' IC GENERIC CRITICAL RO

KNOWLEDGES CLA55- IN SIM J- $1MU- REQUIRE- AND $RO DUTY
RLQUIRED ROOM PLANT LA (OR LATOR MENT? SRO ONLY AREA

13. Prepare temporary P C No X Routine
changes in procedures
on shif t

14. Simulate plant C No X Routine
conditions and
responses while
training personnel

15. Advise trainees C No X Routtne
on deficiencies
noted

P - Suitable for partial training of designated skill or knowledge; other setting required to ensure cornplete train;ng.
C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge.

.

| C-9
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TABLE C.3.

TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET
(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP)

L

i

APPROPRIATE I |
INSTRUCTION AL $ETTINGS

PLANT
SKILLS AND SPECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO

KNOWLEDGE.5 CLASS- IN SLMU. SIMU. REQUIRE- AND SRO DUTY
; REQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 $RO ONLY AREA '

1. Plan shif t - P C No X Routine,

activities
!

2. Evaluate the P C No X Routine ',

actions of personnel

3. Comply with and P C No X Routine
ensure that personnel
comely with station

,

rectives

!
4. Maintain overall 'C C Yes X Emergencies

perspective; do not .

I become totally C C No X Abnormal
j involved in a single

operation C No X Routine

C Yes X. Emergencies (Emergency Plan)

j' 5. Knowledge of how to P C No X Routine '

conduct training
evolutions on shaf t e

P - Suitable for partial training of designated skill or knowledge; other setti9g required to ensure complete training.
*

C . Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge.

I
e

t

I
|

,

i

|

|
|.

.
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TABLE C.4
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVZ CATEGORY: APPLICATION OF CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES)

APPROPRIATE
IN5TRUCTIONAL StTTINGS

f PLANT
SKILLS AND SPECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO

KNOS LEDGE 5 CLA55- IN 51 At u. SIMU. R EQUIR E- AND $RO DUTY
REQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT? SRO ONLY AREA

1. Calculate rad.ation C Yes X Emergencies
levels and doses,
stay times, etc.

2. Ident2fy results of C C Yes X Emergencies
arca radiation
surveys and air
samples

3. Compare indsations C No X Routine, maintenance and
to calculation and surveillance
acceptance stawstd

4. Plan routine P C No X Routine
radaaste release
for appropriate
condit acrts

3. Mentify actions P C No X Rout 4ne, ma2ntenance and
associated with shif t survestlance
ac tivatics

6. Calculate plant C No X Routire, maintenance arx!
parameters (shut- surveillance
domn margin senon
reactivity chan[es,
heat balance,
,timated critscal

rod position, etc.)

7. Choose components P C No X Maintenance and surveillance
to isolate that will
provide r.ecessary
safety

8. Inspect isolation and C No X Maintenance and surveillance
tagout for
correctness

9. Choose operators C No X Maintenance and suncillance
to support activities
in consideration of
a!!owable radiation
exposures

P - Suitable for partial training of des;gnated skill or knowledges other settant required to ensure complete trairung.
C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge.
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TABLE C.5
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: REASONING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITIES)

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL SETTINGS

PLANT
SK!LLS AND SPECIFIC CENERIC CRITICAL RO

ANOWLEDGE5 CL A55- IN SIMO. 5tM U- R LOUIRE- AND SRO DUTY
R EQUI'4 ED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 SRO ONLY AREA

1. Establish priorities C C Yes X Emergencies

C C No X Abnormal

C No X Routine

C Yes X Emergencies (Lmergency Plan)

2. Use decision rules C C Yes X Emergencies
-

3. Maintain good C C Yes X Emergenun
judgment and
problem-solving C C No X Abnormal
performance under
stressful or physically C Yes X Emergencies (Emergency Plan)
hazardous environ-
ment

4 Identif y cues (one or C Yes X Emergerries
more indications)
of any emergency C Yes X Emergencies (Emergency Plan'
condition (NOTE:
any of the five senses
may be used.)

3. Determine that cues C Yes X Emergencies
are njo comptetely
addressed by any
single procedure

6. Determme whether C C Yes X Emergencies
multiple casualties
have oc~arred

7. Identif y cues as C No X Abnormal
indxatsve of an
abnormal. of f normal
or alarm condition

8. Determine condations P C No X Routine, maintenance and
that preclude shif t survesilarte
activities (turnover,
training evolutions,
maintenance, etc.)

9. Determine conditions C No X Routine
that require special
attention

P - Suitable for p_aM training of designated skill or knowledge; other setting required to ensure complete training.
C - Suitable for conplete training of designated skill or knowledge.
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TABLE C.5 (Continued)
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: REASONING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITIES)

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL SETTLNGS

PLANT
SKILLS AND SPECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO
KNOWLEDGES CLASS- IN $1M U- $1MU- R EQUIRE- AND SRO DUTY

REQUIRED ROOM PLAN 1 LATOR LATOR MENT? SRO ONLY AREA

10. Identify events and P C No X Routine
actions requiring
written reporting
(abnormal and
reportable
occurrences)

II. Diagnose abnormal C No X Routine
conditions and
operation of plant C No X Abnormal
components

12. Determine additional C Yes X Emergencies (2mergency Plan)
equipment or support
required to combat
emergencies

13. Analyze plant C C Yes X Emergencies
conditions

C C No X Abnormal and normal

C No X Maintenance and surveillance

P - Suitable for partial training of designated skill or knowledge; other setting required to ensure complete training. -

C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge.

.
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TABLE C.6
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TR AINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: PROCEDURAL COMPLIANCE)

/

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL SETTINGS

PLANT
SKl.L5 AND $PECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO

KNO% LEDGES CLASS. IN SIMU- SIM U. REQUIRE. AND SRO DUTY-REQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 SRO ONLY AREA
1. Coordinate actions C Yes X Ernergenciesof two or more

procedures

2. Carry out C Yes Emergencies (Emergency Plan)act6cns of the
Emergency Plan C Yes X Emerget.cles (emergencyand emergency operating procedures)operating procedures

3. Determine steps C _Yes X Emergencies (Emergency Plan)or procedures
for emergency C Yes X Emergencies (emergencyconditions, given
applicable cues operating procedures)

4. Identify technical .P C, Yes X Emergenciesspecification
limiting conditione P C . No ;. X Abnorma! '-for operation without
reference to P C No X Routine, maintenance andprocedures

surveillance

5. Determine apphcable C C No .X Abnormalabnormal, o!! normal
or alarm procedures,
given any apphcable

' cues

6. Carry out actions .C No X Abnormalof abnormal, ofI. -
normal and alarm
procedures in proper
sequence through
reference to
procedures

7. Carry out all C- No - .X Normal
evolutions addressed
by normal operating
procedures in proper
sequexe through
reference to ,,

procedures

- 8. - Know whether . P C- No . 'X Routine :
- prncedure or change

to procedure can be
. authorized on shif t =

,

P . Suitable for partial training of designated skill or knowledges other setting required to ensure complete training.
C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge. -

'
' ' '

: r.

-, _

-
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TABLE C.6 (continued)
TR AINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: PROCEDURAL COMPLIANCE)

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL 5ETTINGS

PLANT
SKILLS AND SPECIFIC CENERIC CRITICAL RO

KNOWLEDGES CLA55 IN SIM U- 51MU. REQUIRE- AND 5:40 DUTY
HLQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 SRO ONLY AREA

9. Review cornpleted P C No X Maintenance and surveillance
written procedures
(maintenance
survertlence, startup
checklists, etc.)

P - Suitable for partaal training 4,f designated skill or knowledges other setting required to ensure complete training.
C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge,
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TABLE C.7
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: EXECUTION OF TEAM SKILLS)

APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTIONAL 5ETTINGS

^SKILLS AND GENERIC CRi 2AL ROCLASS- IN SPECIFIC 0 DUWKNOWLEDGE 5 51M U- REQUIR E- ANDROOM PLANT 51M U- O.M Y AMAREQUIRED LATOR MENT SROLATOR

I. Receive advice C C Yes X Emergencies
from STA ano

) C C No X Abnormalother technical
personnel

C Yes X Emergencies (Emergency Plan)

2. Coordinate actions C C Yes X Emergencies
of all shi! personnel

C C No X Abnorma) and normal

C Yes X Emergencies (Emergency Plan)

C - Suitable for ct .nplete training of designated skill or knowledge.
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TABLE C.8
TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: OPERATION AND FUNCTIONING OF EQUIPMENT / SYSTEMS)

APPROPRfATE
INSTRUCTIONAL SETTINGS

4

PLAMT
SPECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO

SKILLS AND KNOWLLDGLS CLASS- IN. SIMU. SIM U- REQUIRE- AND SHO DUTY
REQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 SRO ONLY ARCA

1. Locate and read indi- C C Yes X Emergencies
cators and annunci-
ators C C No X Abnormal, norrnal, routine,

maintenne and surveillance

2. Identify display mean. C C C Yes X Emergencies
ings and relationships

C C C No X Abnormal, normal, mainten-
ance and surveillance

3. Locate controls C C Yes X Emergencies

C C No X Abnormal, normal

4. Compare and verify C C Yes X Emergencies
indications

C C No X Abnormal, normai, routine

3. Locate and operate P C Yes X Emergencies
rtable equipment

Fair samplers, radia-
tion monitors, dosi-
meters, respirators,
etc.)

6. Operate plant com- C C No X Routine
puter

7. Observe actions of C No X Routine
a trainee (on 'lt)

8. Identify and locate C No X Routine, maintenance and
components in the surveillance
plant

9. Identify that com- P C No- X Maintenance and surveillance
ponents are properly .

. isolated / positioned

10. Know all technical C Yes. X Emergencies
specifications limits
and bases related
to equipment / systems

11. For all primary C' Yes . X All duty areas
secondary, electrical
and instrumentation
systems, under-
stands
o Purpose,
o Functions.
o Operation,
o interrelationships,
o Limitations and

. o Design basis

P - suitable for partM training of designated skill or knowledges other setting required to ensure complete training
C - suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge
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TABLE C.9
.

TRAINING OBJECTIVES WORKSHEET .

I ^

(TRAINING OBJECTIVE CATEGORY: MANUAL OR MANIPULATIVE OPERATIONS)
1

1

i

! APPROPRIATE
i INSTRUCTION AL 5ETTINGS

1 PLANT t
*

$ KILLS AND SPECIFIC GENERIC CRITICAL RO -

-

KNOWLEDGES CLASS- IN SIMU- SIMU- RCQUIRE- AND SRO DUTY
REQUIRED ROOM PLANT LATOR LATOR MENT 7 $RO ONLY AREA

1

i 1. Position components C Yes X Emergencies
1 (valves, switches,
! etc.) C No X Normal and abnormal
4

C X Routine, maintenance and
surveillance

| P P Yes X Emergencies (Emergency Plan)

| 2. Control sysn C Yes X Emergencies
i parameters

(pressure, tem- C No X Abnormal and normal
j perature, level, etc.)

C No X Maintenance and surveillance
.

! 3. Take manual (backup) C Yes X Emergencies ?

? control of normally
automatic functions C No X Abnormal and normal

4. Operate nonauto- C Yes X Emergencies
| matic controls

C No X Abnormal and normal

C No X Meintenance and surveillance;

S. Perform necessary C Yes X Emergencies
! manual and manipu-

latise operations C No X Normal,

i outside the cor rol
I- room (for exaryle,
i emergency shutdown,
| refueling equipment)
i >

P - Suitable for partial training of designated skill or knowledges other setting required to ensure complete training.
C - Suitable for complete training of designated skill or knowledge.

1

!

1

!

J

!

!
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TABLE C.10
RO/SRO TASK ANALYSIS SUMMARY

TABLE
DUTY ARE A5 N O. * TASK AREA 5 AND GENERIC ELEMENTS

A.! Carry Out Emergency Actions not Completely Addressed by Procedures
A.l.1 Recognize conditions as indicative of an emergency condition
A.I.2 Carry out appropriate actions

A.2 Carry Out Procedures of Emergency Plan
A.2.1 Recognize conditions requiring implementation of the emergency

plan
Emergencies A.2. 2 Carry out applicable actions of emergency plan

A.3 Carry Out Emergency Operating Procedures
A. 3.1 Recognize plant conditions requiring implementation of emergency

operating procedures
A.3.2 Recognize automatic actions
A.3.3 Carry out immediate operator actions
A.3.4 Carry out subsequent operator actions

A.4 Carry Out Procedures for Abnormal, Of fnormal or Alarm Conditions
Abnormal. A.4.1 Recognize a condition requiring implementation of these procedures
of fnormal and A 4.2 Know the automatic actions associated with t;.ese conditions and

alarm conds- determine whether these actions have occurred
tions A.4.3 Carry out immediate operator actions

A.4.4 Carry out subsequent operator actions

A.5 Carry Out General Plant Operating Procedures
A.5.1 Recognize which procedure (s) are applicable to the required evolu-

Normal tion
operations A.5.2 Establish initial conditions

A.5.3 Carry out steps of procedure

A.6 Carry Out Routine Non-Specific Shift Activities
A.6.1 Conduct shif t turnovers
A.6.2 Control routine liquid and gaseous radioactive waste releases
A.6.3 Operate the plant computer
A.6.4 Maintain logs and otrer routine written repcrts
A.6.5 Complete Plant Incident Reports and other reports on abnormal

Routine, non- occurrences
specific shif t A.6.6 Coordinate shift activittes to ensure safe, efficient conduct
activities A.6.7 Prepare and approve temporary instructions and changes to instruc-

tions on shif t
A.6.8 Provide training for plant personnel
A.6.9 Comply with applicable station administrative directives
A.6.10 Maintain proper core physics
A.6.11 Conduct valve and switch lineup checks

A.7 Contro! Shif t Maintenance Activities
A.7.1 Review proposed maintenance actions
A.7.2 Establish plant conditions suitable for conduct of maintenance, and

tag out appropriate components
A.7.3 Approve proposed maintenance activities
A.7.4 Upon completion of maintenance actions, review retest require-

rnents

A.7.5 Establish plant conditions suitable for conduct of retest
A.7.6 Approve the conduet of retest

Maintenance A.7.7 Conduct or monitt_ retest including approval of results
and A.7.8 Return system or component to service
'" **#' A.8 Control / Conduct Surveillance Tests

A.8.1 Review proposed surveillance tests .
A.3.2 Estab!:sh plant conditions suitable for conduct of surveillance and

tag out components (if required)
A.8.3 Approve conduct of surveillance tests
A.8.4 Conduct or assist technicians in conduct of surveillance test
A.8.5 Determine whether completed Surveillance Test results are satis-

factory

* Table in Appendix A that addresses that task area.
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APPENDIX D

REVIEW OF NUREG/CR-1280," POWER PLANT STAFFING"

The NRC tasked Analysis & Technology to review NUREG/CR-1280, " Power Plant

Staffing," (25) with respect to U.S. Navy practices for initial training and requalifica-
tion of operators whose duties are similar to those of NRC licensed reactor operators

and senior operators. This appendix satisfies the above requirement by providing a
review of the findings and recommendations of Sections V and VI of NUREG/CR-1280.

In addition, the NUREG/CR-1280 recommendations were considered regarding their
applicability to the selection, screening, training and requalification of ROs and SROs
as discussed in Chapter 2 of this report.

,

D.1 REVIEW COMMENTS

As indicated in the preface of NUREG/CR-1280, the author's basis for evaluating
civilian nuclear power plant practices were documents from three utilities and his

background knowledge of such practices. The judgments were not based upon visits to .

any commercial nuclear power plants. While the author acknowledges this limitation

in the preface, in the body of the report he makes generalities concerning industry-
wide practices that are not justified. In our visits to nine different power plants and
six different training centers, we found some utility practices that were consistent
with the author's findings; however, there are also other utilities whose practices
concerning the certification, training -and requalification of personnel equalled or
exceeded Navy nuclear practices and requirements in the similar areas;in other words,

the commercial utility practices that the author presents as norms are instead, worst-
case practices.

NUREG/CR-1280 does not present a balanced view or comparison between Navy
nuclear programs and civilian utility programs. Without exception, the author holds up

Navy nuclear practices as the ideal and recommends that the civilian nuclear industry
implement similar procedures and practices. We do not agree that an across-the-board

transfer of requirements from the Navy nuclear program to the commercialindustry is
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j

appropriate. For example, we find that the commercial industry has the potential for

i superior training in responding to emergencies and mitigating the consequences of
major accidents due to the availability of simulators for operator training. Our analy-

1

sis indicated that simulators are the most important aid for both training and evalua-
l

tion of reactor operators.

I
; While the author provides some valuable r scommendations for the commerical nuclear

industry, we do not recommend an across-the-board implementation of these recom-
mendations. The following are specific comments concerning NUREG/CR-1280 find-

ings and recommendations related to Ros and SRos (Sections V and VI of NUREG/

CR-1280):
,

'

3 1. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section V.C.1 on page 17)
*

;

Industry generally follows the NRC requirements for the selection, training
and qualification of its licensed reactor operators. While not legally
required to do so, industry follows the guidance as contained in Revision 2
to Regulatory Guide 1.8 and ANSI 3.1 1978. However, there is wide varia-

:

J tion throughout the industry as to the extent to which any of these require-
ments are enforced. There is also wide variation as to the degree of
management involvement in the process. Many of the problems in this area
have been pointed out in the Report by the President's Commission on the
Accident at Three Mile Island.

Review Comments

We agree with this finding (see Section 2.4).
;

2. NUCEG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section V.C.2 on page 18)
,

Based on a limited review of reactor operators, the most serious industry
deficiency lies in the area of training -- not in the selection process. Most
utilities do not have an in-house capability to conduct the required train-
ing. Consequently, it is contracted out to either the major reactor plant
vendors or to companies providing training services. In doing so, the util-

1

ities have generally accepted whatever was provided with the assumption
that the product they were paying for somehow met the requirements. On
the other hand, the training contractors have generally taken the position,
much like any educational institution, that they make the information
available and it is up to the student to absorb it. They have also been -
content to wait for the utilities to tell them if they were producing an
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acceptable product. The net result has been that responsibility for proper
training has become dif fuse. The only measure of success or failure of a .

training program has fallen on the NRC in its licensing process, i.e., did the
student pass the examination? Unfortunately, the NRC licensing process
has not been structured to permit the making of such judgments.

Too of ten the uti!ities fall back on the very dangerous defense that their
training and qualification program must be adequate because they have not
had a Three Mile Island accident. '

Review Comments

As indicated in Sections 2.4 and 2.6, we found that some utilities directed their train-

ing programs toward passing the NRC operator licensing examinations and used suc-
cess on these examinations as the measure of their programs. We are concerned with

this practice, particularly in light of the limitations with the present operator licens-
ing examinations identified in Section 2.6.

On the other hand, there are other utilities who have programs that significantly
exceed NRC requirements. While these organizations place emphasis on their person-

nel passing examinations, they feel, rightfully, that their standards are well above
NRC examination requirements.

3. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding /Recommendatbn (Section V.C.3 on page 18)

Another industry pract:ce - wt.ien, in the opinion of the reviewers, has
created a degree of ov.r-confidence in its trainirg programs, is the use of
academicians to evaltate their programs. .In addition to their ir. ability to
comprehend the needs of the end product, these educationalists nave intro-
duced a plethora of new and " easy" methods of instruction, all of which
sound and appear impressive, but have substantially detracted from the
basic concept , of learning and understanding. For example, while the use
of video-tapes for teaching may have a place, over-reliance on them, to
the exclusion of qualified instructors,'is dangerous. This forces the student
and the training system to be geared to merely passing examinations rather
than to insuring full comprehension of the multitude of complex operations
and the consequences of improper actions. The proper training of reactor-
operators requires many hours of direct instructor-student interface
wherein the instructors, who must themselves be qualified,'make sure the
students understand, and that classroom discussions broaden the scopa of
the lesson. There is no place in training reactor operators for an independ-
ent, self-pacing form of teaching.

D-5
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Review Comments

The author indicates that industry practice has been to use academicians to evaluate

their training programs. The author finds this to be a problem. Our site visits do not
support this conclusion; if anything, our evaluation indicates that professional person-

nel with training or education in instructional methods are used too little in utility
operator training programs. The training staffs of utilities are made up almost exclu-
sively of personnel who have been operators. These personnel have been instructing

based upon information that they gained through their participation as trainees in their

utilities' training programs. They have been given little, if any, training in instruc-
tional methods and have infrequently been evaluated concerning their instructional
methods or been given guidance on how to prcpare instructional materials such as

lesson plans, examinations, etc.

4. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section V. E.1 on pages 21 and 22)

It appears that insofar as the civilian industry and NRC are concerned, the
question that needs to be addressed is: simulators being properly used to
train operators? In the opinion of the reviewers, the answer is no. How-
ever, the reasons are not obvious or simple.'

First, recognition must be given to the comments provided in para-
graphs V.C.2 and V.C.3. (Items 2 and 3). As long as these two conditions
prevail, simulator courses, regardless of how well-structured they may be,
can not perform their proper function. The student must be properly pre-
pared ahead of time to take the simulator course. The simulator instruc-
tors must use the simulator to build on the previously learned knowledge of
the student to allow him to see and understand the intricacies and interre-
lationships of many changing parameters of the olant. Today simulator
training amounts to little more than a necessary check-off item on a list of
things a student must do. Cases have been recertly reported where stu-
dents needed merely to be present in a simulator rcom during its operation
to obtain the necessary credits.

It is clear that the civilian industry must rely on simulators for training.
However, it is not clear that industry has done what is necessary to make
effective use of them.

NRC should revise its training requirements to ensure that the utilities are
fully responsible for all phases of their training programs. This means that
even when they contract out any phase of training, they still must them-
selves be satisfied with the curriculum, the lesson plans, the instructors,
the examining process, etc. Neither the utilities nor NRC should tacitly
assume that because trainees attend a simulator course at one of the large
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contractor-run training sites, it is necessarily providing the required train-
ing. For example, utility people qualified to operate their particular plants
should be at the simulator and should, to the extent possible, be in charge
of the training.

Each group of utility operator trainees should be accompanied to the simu-
lator site by a qualified senior operator from the utility. He would be
responsible for the performance of the trainees. He would be respensible
to make the judgment that a trainee has satisfactorily completed the simu-
lator phase of training. He would be required to sign-off this completion.

Utilities should insist that their people get sufficient time on the simula-
tors to obtain individualized instruction on all required operations. This
may mean that simulator operation be made available around the clock,
seven days a week.

Review Comments

The author indicates that, in his opinion, simulators have not been properly used for
training of civilian power plant operators. We agree with this conclusion. He further

recommends that, for simulator training that is conducted on vendor simulators, utility

licensed operators should participate in this training and make judgments on whether

the trainee has satisfactorily completed the simulator evolutions. It was noted that,

this practice was followed at some utilities, most commonly for situations where plant
,

personnel were ny training on a plant-specific simulator. We concur with the author's

recommendation for utility personnel to participate in simulator training - at least for
those facilities that do not have plant-specific simulators.

These utility operators should have responsibility not only for evaluating the trainee's

performance on the simulator but also for identifying for trainees differences between

the simulator response and controls and those at their plants. In this manner, simula-

tor training on generic simulators could be made more effective.

5. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section V.E.2 on page 23)

The proper functioning of the recently formed Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO) should go a long way in resolving this problem. It is
important that the relationships which will be established between NRC,
INPO and the industry be such that its net result is to operate reactors .
safely and not one of creating another organization which could cloud the
issues.

!
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Review Comments

I White we concur with this recommendation, Ye also feel it is important that neither

the NRC nor the utilities sit back and wait for INPO to solve their problems. There

are no easy solutions to the problems facing the ladustry. Only through a udicated

| effort by all concerned will these problems be resolved.

I

6. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section V.E.3 on pages 23 and 24)

! NRC should revise its requirements such that a utility company would have
the prospective employee sign a waiver of the Privacy Act, thus permitting

| the utility to obtain information from past employees and law enforcement
agencies. For licensed operators the NRC could, by changing its regula-
tions, make it a punishable offense for an applicant to lie or withold infor-
mation on his application for a license.

'
Review Comments

| We concur and have included this recommendation in Section 2.5.1.7.
!
i

7. N11 REG /CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section V.E.4 on page 24)

I
| The Navy enforces a "no tolerance" policy on the use of illegal drugs by its

|
operators. It is a difficult policy to enforce but it is done to their best
ability. The NRC should look into the ramifications of instituting a similar

,

policy. There are many legal and other problems in doing this. However,'

the NRC being silent on this issue, allows the utilities tn ignore it com-
pletely. It is highly unlikely utilities will take this issue on without NRC
pressure.

Review Comments

We agree that there should be policies on cirug usage by operate,rs. .We do not agree

that action will not occur in this area without NRC action. It is noted that at least
one utility 'has instituted a policy of periodically taking urine samples from plant
operators. Most utilities have administrative requirements that prohibit the use of
alcohol or other narcotics or drugs on the utilities' premises by any personnel. -

|
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8. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section V.E.5 on page 24)

In its selection process for enlisted operators, the Navy uses written exam-
inations as a means to determine acceptance into the program. These are
standard Navy examinations (ARl/GCT) which test the applicant for gen-
eral intelligence, basic math skills, reading ability, mechanical ability and
comprehension. The scores from the two tests are totalled and a person
must have a certain combined score before he can be accepted as a
Nuclear Field Recruit. These types of tests have been used for over
twenty-five years by the Navy and there is a good correlation between test
results and nuclear training results. There is no comparable system used in
the nuclear industry. In fact, because of some union arrangements, such
tests are prohibited. This is something the utilities would find to their
advantage once they reach the point of enforcing their training require-
ments. NRC does need to require such pre-employment tests. Its primary
purpose is to avoid wasting time and money on people who you could pre-
dict won't make it. Here again, this is an area that INPO can assist.

Review Comments

As indicated in Section 2.5, while we concur that utilities should use valid and reliable

aptitude tests for prospective operators, we do not concur that the NRC should require

such tests. This is not an issue that is related to safety and therefore is not within the
NRC's jurisdiction.

9. NUREG/CR-1230 Finding / Recommendation (Section V.E.6 on page 25)
1

NRC should tighten up its requirements and by doing so, the utilities might
follow the lead. If a person fails the licensing examination twice, that
ought to be the end. No waivers should be permitted.

,

Review Comments

The author indicates that utilities, having once hired an individual, will generally
tolerate any level ^of performance and that people who fail tests'or courses are merely

sent back to repeat them until they eventually pass. Based upon this finding, the
author recommends that, "if a person fails the licensing examination twice, that ought
to be the end. No waivers should be permitted." Our site visits indicated that utilities

did fail personnel from their operator. training courses and that only rarely did an
|

|
!
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:
*

,

i

individual take an examination more than twice. Some utilities had a policy of per- ,

| mitting personnel to take the examination only once --if they failed, they were then
relegated to the position of auxiliary operator for the remainder of their career.

'

Based upon these results, we do not see a need for the NRC to require that the
'

euminations be taken only twice. The industry appears to be satisfactorily self-
policing in this area. ->

}

! 10. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section VI. C.! on pages 29 and 30) i

,

i Our recommendation is to create a new position entitled "Shif t Engineer."
He would be a degreed engineer who would normally function within the i

technical organization but is assigned to the Operations Manager to provide
'

shif t engineering coverage. This position is created for the following pur-'

: poses and reasons:
!
i a. If it is assumed that the requirements for becoming a shift

supervisor (senior reactor operator) remain such that he need
not be an experienced engineer (college graduate type), then
there exists the need for such a person on shif t who can make
engineering judgments. This would be the function of the Shift
Engirseer.

~

b. The possibility exists to change the requirements for a shif t -
supervisor such that he must be a college graduate engineer.
This alternative was not selected because it would close off an
advancement path for reactor operators. While some may con-

;

sider this to be a minor issue, the reviewers, based on their
Navy experience, do not. The civilian nuclear power industry
must be able to provide an attractive career path for reactor

3

i operators or else face the prospect of heavy turnover or lower.
| quality applicants.

P

: c. There is also the suggestion that the position of Shift Engineer
be filled only when a shif t supervisor is not an engineer, or that
the Shif t Engineer position be an interim measure 'until such,

! time as . all shift supervisors meet ' the engineer eligibility-
requirements or;their equivalent. We do not agree with this

,

approach. Regardless of whether or not a shif t supervisor is an
- engineer, there should always be present in the control room an
engineer whose primary interest, background and experience is :

| technical in nature.
'

d. - The functions'of the Shif t Engineer would be as follows:

(1) He acts as a technically qualified observer to plant opera- .
tions.*

.
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(2) He has the power to order the plant put into a safe condi-
tion in the event of an emergency.

(3) He does not report to the Shift Supervisor -- he is an
independent observer similar to the NRC inspector on
shift. However, he has the power and responsibility to
direct the Shift Supervisor in the event of an emergency
or accident.

(4) He has the wherewithal to contact appropriate technical
personnel to obtain technical assistance, thus allowing the
Shif t Supervisor to focus his attention on plant operation.

(5) If, durir.g the course of normal operations, it is discovered
that a given procedure requires modification, the Shift
Engineer has the responsibility to resolve the problem,
correct the procedures in accordance with approved
methods, and L provide the results to the Shift Supervisor
for his accomplishment.

The Shift Engineer would be a licensed Senior Reactor Operatoce.
and will have had operating experience as outlined in Table 2 of
this report ("2 years engineering experience").

Review Comments

The author recommends a new position entitled " Shift Engineer." This position is the

same cosition as the Shift Technical Advisor under current NRC requirements. The
primary difference between the author's recommendation and the current NRC

requirements is that he recommends that this persan be assigned regardless of whether

the Shift Supervisor has a degree or college-level training. He further recommends
that this individual should be licensed as a senior reactor operator. While we concur

that an SRO . qualified person with college-level training in the' appropriate. sub-
ject areas should be in a control room at all times, we see no advantage to this
person's being a separate individual from that person responsible foi supervising con-

trol room operations. Neither Navy nuclear nor foreign civilian. nuclear power plants
have such an individual in their shift organizations.

11. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section VI. C.2 on page 30)

In the Navy, a normal watch is four hours. - Depending on.the size ship,
~

n_ umber of qualified people, etc., ships will have on the average four watch -
sections.- Thus, a man will stand a four hour watch, will be off for twelve

D-Il
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;

hours and will then be back iri for his four hour watch. This tends to keep
the watch-stander ciert during what is normally an eventless period of
time. The Navy prohibits a watch longer than six hours. During his off-
watch time he will carry out his divisional duties, sleep, cat, etc.

While our review did not extend into other operations, we are sure there
are many other similar type jobs that have been analyzed to determine the
maximum length of time one can expect a person to remain alert in situa-
tions where there is little activity or functions to be performed other than
monitoring indicators.

NRC should find out what this attention span is from other sources and if it
is less than eight hours, consideration should be given to establishing a
maximum requirement. The fact that utilities use civilians, and civilians
will normally work an eight-hour day, five days a week, should not be an
argument against such a requirement. While it may take more people,I

there are many jobs that off-watch personnel con perform such as training,
maintenance, record reviews, inspections, etc. This approach serves more
than one useful purpose.

Review Comments

it is our experience that many Navy watches, particularly in the Navy nuclear subma-

rine program, are 6 hours in length and it is also not uncommon for personnel at some
watch stations to be on a "two-section" rotation (that is,6 hours on watch and 6 hours

off watch). While we do not find fault with 8-hour watches currently assigned to plant

personnel at most utilities, we do not agree with the practice of some utilities that
have personnel stand back-to-back 8-hour shif ts when an operator from a relieving
shift does not report due to sickness, etc. Utilities should have firm requirements that

personnel stand no more than 12-hour shif ts, and that they have at least as much timei

off between shifts as the length of their shif ts.

12. NUREG/CR-1280 Finding / Recommendation (Section VI. C.3 on page 31)

In the Navy, watch-standers, especially EOOW's, know that they will spend
only a finite period of time on shif t-type duties. This time varies but it is
usually not more than _3 or 4 years. One of the most of ten heard com-
plaints in the Navy and in the industry is their dislike of shift-work. Gen-
erally people do not like' working back-shifts. In the type operation we are-
concerned with, shift work is a given condition and must be dealt with.
The Navy tries to handle this problem by either advancing people up to
non-shift work or by rotation. NRC with INPO assistance should encourage
the utilities to face up to this problem.

'
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Review Comments

Based upon the operator comments provided in response to our satisfaction and moti-

vation questionnaire and personal interviews, rotating shif ts are a major source of
operator dissatisfaction. This subject is discussed further in Section 2.9.2.

|
t
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APPENDIX E

RO/SRO JOB SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE

The following onestionnaire was administered to RO and SRO licensed operating person-
;

nel at the reactor sites visited. A detailed evaluation of the responses to this question-
naire will be provided in the final report in Section 2.9, " Compensation, Status and
Motivation."

|

t

.

t

9
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I

REACTOR OPERATOR AND SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR

JOB SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire will be given to a national sample of commercial nuclear
power plant operators. It is designed to assess those job characteristics which
may be important to operators. 'Ihis information will be used to develop recom-
mendations for improvement of job conditions for nuclear power plant operators.
Your responses to these questions will be treated as confidential; your name is
not required. Please answer all questions. Af ter you have completed all the
questions, place the questionnaire in the supplied envelope.

I

l

.I

,

%

1
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For purposes of categorization of the answers to this questionnaire, please provih
the following information:

,

i
a. Title:

b. Company:

c. License Held:

d. Location:
,

e. Years Experience as Reactor Operator with this Utility:

f. Years Experience as Senior Reactor Operator (excluding Reactor Operator)
with this Utility:

g. Total Years RO/SRO with All Utilities:

h. Salary:

.

,

>
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1. Below are a number of job characteristics. Place a number (1-5) or a letter (X)
next to each characteristic with respect to its importance to you in staying in
your job up to the present and for the foreseeable future.

5 - Extremely important

4 - Very important

3 - Somewhat Important

2 - Not Very important

1 - Not At All important

X - Not sure

a. the people you work with

b. the opportunity to do challenging work

c. job security

d. salary

e. recognition and reward

f. use of the knowledge and skills you presently have

g. opportunity to learn new knowledges and skills

h. opportunity to advance

i. Job responsibility

j. good working conditions

k. liberal fringe benefits

1. work variety
i

I
m. geographicallocation

|

| n. management which listens

o. opportunity to work with little supervision

| p. difficult to make same salary in another field

q. other: . (Please specify)
!
|

|

i
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2. To what extent does your job fulfill your needs (desires, expectations)?

Not At All Very Somewhat Very Much Completely ,

'Little

3. Please state your reasons for entering into the commercial nuclear power field. |
(It is very important that you be candid.)

,

-!

!

4. To what extent do you agree with the following: "If I could start all over, I
would choose a careet in the commercial nuclear power field."?

Strongly Somewhat Neither Somewhat Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree nor Agree Agree i

Disagree

4 a. What are the main reasons for your response in Question 4.?

5. "I feel good when I tell people what I do for a living."

Never Rarely Sometimes Most of Always
the Time

S a. "Public opinion about nuclear power affects how I feel about my job."

Never Rarely Sometimes Most of Always
the Time

-

l
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6. Please rank the following jobs (from 1 to 10) according to the prestige (status)
you feel each job has. A ten (10) should be given to the most prestigious; a one
(1) to the least prestigious,

teacher

auto mechanic

research chemist'

; airline pilot (commercial)
,

computer programmer j

i
skilled trades (electrician, machinist, etc.)

railroad conductor'

1

architect

[ nuclear reactor operator
i

; air traffic controller

7. To what extent are you involved with utility management / supervisory decisions
;

made which are related to your work?
,

Not At All Rarely Occasionally Generally Fully
Consulted Consulted Consulted involved -

'
8. How much confidence does management show in operators?

i

| None Little Moderate Substantial Complete

i 9. Do you feel free to discuss problems concerning your job with your immediate -
supervisor?

,

:

i

Never - Rarely Sometimes Most of Always
the Time

i

t
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10. How accurate is upward communication in your organizatior (i.e., do communi-
cations get filtered as they go up in the organization)?

Often Censored Limited Accurate (what
(only what Accuracy is intended, is
the boss received at the
wants to highest levels)
hear)

11. Is company management interested in your welfare?

Not At All Very Little Slightly Pretty Much Very Much So

12. What changes could be made which would make your job more enjoyable?

13. Below are 17 job characteristics. Please rank the relative importance of each to
you if you had the ideal job. A seventeen (17) should be given to the most
important; a one (1) should be given to the least important. Each one should
receive a number.

a. friendly colleagues / associates

b. having a good boss
1

c. use of knowledge and skills

d. opportunity to learn new knowledges and skills

e. receiving recognition for contributions

i f, good salary

R. opportunity for advancement

h. a position with responsioility

i. job security,_

-j. good working conditions

k. challenging work

1. liberal fringe benefits

! E-9
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m. opportunity for job rotation / variety

n. opportunity to work independently

o. ability to connunicate with upper management

p. opportunity to manage other people

q. recognition from the public (improved prestige)

14. Overall, how satisfied are you with your job?

Completely Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Not Very Satisfied

Nct At All Satisfied

15. To what extent are you satisfied with your salary for the work you perform?

4

Extremely Somewhat Neither Somewhat Extremely
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied nor Satisfied Satisfied

Dissatisfied

15a. Do you feel that your salary is adequate for the level of responsibility you have?

Completely Somewhat Neither Somewhat Completely
inadequate Inadequate Adequate nor Adequate Adequate

Inadequate
,

16. O.. .most days of your job, how often does time seem to drag for you? (How much
of the day are you bored?)

_

More Than Half the Day

About Half the Day or More

About One-Third of the Day

About One-Quarter of the Day

' Time Never Seems to Drag

E-10
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17. If job rotation were possible, to what degree would it be desirable?

Not At All Little Somewhat Very Much

18. What ideas, concerning job rotation / variety, would you like to see?
.

1

i

19. How involved (dedicated / committed) do you feel in your job?

Not At All

Very Little involved

Slightly Involved

Moderately involved

Fully Involved

19a. How of ten do you do some extra work for your job which isn't really required?

Almost Every Day

Several Times a Week

About Once a Week

Once Every Few Weeks

About Once a Month or Less

20. With respect to supervision, is your job:

Over-Supervised Under Supervised Supervised
Appropriately

21. How of ten is your job a source of frustration for you?

Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently All The Time

:

l

l
I
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22. My ability to advance from an operator to a supervisor is...

Completely . Somewhat Neither Somewhat Completely
Limited Limited Limited nor Unlimited Unlimited

Unlimited-

22a. My ability to advance from a supervisory position to a management position,

i s.~. .

, _ _ . . _

Completely Somewhat Neither Somewhat Completely Not Sure
Limited Limited Limited nor Unlimited Unlimited

Unlimited

23. To what extent does management recognize your efforts?

Not At All Rarely Sometimes Most of Always,

the Time

: 23a. How of ten do you get credit for a job well done?

. .

Not At All, Rarely Sometimes Frequently Always

: 24. Do you get a sense of accomplishment from your job?

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always

24a. . Does your job allow you to see the results of your efforts?
.

Never Rarely Sometimes :Often Always-

25. Do you feel that your work is worthwhile?

Never - Rarely -Sometimes Most 'of All of tne
the Time Time

26. What aspects of your job do you like?

,

E-12
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27.- What, specifically, do you ng like about your job?

28. Below are five (5) dimensions of a job. Please check ez.ch dimension according
to your feelings about your job.

a.

Boring Somewhat Neither Somewhat Interesting
Boring Boring nor Interesting

Interesting

,
b.

Routine Somewhat Neither Somewhat Varied
Routine Routine nor Varied,

Varied

c.

Mechanical Somewhat Neither Somewhat Creative
Mechanical Mechanical Creative

nor
Creative

d.

L ;y Somewhat Neither Somewhat Difficult
Easy Easy nor Difficult

Difficult

e.

. Non-Demanding Somewhat Neither Somewhat Challenging
Non-Demanding Non-Demanding Challenging

nor Challenging

f.

Ambiguous Somewhat Neither Somewhat Clear.
(uncertain) Ambiguous Ambiguous Clear

nor Clear

29. Overall, how motivated do you feel towards your job?

Not At All Motivated

Slightly Motivated

Moderately Motivated

r Strongly Motivated

E-13'
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30. How adequately do your abilities meet the demands of your job?

Not At All Very Little Somewhat Extremely Totally

31. How well have you been prepared for your job?

Not At All Poorly Satisfactorily Extremely Well

Please feel free to make any additional comments concerning your job which you feel
are important.

!

\
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APPENDIX F

TASK INVENTORIES FOR NON-LICENSED PLANT PERSONNEL

Task inventories were developed for the following non-licensed personnel:

TABLE FUNCTIONAL TITLES PAGE

F.1 Radiation protection technician F-4

F.2 Engineers and technical support personnel F-5

F.3 Maintenance personnel F-6

F.4 Chemistry technician F-7

F.5 Instrumentation and control technician F-8

F.6 Quality assurance and quality control inspector F-9

F.7 Auxiliary operator F-10

F.8 Non-licensed shift technical advisor F-11

F.9 Plant manager and other technical managers reporting to the

plant manager F-il
,

F.10 Independent review personnel. F-12

:
!
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TABLE F.1
RADIATION PROTECTION TECHNICIAN TASK INVENTORY

::

1. Operate and calibrate portable monitoring and sampling instruments.*

2. Dress out in anti-contamination clothing.

3. Set up and operate a radiation control zone.*

4. Prepare radiation work permits in accordance with procedures.*

5. Conduct loose contamination surveys and calculations.*

6. Conduct air sample surveys and calculations.*

7. Conduct radiation level surveys and calculations.*

8. Issue, use and control personnel dosimetry devices.*

9. Ship and receipt for radioactive material.

10. Control and leak check radioactive sources.

11. Prepare required written reports.

12. Notify appropriate personnel of survey results.

13. Use and issue personnel respirators.*

14. Operate counting room and environmental sampling equipment.*

15. Review surveys and checks for out-of-specificatic.) conditions.

16. Conduct decontamination of equipment and spaces.*

17. Serve as a member of emergency response groups, including fire brigade, search
and rescue, recovery, re-entry and medical assistance teams.*

18. Provide guidance to workers to maintain radiation exposures as low as practicable.

19. Attend outage planning meetings.

* Safety-related task

i

k
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TABLE F.2
ENGINEER AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT PERSONNEL TASK INVENTORY

1. Read blueprints, drawings, electrical prints, piping and instrumentation diagrams
(P&lDs), and control and logic diagrams.

2. Write procedures and procedural changes.*

3. Verify initial and prerequisite conditions for tests.*

4. Schedule and coordinate tests.

5. Ensure conduct of tests is in accordance with utility and federal regulations and
requirements.*

6. Identify and resolve test discrepancies.*

7. Ensure safety of personnel during tests.*

8. Ensure restoration of safety-related components or systems upon completion
of tests.*

9. Analyze test data to verify acceptance criteria are met.*

10. Train less-experienced personnel.

11. Control fuel station management.*

12. Conduct reactor physics and heat transfer calculations (reactor flow, power distri-
bution, instrumentation readings, reactivity, refueling)

13. Prepare reports for NRC and utility management (performance, incidents, etc).

14. Conduct ESF, leak rate, valve stroke and other surveillance and performance tests.*

15. Take precision measurements.

16. Operate the station computer.

17. Maintain special nuclear materials control and accountability (fuel storage inven-
tory, core verification, burnup calculations).*

18. Process data from in-core instrumentation.

19. Maintain records (fuel shipments and receipts, performance tests, etc).

20. Serve as a member of emergency response groups.

* Safety-related tah
_
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TABLE F.3
MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL TASK INVENTORY

1

1. Prepare maintenance work requests.*
i

2. Determine functional verification (that is, re-test) requirements.*

3. Conduct functional verification (that is, re-test).*

4. Read blueprints, drawings, electrical prints, P& ids and procedures.

5. Determine safety hazards associated with maintenance (radiation, chemicals,
etc.).*

6. Inspect, test, disconnect, remove, disassemble, repair, reassemble, reinstall, con-
i nect, calibrate, check and return to service plant components, including safety-
| related equipment.*
,

7. Take prccision measurements.
~

8. Operate machine shop tools.

9. Rig and handle large components.

10. Locate and identify components,

11. Comply with plant administrative procedures.

12. Coordinate actions with operations personnel and support personnel.

13. Operate hand and portable tools and test equip _ ment.

14. Perform in-service inspections.

15. Conduct operational tests (hydrostatic, leak rate, etc.).*

16. Set control and relief points of components (for example,' relief valves).*

17. Take and record readings on operating equipment.

18. Serve as a member of emergency response groups, including recovery and re.-entry
teams.*

1

* Safety-related task.

,

1*

|!
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TABLE F.4
CHEMISTRY TECHNICIAN TASK INVENTORY

1. Perform radiochemical and conventional chemical analyses to ensure that water
chemistry and radioactivity content of liquids, solids and gases discharged from

.

the plant are maintained within required limits as set forth in plant instructions
or federal regulations.*

2. Collect, prepare and determine the gross radioactive content of liquid, setid and
gaseous samples using alpha, beta and ~ gamma activity countinh instruments
described in the plant procedures.*

3. Collect samples and make routine conventional, chemical and radiochemical
analyses of reactor water, feedwater, condensate, steam and other plant water
supplies.*

4. Add or give instructions to add the proper amounts of chemicals to maintain the
water analysis of certain chemically treated plant systems within prescribed
limits.*

5. Demonstrate proper analytical and sampling techniques to radiochemical labora-
tory analysts and trainees and observe the trainees' performance of analytical
and radiochemical procedures and other assignments.

6. Develop and modify plant procedures.

7. Conduct maintenance and calibration of analyzers, meters and other instru-
ments.

8. Prepare laboratory reagents, solutions and stands.

9. Maintain radiochemical logs and other written reports.

10. . Serve as a member of emergency response groups, including fire: brigade and
medical assistance team.*

11. Clean up chemical spills in accordance with procedures.

12. Operate station cheraical support systems.*

13. Report chemistry results to control room and other personnel as required.

14. Receive and store chemicals.

15. Routinely work without supervision on shift.

* Safety-related task

F-7
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TABLE F.5
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL TECHNICIAN TASK INVENTORY

1. Read blueprints, drawings, electrical prints, P&lDs, logic diagrams, etc.

2. Prepare maintenance work requests.*
;

3. Determine functional verification (that is, re-test) requirements.*

4. Conduct functional verification (that is, re-test).*
i
I5. Determine safety hazards associate <: with evolutions.

i

6. Comply with all safety precautions.

7. Locate plant components.
1

8. Comply with plant administrative procedures, l

9. Inspect, test, disconnect, remove, disassemble, repair, reassemble, reinstall, con-
nect, calibrate, check and return to service instruments and controls that,

'

measure pressure, temperature, vacuum, draf t, liquid level and flow and other;

,
plant parameters (including safety-related equipment, particularly the reactor
protection equipment).*!

10. Correct malfunctions of plant computer system.

11. Maintain plant security system.

| 12. Serve as a member of emergency response groups, including recovery and re-
entry tearas.*

|
'

* Safety-related task

F-8
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TABLE F.6
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL PERSONi EL TASK INVENTORY

1. Review maintenance work requests.*

2. Identify " holds" on work requests.*

3. Identify nonconforming items.*

4. Read blueprints, draw'ngs, electrical prints and P&lDs.

5. Conduct quality assurance surveillances.*

6. Conduct audits.

7. Conduct receipt inspections.

S. Verify that equipment critical to safe operation is performing as designed.*

9. Verify that personnel are following approved procedures in the operation, main-
tenance and engineering of equipment related to safety.*

10. Identify and maintain status of unresolved quality assurance problems.

11. Review plant instructions, procedures, records and procurements to ensure qual-
ity-related requirements are met.*

12. Review revisions to technical specifications and ei.aure compliance.*

13. Review plant modifications to ensure quality assurance requirements are met.*

14. Prepare reports required by technical specifications for Plant Operations Review
Committee (PORC) review.

15. Ensure compliance with surveillance test schedule and conduct.

16. Perform nondestructive evaluation.

*Saf:ty-related task
'

}
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TAE,LE F.7

AUXILIARY OPERATOR TASK INVENTORY

1

2 1. Check status and condition of plant components including safety-related equip-
ment.'

2. Conduct valve lineups of p; ant systems.*

3. Operate plant equipment not operated from the control room, including safety-
rt ad systems.*

4. Put in service and take out of service plant components.*

5. Tag-out and remove tags from plant components.
'

1

6. Operate liquid and gaseous radwaste systems. ,

1

7. Provide equipment status information to control room operator.

3. Recognize out-of-normal indications for plant parameters and components.*

9. Control system parameters (levels, pressures, etc.).*
j

10. Verify operation of radiation monitors.*'

11. Prepare work requests for maintenance.*
,

' i

12. Assist control room operator to perform routine surveillance and operating tests
(leakage tests,-trip tests, hydrostatic tests, maintenance re-tests, etc.).*

13. - Lubricate and clean operating equipment,

i
14 Move fuel in spent-fuel pool.*

1

13. Maintain records and knowledge of individual radiation exposure.
,

16. Assist in transfer of radioactive material.*,

i - .
.

I 17. Follow station directives and normal, abnormal and emergency operating proce- -

| dures.*
;

i 18. Communicate accurately with other shif t personnel.

19. Take manual and backup control of functions normally operated from the' control
room.*

20. Maintain togs and other routine written reports.
i
I 21. Perform tasks during emergencies as directed by RO or SRO (security force, fire

brigade, searcn and rescue team, etc.).*
'

| 22. Make routine inspections.

t

* Safety-related task.

I'
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. TABLE F.8
SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISOR TASK INVENTORY

1. Evaluate plant conditions and provide advice to the Shif t Supervisor during plant
transients and accidents.*

2. Evaluate the plant normal operations from the point of view of safety.*

3. Monitor the operating experience at other plants of similar design for informa-
tion valuable to safe operation of the plant.*

* Safety-related task

TABLE F.9
MANAGER TASK INVENTORY

1. Plan, coordinate and direct the operations, maintenance, engineering - and
administration of the plant.*

2. Serve as a member of an Independent Review Board.*

3. During an emergency, function as emergency director, which includes:*

;. o Recognizing accident conditions,
'

o Identifying results of radiation surveys,
o Coordinating support to operating shift personnel,
o Determining additional or supporting personnel required,
o Recorr. mending actions to. appropriate authorities and
o Controlling off-site and on-site monitoring and .eportIng.;

?
<

* Safety-related task

|
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T M t.t A 10
INDEPENDENT REVIEW PERSONNEL TASK INVENTORY

,

1. Review all procedures, except common site procedures, required by technical
specifications and any other proposed procedures or changes thereto as deter-
mined by the Unit Superintendent to affect nuclear safety.*

2. Review all proposed tests and experiments that affect nuclear safety.*

3. Review all proposed changes to tecnnical specifications.*

4. Review all proposed changes or modifications to plant systems or equipment that
affect nuclear safety.*

5. Investigate all violations of the technical specifications. Prepare and forward
a report covering evaluation and recommendations to prevent recurrence to the
System Superintendent Nuclear Operations and to the Chairman of the Nuclear
Review Board.*

6. Review events requiring 24-hour notification to the NRC.*

7. Review facility operations to detect potential safety hazards.*

8. Perform special reviews and investigations and reports thereon as requested by
the Chairman of the Nuclear Review Board.*

9. Render determinations in writing with regard to whether or not items constitute
an unreviewed safety question.*

10. Review plant security and emergency plans and implementation procedures.*

11. Perform special reviews, investigations and reports.*

12. Provide independent review and audit of designated activities in the areas of:*

o Nuclear power plant operations,
o Nuclear engineering,
o Chemistry and radiochemistry,
o Metallurgy, ,

o Instrumentation and control,

o Radiological safety and
o Mechanical and electrical engineering.

* Safety-related task

|
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APPENDIX G

FIELD SURVEY CHECKLISTS AND

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR REACTOR SITES

Field survey trips to reactor sites consisted of document research and interviews con-

ducted by survey teams of two to five people. This appendix provides a copy of the

checklists used for document research and a listing of typical questions asked during
interviews. Interviews at reactor sites were conducted with the following personnel:

o Control Room Operr .s (RO licensed)
e Supervising Control Room Operators (ShO licensed)

Shif t Supervisorse

Auxiliary Operators undergoing RO bcense traininge

e Training Department Supervisor

Training Department Assistant Supervisor / Senior Instructore

e Training Department Instructors
e Superintendent of Operations

Superintendents / supervisors of non-licensed maintenance and professional-e

technical support personnel.

G.1 FIELD SURVEY CHECKLISTS

G.I.1 Source: RO/SRO TRAINING, PERFORMANCE AND BACKGROUND RECORDS-

1. Performance ranking by utility (bottom / middle / upper 1/3 or special evalua-
tions of operators).

2. Data on predictive indices (use standard data-collection sheet)(for use in.

prescreening/ selection).

G-3
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3. Any data on psychological and attitude factors.or evidence that these
are periodically weighed.

'

:

4. From records of marginal performers, collect information :,:

a) indications of utility commitment to individuals

i
b) any discrepancies between standard training /t< sting procedures and

actual practice
c) utility involvement in borderline cases

i d) utility. waiving of screening criteria for a' training program phase.
.

5. Predictive indices of performance to be applied to advancement criteria

for promotion f rom RO to SRO (use standard data-collection sheet).

6. Evidence of any attempt to evaluate a person's managerial ability to
,

control shif t p=rsonnel activities as prerequisites.for advancement to

I SRO. Also, any evidence of training in this area.

.

G.I.2 Sources: UTILITY JOB DESCRIPTIONS / JOB TASK ANALYSES FOR RO/SRO

PLANT OPERATING PROCEDURES

[ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

STATION ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS..

1. Obtain copy of any existing utility job descriptions or job task analyses
,

a

for RO/SROs. !

2. Obtain copies of procedures for normal, abnormal and emergency evolu-
tions selected for the RO/SRO Job Task Analysis.

;

i

- 3. Search through reactor operating manuals for any descriptions of general

job functions /responsibilties of f ollowing personnel during normal, abnor-
,

. mal and emergency conditions. Copy or record these.-.

(NOTE: These-are "functionalLtitles". listed in ANS-3.1 and might note .q

match the specific title at this utility.) . |
1
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e Piant Manager

e Technical Manager

e Supervisors not requiring NRC license (determine who these are
specifically at each site).

e Professional-Technical Groups:

a) Reactor Engineering

b) Instrumentation and Control

c) Chemistry and Radiochemistry

d) Radiation Protection
e) Quality Assurance

e Operator-Technician-Maintenance Personnel

a) Technician

b) Maintes,ance personnel

c) Auxiliary operator

Engineer-in-Charge of Technical Support Personnela

4. Obtain copy of site Emergency Plan.

5. Obtain a copy of the operating instructions of general and continuing
applicability to the conduct of normal operations:

a) standing orders

b) turnover /reilef
c) definition of general duties of operators

6. Copy selections of applicable " Technical Specifications," including
Section 6.

7. Obtain copies of selected surveillance tests, functional tests and system
operating procedures.

8. Copy applicable Station Administrative Procedures.

- G-5
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G.I.3 Source: OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAMS

1. Obtain copies of training manual with training programs descriptions,
procedures for administration of program and training policies.

2. Copy FSAR, Conduct of Operations, with training program description.

3. Obtain a copy of training organization chart.
1

4. Determine current corporate management _ level and degree of involve-

ment in following aspects of training program:

a) approval of training program structure
b) approval of program composition

c) performance of periodic' audits (how of ten, who does them, depth
,

of audits)

d) approval of screening and advancement criteria and actual selec-
selections

e) approval of key utility exams

f) certification of preparedness for NRC exam

g) corrective action for NRC/ utility audits

h) general training program decision responsibilities.

5. Determine criteria employed and means used to certif y candidates for-

NRC exams.

6. . Determine utility procedure in case of NRC exam failure including:

a) current procedures for re-certification -

b) policy on waiting period before re-exam.

7. Obtain copies of course outlines, syllabuses, etc. Ensure all phases of

training programs are represented.

G-6
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8. For each phase of training (including simulator) obtain:

a) schedule

b) lesson plans (samples)

c) all key examinations (periodic or comprehensive)

d) any list of on-the-job requirements.

9. Look for specific training given that defines basic performance expecta-

tions and responsibilities for normal, abnormal and emergency conditions

ior RO/SROs.

10. Look for specific training that indicates requirements for advancement

from RO to SRO (technical knowledge, practical experience, previous
performance in less responsible jobs, managerial ability to control shif t
personnel, etc.). Copy or record this specific information.

11. Ensure that materials brought away from site provide adequate informa-
tion on following (for each phase):

a) training materials used (videotaped, programmed instruction, lec-
tures, etc.) and percent of program accounted for by each tech-
nique

b) subjects and depth covered

c) time allotments

d) overall training methodology employed.

12. Collect information on techniques employed by training service con-
tractors and consultants.

13. Determine distribution of subject areas and time allotment to simulators

and actual in-plant training. .

14. Obtain copy of any in-plant training / drill. program. Determine utility-
objectives for in-plant training and rationale.

|
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15. Obtain copies of any drill plans / scenarios for use during drills.

16. Obtain copies of AO/RO/SRO/SS qualification signoff cards in the
Operations Department Instructions.

17. Obtain information on initial training program for AO from Operations
Department Instructions.

18. Training Program Audits

a) Obtain copies of any audit procedures by utility QA.

b) Obtain copies of any actual utility audits and response to audits.

c) Obtain copies of NRC audits / utility response.

d) Obtain copy of any checklist used in audits.

G.I.4 Source: UTILITY SELECTION AND SCREENING PROCEDURES / POLICIES

1. Determine criteria for initial selection of applicants for Hot and Cold
Programs.

2. Determine screening criteria applied to applicants prior to entry into -
.

each phase of the training program.

3. Determine current corporate management level and degree of involve-
ment in the following:

a) approval of screening and selection criteria

b) approval _of actual selections.

4. Obtain a copy of any established utility guidelines for operator advance- '

n ent to SRO.

5. Determine current corporate management level and degree of involve-

ment in approval of advancement criteria and actual - selections for
advancement of RO to SRO.
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G.I.5 Source: OPERATOR REQUALIFICATION PROGRAM

1. Obtain copies of the requalification program description, procedures for

administration of the program, and any utility guidelines, policies or
directives relating to requalification.

2. For each phase of requalification obtain copies of:

a) training schedule

b) lesson plans (sample)

c) simulator training conducted
d) key examinations.

3. Determine current corporate management level and degree of involve-
ment in following aspects of requalification program:

a) approval of program structure

b) approval of program composition

c) performance of audits

d) approval of key _ exams

e) approval of recertification in case of failure of annual exam.

4. Obtain a copy of any existing record of requalification training con-
ducted during a recent period of time (as long.as reasonable based on
volume) for comparison later with requalification objectives.

5. Determine typical procedures followed in case of annual requalification

exam failure. Determine established procedures and copy any records '

showing actions taken in actual cases.

6. Requalification Program Audits

a) Obtain copies of any audit procedures by utility QA.

b) Obtain copies of any actual utility audits and response to audit.

c) Obtain copies of NRC audits / utility response.
;

I- d) Obtain copy of any checklist used in audits.
!-
'
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7. Ensure that the information collected on the requalification program has

suf ficient in-depth information that covers the following areas:

a) subjects covered and time allotment

b) subject depth
c) training materials used and amount of utilizatlan (e.g., program-

med instruction, videotapes, lectures, etc.)

d) emphasis of requalification (continuous and periodic) program

e) methodology employed (including extent of use of outside' con-

tractors / consultants)

f) eff orts taken to ensure that safety-related tasks can be carried out
effectively

g) efforts taken to ensure that a broad and comprehensive level of
understanding in fundamentals is maintained

h) practical requalification training composition and time allot--

m ent.

8. Determine requalification program distribution of subject areas / time
allotment to simulators and in-plant training, and any rationale given
behind this distribution.

9. Obtain a copy of the requalificatim in-plant training program. Also,
obtain copy of any existing record of in-plant requalification training
conducted over a reasonable period of time.

10. Obtain copies of any in-plant requalification drill plans / scenarios and
drill program description.

G.I.6 Source: TRAINING INSTRUCTOR SELECTION, QUALIFICATION AND EVAL-

- UATION PROCEDURES AND POLICIES

1.- Obtain copy of procedures / guidelines / policy for instructor:
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a) initial selection

b) training (details, including detailed description of instructor train-

ing program)

c) qualification / certification

d) periodic evaluation.

2. Determine utility criteria for selection of instructors. (including those
contracted out to training services, companies, consultants, etc. Does

utility approve any of instructors? If so, using what criteria?)

3. Determine current procedures for initial accreditation (af ter qualifica-

tion) and follow-on evaluations of instructors.

4. Record f actors considered in instructor evaluations (obtain copies of

any standard evaluation forms).

5. Determine if any effort is made by utility to assess quality of instruction

given by training service contractors. If so, how is it different from
criteria placed on utility instructors?

6. Determine policy / procedures in case of problems with any instructor's

competency.

7. Determine current instructors' backgrounds and qualifications and sub-

ject areas in which each instructs.

4

G.I.7 Source: OPERATOR ERROR REPORTING PROCEDURES -

1. Obtain copies of procedures for operator error reporting (including " reportable

occurrences").

2. Determine communications mode used to minimize delays in reporting

to NRC.

G-11
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3. Obtain copy of any utility guidelines for determining severity of errors

: and appropriate corrective action.

4. Obtain copies of personnel error related LERs and follow-up reports.

5. Obtain copies of LERs that involve unlicensed personnel.

6. Determine how LER procedure at the utility interfaces with the on-site
IE representative. Also, determine if any critique prior to LER submit-
tal includes the NRC IE representative.

G.I.8 Source: UTILITY ' PROCEDURES FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF

RO/SRO/ SHIFT SUPERVISORS

1. Obtain copies of any formal procedures / standard forms for:

a) periodic RO/SRO/SS performance evaluation

b) recording of operator performance during drills or evolutions.

2. Obtain copy of any policy statements or procedures concerning correc-
tive action for repeated operator errors or handling operators who are
margina'. perfermers.

,

|

!

G.I.9 Source: UTILITY PROCEDURES FOR FEEDBACK OF INFORMATION ONi

PROBLEMS TO OPERATORS / TRAINEES
!
r

1. Obtain a copy of utility procedure for feeding back information on oper-
ator errors, design problems and equipment failures to operating / trainee -

personnel. Procedures should provide the following information (If they .
'

do not, ask for any documents that do provide these answers):

a) subjects covered and depth

b) expediency requirements of feedback process
.
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c) methodology for factoring this information into initial training and'

requalification programs -including utility guidelines for -deter-
mining which information is appropriate for each area of training.

d) provisions for ensuring that safety-related problems receive prior-
ity exposure

e) administrative procedures to document feedback process and
- degree of exposure to operators. [This includes how the lessons
learned from publications / reports (e.g., IE bulletins, LERs, etc.)
are handled.]

f) functions of the utility " Operating Experience Evaluation Group"

g) techniques employed to convey information on operator errors to
operators and trainees.

G.I.10 Source: NON-LICENSED PERSONNEL JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND TRAINING

1. Obtain copies of any detailed job descriptions that will permit determi-
nation of job functions and responsibilities during normal, abnormal and
emergency conditions. (These are listed by " functional title" in ANS-3.1

and will require correlation to actual utility title.)

e Plant Manager

e Maintenance Manager

e Technical Manager

Supervisors not requiring NRC License (determine specifically whoe

these are at each site)

e Professional-Technical Groups

a) Reactor Engineering

b) Instrumentation and Control

c) Chemistry and Radiochemistry

d) Radiation Protection

e) Quality Assurance

'

.
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e Operator-Technician-Maintenance Personnel

a) Technician
b) Maintenance personnel

.

c) Auxiliary operator
e Engineer-in-Charge of Technical Support Personnel

2. Obtain copy of any existing job task anlayses of any of these personnel.'

1

3. Obtain a detailed description of training programs and certification
received by these personnel, including any on-the-job training require->

ments.

:

4. For Maintenance and Professional-Technical Groups, obtain representa-

tive copies of:

a) surveillance procedures

b) functional test procedures

c) preventive maintenance procedures-

d) repair procedures.

- G.I.11 Source: EXAMINATIONS

i 1. 'Get copies of utility exams given to certify candidates ready for NRC
exams.

,

t

|

| 2. Obtain copies of annual requalification exams for comparison with NRC.-.

| exams and requalification program criteria.- If the annual exam is given
'

in segments, obtain a copy of all parts.

.

3. . Get copies of any exams administered to.certif y passing each phase of
~

.

'

training (i.e., used as screening device ior the next phase).'

,

4.: Obtain copies of any exam waiver requests, including NRC response.

,

#
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G.I.12 Source: MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

1. Collect any information from incentive programs of any utility incen-
tives for superior trainee performance or operator performance.

2. Obtain a copy of utility procedures for implementing regulatory changes.

3. Obtain a copy of the power plant organization diagram.

G.2 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

G.2.1 LICENSED ROs and SROs

1. What measures are taken typically during each phase of the initial train-

ing program to assist trainees who are having difficulties completing the
curriculum (e.g., extra instruction, regulated study time, additional test-

ing, etc.)? Do you feel these measures were sufficient and appopriate?

Did you find the program easy or difficult? Does utility management get
involved in boderline cases; if so, how?

2. What incentives exist to encourage superior trainee performance during
the training program? Af ter completion of licensing, what incentives
exist to encourage superior operator performance?

3. While on shif t as a reactor operator or senior operator, how do you inter-

f ace with maintenance / support personnel performing work in the plant?

What are your responsibilities for the actions of these people? What are

their responsibilities to you? Do you provide direction to them: if so,
how and when?

|

|
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(FOR_SROs ONLY)

4. One of the objectives of this study is to collect information on the duties

and responsibilities that distinguish the SRO from the RO. To approach
this subject, we would like to discuss the differences between the princi-
pal DUTIES (or FUNCTIONS) that SROs perform that are in' addition to

those that the ROs perform, in addition, we would like to identif y the
TASKS performed in support of these DUTIES.

a) During NORMAL plant operating conditions, what are your princi-
pai duties above those of an RO?

b) During ABNORMAL plant conditions, what additional duties do you j

perform? (Abnormal conditions include shutdowns for unscheduled I

maintenance, startups, significant power manipulation, etc.)

c) Under EMERGENCY plant conditions, what are your duties?

d) For each of these duties you have mentioned, what are the tasks

you do in support of those duties?

5. What are the objectives of each phase of the training program as you sce

them?

6. During your initial training period at this facility, which phase of the
program, do you feel, did the least to adequately prepare you for your
responsibilities as RO/SRO? Why? Were you interested in these areas?

7. Which phase of the program do you feel was most effective in preparing
you to be a RO/SRO? Why?

8. What are the requirementa that must be met for advancement from
operator to senior ope.rator? Do you agree or disagree with them? : (if

you disagree, then what do you think the requirements should Se?) Why?

9. Describe the written and oral NR.C licensing ' examination given to you
(for operators licensed within the last 2 years)..

G-16
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10. How difficult is it for an operator to move from one unit to another
when licensed on more than one unit?

11. What is your opinion of the simulator for training you have received?
What problems reduce its effectiveness?

12. What would you like to see done to improve your satisfaction with your
job? What motivators and demotivators exist on your jck?

13. One area that our research will look into is the screening of applicants
prior to their entry into each phase of the training program. Please

describe the phases of training in the program you completed and give
your opinion of the factors that should be considered (i.e., what screen-

ing should be done) prior to permitting a candidate to enter each phase
of training.

14. What opportunities do you have for advancement? '

G.2.2 SHIFT SUPERVISORS

1. During a shif t, how do reactor operators and senior operators interface

with maintenance / support personnel performing work in the plant? What

are the RO/SRO responsibilities for the actions of these people? What is
the shif t supervisor's responsibility? What are the responsibilites of
these maintenance / support personnel to the RO/SRO? Do RO/SROs pro-
vide direction to them? If so, how and when?

2. Please describe your involvement in the formal evaluation of the per-
formance and competency of ROs and SROs for:

a) periodic evaluations

b) evaluation of actions taken or to be taken during actual or simu-
lated abnormal and emergency conditions.

G-17 -
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What factors do you consider in evaluating both ROs and SROs? (Dis-

tinguiah between the two.)

3. What corrective action or special personnel procedures are taken for the

case of an operator who repeatedly makes errors or is generally con-
sidered to be a poorer quality operator?

4. Considering the duties and tasks of the SRO and RO, what are the princi-

pai duties of an SRO in addition to those of an RO during NORMAL
operating conditions? What additional duties does he gain during
ABNORMAL conditions? EMERGENCY conditions? What tasks are per-

formed by the SRO in support of those duties?
I

5. Consider ROs who have been advanced to SRO. , From your experience

what do you consider to be the best predictors of excellent and poor
performance as SROs? Do you feel that current advancement prerequi-
sites are satisfactory or need improvement? How?

6. What problems currently exist in operator motivation? How do you think

motivation can be improved?

7. For operators (RO or SRO) who have lef t this utility, what is your recol-
tection of their general complaints about their j@s? How many differ-
ent operators are you talking about and over what period of time?

8. What is your opinion of the feasibility of creating a job rotation system

for operators to add job variety?

9. What opportunities do you have for advancement?

10. What is your opinion of the practice of granting NRC licenses on multi-

pie units? What problems do operators have when they move from one

unit to another?

I,

|

|
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11. What is your opinion of the simulator training you have received? Is
there any need to place more emphasis on team training at the simu-
lator? What improvements would you like to see in simulator training?

12. What is your opinion of the STA requirements?

G.2.3 AUXILIARY OPERATOR UNDERGOING RO LICENSE TRAINING

1. What measures are taken typically during each phase of the initial train-

ing program to assist trainees who are having difficulty?

2. During the training problem:

a) Are there any mandatory study requirements?
b) Are there any efforts to provide additional instructor assistance

for weak students?

c) Do utility management personnel get involved in borderline cases?
If so, how?

d) Do company management personnel participate _ in training ses-
sions? How of ten?

3. What incentives exist to encourage superior trainee performance during
the training program?

4. Are your instructors utility personnel, contractors or a mixture of both?

What mixture? How knowledgeable are your instructors (both groups)?

G.2.4 TRAINING DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR

1.~ These questions concern utility commitment to individuals during and
af ter training.

.
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a) What level of utility management becomes involved in cases of
borderline trainees and what is the degree of this involvement?
How about cases oi marginal operator performance?

b) What special procedures are followed in the case of a marginal
trainee?

c) What special procedures are followed in the case of a poorly per-
f orming operator?

d) What incentives currently exist to promote superior trainee / opera-

tor perf ormance?

e) What has been the drop-out/f ailure rate of hot / cold applicants in

the past 3 years?

2. What criteria are applied to the selection of instructors? What is the

rationale behind these criteria?

3. Have you ever had any problems with instructor competency? If so,

what actions were taken to correct this situation?

4. For the following areas, what level of corporate management gets
involved and what is the degree of involvement in the training and certi-

fication pr,ocess?

a) approval of training program structure
b) approval of program composition

j c) performance of periodic utility audits (how of ten, wtm does them,

! depth of audits)

d) approval of prescreening _ and - advancement criteria . and actual
'

selections

e) approval of key utility exams

f) certification of preparedness for NRC exam

g) corrective action for twetC/ utility audits -

|
h) general training program decision responsibilities.

|
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5. Concerning the corporate management personnel discussed in Question 4,

what technical knowledge, experience levels and training have these per-

sonnel had to prepare them for operator certification responsibilities? 15
there any program for this?

6. Concerning the distribution of practical training subject areas and time
allotment to simulators versus actual in-plant training (hot or cold pro-
grams), what is the rationale behind the current program distribution?

7. From your viewpoint, what are the simulator organizations' training
responsibilities to you, both for initial training programs and requalifica-
tions training?

8. The following questions concern your in-plant training program:

a) What are the objectives of the program - both initial training and
requalification training?

b) What are the practical scheduling limitations of in-plant training?
c) What advantages do you see for using reactor time for conducting

periodic drills? Disadvantages?

d) What percentage of your program results in actual plant manipula-
tion versus walk-through only?

e) If faced with a specific NRC requirement to conduct periodic drills
requiring plant manipulation', how would you schedule them?

f) What is the feasibility of conducting drills during startup/ shutdown
periods?

9. For in-plant training and drills that are conducted:

a) Who is involved in the planning of the drills and to what degree?

b) Who grants permission / authorizes the training to be conducted?

c) Who monitors the training?

d) Who reviews the results of training conducted? -
.
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_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _______ ____ ____ _______ __ _ ________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

10. What are the NRC practices that you have observed for implementing
training requirements? What are your opinions (pro and con) of these

implementation practices? What are the utility's practices for imple-
menting regulatory requirements in the training area?

11. What are your opinions (pro and con) on current NRC training audit prac-
tices (enforcement)? How much preparation is required for these audits?

12. What formal or informal methods exist for:
,

a) evaluating the effectiveness of courses

b) evaluating currency and accuracy of materials

c) updating materials

d) evaluating courses for providing operators information related to
the skills and knowledges required to meet their job requirements?

13. What are your opinions of the advantages / disadvantages of generic and

plant-specific simulator training?

14. Is current emphasis on individual training versus team training appropri-
ate? If not, what should it be?

15. What do you view as INPO's role in the industry?

16. Considering the three areas of training, operations and regulation, what
significant improvement do you feel is needed on an industry-wide basis?

17. What types of skills are taught to your operators during simulator train-

ing and percentage of emphasis on each? Do you feel it is appropriate?

What improvements in simulator training would you like to see?

18. How does the cold license program concept compare to the hot license
program for adequately preparing operators for their jobs?
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19. Please comment on the following changes in requirements, identified in
NUREG 660 NRC Action Plan:

a) Vice President of Operations certifying fitness of candidates for -
the NRC examination

b) one year of experience as RO required prior to SRO licensing

c) three months of control room training as an extra person on sh3't
required for RO/SRO candidates

d) review of training programs to assure that safety-related func-
tions, including job task analysis can be carried out effectively

e) emphasis of the team aspect of training, particulary during simu-
lator training and requalification and plant drills

f) plant drills - normal and offnormal operating maneuvers to be
sinitlated fe walk-through drills; test adequacy of reactor and
plant operating procedures; what drills should include actual
maneuvers of the plant; desirability of initiation of drills by NRC
inspectors

g) NRC Operating Tests to be conducted on simulators

h) requalification exams to be administered by the NRC

i) new staffing requirements for control rooms
j) new NRC exam requirements: (1) thermodynamics and fluid flow

category, (2) time limit,- (3) new pass /f ail criteria, and (4) SRO
candidates to take an oral exam.

G.2.5 TRAINING DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT. SUPERVISOR

1. Part of our study involves evaluating NRC audit pt actices. Please
,

describe what actual NRC. training program audit practices are in at-

least the followirig areas:

a) frequency of audits
b) subject areas of audits
c' length'of audits

| : a) distribution of administrative audits versus personnel evaluations -
| or training practices evaluations.

~
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What are your opinions of the weaknesses in the current NRC audit pro-

gram?

2. What fraction of the training program is conducted by training service
contractors? In what areas? Why are these personel or organizations

used?

3. What formal effort is made by the utility to assess the quality of instruc-

tion given by training service contractors? Does the utility have any say

in the instructors used?

4. What are the various training techniques / methods used in your initial

training programs (e.g., individual study, programmed instruction, video

tapes, lectures, etc.)? What is the degree of utilization of each? What

is the rationale behind this breakdown?
1

5. For the training services contractors / consultants used, what training
methods are used and to what degree? j

6. What are the training technique / methods used as part of the continuing

and periodic requalification program? What is the degree of utilization

of each?

7. To what extent are outside contractors / consultants used during the con-

tinuing and periodic requalification program? What is the rationale for

their use?

8. Concerning practical requalification training, both continuous and peri-
odic - what are the goals and composition of the programs and what
amount of time is allotted to this effort? What is the designed emphasis

of these programs?

9. Have you had any cases where operators have failed their annual requali-

fication exams? For these cases, what corrective action was taken?

G-24
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How is this action typically determined (rationale)? Are there any

established criteria?

10. Concerning the criteria used to certif y candidates for NRC exams:

a) What criteria are used for this certification?

b) Are the certification criteria tailored to NRC evaluation criteria?
(Why or why not?)

c) Are all NRC exam subject areas independently evaluated?

d) What are the utility techniques for evaluating operator ability /will-

ingness to accept the responsibilities of an operator?

e) At what levels and to what degree do utility management personnel

get involved in this certification process?

11. Have you had any cases where operators have failed their NRC exam?
For these cases, what corrective action was taken? How is this action

typically determined (rationale)? Are there any established criteria?

12. Describe the utility procedures for feeding back information on operator

errors, design problems and equipment failures to operating personnel
and instructors and trainees, including:

a) subjects covered and depth

b) expediency requirements of feedback process

c) methodology for factoring this information into initial training and
requalification programs

d) provisions for ensuring that safety-related problems receive prior-
ity exposure

e) administrative procedur.;s to document feedback process and
degree of exposure to operators. (This includes how lessons leamed

f rom publications, e.g., IE bulletins, LERs, etc., are handled.)

f) fmetions of the utility " Operating Experience Evaluation Group"

g) guidelines for determining which information is appropriate for
each area of training.

G-25
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13. What is the rationale behind the selection criteria applied to applicants

for the reactor operator training program?

14. How are trainees screened prior to entry into each phase of training
program? What are the criteria applied to each phase? What is the
rationale for these criteria?

|

15. In your opinion, what are the best indicators during training of how good

an operator will become af ter licensing?,

16. During the training program, how is a student's progress tracked? What,

action is taken in case of marginal performance?

17. Please summarize the following concerning the instructors used in your

programs:

a) selection procedures and criteria

b) qualification procedure

c) procedure for initial accreditation

d) follow-on evaluations including factors considered in the evalua-

tions.

18. During simulator training, what percent of the time is spent on: -<

a) demonstrations
b) practices

c) performance evaluation for normal, abnormal. and emergency con-
ditions?

G.2.6 TRAINING DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTORS

1. What is your experience background in nuclear power? Would you clas-

sif y your background as theory or cperations oriented?
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2. What formal education have you received? What training did you receive
to prepare you to be an instructor? Why did you become an instructor?

3. What are your specific responsibilities for teaching? (What phases of
training /requalification subject areas, courses to you teach?) Are there

any limitations placed on which courses you are qualifico ?o teach in the
initial training and requalification programs? Are other instructors
limited in their teaching scope?

4. What type of guidance do you receive on how you instruct (directives,
etc.)? From whom? What types of instructional methods do you use -
lecture, discussion or seminar, practice (percent of time of each)?

5. What types of materials do you use (e.g., programmed instructions films,
slides, guides, etc.) and to what degree of each? Why do you use these
rather than 100 percent lecturing?

6. Do you develop your own tests? If not, who does? What are typical
pass / fail ratios for your tests? What types of tests are they - short
answer, true/ false, multiple choice, discussion? How frequently do you
administer tests?

.

7. How is student progress tracked? How do you handle pocr learners? Do

you provide extra individual instruction? What other techniques are used

to assist these people? How involved does utility management get with
marginal trainees? Do you feel that the overall effort to assist these

, people is adequate? Is it appropriate in all cases? If not adequate /
appropriate, why not?

8. Does company management ever sit in on classes? How of ten? What

level of management? Do they participate?

| 9. Do NRC personnel ever observe classes in progress? How often? What

| do they do? Do NRC personnel conduct any other types of audits that
i
~

affect you?
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10. In what phases of training do training services con:ractors or consultants

provide instruction? To what extent? What type of supervision and

j auditing do they receive by the utility? What techniques do they use?

! What is your opinion of the celiber of instruction they provide?
:

i ,

! 11. Do you become involved in the continuing ' requalification program?
Please describe its:

:

| a) emphasis ,

b) goals
c) composition
d) time allotment.

I

|1

'

.; 12. Of what does practical requalification training consist? Is it adequate in

your opinion? Why?

:

j 13. What are the best ' predictors in the training program cf an operator's

| performance af ter completing certification? .

; ,

i
'

14. What incentives exist to leave operations. and join the training depart-

ment?4

15. Are instructors regularly sent with trainees to license training' conducted
i at simulator.. facilities? If so,' what functions do they _ perform? ;What -

advantages / disadvantages exist in this policy?

<
,

:
*

G.2.7 SUPERINTENDENT OF OPERATIONS

1.. Would you please describe your own backgrou..J sd experience?
E

.

-

- 2. Concerning advancement from operator to seniorfoperator:
_

a) ' Who'makes the final decision to advance an operator?

j
~

b) What is the' chain or recommendations to this individual for. making

the final decision?

_
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c) What are the most important factors considered prior to recom-
mending advancement? Are these your own personal criteria or

are company criteria firmly established for this?

d) For the factors considered prior to advancement, what are the
measurement techniques?

3. What is the highest level of corporate management responsible for plant

oper ation? What is his degree of involvement in the peformance of
operators? Is there anyone else between yourself and this person who
gets involved? To what degree?

4. Concerning the training of new operators and certification of them for
the NRC exam:

a) What is your involvement?

b) Do the personnel listed in Question 3 get involved? To what

degree?

c) What technical knowledge, experience levels and training have
these personnel had to prepare them for participation in the certi-
fication process?

5. What is done typically for the cases of marginal operator periormance
(operators who frequently make errors, are obviously poorly motivated,,

etc.)? What is done to attempt to improve performance? For operators
who seem to have a lack 01 adequate knowledge, is any effort taken to

give them refresher training (classroom, or simulators)? Could you give

some specific examples of cases you remember?

6. Would you consider your current RO/SRO operating staff as " lean," "just

right," or " fat" in regards to number of licensed operatcrs needed? If
" lean," what problems does this impose?

.
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7. What level of dif ficulty for you do management-labor (unioM relation-
ships pose with respect to:

a) normal plant operation
b) dealing with marginal /poorly performing operators

c) allotment of time to training?

8. Based on your experience, what do you feel are the best indicators in a

trainee's training record of how well he will perform as a licensed opera-

tor? After he is licensed, what do you feel are the best predictors of his
performance as an SRO?

9. How are operator errors investigated and reported? How involved does
the resident IE representative get in the process? What advantages / dis-

advantages exist in identif ying individuals by license number or social
security number on these reports?

10. What problems exist in the current methods for providing information to

utilities and the NRC on operating errors (e.g., LER system)?

;

11. What is your opinion of the use of generic versus plant-specific simu-
lators? Do you see a need for more team training on simulators? How

! big a scheduling problem would this be for you?

'
12. - Should diff erent licensing programs ~ exist for professional / engineering

personnel than for operators?

13. What role do you see INPO playing in future?

14. What _is your opinion of the adequacy of the current NRC examination -

. process?
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G.2.8 SUPERINTENDENTS / SUPERVISORS OF NON-LICENSED MAINTENANCE

AND PROFESSIONAL-TECHNICAL SUPPORT PERSONNEL

Note: Supervisory personnel in the following functional areas were interviewed:

a) Reactor Engineering

b) Instrumentation and Control Maintenance

c) Chemistry / Radiochemistry

d) Radiation Protection / Health Physics

e) Quality Control / Quality Assurance

f) Mechanical Maintenance.

The following questions were tvpical of those asked of these individuals.

1. What are the duties, responsibilities and tasks performed by personnel in

your group at the levels of Manager, Supervisor and Technician?

2. Of the personnel discussed above, which people perform work that could
impact on plant safety and public safety?

3. What qualitv control currently t.<ists for the performance of these per-
sonnel? In what areas do you feel chis quality control should be improved
and what ideas do you have for improvement?

4. How do these maintenance personnel at the supervisor level and tech-

nician level interface with the RO/SRO on shif t? Who provides direction

to them, and how are the responsibilities shared between these personnel-

and the RO/SRO?
.-

5. Whict. functions perforr.ed by these personnel require the use of proce-
dures? Which do not?

6. What training and certification do these personnel receive? Do you feel.

that current practice is adequate? What improvements would you like to
see in the training area?

G-31
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7. Wtut is your opinion of the need for an industry-wide training standard
and/or certification of these personnel? Who should provide ".;iis certifi-

cation? What involvement should the NRC have?

i

|
,

1

+
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APPENDIX H

FIELD SURVEY CHECKLISTS AND

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR TRAINING CENTERS

.

Field survey trips to training centers consisted of document research and interviews.

This appendix provides a copy of the checklists used for document research and a
listing of typical questions asked during interviews. Interviews at training centers
were conducted with the fr,llowing personnel:

Training Department Supervisore

Training Department Assistant Supervisor / Senior Instructore

e Instructors.

H.1 FIELD SURVEY CHECKLISTS -

H.I.1 OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAMS

,

1. Obtain copies of initial tr.sining program descriptions and administrative-

procedures /policle's thot and cxd).

2. Determine tne process used for certifying trainees as satisfactory opera-
tors. 'What are the criteria for passing this certification?

.

3.- Obtain a copy of simulator training organization chart.

4. Determine criteria employed and means used to cerf!fy that candidates

are ready for the.NRC exam. .

f_ H-3
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5. Ascertain percentage of program designed and administered by utility /
reactor vendor / training service company.

6. Look for general differences between utility-run and contractor-run pro-
i

grams. Comment on any obvious ones. I

7. Look for differences in programs provided to on-site operators versus
operators from other utilities.

8. Obtain a copy of any existing records of training conducted during a
recent period of time (as long as reasonable, based on volume) for com-

parison with program objectives later. (This might include any certifica-

tion letters sent to utility by simulator that describes the training given
to operators X, Y and Z while at the site.)

9. Obtain copies of procedures for audits (internal or external). Obtain
copies of actual audits conducted, if possible.

10. Determine simulator availability for initial training and requalification.
Determine the training program capabilities for the number of operators

Ithat can be trained. Obtain any copy available of a typical schedule of
simulator operations.

11. Obtain list of plants / utilities serviced by the simulator.

12. Determine if any simulator program exists for personnel who fail the
NRC exam.

13. Obtain a copy of simulator training organisational diagram.

14. Obtain a copy of any detailed curriculum description that has been pre-
vlously submitted to NRC (hot and cold).

15. Obtain copies of syllabuses, outlines, training plans, etc. Ensure all

phases of simulator training programs are represented.

H-4
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16. Look for specific training given that defines basic performance expecta-
tions and responsibilities for normal, abnormal and emergency conditions

for RO/SRO. (This is needed as part of Job Task Analysis.) Copy or
record this specific information/ outline if not able to bring it away from
site.

17. Look for specific training that indicates requirements for advancement

from RO to SRO (technical knowledge, practical experience, managerial

ability to control shift personnel, etc.). Copy or record this specific
information.

18. Ensure that materials brought away from site will provide adequate
information on following:

a) training materials used and percent of program accounted for by
each technique

b) subjects and depth covered

c) time allotments

d) overall training methodology employed.

19. Obtain some samples of lecture outlines drill outlines, and evolution
outlines actually used.

20. Determine emphasis of training program as a result of simulator's design.

21. Observe some training conducted and make comments on
advantages / disadvantages.

22. Collect copies of any major written, oral or operational examinations
conducted during the initial training programs (hot and cold).

H-5
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H.I.2 OPERATOR REQUALIFICATION PROGRAMS

1. Obtain copies of requalification program descriptions and administrative

procedures / policies.

2. Obtain a copy of any existing records of actual requalification training
conducted (as much as reasonable, based on volume) for comparison later

with requalification objectives. (This might include any certification
letters sent to utilities by the simulator that describe the specific
requalification training given to operators X, Y and 2 while at the site.)

3. Determine if any simulator program exists for personnel who fall annual

requalification exams. If so, what is it? Also, determine any upgrading

program for operators who have had difficulty as reactor operators
(marginal performers). Collect specific details on training given for
actual cases f alling in these categories.

4. Obtain copies of any audit procedures / programs. Obtain copies of any

actual audits conducted.

5. Determine percent of simulator time devoted to requalification.
i

6. Look for differences in requalification programs provided to on-site

operators versus operators from other utilities.;

l

7. Determine certification criteria for passing a simulator requalification

program.

8. Obtain a copy of the requalificatior program curriculum with sufficient

in-depth information that covers the following areas:'.

;

a) subjects and depth covered

b) time allotment

c) training materials used and amount of utilization

| d); emphasis of requalification program

H-6 -
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e) methodology employed [

f) eff arts taken to ensure that safety-related tasks can be carried out

effectively
g) efforts taken to ensure that a broad and comprehensive level of

under standing in fundamentals is maintained.

10. Obtain copies of outlines / lesson plans / drill plans / scenarios / schedules

used.

11. Obtain copies of any final exams / drill scenarios used for certification of

satisfactory completion of course.

12. Obtain a list of simulator malfunctions.

H.I.3 INSTRUCTOR SELECTION, QUALIFICATION AND EVALUATION PROCE-

DURES AND POLICIES

1. Obtain copy of procedures / guidelines / policy within the training center
organization for:

a) initial instructor selection
b) instructor training (including detailed description of instructor

training program)

c) instructor qualification / certification

d) instructor periodic evaluation.

2. Determine the criteria used for selection of instructors.

3. Determine the simulator facility procedure / requirements for instructor
qualification.

4. Determine current procedures for initial accreditation (after qualifica-
non) and follow-on evaluatioris of instructors.

H-7
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5. Record factors considered in instructor evaluations. (Obtain copies of

any standard evaluation forms.)

6. Determine if customers have any input into the instructors used at simu-

lator facilities.

7. Determine policy / procedure in case of problems with any instructor's

competency.

8. Obtain a copy of any incentive policies for instructor qualification or

performance.

H.2 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1

H.2.1 TRAINING DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR

1. From your viewpoint, what are your responsibilities to customer utilities
)for the iritial training and requalification training administered to their

personnel?

2. What are the criteria applied to the selection of instructors? What is the

rationale behind these criteria?

3. Have you ever had any problems with instructor competency? If so,

what actions were taken to correct this situation?

4. What factors do you consider in evaluating your instructors?

5. This question applies to simulators run by utilities:

For the following areas, what level of corporate management gets
involved and what is the degree of involvement in the training and certi-

fication process?

H-8
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a) approval of training program structure

b) approval of program composition

c) performance of periodic utility audits (how of ten, who does them,
depth of audits)

d) approval of key exams

e) certification of preparedness for NRC exam
f) corrective action for NRC/ utility audits
g) general training program decision responsibilities.

6. Have you ever had any cases of trainees who failed the simulator course?

What action was taken? What procedures are followed in the case of a
poorly performing trainee?

7. What are your opinions (pro and con) of NRC practices for implementing
training requirements? What are your opinions on NRC enforcement
(audit) practices?

8. What is your facility's involvement with utilities that lease time on the

simulator and conduct their own training?

9. Have you ever refused simulator time to utilities due to excess demand
on simulator time?

10. What are the minimum requirements specified by the NRC for your
programs?

11. Do your simulators meet the requirements of ANS-3.57 If not, in what
areas are they deficient?

12. Based on the training that you have provided in cold or hot initial train-

ing, what casualties do you feel that a graduating team could handle on

their own af ter licensing? What are your obligations to the utility for
casualty training?

H-9
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13. What training do you provide to STA personnel?

14. What improvements in your simulators' capabilities do you see are

needed?

15. What is your opinion of the advantages / disadvantages 3f generic versus

plant-specific simulators?

16. Based on the utility personnel you have observed, do you feel that
greater emphasis needs to be placed on team training? How might this

be accomplished?

17. Wnat are suitab!c criteria for deciding which simulators are suitable

training devices for which plants?

18. What is your opinion of the NRC practice of requiring only a reactor

startup for certification on the simulator?

19. What auditing of your training services is done by outside sources and the

NRC7

20. What do you think INPO's role should be?

21. On an industry-wide level, what improvements do you feel are necessary

m the training, operations and regulatory areas?
|

!

H.2.2 TRAINING DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR / SENIOR INSTRUCTOR

i

! 1. Has your simulator ever been used specifically to help improve the per-

f formance of a marginal operator? If so, how is his simulator program

( different from the standard requalification program provided? How

about operators who have failed an annual requalification exam or any
|
i NRC exam?
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2. Part of our study involves evaluating NRC audit practices. Please

describe actual NRC training program audit practices in at least the
following areas:

a) frequency of audits

b) subject areas of audits

c) length of audits

d) distribution of administrative audits versus personnel evaluations
or training practices evaluations.

3. What are your opinions of the weaknesses in the current NRC audit
program?

4. Please summarize the following concerning the :nstructors used in your
programs:

a) selection procedures and criteria

b) qualification procedure
c) procedure for initial accreditation
d) follow-on evaluations including factors considered in the evalua-

tions.

5. Describe the procedures for feeding back information on operator errors,
design problems and equipment failures to instructors and trainees.

6. What are the various training techniques / methods used in your initial

training programs (e.g., individual study, programmed instruction, video
tapes, lectures, etc.)? What is the degree of utilization of each? What
is the rationale behind this breakdown?

7. During the training program, how is a student's progress tracked? What
actbn is taken in the case of marginal performance?

8. Do you provide any certification that an applican't is ready for his NRC
Operating Test?

H-l l
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9. Concerning the criteria used to certify candidates ready for NRC
examinations:

a) What criteria are used for this certification?

b) Are the certification criteria tailored to NRC evaluation criteria?
Why or why not?

c) Are all NRC exam subject areas independently evaluated?

d) At what levels and to what degree do utility management personnel

get involved in this certification process?

10. Have you ever had any cases of trainees who failed the hot or cold
program course? What action was taken? What procedures are fol-
lowed in the case of a poorly performing trainee?

11. What are your obligations to the utility for casualty training? How-

adequately prepared do you feel students graduating from your hot or
cold initial training programs are for hendling casualties?

12. Do you provide simulator training on compound casualties? What limita-
J

tions do you have in providing training in this area? j

13. What methods are used for your simulator modeling? What training i
|

problems have you observed as a result of the simulator model?

i

14. What training is provided to Shif t Technical Advisors? !

15. During simulator training, what percent of time is spent on:
i

|

l
a) demonstrations I

b) practice

c) performance evaluation?

16.- How much emphasis is placed on development of diagnostic skills, proce-
dural skills and control skills during initial training and requalification

training?
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H.2.3 INSTRUCTORS

1. What is your experience background in nuclear power? Would you clas-
sify your background as theory or operations oriented?

2. What formal education have you received? What training did you receive
to prepare you to be an instructor? Why did you become an instructor?

- ,

w
3. What are your specific responsibilities for teaching? (What phases of

training /requalification, subject areas, courses do you teach?) Are there

any limitations placed on which courses you are qualified to teach in the
initial tra?ning and requalification programs? Are other instructorsi

I

limited in their teaching scope?

4. What is your estimate of the extent to which the simulator provides
totally realistic experience?

5. Please describe the simulator's capabilities, including limitations.

6. Based on this siniulator's design, what are its areas of training emphasis?

7. What are the current differences between this simulator and the plant
af ter which it was designed? What efforts are made to keep the simu-
lator up with the actual plant design? How successful have these efforts
been?

,

'

8. From which plants do your typical trainees come and what are the
. differences between this simulator and those plants? How much of a
problem do these differences pose for operators?

9. (This question applied to simulators on reactor Oc..) What differences

exist in initial training and requalifi: ..in p-grani pt evided to on-site -
operators versus operators from other utQte<;i

,

a-g

'
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10. When other utilities send trainees here for initial training or send opera-

tors back for t equalification training, what do you consider to be your

training responsibility to the parent utility?

11. Do you develop your own tests? If not, who does? What are typical

pass / fait ratios for your tests? What types are they? How frequently do ;

you administer tests?

12. How is student progress tracked? How do you handle poor learners? Do

you provide extra individual instruction? What other techniques are used f
'

to assist these people? How involved does utility tranagement get with

marginal trainees? Do you feel that the overall effort to assist these
people is adequate? Is it appropriate in all cases? If not adequate /

appropriate, why not?

'

13. Do NRC personnel ever observe instruction in progress? Do NRC per-

sonnel conduct any other types of audits that affect you?

14. For the requalification program administered:

a) What areas are emphasized?

b) What subjects are covered? Mention depth and time allotment.

15. How do you conduct casualty training on the simulator?

16. What improvements in the simulator capabilities do you see are needed? g
~

17. For initial training classes where the utility sends an instructor along
with the class, what advantages / disadvantages has this practice

presented?

18. What do you think of method used by some utilities where time is leased
on the simulator and all the training is done by utility instructors? What

training do these instructors get on the operation of the simulator?

H-14
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GLOSSARY

AEC Atomic Energy Commission

ANS American Nuclear Society

ANSI American National Standards Institute

AO auxiliary operator

BWR boiling ater reactor
CFR Code c Federal Regulations

|CRO control room operator

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ESF engineered safety features

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

GED General Education Development Program

I&C instrumentation and control

IE Office of Inspection and Enforcement

INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

LER Licensee Event Report

MIPA NRC's Office of Management Information and Program Analysis

NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

NSAC Nuclear Safety Analysis Center

NSSS nuclear steam supply system

NUREG NRC document

OLB Operator Licensing Branch

P&ID piping and instrumentation diagram

PORC Plant Operations Review Committee

PORV power-operated relief valve

PWR pressurized water reactor

QA quality assurance

QC quality control

RO reactor operator

RPM Radiation Protection Manager

SAR Safety Analysis Report

SCO supervising control room operator

SRO senior reactor operator

Glossary-1
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SRP Standard Review Plan
SS shift supervisor
STA shif t technical advisor
TMI Three Mile Island
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